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Abstract

Theoretical and observational aspects of gravity wave motions within the lower and middle atmosphere

are addressed in this thesis. The opening chapter provides a non-technical review of these waves in

k
atmospheric r"$ng., giving particular emphasis to the important role these waves play in a variety of

fluid-dynamical processes in geophysics and astrophysics. Chapter 2 sets forth selected aspects of the

theory of atmospheric gravity waves lvhich are drawn from in later chapters.

Remaining chapters comprise the body of the research work. Arguments are developed in Chapter

3 which advise care in the analysis of small-scale atmospheric fluctuations. If one assumes that these

perturbations are produced by gravity waves, in almost all cases a spectrum of many waves exists, and it is

shown that analysis based on monochromatic premises can produce (and has produced) misleading results.

Furthermore, there is currently debate as to whether atmospheric fluctuations are indeed due to gravity

waves, or whether quasi two-dimensional turbulence (also known as vortical modes) produces most of the

variance. Experimental assessment of these two theories has centred on comparing the power spectra of

these fluctuating fields with the separate spectral predictions of gravity-wave and vortical-mode theory.

However, observations also imply that these spectra must be nonstationary, and simulations reveal that

experimental spectra can be distórted from the stationary theoretical predictions, making comparisons

with theory ineffectual. A non-spectral statistic is developed to provide more stationary experimental

evaluations of the competing theories.

In Chapter 4, this newly-developed theoretical test is applied to time series of atmospheric wind

velocitþs measured in the lower atmosphere (2-12,krzl height range) with a VHF radar system. The

analysis reveals that these fluctuations are consistent with gravity waves, and inconsistent with quasi-

two-dimensional turbulence. These observations-were conducted during the passage of cold fronts, and

strong correlations between these frontal passages and bursts in gravity-wave energy are presented and

analyzed.

It was argued in the previous two chapters that distortion of gravity-wave frequency spectra at

mesospheric heights (60-90,træ) should not be severe, and this is assessed experimentally in Chapter

5 by spectrally analyzing a large base of wind data from this rcgion, as mcasured ,,vith an HF radar

system. The observations confirm that distortions are not significant, and in the process some important

characteristics ofthe wave field at these heights are brought to light.

Upper-stratospheric heights (20-60krn) cannot be probed by radar, and so information on gravity

vt



wave characteristics here is limited. However, rockets have probed this region for many years from a

number of sites around the world, and these data are analyzed in Chapüer 6 for evidence of gravity

wave motions. New and important information on seasonal variations in the amplitudes and propagation

directions of gravity vr'aves are obtained, and the significance of some of these new findings is discussed'

These observations, together with others performed eìsewhere, have now resolved some basic features

of gravity waves in the middle atmosphere. Surprisingly, many of these characteristics have yet to be

explained. In Chapter 7, simple ideas are developed which are used to explain observed seasonal variations

of gravity wave amplitudes. However, these same arguments cannot explain the geographical variability

evident in measurements. The theoretical investigation is therefore extended through the use of a more

complex numerical model, which simulates gravity wave propagation through the zonally-averaged middle

atmosphere. The model is used to help explain various observed features of middle-atmospheric gravity

v¡aves, and deliberately avoids including any initial amplitude or wave-propagation anisottopy, so that

any such anisotropy which subsequently arises must be due to propagation effects. Results from model

simulations support more rigorously the simple earlier arguments as to the origin of the seasonal variations

in wave activity. However, the model also produces information on many other gravity-wave parameters,

and these findings are compared with available measurements, with apparent agreement in some cases.

The model also highlights, and enables investigation of, an important physical process by which horizontal

wavelengths and ground-based phase speeds can change due to horizontal refraction of the wave.

In its entirety, this work provides not only observational information on the nature of gravity waves

in a number of different regions of the atmosphere, but in all cases theoretical analysis of these data casts

light on some of the processes which act to produce this observed structure.
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Chapter 1

Background

L.1- Introduction

For some time, the theory and observation of atmospheric gravity waves appeared to be a rather esoteric,

narrowly-defined study of a little-known fluid wave motion, which had little impact on our understanding

of the large-scale structure and circulation of the atmosphere. Only recently has it been realized that

many regions of the Earth's atmosphere, whose structure had previously been poorly understood, are now

understood far better since the effects of gravity waves on these regions have been considered. Indeed,

over the last thirty years, but particularly during the last decade, many of the most puzzling aspects of

the neutral atmosphere's circulation and thermal structure have become better understood as a direct

result of advances in our understanding of both planetary Rossby wave and internal gravity wave motions

within the atmosphere [see, e.g., And,rews, 1987].

The purpose of this opening chapter is to give a general impression as to lvhy the study of atmo-

spheric wave motions, and most especially gravity waves, is important, and also to illustrate how the

understanding gained in the atmospheric context can be applied elsewhere. We begin, however, with a

simple general discussion of the mean structure of the lower and middle atmosphere.

L.2 The Lower and Middle Atmosphere

The work to follow focuses on the region of the Earth's atmosphcrc bctwccn thc surfacc and an altitudc of

about 100ßræ. The atmospheric constituents at these heights are, for the most part, un-ionized and well-

mixed by turbulence, and so density stratification arises from hyd,roslalic balance between gravitational

1



CHAPTER 1. BACIíGNOUND

J 35()S Groves Model
t20

100

temperature

Figure 1: Typical vertical variation of atmospheric temperature with height. These data are taken from
the zonal-mean reference temperatures of Groaes [1985, 1987] at 35oS in June.

and buoyancy forces in the vertical, giving a verticaì density e-folding length or densilg scale h'eigh'l

fI, which is set principally by the air temperature ?. The prevailing horizontal flow below -70,tr¿

in height is predominately zonall , due to geoslrophic balance in the horizontal between the Coriolis

force of the revolving Earth and horizontal pressure-gradient forces within the atmospheric fluid. These

geostrophic winds can be calculated from the vertical and latitudinal distribution of the air temperature

T by using the so-called thermal wind equation [see, e.g., Anilrews ei al., 1987]. Thus knowledge of the

global distribution of atmospheric temperature also implies knowledge of the first order density and florv

characte¡isitics of the neutral atmosphere, and so it is the most fundamental quantity to consider and to

attempt to understand.

At any position on the Earth2, the observed change in atmospheric temperature lvith height has the

same qualitative variation as that depicted in Figure 1. On ascending from the surface, temperatures

decrease rather uniformly up to around3 10Èrn, whereupon they increase gradually to a peak value of

-2701{ at around 50km. Above this peak, ? decreases to a minimum near 90Èrn before increasing

once again. The reproducable thermal structure in each of these four height regimes has led to their

individual naming, and they ane known, in order of ascent, as the lroposphere, sTraTosphere, mesosphere,

and lhermosphere.

1i.e. directed either east or west
2except at near-pola.r latitudes in perpetual dakness duing winter
3 This height varies with latitude, ranging from -78km aü the tropics to -7lcm near the poles

2

80
?
J1

ãoo
Þo
o-q 40

20



CHAPTER 1. BACI(GROUND

1.3 Solar Irradiance

The trends in Figure 1 are caused principally by the surface warming and atmospheric photochemistry

produced by solar electromagnetic radiation impinging upon the Earth. Different heating and cooling

processes occur at different heights, and this produces in observed temperature variations with altitude.

The thermal structure of the troposphere is determined principally by the heating of the planet's

surface due to absorption of solar radiation. Most (-70%) of the radiation reaching the su¡face is

absorbed, and heats the surface to a temperature around 260/f. This heated surface then ¡e-emits a

260.I( Planck (black body) spectrum of radiation, which peaks in intensity at infra-red wavelengths.

If the atmosphere was transparent to this predominately infra-red surface radiation, atmospheric

temperatures would decrease with height at Io - 9.81{ krn-1 due to natural abiabatic cooling, where Io

is the so-called drg adiabatic lapse rale. However, atmospheric water vapour, carbon dioxide, and other

"greenhouse gases" absorb some of these re-emitted infra-red wavelengths, and heat the atmosphere. AII

of these processes combine to give typical tropospheric lapse rates in the range 3-101( Icm-I .

These tropospheric lapse rates are both spatially and temporally variable. For example, local surface or

chemical heating can often produce a temperature increase over a small height range (called an inversion),

examples of which are shown in Figure 52 in chapter 4. At altitudes further away from this heating,

however, a compensating lapse rate which is superadiabatica can often result. The vertical position

of an air parcel in a superadiabatic background temperature gradient is highly unstable: if the parcel

is displaced slightly upwards, then it becomes warmer than the background and will rise further, or if

displaced downwards, it becomes cooler than the background and will continue its descent. In both cases,

the vertically displaced parcels attain temperatures which differ from the local background temperature,

giving rise to vertical heat fluxes and a consequent alteration of the thermal structure. The resulting

motion of all these parcels is termed conueclion, and is a complex, three dimensional process which

subsides only rvhen the atmosphere has equilibrated to a new and stable vertical temperature structure.

Consequently, superabiabatic lapse rates are often referred to as a conaecliae inslabililies. Because typical

tropospheric lapse rates are -3-10 I{ km-1, convective instabilities freqeuntly arise, and it is because of

this that the troposphere (literally "turning-sphere") is so named.

Indeed, because the radiative driving of the troposphere has appreciable geographical variability (".g.,

land-sea-ice contrast, variable solar zenith angle) and temporal intermittency (e.8., isolated evaporation

or condensation of water vapour), the troposphere is very dynamic. These dynamics are also rather

.)

4a temperatue decrease with height which exceeds lo
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nonlinear, and a variety of complex meteorological phenomena arise. These include large/synoptic-scale

phenomena such as high and low pressure systems, fronts, and cyclones. These flows can interact with each

other, or can be modified by surface friction, geostrophic and/or convective adjustment, orography' and

further radiative driving, giving rise to smaller scale motions such as gravity waves and turbulence. The

generation of gravity rvaves during the passage of tropospheric cold fronts is investigated observationally

in section 4.3.

At a height around l}km, the fallofl in temperature abates and the atmosphere remains essentially

isothermals up to -20Àm. This region is often termed the louer slralosphere. The accompanying increase

in atmospheric stability that this temperature structure provides m.akes vertical motions far more difficuÌt

to produce and sustain, and so the atmosphere is highly stratified (hence "stratosphere"). The stability

of lower stratosphere acts as a "lid" to the underlying tropospheric air, and so the interface between the

two regions is known as the tropopause. Typical tropopause heights range from 18Èrn near the equator

to around Tlcm at the poles.

Above 20lcm, temperatures increase gradually to a peak value at around 50km, and so the upper

slratosphere is very stable and highly stratified. This rise in temperature is caused by dissocation of

ozone by solar ultra-violet radiation in the 200-300nrn wavelength range, with absorption maximizing at

a height of -40km. The global distribution of ozone gives rise to a global temperature structure which

drives strong zonal winds at these heightso, with mid-latitude wind speeds approaching 100rn s-1 during

winter at a height of -50km (see, e.g., Figure 97 in chapter 6).

'Above 
50kr¿ the temperature decreases with height, due to rapidly decreasing ozone concentrations.

By analogy to the tropospheric situation, the height of maximum temperature near 50,(;m is called the

slralopause. The subsequent atmosphere up to -90krn, where the temperature decrease abates, is called

the mesosphere (literally "middle sphere"), and this upper level is called the mesopause. Àround the

mesopause, where the coldest atmospheric temperatures are encountered, the atmosphere assumes very

different characterisitics.

Firstly, the air now becomes slightìy ionized, mainly through photoionization of nitrous oxide (NO)

by ultra-violet Lyman-o emission (-l27nm) from the Sun, and the resulting electrons form the D-region

(50-90,krn). However, the total ionization is too small to produce significant distortion to the dynamics

through electromagnetic effects, so that ùhis ionized air is merely advected with the neutral air. AIso,

the background velocity of the neutral air becomes highly ageostrophic; that is, a strong and persistent

5 constmt temperatue
6via the thermal wind equation

4
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0 50 lo0 l5o 200 250 300

Figure 2: ptot or the altitude ", *"*,*"J;:J::T lil"r,"" or solar radiation wavelength, for
wavelengths less than 300nm ffrorn Brasseur and Solomon, 1984f .

persistent meridionalT component to the background wind exists. These features are discussed in section

1.4.3

The remaining atmosphere above the mesopause is known as the thermosphere. As its name suggests,

the temperatures here are large and increase monotonically with height, due to rapidly increasing pho-

toionization of various chemical species. Above l}}lcm, ionization starts to affect the dynamics through

interactions with earth's electic and magnetic fields, and kinematic viscosity increases to a point where

turbulent eddies are damped out, so that the atmospheric constituents can no longer be continually

mixed. Molecular diffusion dominates therefore, and so the concentrations of different ions vary rvith

height according to their atomic weight.

Figure 2 shows the height of maximum absorption as a function of wavelength for solar radiation

impinging vertically on the atmosphere. Note that, while stratospheric ozone filters 200-300nm UV light,

hard UV and X-radiation are absorbed by chemicals in the mesosphere and thermosphere. Therefore, any

depletion in the ambient concentrations of the indicated chemicals lvithin the stratosphere, mesosphere,

and thermosphere may result in increased levels at the ground of these energetic and biologically harmful

electromagnetic wavelengths. Therefore, understanding and continuous monitoring of the entire middle

and upper atmosphere is clearly warranted.
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CHAPTER 1. BACI(GROUND

L.4 Effects of Atmospheric 'W-ave Motions

In the previous discussion, it was shown that much of the actual temperature structure of the lower and

middle atmosphere can be understood in terms of radiative equilibrium between solar-driven heating

and natural abiabatic cooling. However, collation of measurements of atmospheric temperature and

wind speed over the entire globe, starting around 1960, revealed progressively more puzzling features

of the atmosphere which could not be reproduced by even the most sophisticated numerical models of

atmospheric composition and photochemistry.

Since background wind speeds could be broadly reproduced from temperatutes, and temperatures

appeared to be set by radiative eqilibrium amongst photochemistry and abiabatic cooling, there was an

implicit belief that all of the large-scale circulation was merely a coupled response to photochemisity. In

other words, chemistry affected the dynamics, but dynamics did not significantly afect the chemistry.

This belief meant that wave motions within the atmospheric fluid, for example, were regarded as "noise"

superimposed on the photochemically determined mean circulation, producing no ìasting effects on this

background state. Hence these waves rvere thought of as dynamical "noise", the effects of which would

disappear after long-term averaging. Therefore, although atmospheric waves \Mere being observed and

tleir theory developed, these studies were considered of ìittle more than academic interest, and their

influence was largely ignored [see., e.g., Fritts,1984; /lines, 1989].

Despite this, observations and theoretical development in the field of atmospheric waves continued.

Then, in the late 1960's, atmospheric waves were demonstrated to drive the dynamics of the equatorial

lower stratosphere by Lindzen anil Hollon [1968] . They developed a theory involving atmospheric waves

alone to explain the anomalous quasi-biennial oscillations (QBO) of wind and temperature in this region.

Since then, more and more regions of the atmosphere have been identified where inclusion of wave motions

and wave dissipation has greatly aided understanding of the structure of that region. Yet only very

recently (during the 1980's) has there been general acceptance that the deposition of momentum ancl

energy by dissipating atmospheric rvave lnotions drives many of the anomalous atmospheric circulations

that cannot be explained by radiative arguments.

It happens that the atmosphere can support many different types of wave motions, A well-known

example is the acoustic (sound) wave. Horvever, more energetic, larger-scale waves occur too. So-called

inlernal grauily waue molions with horizontal scales in the range -10-1000ßrn arise tïom the restoring

forces of gravity acting downwards and buoyancy acting upwards on vertically displaced air parcels. On

8i... .r oscillation of abou[, but not exactly, two years: the mem equatorial QBO period in the lower stratosphere is

6

-27 months
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planetary scalese, Rossbg r¿¿oes arise from a quasi-linear variation in potential vorticity with meridional

displacement. Detailed descriptions of the origin and nature of these waves are given in a number of texts

[see, e.g., Gossaril anil Hooke, 1975; GiIt, 1982; Andlews el a\.,1987], and somefurther details of gravity

waves and other cìosely related motions considered important for this thesis are given in Chapter 2.

A qualitative discussion of wave-driven atmospheric features that have been identified in the lower

and middle atmosphere will now be given, starting from the ground and moving up. As this thesis focuses

on gravity waves, by far the greatest emphasis will be given to the gravity-wave-driven circulations of

the lowe¡ and middle atmosphere. This is not to say that the eflects of other types of waves' such as

planetary Rossby waves, are unimportant in this regard. Indeed, in many regions of the atmosphere they

have far greater impact than gravity waves, and so where necessary their effects will also be mentioned

briefly.

L.4.7 Gravity'Waves in the Tloposphere (1-Lokrn)

Production and propagation of internal gravity waves within the troposphere has been known of for some

time. Gravity waves procluced by flow over mountains, referred to assortedly as "lee waves"r "mountain

waves", and "stationary waves", were first studied experinrentally ll{ue|lne\ 1939o,ð] and mathemetically

lQueneg, 1948; Scorer, 1949] some time ago, and since then have been observed and studied over many

mountainous areas [see reviews by Smilh, 1979, 1989] . Brunk [1949] was amongst the first to study

ground-level pressure pulsations produced by gravity waveslo which were not fo¡ced by undular terrain,

but instead were associated with the onset of intense convective storms. Gravity waves have since been

found to arise from a range of meteorological phenomena [see, e.g., Uccellini and I(och, 1987; Einaudi

et al., 19871. Yet only now are meteorological modellers beginning to appreciate the importance that

gravity waves might play in many aspects of tropospheric dynamics, and in understanding and forecasting

weather. At the same time, there is increasing interest from the middle atmosphere community in

tropospheric gravity waves, as it now appears that most of the wave energy in the middle atmosphere

originates from tropospheric sources.

Perhaps the first indication of the importance that gravity vr'aves can have on lveather came from the

study of the severe downslope winds that often occur near mountain ranges. \Mell documented examples

are the "Helm wind" on the west side of the Pennines in England le.g., Brunskill, 1884; Manley, 19451,

and the strong downslope winds near The Rocky Mountains in Colorado, which can sometimes exceed

gi.e. horizontal scales of the order of the distance around the earth
lothen known as "waves of depression"

l
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Figure 3: Plot of the strong gravity wave motion over the Rocky Mountains in Colorado which occurred

on 1lth. January t972,in which winds gusted up to 150,trn Àr-1. Solid lines connect regions of constant

potential temperature. This diagram is after LiIIy 11978)-

I11krn àr-1 and pose an enormous hazard to propert¡ and aircraft [see, e.g., LiIIg and Zipser, 1972;

Lilly, L978). Milder local versions of this phenomenon are the well-known "gully winds" that occur in

the Adelaide Hills during the late afternoon [see, e.g., Baines, 1990]. Downslope winds are caused by

strong lee wave motions arising from flow over orograph¡ [see, e.g., LiIIg,1978], and a good summary of

current understanding of the processes involved is provided by Scinocca and Peltier [1989]. One of the

more spectacular (and damaging) examples occurred over Colorado in 1972, and is profiled in Figure 3.

The intense high-frequency wind gusts which cause most of the damage during such severe events have

only been modelled recently, and arise secondarily through a highly nonlinear "breaking" of the original

wave motion lscinocca and Peltier, 1989].

Another well-known meteorological phenomenon which occurs over north-eastern Australia is the

so-called "morning glory". During a "morning glory", an observer experiences one, sometimes several,

intense wind surges, often accompanied by the rapid passage overhead of a spectacular rolling cloud for-

mation. This cloud has very limited extent both verticall¡, and horizontally along its direction of motion,

but can extend as a "wavefront" over hund¡eds of kilometres transverse to its horizontal propagation di-

rection. The "morningglory" forms on a low-level bemprrature inversion produced at night by the land

re-radiating heat. Sea breezes from the east and west co¿rst of the Cape York Peninsula florv inland and
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collide, producing intense upwelling and a large propagating pressure "step", called a àore, which propa-

gates away on the inversion as the "morning glory". In time, the bore becomes more sinuous, as solitary

gravity wave packets arise at the leading edge of the bore, and, if there is suf,Êcient moisture, clouds

form with the ascent and erode with the subsidence caused by the wave motion, producing the "rolling

cloud,, effect. Normally these waves would propagate vertically, but in this case the waves are vertically

trappedll and propagate within ahorizontal waveguide, and so the event persists lCrook,1988]. Dawn

produces solar heating and convection which rapidly dissipates the inversion, and so too the "morning

glory', fClarke,1g89] . While numerical modelling seems to support the concept of the "morning glory" as

a bore with associated gravity wave oscillations [see, e.g., Clarlee, 1989], CÀrislie [1989] has argued that

the entire phenomenon is a complex nonlinear gravity wave motion. It appears that "morning glory"

processes occur quite commonly elsewhere, but are unaccompanied by cloud lines [see the review of Smilh,

1g88], and the strong vertical motions they give rise to can endanger low-flying aircraft lChrislie and

Muirheail, 1983] and can trigger deep convective thunderstorm activity fsmith, 1988]. For example, the

possibility that bore waves might propagate ahead of cold fronts, which are common weather phenomena

over southern Australia, was reviewed inler atial>y Smith and Reeiler [1988]. Gravity wave motions

produced by cold fronts are studied observationally in section 4.3'

Indeed, very strong associations have been found between tropospheric gravity waves and convective

activity generally [see, e.g., Einaudi et a1.,7987; I(ueltner et a1.,7987f. Convection is usually believed

to produce gravity waves [see, e.8., Ferguson, Ig67; Bosarl and Cussen, 7973; CurrE and Murly, 1974|'

Balachanilran, 1980; Larsen el ø1.,1982b1, although sometimes pre-existing gravity waves actually trigger

convective storm activity [see, e.g., Malsunxolo ønil Akigama, 1969 Uccellini,7975; I(och and lfcCarlhy,

1982; Stobie e1 al., 1983]. Gravity wave motions also appear to be important in the development of

some tornadoes [see, e.g., Miller anil Sanilers, 1980], in altering the nature and distribution of cloud and

precipitation events le.g., Testud el al., 1980; Ley and PeHier, 1981; Pecnick and Young, 1984; Balaji and

Clark,1988l, and even in triggering condensation and latent heat release [see, e.g., Einaud'i and Lalas,

1975; Chimonas el al., 1980].

The momentum flux associated with gravity wave motions was appreciated quite early in tropospheric

studies [see, e.g., Long, 1955; Sawyer, 1959; Eliassen an.d Palm, 196I| and the theory of drag on the

mean flow due to the momentum flux convergence produced by a dissipating gravity wave was developed

in depth by Bretherton [1969ø,ö]. Lilly lI972l suggested that the omission from models of such wave drag

could be a significant source of the errors encountered in long-range tropospheric forecasts. Mountain

I

11Th"y cannot propagate very far up or down before they are re!ìt'cted due to special atmospheric condibions which occur
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Figure 4: Plots of the latitude-height structure of the zonal wind in the lower atmosphere showing; (a) the

structu¡e produced by a general circulation model without gravity wave drag; (ö) the simulated structure

after inclusion of an orographic gravity wave drag parameterization, and; (c) the actual structure. The

diagram is from McFarlan,e [1987].

wave drag in the troposphere was measured in subsequent airborne experiments [see, e.g., Lilly ønd'

I(enneilg, 1973; Lilty,7978; Smitfi 1978; Brown, 1983], and was shown to be episodically large'

Despite this, wave drag was largely ignored or discounted by meteorologists [see e.g., Hines, 1989)

until very recently, and was only reconsidered after it was proved important in middle atmospheric

dynamics. Indeed, it was Lindzen [1985] who used the same wave drag parameterization that he had

applied to the mesosphere flind,zen, 1981] to quantitatively demonstrate that stationary gravity waves

should dissipate and induce significant mean flolv accelerations at altitudes of near-zero mean wind in

the lower stratosphere. This latest indication of the importance of gravity wave drag has finally been

taken up and incorporated into general circulation models of the lower atmosphere by Boer el al. [1984],

Palmer el ct. [1986] , Tanaka [1986], and McFarlane ll987l, with consequent improvement of the model

results as anticipated (see Figure 4). Indeed, simulations with a general circulation model (GCM) by Boer

[19-90] have indicated that atmospheric torques due to gravity-wave drag and turbulent momentum-flux

convergence in the boundary layer produce much of the angular-momentum exchange between the Earth

and the atmosphere, which causes variations in the Earth s rotation, and hence in the length of a day [see

a

c

C
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the review of Wahr, 1988]. Yet the broader effects on tropospheric regions of a spectrum of gravity waves

with varying phase speeds has still to be considered by modellers, despite strong theoretical evidence that

it is likely to be very important, for example, at the tropopause [see, e.g., VanZandt and Fritts, 1989].

L.4.2 Gravity'Waves in the Stratosphere (15-5okrn)

Observations

Observations of mesoscalel2 motions within the stratosphere have been limited by instrumental effects,

since balloons can only ascend to lower stratospheric heights, and the most powerful ST13 radars still

cannot obtain acceptable signal-to-noise ratios from altitudes much above 30¡Lræ,

Those studies between -15-30krn, however, have frequently revealed large amplitude, quasi-coherent

gravity wave oscillations with vertical scales around2-5km, elliptical polarization in the horizontal, and

upward propagation of wave enelgy [see, e.g., Sawyer, 1967; Weinslein et cl., 1966; Newell eI a\.,1966;

Lillg and Lesler, 1974; Thompson, 1978; Cadet and TeiTelbaum, 1979; Maekawa el al.,1984; Hirola and

lliåi, 1986; Cot and Baral, 1986; Sølo, 1989; Kitømura and. Hirota, 1989; Yamanalca el al., 1989]. At

equatorial latitudes, a range of equatorially-ducted gravity wave modes of planetary scale arise lMalsuno,

1966]. The principal modes are the eastward propagating Kelvin wave, which was first observed by

Marugama [1967] and Wallace and I(ouskg [1968], and the westward propagating mixed Rossby-gravity

wave, which was first observed by Yanai anil Maruyo.rna [1966] (and so is occasionally called a Yanai

wave). Further lower stratospheric observations of equatorial waves have been performed by Maruyama

[1969], Lindzen anil Tsag [1975], and Cadel and TeilelbaumlT9T9l'

In the stratosphere above 30Èrn, meteorological rocket salvoes and isolated lidarla measurements

have been the onìy source of data on such motions, and so knowledge of the wave characteristics at

these heights is presently sparse. Small observed increases in wave amplitudes with height suggest that

wave energy is dissipating at these heights lilirota and Niki, 1985; I/ass and Meger, 1987; Eckermann

anil Vincenl, 1989]. Distinct seasonal cycles in wave amplitudes are also evident, le.g., Hirotø 1984;

Shibata el al., 1986], and the \\¡aves propagate their energy upwards le.g., Hirola and Niki, 1985; llass

and, Meyer, 1987; Eckermann anil VincenT, 1989] within a narrow range of azimuths lÐckermann and

Vincenl, 1989; Eckermann anil Hocleing, 1989]. At equatorial latitudes, high phase speed Kelvin waves

are also prevalent le.g., Hirota, 1978, 1979; Salby, 1984' Deaarajan el ol., 1985]. Rapid advancement

in Rayleigh lidar probing of this region [see e.g., Chanin anil Hauchercorne, I98I; Shibala el al., Ig86;

l2small-scale motions which æe of larger scale than tubulent (mìcrorcale) motions
1 3 Stratosphere-toposphere
lathe optical equivalent of a radar, using visible or UV light from a pulsed laser
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Shibalaelø1., 1988; Garilnerelal.,IgSg;Wilson elol., 1989] andplansforanextremelypowerfulVHF

radar at the equator lFukao el al., 1989ò] offer the promise of more comprehensive measurements from

this region in the future. Chapter 6 details the results of analyzing a large base of meteorological rocket

data from the upper stratosphere for gravity waves, reveali¡g many new characteristics, and goes some

way towards redressing the observational dearth of information on ìdaves from this legion.

Efrects

Planetary Rossby waves, forced by orography and land-sea temperature contrast, can propagate into the

winter stratosphere, and when of unusually large amplitude they can produce increases in the temperature

of the high-latitude stratosphere of the Northern Hemispheric of - 301í in a few weeks; so-called suilden

slalospheric warmings [see, e.g., Chapter 6 of Andrews et aI., 79871. The breaking of these Rossby

waves produces significant effects on the mean structure of the high-latitude winter stratosphere [see,

e.g., Geller ef al., 1983]. At the stratopause, however, residual accelerations of -5rn s-1 dog-1 have

been inferred from satellite data, which cannot be accounted for by either radiative arguments or Rossby

wave dissipation [see, e.g., Geller el al., 1983; Smilh and. Lyjak, 1985], although some values may be

overestimated due to calculation approximations [J?oòizsoz, 1986]. Srnith and' Lgjak 11985) suggested

that gravity wave drag may be the source of this unaccounted driving. Eckermann and Vincenl ll989l

calculated mean flow accelerations of -0.l-lrn s-r dav- 1 at the stratopause from rocket obervations of

gravity wave motions over Woomera (31oS), which are of the order of satellite estimates. HiTchmann el

a/. [1989] invoked a numerical model to investigate these issues, and they concluded that gravity wave

drag is responsible for the separated temperature structure of the stratopause at high latitudes during

winter.

At the equator the zonal wind and temperature of the lower stratosphere exhibits a quasi-biennial

oscillation (QBO) of -27i6 months [see, e.g., Reed el al., 1961; Veryaril and Ebdon, 196l; Wallace,IgTS;

Dunkerton and Delisi, 1985; Naujoßal, 1986; see also Figure 90 in chapter 6]. Neither radiative arguments

nor Rossby wave dissipation can explain this remarkable phenomenon [see, e.g., Wallace anil Hollon,

1968; Wallace, 1973; Plumb, L984]. Lindzen anil Holton [1968] argued that alternating dissipation and

transmission of an eastward-propagating I(elvin wave and a westward-propagating mixed Rossby-gravity

wave miglrt drive this feature. Eolton anil Lindzen [1972] later used a numerical model to demonstrate

that. the observed height- time structure of the QBO wr s well reproduced using this hypothesis. This

tlreoryhassincebeenverifiedandrefinedinanumberofsubsequentstudies[see,e.g., LindzenandTsay,

1975; Plumb,I\TT; Plumb and McÛwary 1978; Hamillon, 1981, 1984; Dunkerton, 1981, 1982a; Plum.b and
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Belt, 1982; Tanaka and Yoshizawa,7987). The QBO may well turn out to be làe most important gravity-

wave-driven atmospheric feature, since non-equatorial quasi-biennial oscillations have been observed in

lower stratospheric temperature, geopotential height le.g., Holton and Tan, 1980, 1982], stratospheric

warmings lDunkerlon ef ø1., 1988] and ozone column abundances le.g., Ramanalhan, 1963; Angell and'

Korshouer, 1973; Ollmans and Lonilon, !982; Hasebe, 1963; Hamillon, 1989; Bouman, 1989], all of which

appear to arise from QBO-driven changes in chemistry and dynamics lling and Lonilon, 1986; Gray and

PEIe, 19891. The effects of gravity waves on ozone are discussed more fully in section 1.4.4' Similarly, the

response of the entire atmosphere to the 1l-year solar cycle apPears to be strongly modulated according

to the phase of the QBO [see the review of LabiTzke and ttan Loon, 1989).

It should be noted that a low-altitude QBO has apparently been detected in tropospheric dynamics

le.g-, Lanilsberg, 1962f, in rainfall le.g., Fleer, l98l; Tgson, 1986] , and in sea surface temperatures [e'9.'

Trenberlh, 7975f. Surprisingly, this near-surface QBO appears to be unrelated to the stratospheric

QBO lTrenäedÀ, 1980], and instead is believed to arise from complex atmosphere-oceâ.n circulation

processes [see, e.g., Currie anil Ha'meei\ 1988]. For example, biennial oscillations are often observed in

temperature/pressure/precipitation patterns driven by the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) fsee,

e.g., Wrighl, 1985].

In the equatorial upper stratosphere, the zonal wincl exhibits a semiannual oscillation (SAO) [see,

e.g., Reed,1965, 1966; Belmonl and Darll, I973 Hirota, 1978, 1980; Delisi anil Dunkerton, 1988; see also

Figure 90 in chapter 6], which again defies a radiative t'xplanation lMeger, 1970]. Although all of the

mixed Rossby-gravity wave modes and the lower phase-speed l{elvin waves are damped out in driving

the underlying QBO, Holton [1975] suggested that higher phase-speed I(elvin waves should propagate to

these heights and drive the eastward phase of the SAO. Such waves were later observed in rocket data

by analyzed by Hirola [1978] . The westward forcing of the SAO is more complex, and results from a

combination of planetary Rossby wave forcing in the winter hemisphere fHopkins, 1975] and accelerations

due to the mean meridional flow across the equator, which itself arises from extratropical wave forcing

lVollon and Wehrbein, 1980].

The SAO rüas very accurately reproduced by the G.F.D.L.l5 "SKYHI" general circulation model

(GCM) lMahlman anil Umscheid, I984f, where it arose in their model "naturally" through the afore-

mentioned forcing mechanisms. However, a subsequent higher resolution simulation with this GCM by

Hamilton and Mahlman [1988] indicated that onÌy -20%, <¡f the eastward forcing was due to l(elvin \ryaves,

15Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, at Princeton University, U.S.A
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Figure 5: One of the earliest measurements of mesospheric wind speed versus height, derived from

photographs of meteor trails by Liller and Whipple [1954].

and the remainder rvas produced by higher-frequency gravity waves. Hitchman anil Leoug [1988] pre-

sentecl indirect observational estimates of a I(elvin-wave eastward forcing which was smaller than that

required to drive the SAO, and they too concluded that gravity waves may provide a significant fraction

of the residual forcing which is required. Further observational evidence in this matter is provided in

chapter 6.

L.4.8 Gravity'Waves in the Mesosphere and Lower Therrnosphere (60-100krn)

With hindsight, it is fortuitous that the region of the atmosphere between -60 and 100,brn in height has

come to be called the mesosphere (literally "middle sphere" ), because it is in this region of the atmosphere

that mesoscale dynamics are most active in the formation of the mean circulation, composition, and

thermal structure.

The earliest observations of this region soon revealed that the wind at these heights had a seemingly

irregular appearance (see Figure 5). A period of intense debate ensued thereafter as to the dynamical

ca-use of these peculiar winds, most of it seeking to invoke turbulence as the cause of the observed

fluctuations [see the historical review of Hines, 1989]. Hines [1960], in a seminal paper, argued instead

that the observed wind variability was produced by a superposition of gravity wave motions. In this study,

I/ines provided bolh a rual,hernal,ical ald couceptual description of these waves, and anticipated many of

their important upper atmospheric effects. As observations of this region improved and increased during

the 60's and 70's, Hines' explanation of the wind variability in terms of gravity \Àr'aves was strengthened
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by repeated experimental corroboration [see, e.g., WilI, 1962; Gossard, 1962; I{ochanslei, 1964; Theon

el al., 1967; Wooilrurn and Juslus, 1968; Manson el al., 1973, 1974, 1,975; Raslogi and Bowhill, 1976;

Vincenl and. Stubbs, 1977; Vincenl and Ball,7977; Miller et a\.,1978; Fukao el o/., 1979] .

About this time too, modellers became aware that the mean state of the mesosphere departed sig-

nificantly from radiative equilibrium, and reasonable sinrulations of its structure were only possible by

artificially parameterizing some as-yet-unidentified dynamics through the use of a so-called Rayleigh

drag coef;Êcientlleouy,lg64; Schoeberl anil Strobel, 1978; Hollon and Wehrbein, 1980]. HoughtonUgTSl

attempted to identify the actual process(es) involved, and concluded that the dissipation of gravity wave

motions at these heights was the most likely candidate. Holton and Wehrbein [1980] demonstrated that

the use of Rayleigh drag coefficients indeed approximated some aspects of the gravity-wave drag process.

The big step forward in testing this idea was supplied by Lin dzen [1981] , who developed mathematical

relations which encapsuìated the essential physics of gravity propagation and dissipation within the

middle atmosphere, yet were simple enough to be easily incorporated into numerical models. Linilzen's

preliminary calculations suggested that gravity waves could indeed provide the required drag on the mean

flow. The scheme was quickly utilized by modellers to eva,uate the gravity wave idea more accurately, and

they found that inclusion of gravity wave drag produced far better agreement with observations than had

previously been obtained [see, e.g., Malsuno, 7982; Hollon, 1982, 1983; Dunlcerlon, 1982b; Schoeberl el

al., 1983; Holton and Zhu, 1984]. Direct measurement of momentumfluxes and mean-flow accelerations

associated with gravity waves in the mesosphere were later providedby Vincenl and,Reid [1983] and

Reidll984], who found that they were indeed of the order of the values required to maintain observed

mean wind speeds. This provided some of the observational verification needed to vindicate HoughTon's

original gravity-wave postulate.

Thus gravity waves are responsible not only for the irregular fluctuating structure of mesospheric

winds, but also for the mean wind structure upon which these fluctuations are superimposed. The extent

to which mesospheric winds are dominated by gravity wave motions can be seen in the following collection

of diagrams.

Figure 6 presents a t,ime-height plot of horizontal wind vectors in the mesosphere above northern

Norway (69"N), as measured by the SOUSY1G radar fCzechowskg et al., 1989). Note the time and

altitude variability of the winds, which are produced by gravity waves. Figure 7 shows a temporal

po\À/er specürum of the horizontal wind fluctuations obsel ved by radar in the mesosphere over Australia.

16Somding System: This VHF rada is operated by The Max Plmck Institub für Aeronomie
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Figure 6: Horizontal wind vectors in the mesosphere above Andenes (69"N, 16oE) measured by the mobile

SOUSY VHF radar on June 25th, 1984 lafher Czechowsky el al., 1989]'
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Note the large peaks at 24 and 12 hours, which correspond to the diurnallT and semidiurnalls solar

tidesle respectively. These tidal gravity waves attain large amplitudes, and show distinct seasonal and

geographical variability in amplitude and phase, as shr,wn in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows height-time

contours of gravity wave variance, with the tides removed, in the 1-24 hour observed period range in the

mesosphere over Adelaide.

Figures 7-9 serve to indicate that while most attention is usually focused on the role of gravity

wave drag in producing mean mesospheric structure, the wave fluctuations themselves produce standard

deviations about the mean v¡inds which are often larger than these means (see chapter 5). Large wave-

induced variability also exists in temperatures [see, e.g., Theon et al., 19671. Reviervs by ,Frills [1984,

1989), Reid [1986, 1989] , and Vincenl [1987] give more extensive details of current knowledge of the

characteristics of mesospheric gravity waves.

Nevertheless, mean winds and temperatures are fundamental to the global circulation and composition

of the mesosphere. Figure 10 combines three latitude-height contours of zonal rvind. Plot ,4 shows the

mesospheric wind structure that arises in a detailed numerical simulation of this region's photochemistry

in l,he abselce of dissipating gravity waves, while plot I shows the observed wind structure. Clearly

the comparison is poor. However, inclusion of gravity \{ave drag into a model dramatically improves
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Figure 11: Mean meridional wind vectors observed in the mesosphere (-90 km) over various sites in the

Northern Hemisphere [after .llaslrom et al., I982f-

the simulated structure, as seen in the plot C, from Rind ef al. [1988]. Intercomparison of these plots

indicates just how far gravity waves drive the mean state away from radiative equilibrium, by rapidly

decelerating the mean zonal winds at mesospheric heights.

To conserve momentum, this quasi-continuous deceleration of the zonal wind away from its radiatively

determined state must be accompanied by a mean meridional wind, so that a balancing Coriolis torque

exists. Figure 62 in chapter 5 plots mean zonal and meridional winds in the mesosphere over Adelaide [see

also Philtips anil Vincenl, 1989], and reveals that mean meridional winds do indeed arise. Below 90lcm,

the meridional flow is predominately poleward, peaking in strength during winter, but is equatorrva¡d

in the summer, qualitatively as predicted. Figure 11 shows monthly averaged values of the meridional

wind near 90ßrz¿ as measured over various sites in bhe Northern Hemisphere during June (summer). A

global equatorward flow, in response to eastward decelera,tion of zonal winds through gravity-wave drag,

is clearly evident.

As the meridional flow is oppositely directed in the Southern (winter) Hemisphere, this implies a

net poleward flow from the summer hemisphere towarci the winter hemisphere, and thus a schematic

circulation of the form shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 a,lso indica,tes that there shouìd be upwelling in

the high-latitude summer hemisphere mesosphere, and downward motion in the high-latitude winter

hemisphere. This âscent and subsidence should lead t<-, r:ooling of the summer hemisphere, and heating
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Figure 12: A schematic representation of the latitude-height flow which occurs globally in the upper

middle atmosphere. Note the strong flow from the summer into the winter mesosphere laÍter Dunkerlon'

1e781.

of the winter hemisphere2o.

The anticipated heating effects are indeed observed. Consideration of solar inadiance alone leads one

to predict a warm summer mesopause and a cold winter mesopause, much like the conventional seasons

we experience at ground level [see, e.g., chapter 2 of Andrews el a1.,1987]. However, observations reveal

that the opposite occurs in the mesosphere. Measurements of the temperature structure, shown in Figure

13, reveal a cold summer mesopause and a warm winter mesopause. It should be stressed again that

this reversal of the radiatively anticipated temperature gradient results from gravity-wave drag acting

globally.

Recent higher resolution measurements have revealed important additional features of the tempera-

ture structure of the mesosphere. Nlid-tatitude mea,surements by Schmidlin [1976], Hauchecorne el al.

[1987], and Clancg and Rusch [1989] have revealed that gravity wave breaking often produces mesospheric

temperature inversions and thus a "double mesopause" structure, most noticeably during winter (see Fig-

ures 14 and 15). High-latibude measurements by aonZahn anil Meyer [1989], shown in Figure 16, have

also revealed a rnuch colder summer mesosphere (129+6/f ) than previously evident in data from satellites

(compare with Figure 13).

From the temperature measurements, one can then predict that mean upward (summer) and dorvn-

ward (winter) motions of -Icrn s-1 are required to maintain these mesospheric temperatures. Accurate

60

SUMMER

o 30 60

WINTER

20

20 this can also be predicted using the thermal wind equation on the observed vertical profiles of zonal wind.
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Figure 13: Latitude-height contours of monthly- and zonally-averaged temperatures from 40-100Àrn

inlrrne, using the reference temperatures of Groaes [1985, 1987]. These data are derived mainly from

quasi-continrrãn. -"u",rrements from 1973-1978 aboard the Nimbus 5 and 6 satellites [see, e.g., Barnell

ønd Corney. 1935]. The winter (southern) hemisphere is shaded'
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Figure 14: Temperatures rneasured at -30-40min intervals by falling-sphere experiments over Wallops
Island (38oN, 75"W) on 21st January 1971 [after Schmidlin,1976).
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Figure 15: Seasonal variation of the seconclary temperature minimum in lidar temperature profiles (June

1981 to September 1986) over France (44oN,6"E) [after Hauchecorne et a\.,I987f.
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Figure 17: Monthly averaged vertical wind velocities from May 1980-July 1981, as measured by radar
methods at Poker Flat [65oN, 147"W] within the indicated height ranges lafter Balsley and Riddle, 1984].

measurements of such small vertical velocities are made difficult by a number of instrumental and geo-

physical effects [see, e.g., Balsleg and Riddle, 1984; Meek anil Mt.nson, 1989], but observational evidence

is emerging which suggests that observed vertical velocities are much larger (-19¿* t-'), and often of

different sign to the anticipated vertical velocity values. Figure 17 shows the seasonal variation of monthly

mean vertical velocities within two height regimes of the high latitude mesosphere, as measured with a

vertically-pointed Doppler radar system lBalsleg and Rid,dle, 1984]. Note the quasi-annual variations,

peaking at the soltices, with upward velocities in winter and downward velocities in summer, which is and

order of magnitude larger and in the opposite sense to the mean vertical motion anticipated in Figure 12.

Part of the difference here seems to result again from the motions associated with gravity waves in

a compressible2l atmosphere. Radars measure velocities from a fixed point on the ground and look at

afixed point in the sky (a so-called Ealerian frame). The ascent and subsidence depicted in Figure 12,

however, occurs in a frame following the natural displacement of fluid parcels (a so-calìed Lagrangian

frame). Cog et al. [1986] argued that mean vertical velocities in each of these reference frames can

differ appreciably in the mesosphere due to the natural air parcel displacements associated lvith uplvard

propagating gravity wavcs. This diffcrcncc is known as thc Stolçcs drift22, and ariscs duc to a small

component of the gravity wave oscillation being in the direction of the vertical phase velocity of the wave.

2l Essentially, m atmosphere where the speed of soud is finite, and thus the compression æsociated rvith somd waves is
possible

22since Stokes first appreciated the effect in water waves
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Figure 18: Time-height contours of radar signal to noise, which qualitatively indicates changes in the

turbuìence intensity. The line shows the phase path of the most unstable region of a coexisting gravity
wave motion fafter Frilts el al., 1988] .

Coy el øt. [1936] calculated a vertical Stokes drift due to gravity waves of -l}cm s-1 upwards in

the mesosphere. Since the Lagrangian vertical velocity is only -lcm s-7 upwards, as estimated from

the observed temperature structure, this fo¡ces a comperrsating dorvnward Eulerian mean flow of around

-70cm s-1, as measured in Figure 17 during summer However, this phenomenon cannot currently

explain the wintertime results. Indeed, subsequent mcasurements by Meelc and Manson [1989] over

Saskatoon (52oN, 107"W) have revealed a complex structure, consisting of upward velocities below 90

km, as observed at Poker Flat in Figure 17, and downward veìocities above g0 Èrz¿.

Walterscheid, and Hocking [1990] conducted extensive numerical simulations of the Stokes drift of fluid

parcels in the presence of a more realistic spectrum of mesospheric gravity waves. Due to the random

nature of the wave superposition, they found, in addition to the mean vertical Stokes drift, that random

parcel diplacements occur about this mean which are diffusive23, ü a similar way to rvhich turbulence

produces diffusion. Photochemical rnodels of the mesosphere, which consider dynamical transport, have

only modelled the turbulent diffusion produced by gravity wave dissipation, whereas this Slokes diffusion

will occur even for non-dissipating waves.

This is not to say that mesoepheric turbulence is not important, because the mesosphere is very

turbulent due to the energy deposition produced by breaking gravity \¡¡aves. There is much observational

verification that dissipating gravity waves in the mesosphr re do indeed produce large bursts of turbulence
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Figure 19: \Meekly averages of various radar-inferred statistical measures of turbulence activity over
Adelaide (e is energy dissipation rate, .Ií is the turbulent diffusion coefÊcient, and V¡¡¡¡s are the root
mean square fluctuating horizontal velocities lafter Hocking, 1989].

[see, e.g., Fritts et ol., 1988; Yamamolo el al., 1989], an example of which is depicted in Figure 18. These

types of observations show that the turbulent bursts are confined to rather thin layers in the vertical

[see the review of Hocking,1987b]. A few direct measurements of mesospheric turbulence statistics have

been attempted on a long-term basis, of which the radar measurements of Hocleing [1988, 1989] are the

most complete to date. The seasonal variations in various statistical meariures which indicate the level of

turbulent activity measured by Hocking [1989] during f 986-1987 are shown in Figure 19. Note the large

interannual variability and the semiannuaì cycle in 1987. Larger values in 1985 (not presented) arose due

to an unusually large-amplitude diurnal tide that year (see Figure 8), which is known to produce large

modulations in gravity-wave breaking lFrills anil Vincenl, 1987; Bjarnason el al., 79871. Hocking ll988l

also presented evidence of a semiannuaì variation in turbulent activity below 80ßm, with equinoctiaì

minima, which again correlates well with measurements of gravity-wave activity in Figure g.

The relative roles of Stokes diffusion and turbulent diffusion (both produced by gravity waves) in the

large scale vertical diffusion of the mesosphere is a question that has only just been raised. The relevance

of this question can be seen in the following two sections, which highlight the vital role that gravity

rvave-induced diffusion is believed to play in the chemical composition of the mesosphere.

1.4.4 Effects of Gravity Waves on Ozone

Previous sections stressed the important role that gra'ity waves play in the formation of the mean

and fluctuating dynamics of the atmosphere. Of further importance, however, is the lvay in which

gravity waves influence tlìe distribution of biologically important atmospheric chemicals, such as ozone.
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Figure 20: Latitude-year tlepartures of the zonally averaged total ozone (measured in Dobson Units) from
the mean values calculated over the I year observation period (1979-1987). The data are taken frorn the
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) aboard the Nimbus Tsatellite laftet Bowmøn, 1989] .

CertainÌy the influence of gravity waves on mean dynamics affects the way such chemicals are advected

about the globe, and gravity wave-modified mean temperatures must rnodify reaction rates, and thus

local concentrations. Howevet, it turns out that gravity waves have more direct influences on ozorle

abundances than these alone.

It was mentioned earlier that there is, in addition to the QBO in wind and temperature, a QBO i1

the total column abundances of ozone fsee, e.g., Angell and I{orslt,ouer, lg73; Bowman, 1989]. I{owever,

as opposed to the dynarnical QBO, the ozone QBO is not confined to the equator, but is global in extent,

as shown in Figure 20. It was initially believed that the equatorial features of this oscillation, which

clearly differ from the extra-tropical structure, might simply be explained in terms of alterations to the

chemical rate coefficients produced by the presence of the background temperature QBO. When testecl,

however, this turned out to be roughly valid only above -25km in altitude. Below this height, it is vertical

transport forced by the temperature QBO that drives the ozone QBO lLing and, London, 1g86; Gray alcl

Pgle, I9B9; Rowman, 1989]. One should agaiu note thal, l,Lese [wo ozone QBO mechanisrns are both
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driven by the temperature QBO, which itself is driven by alternating I(elvin-wave and mixed-Rossby-

gravity-wave drag. These waves are, to all intents and purposed, just equatorially-ducted gravity wave

motions. Hence there is a clear causal relation between these waves and equatorial ozone concentrations.

The extratropical ozone QBO is more problematical, but it would appear Iikely that it is dynamically

coupled to the equatorial QBO in some manner. Holton [1989] proposed that an annual cycle in the mean

meridional circulation (the well-known lladley circulation) may be important, whereas Hamillon llg89)

suggested that planetary Rossby waves may transport equatorial ozone structure to higher latitudes.

Observations do not appear to have borne out eithe¡ theory lBowman, 1989]. Resolution of this feature

may come from explanation of a similar, recently observed QBO-modulation of the atmosphere's response

to the 11 year solar cycle fLabitzke anil uanLoon, 1989], which has stirred considerable interest.

In the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, ozone abundances also exhibit clear but different

seasonal variations, as shown in Figure 21. Variations are especially large at middle and high latitudes, the

equinoctial concentrations being about three times larger than those at the soltices. Local photochemistry

alone cannot account for this structure, since the temperature-dependent rate coefficients predict largest

concentrations during summer, when the mesopause is at is coldest (due to gravity wave drag). However,

one should note that this variability is concentrated within a narrow height band of -10,trn, centred

at about the 8Qlcrn region; below and above this region. the variability is quasi-annual, with a winter

maximum below and summer maximum above [see, e.g.. Thomas el a1.,1984ó].

Thomas el al. ll984al suggested that seasonal variations in gravity-wave induced vertical transport

may drive these semiannual variations. By considering the wave breaking scheme of Lindzen [1981] in the

presence of representative solticial and equinoctial temperature and wind profiles, Thomas el a/. [19844]

argued that the tu¡bulent vertical diffusion produced by breaking gravity waves should be considerably

smaller at equinox than at the soltices. This smaller equinoctial diffusion, it was argued, should reduce

water vapour abundances24 by reducing its vertical transport from the stratosphere, and should also

reduce the downward flux of odd oxygen from the thermosphere (see next section), also reducing ozone

destruction. These two processes should act together to increase the ozone abundance.

Detailed modelling along these lines by Garcia anil Solomon [1985] simulated both the observed

ozone variabiÌity and the suggested variations in turbulent diffusion very rvell. A further modelling study

by Bjarnason el al. [1987] found that the diurnal variation in the background flow produced by solar

tides produced time-varying wave breaking, time-varying vertical turbulent diffusion, and thus a diurnal

variation in mesospheric ozone abundances which again agreed very well with SME observations.

24rvater vapou gives rise to hydrogen radicals which destroy ozo^re
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Figure2l: Season-Latitudeplotof theozonemixingratioatSOßrnduring1982-8S,usingdatafromThe
Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) Satellite lafter Thomas el a\.,1984ø] .

This agreement between observations and modelling studies, which used the simplified wave breaking

parameterization of Lindzen [1981], is a little puzzling, however, since subsequent work has revealed

that application of Lindzen's scheme to this problem may have several important shortcomings. These

include the interrelated and unresolved problems of wave-induced turbulent Prandtl numbers greater

than unity le.g., Chao and Schoeberl, Ig84; Slrobel et ai., Ig87; Strobel,1989], wave "supersaturation',

le.g., McIntyre, 1987,1989l, Lindzen, Ig88; Weinstocle, 1989] , and whether wave-induced advection or

diffusion is the more important transport process le.g., H'ilton anil Schoeberl, 1988]. The relative roles of

Stokes and turbulent diffusion, as discussed in the previous section, are also unclear.

This uncertainty has been heightened by recent reports of long-term ground-based measurements of

mesospheric water vapout by Beuilacqua el ø/. [1989, 1990]. While early studies suggested a semiannual

variation in HzO concentrations, as predicted by the dillusive ozone model calculations, Beuilacqua el
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al. [1g89] analyzed a more extensize data base to show that the semiannual variation was very small

compared to a strong annual variation, with a winter minimum and summer maximum. The mean

water-vapour abundances are also much lower than model predictions [see, e.g., Strobel et aI., 1987].

More sophisticated subsequent modelling by Garcia [1989] has improved these abundance comparisons,

but it still cannot reproduce these observed seasonal variations. Beailacqua el al. [1990] have argued

that advective2s rather than diffusive vertical transport is more important in producing the observed

H2O variability. Further¡ìore, they used both observations and modelling to argue that the observed

seasonal variability of mesospheric water vapour cannot produce the observed semiannuaì ozone variations

in Figure 2I, at least as the chemistry and dynamics are presently understood. Identifying additional

photochemical or dynamical factors which might resolve these anomalies is the subject of c.urrent research.

While gravity-wave transport still seems likely to play a major role, the exact mechanisms responsible

for these variations in ozone and water-vapour abundances are still to be determined.

On smaller time scales again, Froideuaux el ø1. [1989] investigated the effect of wave-induced temper-

ature perturbations on ozone abundances in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. They found that

planetary waves produced little effect, because their periods were longer than typical chemical lifetimes.

Shorter-period gravity-wave motions, however, produceC quite significant variations in ozone concentra-

tions in the lower mesosphere, corsistelt with observat,ons. In the upper stratosphere, Froideaaux el

al. argued that observecl ozone variability was best explained by the perturbing effects of waves with

ground-based periods in the range 1-5 days, which shoul<l include the low frequency inertia gravity wave

activity which is commonly observed at these heights [see, e.g., Hirola ønd Niki, 7985].

In light of the perceived importance of gravity vr'aves on the ozone distribution of the upper middle

atmosphere, it is worth asking whether similar effects might occur in the lower st¡atosphere. Holton

[1987] has analyzed some high-resolution aircraft data from this region, and has argued that inertia

gravity waves are indeed responsible for rnuch of the small-scale variability in ozone abundances evident

in these limited observations. However, the general effects of gravity waves on lower stratospheric ozone

are still to be properly addressed, despite their possible significance [see, e.g., Plumb el ø1., 1986].

The advent of the "Ozone Hole" during Spring over Antarctica has heightened interest in under-

standing all mechanisms rvhich influence the ozone abundances here. Several wave-driven aspects of the

problem have already emerged. Garcia ønd Solomon [1987] and, Lait et al. [1989] have demonstrated

that much of the interannual variability in the severity <'i Antarctic ozone depletion may be coupled to

25one shorùd note that meridional and vertica.l advective transport in the mesosphere is driven by gravity waves (see

previous section)
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the equatorial (wave-driven) QBO. This could be entirel¡z due to the aforementioned QBO in ozone that

occurs globally, although QBO moduìation of the depletion chemistry may also contribute.

On this point, Poole ei ø1. [1989] have detected a strong QBO in the occurrence of polar stratospheric

clouds (PSC) over Antarctica. These PSCs are crucial to ozone depletion chemistry. They denitrify and

dehydrify the atmosphere, and then also act as catalyzin¿ sites for reactions which convert chlorine and

bromine from their inert forms into reactive radicals, fo¡ms in which they very efficiently and rapidly

destroyozoneinaphotochemicalreaction[see,e.g., Salawilch elaL, 1988].ThisQBOinPSCoccurrence

strongly suggests, therefore, that ozone depletion will be more severe in years when the QBO phase is

eastward lPoole el c/., 1989] .

Yet local gravity waves also appear to play a very direct ¡ole in the formation of PSCs, and hence

in ozone depletion. PSCs, of which there are several types, require very cold temperatures and a given

rate of cooling in order to form initiaìly fToon el al., 1989]. Garg [1989] observed that gravity waves,

produced by flow over Antarctic orography, are abundant in the troposphere and lower stratosphere over

Antarctica during spring, when ozone depletion occurs within the polar vortex. Cariolle el ø1. [1989]

observed that rapid air cooling produced by vertical air rnoüions associated with these mountain gravity

waves triggered the formation of many PSCs over the Antarctic continent during spring. Modelling of

Äntarctic mountain waves has now commenced lBacmeisler el a/., 1990].

One should also note that planetary Rossby waves have important eflects on the global distrubution

of ozone, and actually prevent formation on an ozone hole over the A¡ctic. Salby and. Garcia [1990] give

an illustrative non-technical discussion of these effects.

From an Australian perspective, it is important to know how ozone-depleted air is transported and

mixed when the entraining polar vortex breaks up during November. Clearly an understanding of both

large and small-scale dynamics is required to achieve this. In the long-term, one must understand

horv the global QBO in ozone and Antarctic ozone depletron relates to the wave-driven equat,orial QBO,

and how this impacts on ozone abundances over Australia. It is also important to know holv ozone

concentrations can vary locally on small time scales (-1 day), particularly as UV "forecasts" are noì/v

being attempted in weather reports in the media. It is clear that gravity waves are a prime candidate

for producing such temporal variability [see, e.g., Hollon, 1987; Froid.eaaux el al., 1989]. Therefore,

a knowledge of gravity-rvave characteristics in the Australian region may aid in the understanding of

gravity-wave modulation of local ozone concentrations, a,nd thus the degree of temporal intermittency in

ground level UV radiation intensities.
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1.4.5 Effects of Gravity 'Waves on Airglow Emission frorn Atomic Oxygen

Excited atomic oxygen emits a wavelength (557.7nm) whose intensity depends principally on the number

density of the chemical. It occurs at a height -100ßrn ir, the atmosphere, and emits an "airglow" which

can be observed at the ground; the so-called "green light of the night sky". This emission was first

reported by Rayteigh [1924], and is one of the most thoroughly studied atmospheric airglow phenomena

[see the review of Bales, 1981].

Even the earÌy studies of Lord Rayleigh revealed a strong vernal maximum in the intensity of this

emission f1agleigh, 1935; Hernand,ez and, Silaerman, 1964]. Subsequent ground-based lFukuyama, 19771

and satellite-based observations lCogger e1 øf., 1981] revealed strong seasonal variations in the emission

intensity, particularly at middle and high latitudes, with equinoctial maxima and solticial minima.

Because lifetimes are large in the thermosphere and very small in the mesosphere' atomic oxygen

concentrations at this level are set principally by downward transport of the chemical from a thermo-

spheric reservoir to a mesospheric "sink" . Garcia and Solomon [t985] argued that the seasonal variability

in gravity wave-induced vertical turbulent diffusion may be responsible for the seasonal behaviour of

the airglow intensity. Extending arguments originally set forth by Colegroue eI aI. [1965], they argued

that if vertical diffusion is large, atomic oxygen is rapidly transported downward to -80krn where it is

destroyed, thus preventing significant buildup of the chemical at -100krn where it luminesces. When

cliffusion is small however, the buildup of the chemical at -l}}krn should increase, Ieading to more in-

tense airglow emission. The predicted equinoctial minima and solsticial maxima in gravity wave-driven

vertical turbulent diffusion coefficients (see previous section) qualitatively support this idea.

Garcia anil Solomon [1985] used a detailed numerical model to evaluate this hypothesis. Figure 22

compares their simulated results of the green light emission intensities with the satellite observations

presented by Cogger ef al. [1981]. Once again, the similarity of the model results and observations is

impressive, despite the problems of oversimplification discussed in the previous section. Bjarnason el al.

[1987] have also shown that the diurnal variability in this emission [see, e.g., Fuktr.gama, 1976] is well

reproduced by a model which incorporates the diurnal variability in gravity rvave breaking produced by

tides.

1.4.6 Gravity'Waves in the Ocean

Due to the ease with which data can be obtained from the ocean, internal gravity waves26 were measured

and studied within the ocean much earlier than in the atrnosphere. They exist because oceanic densities

26not to be confused with sur{ace/sufere' waves, internal gravit¡ waves exist below the ocean sruface
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Figure 22: Season-latitude intensity in atmomic oxygen 557 .7 nm emission measured by satellite (left),
and as reproduced by a rnodel incorporating the relevant chemistry and vertical turbulent diffusion
induced by gravity-wave breaking lafter Garcia anil Solumon, 1985].

also vary vertically due to changes in saliniby. The observational and theoretical literature on oceanic

gravity waves is considerable [see, e.g., reviews by Defan.l, 196l; Briscoe, 7975; Roberls, 1975; Phillips,

1977; Garrelt and Munlc, 1979; Munk, 1981; Müller el ø1., 1986] , and only a brief description will be

attempted here.

Gravity waves motions aÌe ubiquitous within the ocean, with typical horizontal scales -1-10000rn,

ve¡tical wavelengths -1-1000n¿, and a total vertically integrated energies per unit area -4 x 103 Jrn-2

[see, e.g., Gamell and. Munk, 1975]. These waves give rise to spatio-temporal power spectra rvhich are

suprisingly invariant to changes in season and location lGarretl and Munk, 1975, 1979], and in this

respect appear to behave rather like the similarly-shaped atmospheric gravity wave spectrum þee, e.g.,

VanZandl, 1982).

In fact, the atmospheric and oceanic gravity-wave fields are considerably different in nature. In the

atmosphere, there is intense and sporadic production of waves, which, as they propagate upwards, grow

rapidly in amplitude due to the exponentially-decreasing air density, and eventually dissipate as the

wave motions produce superabiabatic temperature gradients. Thus the wave spectrum here is transient,

selectively filtered by dissipation, and often so energetic that the spectrum becomes "saturated". It is

this saturation that is believed to produce the observed spectral shapes [see, e.g., Frilts,1984; Smilh. el
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ø¿., 1987]. The transience also makes the spectrum rather variable in time and space (see section 3.3 and

references therein).

Mean flows and vertical density variations are nowhere near as large within the ocean, and so the

two aforementioned wave dissipation mechanisms occur much less frequently. Oceanic gravity waves

a¡e therefore much longer lived, so that the charactert;tics of the wave field vary much less in time

ancl space. Indeed, the long lifetimes of these waves allow them time to interact with one another,

giving rise to a number of processes known collectively a"s u)aøe-waae inleraclions, where an interaction

between two preexisting waves produces a third wave [see, e.g., Hasselmann, Ig66]. It is believed that

natural equilibration of these various wave-wave interactions leads to observed shapes of oceanic gravity

wave spectra [see the review of Müller el al., 1986]. However, occasional large amplitudesolitary waves

are observed, which are well modelled by nonlinear soliton theory [see the review of Ostroaskg and

Slepanyanls, 1989].

Because of their different characteristics, oceanic gravity waves produce different effects to atmospheric

gravity waves. Oceanic wave-induced drag and mean-flow acceleration are not significant [see, e.g.,

Hollouay and M'üller, 1990], and the primary concern is the role of the wave spectrum in the mixingof

chemical tracers, heat and salinity. This can occur through sporadic instabilities caused by a superposition

of waves lDesaubies and Smith,1982], or by a (specuiared) horizontal Stokes diffusion induced by the

wave spectrurn lSanderson anil Okubo, 1988]. Gravity waves are important also because they give rise

to local variations in the speed of sound, which produce distortions to acoustic signals lFlallé el al.,

1979] that can hamper, for example, sonar detection of submarines. In fact, moving submarines radiate

gravity waves, and it is rumoured that considerable milita¡y research has been directed towards reliably

detecting this wave stream. The vertical motions associated with oceanic gravity waves also impact on

the productivity and distibution of microorganisms within the ocean [see, e.g., I(amgkowski, 1974].

I.4.7 Gravity'Waves within other Planetary Atmospheres

Venus

The surface of Venus is obscured by a thick cloud layer which extends up to -50krn from the surface

of the planet. These clouds sweep longitudinally arounC the planet once every 4 (Earth) days, yet the

planet itself rotates much more slowly in comparison ( L Venusian day - 243 Earth days). This implies an

atmospheric wind speed near the equator of around 100ræ s-1. How, then, is this so-called "superrotation"

of the Venusian atmosphere driven and maintained?
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Schuberl and Whiteheød [1969] investigated the problem using a so-called "moving flame" laboratory

apparatus, similar to the one originally used by Stern [1959] to simulate the Earth's atmosphere. In this

particular experiment, the planetary atmosphere was simulated by a annulus containing liquid mercury,

and the Sun by a flame. Movement of this flame around the stationary annulus induced a persistent florv

within the fluid near the surface, which must result fro^n the stress produced by a spatial gradient in

momentum flux. To produce such a gradient, however, a momentum flux "sink" must exist within the

fluid, and following Stern's original suggestion, Schubert and, Whileheød [1969] speculated that the sink

in their experiments, and in the superrotating atmosphere of Venus, was viscous dissipation'

Within any stratified fluid like a planetary atmosphere, however, there are, in addition to these

simple heating and viscosity effects, many purely dynamical processes which of themselves can produce

momentum flux gradients and give rise to persistent mean flows. Internal gravity waves' which radiate

away from source regions and then propagate into other regions where they dissipate' are one such

dynamical process. Lindzen [1973] suggested that gravity-wave drag may in fact be the primary cause of

this "superrotation".

Since then, probes have been sent to Venus, and havt revealed wave structure withiu its atmosphere

[see, e.g., Brace el ø1., 1983; Gierasch, !987 Ingersoll et a1.,1987; I(asprzak el a1.,1988] . The VEGA

balloon mission even located a region of intense wave at:tivity in the atmosphere above the Aphrodite

mountains (around 7o "south" ofthe equator), suggesting intense orographic forcing ofwaves in this region

fBlamont el at., 19861. Theoretical efforts are now being concentrated towards computational models of

the atmosphere of Venus which incorporate its chemistry, surface topography, and the solar radiation

it receives. Most importantly, these models are endeavouring to simulate the production, propagation,

and dissipation of gravity-wave motions, so that their effect on the mean atrnospheric structure can

be ascertained [see, e.g., Schubert and Walterscheid., 1984; Young el al., 1987; Magr el a/., 1988]. The

models, however, are still developmental at present, and better understanding of gravity wave dynamics

within the Earth's atmosphere will undoubtedly aid modelling of the Venusian atmosphere as rvell.

Mars

One of the most spectacular phenomena on Mars is the global dust storm. During such events the entire

surface of the planet becomes shrouded in a blanket of airborne dust, transforming the "Red Planet" into

a dullish brown colour [see, e.g., Leoag, 1985).

Leoay and ZurekllgSll observed strong diurnal and semidiurnal tides which were closely associated

with these dust storms, due to direct atmospheric heating produced by this dust, which forced the tides.
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Figure 23: On the left is a photograph from the Mariner 9 spacecraft of banded cloud structure in the
Martian atmosphere, indicating a gravity wave motion. The photograph on the right sholvs the same
area a day earlier. There is a surface crater, which is obscured in the other picture, and which probably
orographically forced this wave motion lafter Leoay, 1977).

Recent analysis of surface meteorological data from The Viking Landers revealed additional oscillations,

wlaicìn Tillman [1988] and Zurelc [1988] identified as planetary-scale l(elvin wave motions with frequencies

that are quasi-diurnal and quasi-semidiurnal. More importantly, it appears that these oscillations are

greatly enhanced at the onset of global dust storms . Tillman [1988] studied these oscillations in depth,

and tentatively concluded that the enhaucement of the oscillations occured prior to global dust storms,

and actually initiated the event. Zurek ll988l attempted a theoretical appraisal, and was equivocal in

his interpretation, arguing that because these oscillations are quasi-diurnal and quasi-semidiurnal, solar

lreating of airborne dust may actually force these waves. Zurek ll988l also considered another bheory

where the I{elvin waves arise initially, slightly enhancing the atmospheric dustiness, whereupon solar

heating of this dust drives a resonant increase in the amplitude of these nearly diurnal ancl semidiurnal

I(elvin wave oscillations, producing a runaway dust storm.

Tclcvision pictures from the Mariner I satellite (see Figure 23), rvhich orbited Mars, have also revealed

lee wave patterns in clouds which were produced by flow over surface craters and volcanoes [see, e.g.,

Briggs and Leoag, 1974; Leoag, 1977]. These waves have been analyz ed by Pircaglia 179761 and Pickersgill

anil Hunl [1979], but it is unclear whether they are trapped in the lower atmosphere, or can propagate

into the upper atmosphere.
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Titan

Gravity waves have been detected in the equatorial neutral atmosphere (its "stratosphere") of Titan by

a radio occultation experiment aboard the Voyager space.craft lVinson el ø1., 1983]. By estimating wave

parameters from the data and using the wave-drag parameterization scheme of Lindzen [1981] , Hinson

el ø/. [1983] estimated the gravity-wave drag and concluded that it is likely to be important in driving

the mean atmospheric circulation.

Neptune

The atmosphere of Neptune, as revealed recently by Voyager 2, exhibits a differential atmospheric super-

rotation, similar to that on Venus. The Great Dark Spot, at around 22oS, is advected in the opposite

direction to the planetary rotation by winds of -300m s-1 [see, e.g., Ifinoshila, 1989]. While uninvesti-

gated at present, a gravity-wave drag process, similar to that on Venus, must be a prime candidate in

explaining this feature.

1.4.8 Wave Effects in the Solar Atmosphere

Ilistorically, one of the great unexplainable features of the Sun was the extreme temperature (-106K)

of tenuous outer reaches of the solar atmosphere knowr. as the coï'ona. Such temperatures cannot be

explained by radiative arguments, as the corona is too far removed from the active core of the Sun to be

heated much above 1041{.

Whilaker [1963]27 demonstrated that internal gravity ì¡r'aves are efficiently launched from convective

regions of the Sun. The waves can then propagate freely out into the solar corona, where they are

eventually dissipated by thermal conduction. This process mechanically heats the corona to a temperature

-1061í, a value 10-100 times larger than that due to radiative heating alone, and broadly consistent with

obscrved coronal temperatures lWhilaker, 1963] .

Presently, a modified wave-driven coronal heating process is believed to occur which involves Alfvén

waves, rather than gravity vvaves. Alfvén waves arise within an ionized fluid in the presence of electric and

magnetic fields through the constaining effects of Maxwell's equations on the fluid motion, and propagate

along magnetic field lines fAlfuén, 1950]. It should be stressed that, while these wave solutions arise from

lVlaxwell's equations, they are ¿ol elecüromagnetic waves! but are magneto-hydrodynamic (IVIHD) rvave

motions of the fluid plasma. It is believed Alfvén waves are produced by photospheric fluid motions
27note that Colin Hines, who fi¡st pioneered the study of gravity waves in the middle atmosphere, is credited rvith first

sugges ting this mecha¡rism.
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induced by underlying solar convection llonson, 1978], then propagate along field lines into the solar

corona where they become heavily damped by resisiüivity and viscosity lEinaud'i and Mole, 1987]. The

resulting turbulent deposition of this wave energy is now generaÌly accepted to be a major source of the

required coronal heating [see, e.g., Strauss, 1989; VanHoaen, Ig89]-

MHD waves and higher frequency electrostatic pla-srrra waves have also been detected in cometary

streams [see, e.g., Tsurulani and.5mi1h,7986; Grard. el ø1., 1986]. These waves propagate away and are

later absorbed, producing rapid heating of solar wind protons fSharma el al., 1988].

1.4.9 Concluding Cornments

In conclusion, it can be seen that atmospheric gravity waves play an important role in the dynamics

and chemistry of planetary atmospheres, and in particular the Earth's atmosphere. The work presented

hereafter provides observational and theoretical data on gravity-wave characteristics in the troposphere,

stratosphere, and mesosphere.



Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 fntroduction

While the opening chapter was fairly non-technical and rather general in its scope, this short chapter will

focus on some specific theoretical aspects of atmospheric gravity waves relevant to this thesis. The first

section gives a basic mechanistic description of the atmospheric gravity wave. The remaining sections

discuss theoretical apsects of gravity-wave motions which are poorly documented in texts at present and

so are not widely appreciated, thus necessitating some introductory discussion of these topics before their

more-detailed application in later chapters. Some working knowledge of basic fluid mechanics rvill be

assumed throughout.

2.2 Physical Nature of the Gravity 'Wave

There are many mathematical methods of deriving the gravity-wave solution from the Navier-Stokes

momentum equations, the mass continuity equation, and the adiabatic energy equation, modified to

the atmospheric situation with appropriate simplification. The essential feature which supports internal

gravity waves is the exponential decrease of atmospheric density with height due to hydrostatic balance

in the vertical; that is, balance betrveen gravity acting downwards and buoyancy acting upwards on fluid

parcels, which is why these gravity waves are alternatively referred to as buoyancy wavesl . As these are

the only exterlra.l forces lequdled to drive the gravity wave rrrotiou, other force terms iu l,he Navier-St,okes

equations are usually dropped to simplify the derivation. Indeed, when some of the other force terms

lThis ter- is often used to avoid confusion with the gravity rvaves (gravitational radiation) predicted by Einstein's
General Theory of Relativity.
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are included (e.g. Coriolis force), they produce only secondary changes to the wave motion. It serves no

purpose to replicate such derivations here, and we shall merely quote the important results, appropriateìy

referenced where necessary.

The method of solution is as follows;

(1) express all variables as the sum of a mean and a perturbation (e.g., the vertical velocity w -- w ! wt,

the mean and perturbation velocities, respectively). One hereafter assumes that both the mean and

perturbation terms satisfy the equation sets, which affords considerable simplification. This is known as

linearizalion.

(2) assume sinusoidal solutions for the perturbation terms of the form 
"i(kx*tslmz-o¿), 

where (r,g,r)

is the conventional displacement in Cartesian coordinates, K = (k,l,m) is a comesponding wavenumber

vector, f is time, and ø is a ground-based/Eulerian wave frequency.

In this thesis, all observations are confined to the lower and middle atmosphere. Here, to first-order,

the important forces controlling gravity-wave physics are the gravitationalforce, pressure-gradient forces,

and the Coriolis force of the rotating earth. Many other appropriate simplifications are also used fre-

quently (e.g., the assumption that the mean-wind vector U = (U(z),0,0)). Mathematical manipulation

leads to a dispersion relationfor gravity waves of the folìowingform [see, e.g., Gossard and' Hoolee, 1975;

Gill, t982l;

^' = tt'n
N2 -u2
,2-î2

1

4Hro

k'h : k'+l',

N2 = +(#.ä)

) + 4 (1)

such that

r 4r

- 

s¡¡ fl.
24hrs

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)u o -lcU-lV,

and where g is the gravitational acceleration, ? is the background temperature, 11, is the density scale-

height, C, is the speed of sound, Co is the atmospheric specific heat at constant pressure, and d is

Iatitude. N is called the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, f the Coriolis or inertial frequency, and i¿ the intrin-

sic/Lagrangian wave frequency.

If one uses (1) to plot rzl against k¡, and assuming the last term is small, hyperbolae result for

constant ø (see Figure 24). The last term in (1) is indeed negligibly small in the middle atmosphere, and

the scale-height term is only significant for waves with v:rtical wavelengths 2¡rm-7 larger than x40km.
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Figure 24: Plots of rn versus ß¿ for various constant values of ø as indicated on the solid curves, which
form hyperbolae. The shaded area in the top plot is enlarged in the lower plot.

Therefore, the first term on the right-hand side of (1) is adequate for most purposes, and gives real

solutions when / <l , l< N, so that / and -ð{ define upper and lower bounds, respectively, on the

intrinsic wave frequency u.

A number of polarizalion relalions also result, which relate wave-induced fluctuations of various fluid

parameters. Hereafter we shall assume zonal propagation (i.e. along the x-direction, so that I = 0),

which is equivalent to rotating the coordinates so that the x-axis lies along the horizontal wave vector

direction k¡ = (,t, /). The 3-component velocity fluctuations (u' ,a' ,tu') then are related as follows;

, .r ,u' : i!u', (6)

\r/

This describes the velocity polarization of the wave. Hrrrizontal-velocity fluctuations are longitudinal

(i.e. parallel with k¡), but aquire a transverse component and thus become çì.rr.ùlarly polarized as ø

0.o2

,lct1D : --11rn

s
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Figure 25: Gravity-wave velocity oscillations corresponding to a given wave vector K. For this fr/ræ

ratio, c.r Þ .f , ro that u' æ 0 and the elliptical polarization is smalì. Shaded areas show negative velocities
with respect to the positive c and z indicated on the plot axes, as indicated by sample (u',r',tu') vectors.

Phase-velocity (C) and group-velocity (Cg) vectors are also shown. The diagonal lines are velocity
contours, labelled in rn s-1. The peak wavJamplitude is 1lrn s-1.

approaches /. Vertical-velocity fluctuations are in antiphase with the longitudinal horizontal velocity

fluctuations.

However, one must incorporate rn to understand the full three-dimensional structure of the gravity

wave. Figure 25 gives a three dimensional representation of the velocity fluctuations (u' ,u' ,w'), for a

given K vector. Note that the gravity lvave is a fully transverse wave motion, even though horizontal-

plane projections of the wave motion produce longitudinal behaviour.

Note from Figure 25 that when wave energy propagates upwards (i.e. the vertical component of the

group velocity, ðuf ðm, is upward), wavc phasc fronts movc dorvn'rvards (i.e. the vertical component of

the plrase velocity uf mis directed downwards), and vice versa. This follows directly from the dispersion

relation (1), and can be inferred from inspection ofthe curves in Figure 24. Thus, for upward-propagating

4

J1

N

1
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wave energy, while the wave-arnplitude envelope will ascend vertically with time, the wavefronts actually

descend with time, and vice versa for downward-propagating wave energy'

These simple relations are really all that is needed to give a picture of the physical nature of the gravity

wave. There are many more polarization that relate other perturbation quantities, such as temperature

?', pressure p', and density p/ [see, e.8., Gossar"d and Hooke, 1975], yet these variations result from the

vertical adiabatic displacement ofair parcels by the wave, and so can be understood by appreciating the

url fluctuations. Further discussion of wave polarization and dispersion is given by Hines [1960], Gossaril

and Hoolce [1975], Lighlhitl [1978], GilI[1982),and Andreus el al. [1987], yet one should remember that

most of the sometimes complex discussion in some of these texts almost always revolves around equations

(1)-(7).

2.3 Five-Dimensional 6cF-systernt' Wave Solutions

The aforementioned linearization process focused only on gravity waves, yet more careful analysis reveals

that other mesoscale wave solutions exist. The linearized, inviscid, adiabatic air motion over a rotating

earth is governed by five equations in five unknowns, which Dong ønd Yeh [1S88] expressed in terms of

the followingfive-dimensionalstate vector F = F¿, where i-1,2,3,4,5, p* pt is the density, andp*p'is

Pressure;
t^2 Ip -v"p

c 
"(p(1 - t)\1/2

F_

p'
c"pr/,

pr/2ut

Pr/2 u'

,t/2-r

(8)

With this definition, the problem can be formulated as a matrix eigenvalue problem assuming sinusoidal

solutions for the perturbation quantities, and is known as the "5-D F system" lYeh and Liu,798l; Dong

and Yeh, 79881. The eigenvalues correspond to the intrinsic frequency o,, and so the five eigenvalue

solutions ø¡, where j=|,2,3,4,5, are referred to as the eigenfrequencies. Re-expressing K: (k,l,rn) in

polar coordinates (,t, 0,g), the eigenfrequencies are lYeh and Dong, lg89]

ul

Uz

U3

U4

0

(.M2sin2 o+f')ttt = (t'
lcz

lc2 + mz )
-u2¡

lcC,,

+f2
1/2

(e)

(10)

(11)

(r2)
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Figure 26: Schematic representation of the three mesoscale wave solutions given by bhe "5-D F-system"
soìution of the linearized fluid equations; the gravity wave (GW), the acoustic wave (AW), and the
vortical mode (VM). The dotted vector shows the wavenumbe¡ K, given by (ß,0, ræ) in this diagram.
The vortical-mode vector points perpendicularly into and out of the page, so that all three wave vector
schemes are mutually orthogonal.
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u5 = -u4 ( 13)

The components c,,r2 and c..r3 are the gravity-wave solutions, and components ø4 and c.r5 are the acoustic

wave (sound-wave) solutions. The identically-zero ut component is a solution known as the vortical mode.

Tlre corresponding eigenvectors F, = 1ft¡¡ for each eigenvalue cu¡ detail the wave-vector fluctuations of

these solutions, and are plotted in Figure 26. The transverse nature of the gravity wave again becomes

apparent, as does the well-known longitudinal nature of the acoustic wave. The vortical-mode arrow

points straight into and out of the page, so that its fluctuations are constrained to the horizontal. Notice

that the fluctuations of these three different waves are rr,rrtually orthogonal.

The geophysical significance of the vortical-mode solution will be highlighted and investigated in

section 3.3 and chapter 4.
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2.4 Gravity-Wave c(Activity" Conservation

Many analyses of gravity--wave amplitudes assume that the total gravity-r¡r'ave energy ,Ð is conserved.

For a high-frequency wave (i.e. , > f) there is equipartition between kinetic and potential energy in the

wave [see, e.g., Dunkerton, 1984f, and so one can assunrr that rvave kinetic energy .E¡ is also conserved

as follows (assuming a zonally propagating wave)

1

Ex = )pu'2 (14)

Since atmospheric density p varies vertically as e-'lHo, conservation of kinetic energy therefore implies

u'(z) = u'(zs)eG- zs)l2H', (15)

so that the vertical velocity perturbation grow exponentially with altitude.

However, gravity-wave energy is not conserved, but is continously exchanged with the background

flow. It is the 1o1¿l waue aclion which is conserved, such that the wave-action density A -- E f u obeys

the following continuity equation

#*"(e*.a)=0, (16)

where ôg is the ground-based group velocity, equal to the lvave group velocity plus any mean-wind veloc-

ity which advects the wave packet (see also section 7.3). 'I'his formula was first derived for slowly-varying

waves by Brelherlon and Garcell [1968], but was shown to hold generally by Andrews and, Mclnlyre [1978].

Equation (16) is the fundamental conservation equation governing the amplitude of wave disturbances in

fluids, and other better-known conservation relations are all just special cases of this general relation.

For example, it is perhaps better known that the so-called Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux is conserved for

waves in zonal-mean flows. Indeecl Eliassen and Palm [1961] first derived this conserved quantity fol

stationary gravity waves propagating above a non-rotating earth, and in this case it equals the uplvarcl

flux of zonal momenttm putut for a zonally-propagating wave. The EP-flux was generalized by Andreus

and' Mclnlgre[1976] so thaü, to second order in wave amplitude, the following equation was applicable

generally;

ÔA

At
*V.G= 0 (17)

For a non-totating earth, ühe gravity-wave EP flux vectcr G is given hy lAn,d,rens e1 c/,, 1987]
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Note that, for non-transient conservative wave motions, V.G = 0' For a zonally-propagating wave'

G = (0,0,-pu,,l), so that pulnt is conserved, which is the Eliassen-Palm result, and the oft-quoted

conservation relation for gravity wave activity'

However, similarity between (17) and (16) is quite apparent' Indeed, fo¡ these slowly-varying plane-

wave solutions, G = cg.Ã, where cg = (ceø,csy,cs") is rhe intrinsic group-velocity vector of the wave'

,Ã, - -kA, and ß is the zonal component of the horizontal wavenumber lrAnd,rews et al'' t987)' Note,

however, that this equality does not hold zonally, since G" is defined to be zero in the EP-flux formulation'

G, is set zero because in such zonal-mean problems 0lðc is always zero, and it is the EP-flux divergence

which is dynamically important. However, by inspection of (18), one might guess that G, = -pu',2 is

a more appropriate definition in three dimensions. Indeed, for slowly-varying waves in a non-rotating

atmosphere, the follorving Reynolds-stress terms can be simply expressed in terms of the wave-action

density, as follows lBrelherton, 1969ö]

pæ p"'o' p"'-'

pu'o' p;l' prry )(:)
Acoõ (1e)

Now note that for a non-transient zonally-propagating wave in a zonal-mean atmosphere, the wave

actionequation(16)reducestoôlÔz(ên,A):0,.othalenzAisaconstant(sincetrlequalszero),which,

according to (19) also implies pilw' i" a constant, since k is stays constant on a zonal-mean flow (see

section 7.3). Thus, the well-known result for gravity waves' that the upward flux of horizontal momentum

(Ep-flux) is conserved, is merely a special case of wave action conservation to situations where no time

variability and only limited spatial variability of wave amplitudes arise.

Gravity-waves eventually become unstable and dissipate, giving rise to non-zero EP-flux divergences

which exert a drag upon the middle atmosphere, inducing appreciable mean-flow accelerations as dis-

cussed qualitatively in the opening chapter. The relevalrl, effects are well-documcntcd, and similar dis-

cussion will not be reproduced here; revierv articles by Pritls [1984, 1989] and section 4'6 ol Andrews el

al. [1gg7] give excellent descriptions of the basic mechanics of the gravity-wave drag process' For some

discussion on cu*ent uncertainities in parameterizing the wave drag, see Chao and Schoeberl [1984]'

Linilzen [1988], Dunlcerton [1989], Slrobel [1939], and Mclnlgre [1987, 1989].



Chapter 3

Interpreting Gravity Wave

Measurenì.ents

3.1 Chapter Therne

The atmosphere can support gravity waves with any intrinsic period between the inertial period r¿ (æ

I2hrsfsind), and the Brunt-Vãisälä period rpv (typically about Smin in the middle atmosphere and

about 1Oræir¿ in the troposphere). Virtually any combination of vertical and horizontal wavelengths which

satisfy the dispersion relation is also permitted. The only important exception is that a small vertical-

wavelength cutoff À! arises, after which smaller vertical wavelengths are "quenched" by eddy diffusion

lVines, 1964], and the motion enters the regime of buoyancy-modified turbulence [see, e.g., Weinslocle,

1978; Sidi and Dalaudier, 1989]. This small wavelength cutoff is about lÈrn at an altitude of 100Èrn

lHines, 1964], but is smaller at middle atmospheric heights due to smaller eddy diffusivities (see Figure

1.9c of Hockins [1981]).

There is, therefore, a broad range of both spatial and temporal scales (often termed the mesoscale)

over which atmospheric gravity wave motions can occur. Many measurements of atmospheric fluctuations

over these ranges have been made, yet their interpretation as gravity waves has been, and still remains,

difficult and sometimes controversial.

The principal reason for this difficulty is that observed fluctuations are rarely sinusoidall . On the

few occasions that a monochromatic gravity wave has been identified, the wave persisted for little more

than an oscillation or two [see, e.g., Fritls el al., Ig84; Muraoka el a1.,7987; Yamamolo el al., Ig87].

1 this excludes tides
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Figure 27: Horizontal wavenumber spectra of zonal wind, meridional wind, and potential temperature,
as measured by sensors attached to commercial aircraft. The ß-3 shape at large wavelengths appears to
be due to enstrophy-cascading geostrophic turbulence lCharney,197l]. The remaining ß-5l3 spectrum
is thought to be produced by either gravity waves or quasi two-dimensional turbulence. The diagram is
a,fter Naslrom anil Gage 11985].

Computation of the ground-based frequency spectra ^9(O) of these fluctuations has revealed that, while

spectral peaks due to solar tides are often evident, the remainder of the spectrum has the appearance of

"red noise", which is well-fitted by a power law relation O-P, where p x I-2 (see Figure 7). A similar

situation arises when vertical wavenumber spectra (see Figure 33) and horizontal wavenumber spectra (see

Figure 27) arc computed. Therefore if these fluctuations are produced by gravity rvaves, a superposition

of many waves exists in general, and the single wave polarization relations cannot be applied to the data

directly to test the gravity wave hypothesis.

Nevertheless, atmospheric perturbations evident in measurements are often inspected for oscillations

which appear monochromatic, and single-wave theory is c¡ften used in subsequent analyses. The potential

and realized misinterpretations that can result unless care is exercised in such studies are discussed in

section 3.2.
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As monochromatic gravity wave theory cannot be applied directly to analyze these fluctuations, much

effort has been devoted to the development of a spectral theory of atmospheric gravity waves, which

can then be applied to experimentally calculated spectra. An alternative theory has also been proposed

which attributes these fluctuations to quasi two-dimensional turbulence (vortical modes), and a spectral

theory for this hypothesis has also been developed for testing. Yet there are wide disparities in the

conclusions of different experimental evaluations of these two hypotheses using spectral computation and

inspection; some studies have supported the gravity wave model, others have supported a vortical mode

interpretation, while still others have produced equivocal conclusions. Consequently, this problem is still

an area of active research and debate. Its ultimate resolution is very important, as spatial and temporal

power spectra are being used to draw conclusions from mesoscale measurements not only of winds, but

aìso of temperature [see, e.g., Shibata el ø1., 1988; Gardner et al., 1989; ManneE ønd Stanford, 1990],

passive scalars lMastrom el al., 1986], and rainfall ratesfCranø 1990]. Subsequent analysis and inferred

implications of these spectra are usually based on only one of the proposed models; the gravity wave

model is cunently preferred in the middle atmosphere [see, e.9., Shibala el øL, lg88; Frills eI ø1., 1989;

Wu and Widdel, 1989, 1990], whereas two-dimensional turbulence is often the only model considered

when analyzing tropospheric spectra [see, e.g., Gifford, 1989; Crane, 1990], despite the uncertainties

which have arisen when the predictions of both models have been compared with measurements [see, e.g.,

Naslrom el ø1., 79871.

In section 3.3, we find that observations reveal, and the theories predict, that these spectra often vary

in shape and intensity during the course of the measurements. When this occurs, simulations detailed in

this section demonstrate that a significantly distorted final spectrum can result. This effect may provide

at least a partial explanation as to why experimental evaluations of the motion field using spectra have

not yet provided reproducible conclusions. To provide an independent alternative to spectral analysis

of the motion field, a new fractional quantity, which should be less affected by sporadic changes in the

spectral form during the measurement, is derived and presented as a further aid in evaluating the gravity

wave/vortical mode question, .
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3.2 Effect of Superposition on Measurements of Atrnospheric

Gravity Waves

3.2.L fntroductlon

Present knowledge of the characteristics of atmospheric gravity waves in the height interval betrveen

30 and 60Èrn is fragmentary, with rockets and lidars being the only significant sources of information.

Despite this, studies have revealed distinct local, seasonaì, and latitudinal features in the wave field [e.g.,

Hirola, 1984; Hirola and Niki, 1985; Shibala el ø1.,1986; I/øss and Meyer, 1987; Eckermann and VincenT,

1989]. However, few explanations of these important observations have been put forward.

We shall focus here on some puzzling findings of gravity wave intrinsic frequency estimates made at

these heights lVirota and Niki, 1985]. The results indicated that quasi-monochromatic inertia gravity

waves dominate in this region. Distributions of intrinsic frequencies peaked sharply at around 3 times

the inertial frequency, essentially independent of latitude or season. This is at odds with recent theories

of a broad spectrum of atmospheric gravity waves [e.g., VanZanill, 1982]. Other studies in the lower

stratosphere have revealed that apparently monochromatic inertia gravity waves can often be observed

le.g., Cadet and, Teilelbaum, 1979; Maeleawa et a1.,7984; Col and Baral, 1986]. Yet, if the spectrum

of waves does indeed have a peak at 3 times the inertial frequency in the lower stratosphere, it seems

difficult to imagine how this could be maintained into the upper stratosphere, where strong mean wind

shears should substantiaìly alter wave intrinsic frequencies and hence the position of this peak. If the

peak found by Hirota and Niki [1985] is real, then the results seem to indicate that some "in situ" wave

generation or enhancement process acts on a global scale, which selectively produces this peak in intrinsic

frequency; alternatively, there may be shortcomings in +"he analysis technique advanced by Hirola and

¡'/tÈi [1985]. It is important that this observation becomes better understood, as it has recentìy been

incorporated by Yamanaka [1990] into a global parameterization of gravity-wave effects in the middle

atmosphere as a universal constant, which he has termed the "Hirota number".

The measurement technique used to infer these results is reexamined in this study. After careful

inspection, one must conclude that the results are biased by wave superposition and do not reflect the true

situation. Furthermore, it is argued that the results are rather an indicator of the azimuthal directionality

in wave propagation. These assertions are supported by b,-rth computer simulations and derived analytical

formulae. Finally, these new interpretations of the physicai significance of the measurements are compared

with a recent general circulation model simulation of wave production and propagation in the middle
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atmosphere. To begin, however, it will be illustrated how analysis of individual wave events can be

potentially hazardous and the results misleading, assuming that a broad spectrum of superposed gravity

waves exists in the atmosphere.

3.2.2 ttMonochromatic"'Wave Events

Extended atmospheric observations have revealed a spectrum of waves in the atmosphere [e.g., VanZandt,

1982; Dewan et al., 1984]. How, then, can one reconcile this with frequent "observations" of, and indeed

analysis of, quasi-monochromatic waves [e.g., Hirola and Niki, 1985; Deaørajan el al., 7985; Col and

Baral, 1986 Yamamolo el aI.,lg87; Muraolea el al.,1987f?

A simulation was performed to investigate this. Àn analytical verticaì wave number power spectral

density A(rn) = E(I +l*l**1")-', which best modelsobserved spectra lVanZandl, 1985; Smith et al.,

1987; see also section 3.3.2], was adopted, whete.E is a constant. Wave fields were then synthesized

digitally from ,4(ræ), using a simple Fourier-transform technique described by Owens [1978] and Hocking

[1987o]. However, in this example a random phase wa.s introduced between the real and imaginary

components of each harmonic in Fourier space, and the transformed amplitude spectrum was Hermitian,

in order to ensure a real wave field, with aìl the waves coaligned. In this way a series of differentÌy

superposed single-wave profiles were produced, while the rnergy distribution as a function of wave number

in every profile was the same.

On inspecting these profiles, occasionally "monochromatic" wavelike oscillations arise merely by for-

tuitous superposition amongst a wave ensemble (Figure 28ø). Indeed, even a flat spectrum with equal

por¡¡er spectral density over a range of wave numbers produces similar "monochromatic" events (Figure

28ö), indicating that the occurrence of such events is independent of the spectral form. Typical wave

profiles, wlrich show no "monochromatic" events, are shown in Pigures 28c and 28d.

Interpretation of oscillations in single atmospheric profiles as "monochromatic waves" must be consid-

ered dangerous in light of these findings. It is not clear whether it is valid to analyze a wave of this type

by treating it as a monochromatic wave. It is possible that the oscillation arises because all the other

Fourier components fortuitously sum to zero over this range, leaving one true wave, but caution should

certainly be exercised in analysis. The dangers in subjective analysis of wind data have previously been

illustrated by llines [1966]. For example, it is well known that two superposing waves of wave uumbers

?7ù1 and rn2 aîd constant amplitude will produce a "beating" wave of wave number (-r + *r)12 and an

amplitude envelope of wave number (^t - nx2)/2. A.nalysis of this beating pattern as a monochromatic
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Figure 28: Horizontal velocity oscillations produced by waves with random phases and governed in
amplitude by a power spectral density P(rzr.) in the 2- to 10-km vertical wavelength interval (containing
20 waves), and zero power spectral density outside this band. This models experimental rocket profiles

le.g., Hirolu 1984]. P(m) = A(m) = E (I + l*/^.1")-t (** = 2zr/(5 km)) was used in Figures 284 and
28c, and P(m) : -El (flat) was used in Figures 28ò and 28d, with E and ,Ð' scaled so that the variance
was 100 m2 s-2 in each case. The same phases were used in Figures 28o and 28ô and in Figures 28c and
28d. "Monochromatic" oscillations are highlighted by dashed curves. The height scale is arbitrary.

event would clearly give erroneous wave number and amplitude information. Notice that the "monochro-

matic" oscillation between 70 and 80ßræ in Figure 28a seems to grow with height somewhat, even though

no growth with height is incorporated in the simulation, and so it must be, to some extent, a "beating" or

coherence length effect. Superposition effects like this might explain why gravity waves often only appear

to exist over one or two time cycles and only retain coherence over a few kilometers in the vertical [e.g.,

Harper anil Woodman, 1977; Miller el al.,Ig78l.

One should not interpret these arguments as a refutation of all observations of monochromatic waves.

The atmospheric gravity wave spectrum has enormous variability over small time scales, and individual

large-amplitude waves certainly arise [e.g., Balsleg et al. 1983, Col and Baral, 1986 Yamanxolo eI al.,

1987; Muraolea el al., 1987]. Instead, these results should encourage efforts to verify the coherence of

such waves before subjecting them to an in-depth analysis. If this is not done, superposition effects
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may lead one to infer individual wave amplitudes and wavelengths which are incorrect. Since measured

wave parameters are often used to trace waves back through the atmosphere to their source and wave

amplitude variation with height is used to investigate wave saturation eflects, then clearly a potential

for erroneous inferences exists. An example of the dangers in analyzing generally polychromatic wave

motions will now be presented.

3.2.3 Inferences about //c,,r

The horizontal wind velocity perturbations of a small amplitude gravity wave of intrinsic frequency ø,

propagating in an unsheared, inviscid atmosphere with Coriolis parameter /, are governed by the following

polarization relation lGossard and Hooke, 19751

t,t '1,,,V' - _z- Lt, (20)

where (J' and V' arethe velocity components parallel lrrn, ."0 transverse to, the direction of horizontal

propagation, respectively.

The formula implies an elliptically polarized wave motion in the horizontal with a frequency dependent

ellipse axial ratio. Hirola and, Niki [1985] (hereafter referred to as HN) realized that by measuring lV'lU'1,

it was possible to determine f /u and hence the intrinsic wave frequency ø. This is a potentially powerful

way of measuring this important wave parameter, since ground-based measiurements of wave frequencies

(e.g., radars, lidars) are contaminated by the Doppler-shifting effects of the background winds.

Since in an experiment it is usual to measure the zonal (u') and meridional (u/) oscillations, (20) must

be expressed with respect to these coordinate axes, and so depends on d , 't)t , and the wave propagation

azimuth direction d. Rather than infer d, HN computed the ellipse vector length r: (u'2¡a'2)712,

reasoning that the ratio of the maximum and minimum ellipse vectors defines the ellipse axial ratio and

hence f fu. Local maxima and minima of the wave motion rvere located from this quantity, and inner

and outer "r" envelopes of the wave motion determined by interpolation. The ratio of the inner to outer

envelope at each height was then taken to be a measure of f lu.

Results from many meteorological rocket stations were collated into histograms and are reproduced

in Figure 29. HN found that, virtually regardless of season or location, a most probable valle of f fu
a: 0.3 results, and there is little probability of finding values of f /u near 0 or l. Only a slight but

distinct decrease in peak value with decreasing latitude is evident. This result is despite the fact that

changes in latitude alter the inertial frequency / and thar the strong variation of the upper stratospheric

background wind with altitude, latitude, and season must also change u. Yamanaka [1990] proposed that
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Figure 29: Histograrnsof f f u for gravity waves between 30 and 60kræ from four different rocket stations,
using all available data [after Hirota and Niki, 7985].

this indicated that f fu was a global constant, which he labelled the "Hirota number", and Yamanalea

incorporated this constant ratio of -0.3 into a numerical parameterization of the gravity-wave field in

the middle atmosphere.

It is proposed in the next section that these //ø distributions are, in fact, an artifact of the method

of analysis.

3.2.4 Explanation of OÈ¡servations

Clearly, the HN analysis is perfectly valid for a single wave (assuming background wind shears are not

significant). However, a spectrum of gravity waves exists in the atmosphere which, as has already been
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sho\¡r'n, will produce important superposition effects. Therefore a random superposition of waves exists

generally, and individual wave ellipses will be severely distorted by the remaining oscillations (e.g., Figure

1 of HN). .Ls r^;nf r^o" must, by definition, lie between 0 and 1, one must ask whethe¡ the observed

ratio of -0.3 might result rather from the data's distribution. For example, even if the wave spectrum

r¡/ere composed entirely of high-frequency waves, there is no reason why wave superposition could not

produce r^in/r^o" ratios anywhere in the range 0-1.

To examine this possibility, a simple simulation was performed. Independent zonal and meridional

real oscillations due to many linearly polarized rvaves with random phase and amplitude were synthesized,

as in Figure 28. This independence means that the vector length (u'z¡rtz¡rlz has two degrees of freedom.

These data are statistically equivalent to an azimuthally isotropic wave field, which has two degrees of

freedom in vector length as a result of the independence of the polar coordinates (r,/). These simulated

profiles were then analyzed using the HN technique. The dashed curves in Figure 30 are the distributions

of r, r^¿n, r^o" and r^in/r^o, produced in a typical simulation. Notice especially the similarity in form

of the simulated r^in/rmo" distribution (Figure 30e) and the experimerrtal f f u distributions in Figure

29. The peak at l/, - 0.3 should be particularly noted.

One can also demonstrate analytically that the peak near 0.3 is spurious. It is well known that a

random superposition of phasors produces a resultant phasor whose vector length is Rayleigh distributed

le.g., Beclcmann, 19621. So, for a random superposition of gravity waves, u' and r'' will have a Normal

distribution , r2 = (u'2¡o'2) will have a ¡2 distribution with z equal to two degrees of freedom, denoted

pi?''), and r wiìl have a corresponding Rayleigh distribution, denoted ph?) (Figure 30a).

Ph?) = ,ffi'tQ-2)"-''' 12 :2r' Piþ'2) (21)

where r' - r/o, and I(c) is the gamma function.

Since f fut is inferred ftorn r*;nf r^o,, ít is the latter quantity one must consider. Let us initially

assume that like r, rmin a\d r^o, are Rayleigh distributed with mean square values oz^;n and o2^or. The

ratio (r^;nf r^o,)2 will then have an f'distribution, with (ut:2,v2=2) degrees of freedom lJohnson and,

I( otz, 197 0), denoted p'F''" (t).

p1:,"(t)=E¡ån;/r(ffi* Q2)

where ú = (r^;n f r^or)2 (o^o, f o^in)2 , and B (x ,y) is the beta function.

Figures 30ó and 30c overlay simulated distributions of r-;, arrr). r^or, respectively, with Rayleigh

distributions (using ø2 values evaluated in the simulation). The simulated and analytical curves agree
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Figure 30: Simulated (dashed curve) and analytical (solid curve) distributions of (o) r; (b) r^;"; (c) and
(d) r^orl and (e) r^in/r^o", where r : (u'2 * utz¡r/2. See text for further details.

well for r-¿, but poorly fot r^or. This poor agreement fot r^o" is not surprising, because one must

expect this distribution to be oflset to the right somewhat. Indeed, apart from an ø axis shift, the

simulated r^;n and r-o, distributions are similar in form and so the r^o, distribuüion is better described

by a noncentral Rayleigh distribution, denoted p!Å^(r), where ) is the square of some (constant) offset

from zero along the c axis lJohnson and l(olz,19701.

p!Å^(,') : z,'i (WÐ e-Q/z) lni+2i 1r'z¡1 (2s)

This formula holds for a constant offset À, whereas in this application the offset itself has a probability

distribution (Figure 30ò). Despite this, on fitting (23) to the simulated r,,,o, distributions, one obtains

close agreement (Figure 30d). Consequently, the ratio ir*¡n/r^or)2 should then have a noncentral ,F
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distribution, with (21=2,v2=2) degrees of freedom lJohnson anil Kolz,1970], denotea p!;/''^(t).

pï:'"'^(r)=å (g+),-,^,',þï:''"*''t)] Q4)

Using conservation of probability (i.e., P(A') d(A2) : P(A) dA), one then finds that the ratio e =

rmin/r^o, is distributed as Q(e), where

Q(r):2e p";'"'t[e2 (o2^",¡o2^o^)] (25)

Calculations of r^¡nfr^o" necessarily lie between 0 and 1. So the distribution value produced at e

= e' will be proportional to 8(.-) * Q(71r.), since a value of e greater than 1 will be treated as its

reciprocal in the analysis. Since P(l/A) = -A2\P(A)1, we finally derive the form of the f /u distribution,

P(Í/r), where .Il is a normalization constant.

P(Í/,) = Ir (1 -Ulù')QUl,) Q6)

Figure 30e overlays both the simulated //ø distribution (from analysis of simulated data) and the

analytical distribution (26), using \, 6I;n, and o2^o, values from the distributions in Figures 30å and

30d. Notice the similarity in shape amongst the simulated, analytical, and experimental (Figure 29)

distributions.

Thus it is clear that the shape of the curves derived by HN and the peak at f /, - 0.3 are not neces-

sarily indicative of the major gravity waves. Indeed, the same shape would even arise if the atmospheric

gravity wave spectrum comprised only linearly polarized waves, and waves wíth f /u - 0.3 did not exist!

While it may be that some of the profiles analyzed by HN provided information on monochromatic oscil-

lations, it seems clear that the combined results in Figure 29 are a statistical manifestation of a generally

superposed wave field.

3.2.5 Mathernatical Implications

The illustrated sole dependence of these //ar distributions on the statistical parameters À, afi¿r, and

o2^o" has important implications. In particular, any horizontal anisotropy in wave propagation directions

would effectively reduce the degrees of freedom z1 and 22, which in turn alters o2^0, and o2^o, and

produces a change in shape of the distributions.

To investigate this possibility, two simulations were performed. In the first, independent zonal and

meridional oscillations were produced in the manner previously outlined. A variable attenuation factor a

was applied to the meridional components of oscillation, so that the degrees of freedom were effectively
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Figure 31: Graphs of the change in the mean ratio <Í/r> = 1rnín/rmo"> with increased horizontal
directionality, (o) using attenuation a of random meridional oscillations and (ö) a numerical model in
which gravity waves have a restricted width of allowed azimuths equal to B(180"). See text for details of
the model used in Figure 31ö.

reduced, and the HN analysis was then performed. Since the unattenuated profiles are statistically

equivalent to an azimuthally isotropic wave field, this process is equivalent to making the wave azimuth

distribution progressively more anisotropic. From the resulting distributions, a mean value <//c,r> =

I U lr)p(f /u) d(f lu) was evaluated. A mean value rather than the peak value was used to allow more

accurate comparison with the distributions in Figure 29. Figure 31o plots the change in <//ø> with

attenuation o.

This simulation assumes that all the waves are linearly polarized along the direction of propagation. In

fact, a secondary oscillation orthogonal to the direction ofpropagation is predicted by (20). Consequently,

a more physically realistic simulation was performed using a gravity wave computer model. In this model

a grid was set up in vertical wave number and intrinsic frequency space, and each point on the grid was

defined an individual wave, except that the wave azimuth was, at this stage, undefined. Wave amplitudes

were assigned by analytically integrating the two-dimensional wave spectrum lVanZandt, 7985; Smilh

et al.,19871 over a rectangle centered on the relevant grid point and rvith dimensions equal to the grid

spacing. Each wave was given a random starting phase and was allowed to propagate in time and space.

All of the waves propagated energy upwards (- < 0), cor,sistent with observations [e.g., HN Eckermann
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Figure 32: Variation in the percentage of clockwise wave vector rotations (northern hemisphere) with
azimuthal directionality for an ensemble of 128 waves produced by a numerical gravity wave model, as

used to produce Figure 31ò.

anil Vincenl, 1989]. An isothermal 250 K atmosphere with no mean wind was used in this study. To

investigate isotropy effects, each wave was also assigned a random azimuth direction between 0o and

9(180"), where B was between 0 and 1. In this way, azimuthal wave propagation had a "box car" polar

diagram of width B(1S0"). Resulting wave fields were analyzed using the HN method and <//tr> values

obtained as in the first simulation. The change in <f lu> as a function of B(180') is shown in Figure

31ö and may be compared with the mean f fu values in Figure 29.

Using this gravity wave model, each simulated profile was also stored and analyzed for its direction of

wave vector rotation, using the change in the ellipse vect<¡r phase angle with height, as described by HN.

Using this technique, HN found appreciable anisotropy in the direction of wave vector rotation, consistent

lvith the majority of the wave energy propagating from lower altitudes. Despite extensive superposition,

we find, using the gravity wave model, that 65-707o of the rotations are clockwise in the midlatitude

northern hemisphere for a azimuthally isotropic field of 128 waves, consistent with the HN results. If one

either decreases the number of waves (i.e., if one reduces the superposition) or if one introduces some

azimuthal directionality, this clockwise percentage increases further. An example of the variation with

azimuthal directionality is shown in !'igure 32.

3.2.6 Physical fmplications

Inspection of (23)-(26) reveals that the disüributions depend only on the parameters \, o2^¿r,ando2^or.

Hence inferences of dominant wave frequencies from such results are not sustainable. Rather, the values

are a measure of the horizontal localization in direction of the oscillations (Figure 31). With this new per-

spective, Figure 29 implies greater di¡ectionality in azimuthal wave propagation with decreasing northern

latitude. It also reveals more alignment during winter than in the other seasons, which is consistent with
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increased critical level filtering by the strong wintertime zonal wind jets.

Some tentative corroboration for these inferences of wave directionality comes from a global gravity

wave simulation using the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) "SKYHI" general circulation

model lMigahara el ø1., 1986]. All of the rocket stations in the HN study lie within a relatively narrolv

longitude interval, with eight of the 12 lying between 60o and 120oW. In this longitude zone, Migahara

el al. [1986] found a strong stratospheric u'O/ flux, with Q/ equal to vertical pressure velocity, a pressure

weighted vertical velocity expressed in log-pressure coordinates lMigahara el al., 1986], peaking at -2

x 10-6 m s-l mbar s-1 at latitudes around 50o-60oN. At the equatorial locations of the HN study

(Kwajalein and ,A.scension Island), a strongly positive 7Ç/flux of 4 x 10-5 m s-l mbar s-1 was produced

in the stratosphere, twice as large as the peak at 50oN. However, an earlier study by Hirola [1984] revealed

that wave amplitudes around 50oN greatly exceed those at either Kwajalein or Ascension Island. This

can only mean one of two things. Either the wave field at the tropical stations is far more directional

than at the mid-latitude stations, which is precisely the result that we inferred earlier, or a much larger

7O7 fln* occurs at 50oN than at the equatorial sites. Unfortunately, meridional stress terms are not

presented by Migahara el ø1. [1986], nor in a more recent simulation with the Goddard Institute for

Space Studies (GISS) model by Rinil ef al. [1988]. Mesospheric measurements from Saskatoon (52oN,

107"W) do suggest some preference for a north-south alignment during winter lManson and Meek, lg88].

However, Figure 17 of Miyahara el ol. [1986] shows more sign of meridional wave propagation at the

equatorial stations than at the mid-latitude stations. Similarly, the wintertime scatter plots of Hirola

[1984] show more indication of a preferred meridional alignment at Kwajalein (9oN, 168o8) than at Thule

(77oN, 69oW). This tends to favor our interpretation of greater equatorial directionality, though clearly

only direct measurement can confirm this.

Furthermore, we note from Figure 29 that the oscillations at Kwajalein exhibit even more directional

localization than is allowed for in Figure 31ô. So not only is the wave field here very directional, but there

is less energy in the V' oscillations than theoretically predicted for a representative model spectrum of

gravity waves. This means from (20) that, rather than a predominance, there is a relative dearth of inertia

gravity waves at this location. This means that there is a low-frequency dip in the equatorial gravity

wave intrinsic frequency spectrum, so that, in the end, the HN results have told us something about

the intrinsic frequency of gravity waves. This result seems to be consistent with other observations that

I(elvin wave and mixed Rossby-gravity wave motions ar'.; prevalent in the equatorial stratosphere [e.g.,

Wallace, 1973; Hirolu 1978; Deaarajan el al.,1985), since these fundamentally different types of waves

are physically constrained to discrete horizontal directions, as opposed to simple gravity waves, giving
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rise to a very directional wave field. However, there is strong theoretical and observational evidence to

suggest that mixed Rossby-gravity waves only occur in the lower stratosphere, due to radiative damping

fe.g., Hirotu 1980], which favors an interpretation in terms of Kelvin waves alone.

Some experimental support for these assertions comes from the fact that the clockwise energy per-

centages calculated by HN at the equatorial stations (-65%) are significantly less than those at more

northward latitudes (-80-90%). This implies either an azimuthally isotropic equatorial wave field (Figure

32), which contradicts our earlier inferences, or a lack of equatorial inertia gravity r\¡ave energy compared

to that at more northward latitudes. Notice also that the 80-90% clockwise rotation found by HN at the

nonequatorial sites indicates that superposition in the real atmosphere is less severe than in the 128-wave

simulation used to produce Figure 32, as one might reasonably expect.

Reanalysis of f lu distributions can tell us nothing about directions of propagation, only the degree

of directionality. Atthetropicallocations, Miyahara ef al. [1986] founddistinctindicationsof meridional

gravity wave propagation from the low-latitude southern troposphere into the low to mid-latitude northern

stratosphere, produced by the filtering action of easterly planetary wave winds. The study of Migahara el

ol. [1986] simulated only short time intervals in December, January, and February. The invariance with

sea.son of the f lu distributions at Kwajalein suggests that similarly directional gravity wave propagation

may occur all the year round, although Kelvin wave and mixed Rossby-gravity wave motions must also

be considered.

Further investigations into the horizontal propagation directions of stratospheric gravity waves are

clearly needed, in order to compare with the three-dimensional wave propagation being found in global

simulations. Eckermann and Vincenl [1989] inferred highly directional south-eastward wave propagation

during summer. General circulation model simulations during the southern summer lMigahara et al.,

1986] also produce distinct south-eastward wave propagation from the equatorial troposphere into the

middle atmosphere above Australia. Since these simulations have so far only produced climatologies

of the u/O' stress term (a partially cancelling quantity), more detailed knowledge of horizontal wave

directionality will also be needed in order to make more meaningful comparisons amongst these results

and the rneart u'2 and T'2 values that are most easily calculated in observational studies. These and other

issues raised in this study are addressed by observational analysis in chapter 6.

3.2.7 Conclusions

Wave superposition can lead to, and has led to, erroneous inferences concerning the occurrence of seem-

ingly "monochromatic" gravity rvaves in the middle atmosphere. The need for caution in analyzing such
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events has been noted. In particular, we have addressed some recent measurements of wind structure

made by rocket-borne techniques, which were analyzed in order to determine gravity wave intrinsic fre-

quencies. We have shown that the analysis method, based on single wave assumptions, does not in fact

supply information about intrinsic frequencies because of superposition effects, but it can, however, be

reinterpreted to give information about the azimuthal directionality in wave propagation. A reanalysis re-

veals more wave directionality in winter than in other seasons at all latitudes and a highly directional wave

field at the tropics. The equatorial directionality exceeds theoretical predictions for gravity waves and

suggests a dearth of inertia gravity waves at the tropics, with Kelvin wave and/or mixed Rossby-gravity

wave motions being more prevalent.

3.3 Effects of Nonstationarity on Spectral Analysis of Mesoscale

Motions in the Atrnosphere

3.3.1 Introduction

Computation of power spectra has become standard ir. the analysis of mesoscale motions within the

atmosphere and ocean. In the atmosphere, advances in ground-based remote sensing techniques have

facilitated spectral investigations of velocity, temperature and density fluctuations over a wide spatial

and temporal range. Many such meâsurements have been made at different times of the year and at

different locations, and they have revealed reproducible shapes and similar intensities [see, e.g., Balsley

and Carler, 1982; Vincenf, 1984; Meek el al., 1985ö; Frills and Chou, lg87; Frills eI ø1., 19884; Shibala

el al., 1988; Frills et at., 1990; I{won el al., 1990]. Much theoretical efort has been directed towards

understanding the dynamics which give rise to these observed spectra, and two different processes have

been proposed.

VanZandt [1982] suggested that the spectra are produced by internal gravity wave motions. Follorving

the successful analysis of similar oceanic spectra by Gamell and Munk [1972,1.975], VanZand,l [1982] pre-

sented empirical analytical relations which best modelled the observed spectra, while ensuring consistency

witlr the dispersion relation for gravity waves. This approach has been continued and updated by Sidi el

af. [1938]. On the other hand, Gage anil Naslrom [1985 1986] have argued that quasi two-dimensional

turbulence, or the vortical mode of motion as it is now ,rften interpreted [see, e.g., Müller el ø1., 1988;

Gage and Naslrom, 1988], is responsible for these spectra and the associated mesoscale variance.

Both theories predicts the spectral shapes which should be observed if either process is the more
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dominant in energy [see, e.g., Gage, 1979; VanZøndl, 1982; Scheffier and Liu, 7986; Dewan and Good,

1986; Fritts anil VanZandt, 1987; Smilh et aI.,Ig87; Gage and Nas|rom, 1988]. Despite this, comparisons

of spectral measurements with the predictions of each theory have been equivocal. While it now seems

generally accepted that gravity wave motions ale responsible for the vertical velocity frequency spectra

measured in light wind conditions [see, e.g., Ecklunil el al., 1986], in stronger wind conditions and in

the horizontal there is enough ambiguity in the comparisons that neither process can yet be accepted as

dominant or dismissed as inconsistent with observations This superficially suggests that both types of

motion coexist, as postulatedby Lillg [1983], but that the relative and absolute contributions to the total

mesoscale variance are variable, or nonslalionary.

Analysis of the spectra in terms of gravity waves has generally been more successful, and so this

interpretation has gained wider acceptance. However, the physical processes that act on the gravity

wave field to produce the observed spectral shape and intensity have yet to be agreed upon. The ability

of non-linear interactions amongst a ìÃr'ave ensemble to produce and maintain the oceanic spectrum has

been extensively investigated (see the review of MüIler el al. [1986]). In the atmosphere, however, wave

amplitude saturation due to convective instability is n<>w thought to be responsible for much of the

spectral structure, although other mechanisms have also been considered (see reviews by Fritls [1984],

Irflls [1989] and Dunkerløn [1989]). Dewan and, Good [i986] and Smilh et al. [1987] have used a linear

gravity wave saturation hypothesis to derive a theoretical vertical wavenumber spectrum for horizontal

velocity fluctuations in the atmosphere. This theory, if correct, could have important applications in

parameterizing the effects on the background flow of a full spectrum of dissipating gravity waves [see,

e.g., FriTls, 1989; VanZandt and Fri||s, 1989].

Spectra computed from measurements have been used to test this idea too, and again the degree of

comespondence with the theory has been variable. While the modeì spectrum agrees very well with some

measurements lDewan el al., 1984; Frills and Chou, 1987; Frilts et a/., 1988a; Wu and Wid,del, 1989,

1990], there are other experimentally determined vertical wavenumber spectra where the agreement is

less marked, and so these spectra appear to deviate somewhat from the model [see, e.g., Vincent, Ig84;

IIass and Meger, 1987; Maekaua el a|.,19871' Shibala el a\.,1988; -E'cÈermann and, Vincenl,7989l.

While dynamical theories which can explain the observed atmospheric spectra have been actively

pursued, possible sources of contamination that might affect such spectral measurements have not been

investigated in depth. Nevertheless many such sources have been identified in measurements, such as the

sampling and digitization used in recording the data [see e.g., I(rislensen and, Ifirkegaard, 19871' Moore

el al., 1988; Kaimal el al.,19891, and many different instrumental effects [see, e.g., Miller, 1969; Fukao el
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al., 1988ø, b; May el ol., 1988; Sid,i el af., 1988; Eckermann anil Vincent, 1989]. In addition, the motion

spectra themselves vary in response to environmental factors, such as background wind speed [see, e.g.,

Ecklund el ol., 1986; Scheffier anil Liu, 1986; lrilfs anil VanZandf, 19871 and atmospheric stability [see,

e.g., Smith et a\.,1987; VanZandt and Frills,1989].

Whatever the actual dynamics are, it is clear from observations that the resulting mesoscale variance

often changes appreciably on both short and long time scales [see, e.g., Hirola, 1984; Meek el al., I985b;,

Vincenl anil FrilTs, 1987; Fritts anil Chou,7987; Cornislz, 1988; Fukao el al., 19894; FriTls, 1989]. The

variance also increases systematically with altitude [see, e.g., Balsley and, Carler, 1982; Hirola ønd Niki,

1985; Balsley and Garello, 1985] and exhibits appreciable geographic variability [see, e.g., Hirota, 1984;

Gage and Naslrom, 1986; l{aslrom el a1.,1987; Frilts et al., L989; Jasperson el al.,lgg0]. This means

that spatial and temporal series of experimentally sampled data, from which spectra are computed, must

indeed be nonslalionary; that is, the variance, and hence the spectral form, is not the same at all points

in the data series. Although "nonstationarity" is usually associated with time series analysis, it will be

used hereafter to describe the variability evident in both spatial and temporal data series.

It is well known that nonstationarity can change the spectral shape when data are Fourier transformed,

yet the possible effects on spectral computations of nonstationary characteristics evident in mesoscale

motion data have not been adequately addressed. Sinc.r the shape and intensity of measured spectra

are now being used to evaluate theories about the nature of these fluctuating dynamics, investigation of

possible nonstationary distortion of computed spectra is warranted.

To address these issues, the specific problem of nonstationarity with altitude of the model vertical

wavenumber spectrum of Smith el al. [f987] is first considered in section 3.3.2. The insights gained

here are then applied in section 3.3.3 to the general problem of spectral analysis of mesoscale motionsin

the frequency and horizontal wavenumber domain. In section 3.3.4 a fractional measure, which remains

stationary even when the variance is nonstationary, is developed and presented as being potentially useful

in experimentally evaluating whether gravity waves or vortical modes are the more energetic fluctuations

in generally nonstationary data.

3.3.2 Altitude Nonstationarity of the Vertical 'Wavenumber Spectrum

To investiga,te the general problem of spectraì nonstationarity, we shall first consider a specific one;

the change of form with altitude of the model vertical wavenumber spectrum proposed by Smilh eI

al. [1987]. This is done for two main reasons. The first is that height variation of this spectrum

has a regular exponential form, and so is amenable to analysis. Secondly, the wave saturation theory
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used to derive the model spectrum of Smilh el aI. [1987] is important in its own right, and requires

experimental corroboration. Therefore, any contamination of the spectral measurements which might

affect the comparisons needs to be investigated.

Background Theory

Conside¡ a gravity wave, produced at ground ìevel with a peak horizontal velocity amplitude u'e and

vertical wavenumber rns, which propagates upwards and zonally into the middle atmosphere. Assuming

the wave has neither a very low nor very high intrinsic frequency, then on propagating to some altitude

z, the peak wave amplitud.u!r""*(z) is given approximatelyby the expression llindzen, 1987; Schoeberl,

1e851

u!r."xQ)= "t (#)7t2 ""¡zno, (27)

where

rn = vertical wavenumber, and

Hp : density scale height.

A wave therefore grows in amplitude exponentially as it propagates vertically into the less-dense upper

atmosphere. The wave amplitude may eventually become so large that it produces a vertical temperature

gradient which exceeds the adiabatic lapse rate of the background atmosphere, and so the wave becomes

convectively unstable. This occurs when [see, e.g., frills, 1984]

u!o."x?)> lU - " læ Nf m, (28)

where

[/ = background horizontal wind speed,

c - ground-based horizontal phase speed, and

N : Brunt-Väisälä frequency.

Saturation theory, in its simplest form [see, e.g., Linilzen, I98l; Frills,1984, 1989; Dunkerlon, 1989),

predicts that the wave does not overturn and dissipate completely at this altitude. Instead, only suficient

turbulent diffusion is generated to maintain the wave amplitude ulo""x/) at the instability threshold N lm.

Dewan and, Good [1986] argued that this implies a saturated vertical wavenumber power spectrum of u/

fluctuations, designated hereafter .F" (-), proportional to N2 f m3 . Smith et ø1. [1987] extended this single

wave theory to include a general superposition of both s,aturated and unsaturated waves. They arrived

at the following quasi-empirical expression for the power spectrum.

F,(^): !'. r- ,f- (29)
6^? fl + (rnlm.)31'
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Figure 33: The model vertical wavenumber power spectrum of horizontal velocity fluctuations produced

by gravity waves, due to Smith et al. [1987], evaluated using rn* : (2km)-r, (1km)-r, and (10Àrn)-1.
These values of rn* are typical of the lower, middle, and upper stratosphere respectively. Note the

variation of the spectrum with m.(z).

This model spectrum is illustrated in Figure 33. The waves which have wavenumbers greater than

n1* are saturated and produce an m-3 spectrum, whereas waves with wavenumbers less than rnr ate

unsaturated, produce a flat spectrum, and grow in amplitude approximately as e"l2Ho. Hence the¡e is

a convenient partitioning of the saturated and unsaturated waves in the vertical wavenumber domain.

The analytical function (29), however, is to some extent arbitrary. The formula itself was originally used

by Desaubie.s [1976] to model the oceanic wave spectrum. It was later adoptedby VanZandl [1985] and

Smilh et a/. [1987] for the atmospheric spectrum because it most closely represents the observed spectral

shape of the transition region between the saturated and unsaturated spectrum, which theory currently

makes no prediction about. Nevertheless, different analytical formulae can be, and have been, used [see,

e.g., VanZand,l, L982; Sidi el al., 1988; VanZandl and Fritls, Ig89].
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The flat nature of the unsaturated spectrum is also somewhat arbitrary, and is chosen again because

it corresponds with the observations. Izßøo el øt. [19894.1 showed that the wave amplitude variation (27)

implies a flat unsaturated spectrum for a constant u'0, just as (28) implies an m-3 spectrum. However,

VanZand,t and Fritts [1989] argued that the unsaturated portion of the spectrum should have a positive

spectral index, so that the vertical flux of wave action rer¡rains finite. In any case, in the real atmosphere

source transience will always make this part of the spectrum rather variable in form, and so any functional

fit of the unsaturated spectrum can never be adequate for every measurement.

The variance of the wave field u'2 is found, according to Rayleigh's theorem lBracewell, 1978], by

integrating this spectrum.

,'2(r)
l^, ¡¡z 1

J^, 6467¡6¡;¡,yd*

#6[å'" (#) . å arc'fan ('#)]:',.' (30)

where ¡.r - m/m.(z), and where m1 and nrz define the wavenumber range. On integrating over all

wavenumbers (rn1 :0 to rnz: æ), one finds u'z æ N2/5rn*2. This total wave variance is assumed to

grow with height as e"lHu, where HB ) H, due to the non-growth with height of the saturated !\¡aves.

This in turn implies

m*(z) x m*(zs)e-ç -zo)l2Hø , (31)

indicating that, with increasing altitude, a greater fraction of the wave field (rn , **) becomes saturated.

As most of the variance is concentrated around ræ* [see, e.g., Smilh el al., Ig87], this also implies that

the vertical wavelength of the most energetic waves in the spectrum increases with height.

This model spectrum, however, is unusual, in so far as it holds only at a given height, since rn* is height

dependent. Yet the very process of obtaining a vertical wavenumber spectrum involves transforming data

over a prescribed height range. Clearly then, if one were to compute a vertical wavenumber spectrum

from data over a large altitude range, one would expect this change in spectral form rvith height (see

Figure 33) to produce a resultant spectrum somewhat diflerent to (29). The effect has been considered for

a single wave propagating in the sodium layer by Garìlner and Voelz [1985, 1987] and within the neutral

atmosphere by Gardner el ø1. [1989]. A detailed consideration of the problem in a general sense will be

attempted here for a full spectrum of waves. Before introducing a model used to accurately simulate the

full effects, however, a brief outline of the problem will be given.
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Forrnulation of the Problern

Let ut(z) be a height profile of rvave fluctuations which are governed by the model spectrum (29) as

evaluated at one height z1 (so that u'(z) is stationary), and let V(m) be its Fourier transform, where

V(m) is generally complex. Now we define a more realistic wave profile p'(z) which grows in amplitude

with height as a(z), such that p'(") = a(z)u'(z). If the Fourier tansform of a(z) is -A(rn), then it is well

known that the Fourier Tlansform of p'(z), designated P(*), is given by the conaolulion of ,A(rn) with

V(m) [see, e.g., Bracewell, 1978f, here denoted A(rn)ØV(^).Thus the measured spectrum lP(m)12 will

generally be different to the model spectrum lV(*)l'given by (29).

Consider first a case where rn* ---+ oo, so that all the constituent waves are unsaturated and grow in

amplitude with height as a(z) : ezl2Hp. The Fourier transform A(m) of this exponential growth over an

altitude rùnge zs - 22 z1 (where 22 and z1 are the upper and lower height limits of the measurement,

respectively) is

A(*) = (åTæ K+sinh(2, f 4H r) cos(mz" l2)* rn cosh(2" / aH o)sin(mz"/2))/
+i (ræsinh( z"/4Ho)cos(mz,f2) - +cosh(z,f 

4Ho).i"(-r"/2))] (32)

= An(^).+ iA1(m).

Figure 34a plots An(^) anò A¡(m) as dotted and dashed lines, respectively, using representative values

of z"=40k"rt. lVassandMeger,7987;Eckermanna,ndVincenl, 1989] and Hp=7km. ll(*)lisoverlayed

with a solid curve.

Since ,A¡(rn) and ,4¡(m) have a modulated sinusoidal nature, the convolved spectrum P(m) : A(m)ø

V(m) must depend on the instantaneous phases amongst the constituent rvaves in the spectrum V(*).

Such phases are indeterminate, and so for one spectral measurement, the exact form of the measured

power spectrum lP(*)l' cannot be predicted. However, since no preferred phase scheme for the wave

spectrum Z(rn) should occur, the averaged effect of this convolution will be dictated largely by the forms

of f,a(rn)l and llz(ræ)1. The intrinsic spectral amplitude at a wavenumber nr;, lV(*o)|, should therefore

be spread on average through wavenumber space according to lA(*- rn¡)1. Figure 34ö illustrates how

ll(^)l evolves as the scale height flo changes. When fl, ) 2", the wave growth c(z) is negligible, the

profile is stationary, and 1,4(ræ)l produces the sin(rn)/ræ spectral spreading which characterizes truncated

data [see, e.g., Kaimal el al.,1989). Dashed lines in Figur 34ð mark the points which are sampled using a

Fast Fourier Tlansform algorithm. This sin(rn)/ræ shape appears as a delta function using digital Fourier

techniques, and so no further spreading occurs, as one would expect for a stationary process. As the scale
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Figure 34: The top panel shows the Fourier tansform A(m) = An(^) + iA¡(m) of the exponential wave

amplitude growth with height ezl2He, using representative values of z" :40krn and Hp = 7lcm. The
bottom panel details the change inlA(m)/A(0)l with Ho. The dashed lines show the points where these

curves are sampled when using a Fast Fourier TÏansform algorithm.

height 1/, decreases and exponential growth over the height Íange zs becomes more pronounced, however'

these 1,4(ræ)l curves a.ssume a broad Lorentzian shape, which will produce spreading of the stationary

spectral power lV (^)l' .

Since 1,4(rn - nri)l spreads energy equally either side of m¿, the flat unsaturated part of the spectrum

should ideally be unaltered in shape after convolution with ll(^)1. However, as the computational

realization of this convolution is incomplete at the end points of the spectrum (the amplitude can be

spread in one direction but cannot be spread in the other direction), then this must in practice tesult in

some reduction of spectral power at the smallest wavenuinbers.

The eflect on the saturated part of the spectrum, however, should be morepronounced. Even though

lA(*)l produces a symmetrical spreading of spectral power, the "red" rn-3 nature of lV (m)12 at saturated

\¡r'avenumbers must result in more spectral power being suread to higher wavenumbers than that spread

to lower wavenumbers, and will produce an actual fall-offin spectral power more gradual than rn-3.
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The effects on the spectrum of the exponential growth of a single wave have been considered by

Garilner anil Voelz [1985, 1987] and Garilner el al. [1989], and similar convolution efects to those

anticipated here do indeed arise. In the sodium layer due to a highly nonlinear lesponse, a single

wave is characterized by a "notch" in the spectrum between two peaks lGardner and Voelz, 1985]. Any

exponential wave growth with height results in spectral power being spread from the peaks to fill in

this "notch" region. Indeed, Gardner anil Voelz [1985, 1987] have used the observed difference in height

between the "notch" and peaks (i.e., how much the "notch" has been "filled in" ) to measure the amplitude

growth with height of individual waves. Within the neutral atmosphere, the relative density response

of a monochromatic wave gives rise to a main peak with side lobes in the density fluctuation spectrum

lGardner el ø1., 1989] . Here again, wave growth with height causes spreading which fills in the gaps

between successive peaks.

Nurnerical Sirnulation of the Problem

If a(z) indeed had a well ,lefined functional form of the type 
"zl2H, 

for all wavenumbers rn, the growth

could be mathematically incorporated into the model spectrum, as in the single wave derivations of

Gard,ner and Voelz [1935, i9S7] and Gardner el al. [1989]. Howevet, in most measurements the growth

profile of the gravity waves is a function of both height arrd wave number, designated ã(z,m). This arises

because some ìilavenumbers in the profile are saturated at all heights, others are unsaturated but grow

with height to eventually saturate at some altitude, while still others are unsaturated at all heights' This

makes mathematical analysis of the problem infeasible, and so the best way to gauge the effect of the

growth ã(2, m) on the spectrum is by numerical simulation. A model used to carry this out will now be

described.

At a starting height z¡, I{f2 individual waves of wavenumber tr¿i were defined. Their initial wave

variances A16,^j = ulrz"ot(zr,n'ri)12 (i = 1,...,1{12) were calculated by integrating under the model

spectrum (29) over a wavenumber interval which was centred oî rfl; = i(Lm) and had a width Ltn =

2r/(I{62), where óz was the height resolution. This integral was evaluated using the exact analytical

expression (30). The fully superposed wave field p'(z) of 1( sampled points was then synthesized up to a

height z¡ç using the superposition relation

K KIz
p'(z) = tt u!r""x(zi,m;)sin(m;z¡ *p¡), (33)

i=l i=7

rvhere the peak amplitudeu'r"o*(zi,rzl;) wasrecalculated at each height zr'using (30). This mustbe done

because the spectrum, and hence the wave variance, changes with height according to its ræ* dependence
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Figure 35: Phase-averaged nonstationary spectra resulting from unaliased (a) and aliased (b) numerical

simulations performed 2000 times in each case and averaged. The stationary model spectrum is also

plotted for comparison. The simulation used a total height range zK - zt = 44.81cm, I{ = 256, N = 0.02

iads-r,Hn-l1lcm,and,rn*(21) =(1ßnr.)-1. Seetextfordetailsaboutthenumericalmodelusedhere.
A least-squares determination of the nonstationary spectral index in the 0.0002-0.0028r'¡¿-1 wavenumber

range is also provided.

in (31). This results in the same wave growth with height and wavenumber â(z,rn) that is incorporated

in the model spectrum (29). The wave phases (pr were set randomly between 0o and 360o. The data were

then Fourier transformed using an FFT algorithm, and the Power spectrum calculated.

This entire process was carried out 2000 times in the example presented here to produce one phase-

averaged mean power spectrum. It is plotted as the solid curve in Figure 354, and will be referred to

as the nonstationary spectrum. In this simulation, values of z7ç - z1 = 44.8 km, ,Ii - 256,1/ = 0.02

rad, s-7, HE = l1lcm, and m,(21) = (lkm)-r were used. The original model spectrum (29), evaluated

using a value of rn* which gives a near fit to the nonstationary spectrum, is also plotted for comparison

with a dashed line.

Clearly the nonstationary spectrum exhibits a more gradual transition in slope than the model spec-

trum (29). The adclition of power at the largest wavertumbers, as anticipated earlier, is particularly
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Figure 36: An enlargement of the vertical wavelength region -I-I1km from Figure 35. Such a wavelength
range is typical of many spectra computed from experimental data from the middle atmosphere. Aliasing
at the largest wavenumbers is not included.

significant, and in this example gives rise to a constant power law form of m-2 5 at the saturated

wavenumbers, ¿ß opposed to the stationary rn-3 shape. Figure 36 enlarges the region between lkrn

and l\lcm, which approximates the smallest and largest resolvable vertical wavelengths, respectively, of

variousrocket [see, e.g., Hirola,7984; Ecker¡nann and, Vincenl, 1989],lidar [see, e.g., Shibata et aI.,7988;

Gardner el al., 1989], and radar [see, e.g., Vincenl, 1984; Maekawa el a|.,1987] observations of the middle

atmosphere. Note the more gradual transition in slope of the nonstationary spectrum as compared to

the model spectrum.

One should be a little wary in comparing the results in Figure 35 too closely with actual spectral

measurement's. As mentioned earlier, the model spectrum (29) is a quasi-empirical relation, and may

not depict the true local spectrum. In fact, being bas:d to some extent on observations, (29) must

really be a nonstationary version of the local spectrum, arising from the eflects that nonstationarity with

height must have on evell the most high resolution spectral measurements. Since a principal effect of
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the altitude nonstationarity is to make the transition frorn the saturated to unsaturated spectral regimes

more gradual (see Figure 36), it suggests that the break point in the local spectrum may be sharper

than in the present model. As (29) is therefore already somewhat broadened, these simulations probably

overestimates the spreading effects a little. If a bettel form of the local spectrum is found, similar

nonstationarity simulations should be more correctly apl,lied to it rather than the current model.

There are other experimental effects in addition to nonstationarity with height that must be consid-

ered. For example, spectral aliasing may be important To investigate this, the same simulation rvas

repeated with the original 1{/2 unaliased waves, plus afurther I{/2 aliased waves, all of which are gov-

erned by the model spectrum (29). The results are shown in Figure 35ò. Comparing Figures 354 and

35ö, one can see that aliasing produces further enhancement of spectral power at the largest saturated

wavenumbers.

There are many other experimental and environmental factors that may also produce spectral con-

tamination. However, while one can sometimes eliminate the effects of these processes with judicious

correction techniques, distortion due to the inherent nonstationarity of the spectrum with height is an

experimentally intractable problem.

Comparison with Observations

Figures 35 and 36 show that a major effect of nonstatiorrarity in height is the production of a somewhat

constant power law form of m-l over a significant wavenumber range, where 0 < , < 3. Many measured

wavenumber spectra that do not correspond very well with the model spectrum of Smilh el al. lI987l

have such a shape, and are also taken over a large altitude and moderate wavenumber range, similar to

Figure 36 [see, e.g., Vincenl, 1984; Maekawa el ø1.,1987; Hass and Meyer, 1987; Shibala el ø1., 1988;

Eckermann and Vincenl, 1989]. Furthermore, intercomparisons of various spectral studies in the upper

stratosphere [e.g., IIass and Meger,7987; Eckermann and VincenT, 1989] and mesosphere le.g. Vincenl,

1984; Maekøua el a1.,1987] measured over similar wavenumber ranges revealed a spectral index f æ 1-2

in the stratosphere, but I æ 2-3 at mesospheric altitudes. Eclcermann and Vincenl [1989] demonstrated

explicitly that I grows with height by comparing spectral calculations at an upper and lorver height

range. This is consistent with the findings presented herc, since a greater fraction of the waves at higher

altitudes are saturated/stationary, according to (31), and so the shift in the spectral index away from the

saturated value of t=3 toward the unsaturated t=0 shorrld be less severe in the mesosphere than in the

stratosphere.

One must now ask why some other measured spectra rl,r indeed agree very well rvith the original model
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spectrum fDewan el aI.,1984; Frilts and Chou,1987; Fritts et øt., 1988o; Wu and Widdel,1989, 1990].

The study of Dewan et al. [1984] used stratospheric smoke-trail data over a small height range' with a

vertical resolution of 1Orn. Wu and Wid,det [1989, 1990] analyzed high-resolution radar measurements of

the motion of foil-clouds released by rockets, which provided data with a vertical resolution of 25m ovet

about a 10ßrn height range. Frilts and Chou 11987) analyzed ST radar data between 9 and 19,bræ with a

resolution of 300rn, and, Fritls el ø1. [1988ø] analyzed high resolution balloon and radar data over several

small altitude tanges. In all cases, the spectra were taken over short time spans' Therefore in each study

any effects of nonstationarity in both height and time were minimized. The high vertical resolution in

each data set also means that a significant fraction of the resolved wave field at large wavenumbers was

always saturated, and therefore stationary, as can be seen in Figure 33'

ttlJniversaltt Spectra

This spectral nonstationarity impacts on the so-called "universal spectrum" of gravity waves. The idea

of spectral universality first arose from long-term averaging of observed oceanic and atmospheric spectra

le.g., Garrelt antl Munle, 1972, 1975; VanZand,t,7982f, and so the "universal spectrum" was a relation

that was only applicable to long-term spectral averages. With the ensuing theoretical development of

the gravity wave vertical rvavenumber spectrum le.g., Deuan anil Good, 1986; Smilh el ol., 1987], and

appreciation of t,he nonstationarity of this spectrum, comparisons with the new model are now best done

in the atmosphere using data with good height and time resolution, but taken over a restricted height

range.

With this new perspective, the initial "universal" vertical lvavenumber spectrum put forward by

VanZandt [1082] can be viewed as the mean result of altitude (and possibly temporal) nonstationarity of

tlre local wave spectrum. The "universal" spectral index of t=2.4, initially found by VanZandl [1982] to

best fit the measured spectra from the lower atmosphere, is likely the long-term end result of the distortion

of a largely saturated spectrum of gravity waves by spectral nonstationarity. The rn-2'5 shape of the

simulated nonstationary spectrum in Figure 354 should be especially noted. Other theoretical studies

addressing Doppler shifting of gravity wave energy fscheffier and Liu, 1986; Frills an d VanZandl, 19871

have also altered the perspective on spectral "universality" in the frequency domain. The atmospheric

gravity wave spectrum in fact can be rather variable, and ideas of long-term "universality" of gravity

wave spectra, which initially motivated their study, have now been superseded by the resulting advances

in theoretical understanding of these spectra.

The analytical spectral formula F'(^) adopted by VanZand.l [1982] is the same relation that Garretl
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Figure 37: plot of the model saturated spectrum of Smith e1 al. [1987], the nonstationary realization of

this spectrum from Figure 4ø, and the "universal" spectral formulaadopted by VanZand¿ [1982]'

and. Munle [1g25] used in their spectral parameterization of the oceanic wave field, and has the form

F,(^)=#(h (34)

where,Ð is the total energy. Although VønZand,t [1982] used t:2.4, the spectrum is plotted in Figure 37

using ú = 3 for ease of comparison wibh the model of Smith et al. ll987l. The model saturated spectrum

(2g) and the nonstationary spectrum from Figure 35¿ are replotted in Figure 37 as well. Notice in Figure

37 that (34) incorporates a more gradual transition between saturated and unsaturated spectral shapes

than the transition region of the model spectrum of Smith el al. 11987]. The nonstationary spectrum

also exhibits a more gradual transition than the model spectrum, and any temporal nonstationarity

may produce further broadening. Thus spectral nonstationarity drives the spectrum towards a shape

more like that of the Garrett-Munk relation (34) used by VanZandl [1982]. This adds weight to the

assertion that the original "univelsal" spectral parameterizations may be viewed as the long-term results

of nonstationarity in both height and time of the local gravity wave spectrum.

Model Spectrum

Nonstationary Spectrum

"Universal" Spectrum
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3.3.3 Nonstationarity of Other Spectra

In addition to vertical wavenumber spectra, one can also compute ho¡izontal wavenumber spectra and

ground-based frequency spectra of mesoscale motions in the atmosphere. However, there are several

factors which make the analysis of these spectra less str¡, ightforward than vertical wavenumber spectral

analysis.

Firstly, the altitude variability of the vertical wavenumber spectrum has a well-defined form. No such

systematic nonstationarity arises in the study of horizontal wavenumber or frequency spectra. Quasi-

random changes occur in these cases, and so an all-encompassing simulation of the problem is impossible.

Consequently, only representative simulations of some observed examples of nonstationarity will be at-

tempted here.

Secondly, the exact dynamics and the intrinsic spectral shapes are not well-known for these spectra.

While a gravity wave interpretation of mesoscale motion spectra was assumed in section 3.3.2, Gage [1979],

Iitly [1983] and Gage anil Naslrom [1985, 1986] have argued instead that quasi twodimensional turbulence

is responsible for the fluctuation spectra. More recently, Gage anìl Naslrom [1988] and Müller el al.

[1988] have associated this quasi two-dimensional turbulence with the vortical mode of motion. Quasi

two-dimensional turbulence currently makes no predictions about the vertical wavenumber spectrum,

and so only the gravity wave model can be tested in this r ase, although Weinslocle [1985] argued that the

rn-3 spectrum is aìso consistent with an extended buoyancy subrange of three-dimensional turbulence.

For horizontal wavenumbcr and frequency spectra, however, the gravity wave and vortical mode theories

both make predictions, and to date, spectral measurements have been unable to conclusively verify or

disprove either theory. As a result, consideration of both theories is required when studying these spectra.

Theory

A third wave solution to the fluid equations arises in a three-dimensional formulation, in addition to to

the gravity wave and acoustic wave solutions [see, e.g., Dong and Yeh, 1988; see also chapter 2]. It has only

recently been considered in the atmospheric context, and has come to be known as the "vortical mode".

It is termed "vortical" because it possesses a vertical component of potential vorticity, unlike gravity

waves [Mriller el al., 1988]. The vortical mode has no intrinsic frequency, and its velocity oscillations

are constrained to the horizontal plane. As a result, this "wave" does not propagate, unlike gravity and

acoustic waves, hence the preferred nomenclature "mode."

The horizontal velocity oscillations produced by a single high-frequency gravity wave and a single
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been observed and studied in the laboratory [see, e.g., Hopfinger,1987] and the entire process is known

as "reverse cascading", since conventional three dimensional turbulence cascades to smaller scales. A

resulting Ic-613 hoÅzontal wavenumber energy spectrum is predicted, and Gage [1979] argued that the

same ,b-5l3 turbulence spectrum exists in the atmosphere at horizontal scales between -10-500kræ' This

argument has been further developed by Lillg [1983] and Gage anil Nasirom [1985, 1986, 1988].

While usually assumed, the equivalence between vortical modes and quasi two-dimensional turbulence

is not clearly established at present. Although both theories predict a horizontally stratified, eddylike

structure, an important interpretative difference is that the vortical mode solution is wavelike. While

the eddylike structure that a superposition of vortical modes produces may appear rather random, it is

certainly not turbulent in the strict sense. A likely explanation is that vortical mode non-linearities have

been omitted, such as the coupling of vortical modes with each other or with other waves. For example,

Dong anil Yeå. [1988] and Yeh and Dong [1989] have shown that vortical modes grow in amplitude

through nonresonant wave-wave interactions with large amplitude gravity waves. Yet Yeh aniÌ Dong

[1989] proposed that the resultantly excited vortical modes cascade not into larger scale structures, but

into smaller scale structures which are eventually dissipated by viscosity. This cascade process clearly

diflers from the "reverse cascade" that occurs for two dimensional turbulence. Nevertheless, in the

subsequent discussion equivalence between vortical modes and quasi two-dimensional turbulence will be

assumed.

Spectral Theory and Observations

Both the gravity wave and two-dimensional turbulence theories make definite spectral predictions. The

spectral theory of gravity waves is most clearly developed through the saturated vertical wavenumber

spectrum (29) of Smith et øt. [1987]. Quasi two-dimensional turbulence, holevet, currently makes no

predictions as to the form of the vertical wavenumber spectrum.

The most direct spectral prediction that quasi two-dimensional turbulence theory provides is a hori-

zontal wavenumber spectrum of horizontal velocities, Fr(k), proportional to k-5l3 lGage, 1979]. Using

the vertical wavenumber spectrum (29), a simplified dispersion relation, and assuming spectral separa-

bility, gravity wave theory predicts that f"(k) should have the same shape as the vertical wavenumber

spectrum (29), giving a k-3 spectrum for ¡ 2 lc*, and a flat spectrum for ß < È,, where È* performs the

same function a,s rn* in (29) [see, e.g., VanZanilT, 1985]. Thus, it would appear that measurements of

horizontal wavenumber spectra should enable discrimination between the tlvo theories.

Naslrom anil Gage [1985] calculated mean horizontal wavenumber spectra of horizontal velocities,
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using data from a large number of commercial aircraft flights. They found that the final mean spectrum

had a k-6la shape at wavenumbers less than -5001cm, which Gage anil Naslrom [1986] interpreted as

direct evidence of quasi two-dimensional turbulence at atmospheric mesoscales. Subsequent measurements

by Nøs¡rom et al. 11987), Frilts ef at. [1989] , I(uon e1 øf [1990] , and Jasperson el al. [1990] also found

spectral shapes of the forln,t-p, with p -l-2.However all of these latter studies found some spectral

behaviour which agreed with gravity wave theory, and FriTls el ol. [1989] argued that nonseparability of

the gravity wave spectra may result in a gravity wave horizontal wavenumber spectrum different from

the predicted È-3, and more like the shape observed. Evidence for such spectral nonseparability was

presented by Frilts and Chou [1987] . Hence the dynamics responsible for these spectra are still under

debate.

The spectral measurement that is predicted best by both theories is the frequency spectrum of hor-

izontal velocities measured by a ground-based sensor, hereafter denoted E'"(O). For gravity waves, all

the constituent waves of the spectrum have their own intrinsic wave frequency a.,, and so, in a frame

moving with the mean atmospheric motion IJ , an inlrinsic frequencg speclrum exists, which is believed

to have the form u-512. However, at the ground these intrinsic frequencies are Doppler shifted by the

mean motion of the atmosphere 7, producing a ground-based frequency f) given by

9=u*kUcosö (35)

where / is the angular difference between the wave propag.r.tion direction and the wind speed direction [see,

e.g., Scheffier and. Liu, 1986; Frills anil VanZandr, 1987]. Thus, the ground-based frequency spectrum for

gravity waves, El* (A), can differ considerably from its intrinsic frequency spectrum. Scheffi.er and Liu

[1986] and Frills and VanZandl [1987] modelled how El* (q evolved as background wind speeds varied,

and the results of the latter study are shown in Figure 39o for equal amounts of up- and down-shifting

of wavefrequencies, andwhere þ:Um*/N convenientlyquantifiesthedegreeof Dopplershiftingbythe

mean wind U. Note that an ø-2 rather than an ,¿-5l3 intrinsic frequency spectrum lvas used by Fritts

anil VanZandl [1987] for analytical'convenience.

For quasi two-dimensional turbulence, a simple Taylor transformation is used to predict the frequency

spectrum EY*(O) measured at the ground as the "frozen-in" turbulence structure is advected by the

mean wind over the ground-based field of view, producing an O-5/3 spectrum [see, e.g., Gage, Ig79;

Gage and Naslrom, 1988]. Using a vortical mode interpre,,ation, this transformation is better understood

in terms of a Doppler shifbing of the zero intrinsic frequency of the vortical modes to non-zero ground-

based values, â.ccording to (35). The variation of E'|tr(O) with wind speed, as calculated by Gage
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anil Naslrom [1988], is shown in Figure 39å. The vortical mode spectrum preserves its O-s/a shape in

all wind conditions, whereas the gravity wave spectrum becomes "flatter" as the wind speed increases.

Consequently, investigating the behaviour of measured ground-based frequency spectra with wind speed

should indicate which theory, if either, fits the observations better, thus providing information on the

nature of these fluctuating dynamics.

Early experimental studies averaged spectral calculations from all heights and times to produce a

mean spectrum. While some such studies revealed an O-5/3 shape [see, e.g., Balsleg and Carter, 1982;

Larsen el al.,l982al, other studies revealed more variable shapes and spectral indices [see, e.g., Vincenl,

Ig84; Meek et al-, I985b; Balsley and Garello, 1985; Fukao el al., 1985; Frills and' Chou, 1987; Frills el

af., 1gg0]. Gage anil Naslrom [1988] compared the spectral models in Figure 39 with computed frequency

spectra from ground-based radar data. They found that neither theory fitted the observations very

closely, but that the two-dimensional turbulence model gave a better fit. On the other hand, while Frills

el a/. [1990] also found variable agreement with the models, they concluded that their observations were

more consistent with gravity waves. Therefore, here too the comparisons give equivocal findings as to

whether the gravity wave or vortical mode theory is rrrorc consistent with observations.

Spectral Nonstationarity due to Doppler Shifting

It can be seen from Figure 39 that both lhe gravity wave and vortical mode theories predicl that the

ground-based frequency spectrum -E"(CI) is nonstationary when the background wind [/ changes. Sig-

nificant mean wind variability often occurs in the lower atmosphere due to meteo¡ological phenomena

[see, e.g., Fukao el ø1., 1989o; see also chapter 4], and in the middle atmosphere due to large amplitude

planetary waves and tides [see, e.g., And,rews el a|.,1987], which must give rise to nonstationary spectral

shapes.

In the case of the vortical mode spectrum, this mean wind variability gives rise to nonslaTionary

frequencies, according to (35), rather than nonstationary variance. Put another way, the variations in

spectral shape detailed in Figure 39ó are due to nonstationarity ofthe horizontal axis variable (frequency),

as opposed to the variations in tìre vertical axis variable that occurred in the studies of nonstationary

variance in section 3.3.2. Indeed, the gravity wave vertical wavenumber spectrum F"(*) of Smilh el

ot. [1987] should also suffer frorn nonslalionary waaenumbers because the vertical wavenumber rn varies

with U, but as their model was presented as being applicable in all wind conditions, such effects must be

implicitly incorporated into their spectrum.

At first glance, one might expect that the variability of the gravity wave spectrum due to Doppler
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shi{ting in Figure 39ø must also arise from nonstationary frequencies according to (35). In fact, this is not

the case. While for vortical modes, c.r is a constant (zero) and O varies with the mean wind [/, for gravity

waves the opposite is true; the intrinsic frequency ø varies with U, and the ground-based frequency O

is a constant. So for gravity waves, the frequency O is stationary, and the variability of øf;w(ll) is a

problem of nonstationary variance within a given frequency band'

Therefore two rather different simulations were performed to investigate the effects of mean wind

variability on computation of the frequency spectra El* @) and EIM (Q). In the gravity wave case,

simulations very similar to those detailed in section 3.3.2 were undertaken. Temporal fluctuations q/(l)

were synthesized using the superposition relation (33) adapted for time series analysis as follows

K KI2
q'(t) = t t u!r""t (ti,Cl¿) sin(C)¿l¡ * 9ù' (36)

j=1 i=l

where again peak amplitudes uf"o*(l¡,O¡) had to be recalculated at each time 1¡, because variations in

þ =Um,/N change the spectral shape according to analytical relations derived by Frills and VanZandl

[1g87] (see Figure 39o). Phases lri were chosen randomly, and 600 profiles were Fourier transformed in

every simulation to obtain a final phase-averaged mean spectrum'

Results for three different time variations in B, which is proportional to U , are shown in Figure 40. The

Gaussian B profile roughly models strong, transient intensifications of the mean wind which have been

observed in the lower atmosphere [see, e.g., Fukao eI al., 1989ø; see also chapter 4]. The sinusoidal profile

crudely models the effects of a planetary wave or tide, which are important in the middle atmosphere [see,

e.g., Andrews el a1.,1987]. Although these large variations in B imply a highly nonstationary spectral

shape (see Figure 39), the results ofthese simulations reveal that the final nonstationary spectrum is rvell-

fitted in each case by the stationary Doppler-shifted spectrurn of Fritts anil VanZand, [1987] evaluated

using the mean value of B over the time interval, denoted B. th,tt the "Doppler nonstationarity" of

El* @) appears to have limited impact on comparisons of this model spectrum with observed spectra.

Aliasing also produces only small distortions to the spectral shape in these examples.

More complex modelling was required to simulate the variability of the vortical mode spectrum

EY*(A), as frequency variabilitymust be incorporated here. To achieve this, 1024 "waves" were defined

by integrating the Ic-613 hoÅzontal wavenumber spectrum proposedby Gage [1979] in 1024 successive

harmonic wavenumber steps. The largest wâvelength was chosen to be Àfo" - l024km, so that the

smallest resulting wavelength was Àf;i' - 
^i:"" 

/1024 -- llem. The mean wind [/ was allorved to vary

only betwee î t^¿n = Stns-r ar,d Ú^o, - 40ms-r . Sinc.. the period r = )' /U , then as the wind varies

between ú^¿n and, Ú^o", the smallest fluctuating period Tmin = 
^fo" 

/Ù ranges frorn À!i" f (J*ac = 25s
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to 
^Ti" 

lú^¡, - 200s. Similarìy the maximum wave period Tmoc : 
^Ttt 

lU varies bet\/een -7.11 and

b6.8g hours. Thus, the period interval between 200s and 7.11 hours is always "full" of wave frequen-

cies, and so temporal fluctuations were digitally synthesized from the wavenumber data using a Nyquist

frequency of 100s and a total data length of -7.1I houts, which conesponds to 256 data points. Since

periods greater and smaller than these values also arise, the data were somewhat aliased, and mean values

arose which had to be removed before Fourier transformation. A total of 2000 randomly-phased profiles

were analyzed to give one phase-averaged mean nonstationary spectrum.

Figure 41 shows the temporal variations in U used in the simulations, which are similar to those

used in the gravity wave simulations in Figure 40. The graphs on the right show three spectra in each

case; a simulated nonstationary spectrum, a simulated spectrum evaluated using a constant value of

U =20m s-1 (i.e., an aliased stationary spectrum), and the theoretical O-5/3 spectral shape.

Several spectral features in Figure 41 bear highlighting. Pirstly, the simulated stationary and nonsta-

tionary spectra decrease more gradually with frequency than Q-5/3, which is in part due to the addition

of spectral power at the highest frequencies by aliased fluctuations. The nonstationary spectra have a

least-squares power law form around O-1'4 in each case When one computes the spectral indices over

the frequency band Q = 0.00004-0.002H2, which excludes the highest frequencies which are contaminated

by aliased fluctuations, the simulated stationary spectrur;r assumes an Q-5/3 shape, whereas the nonsta-

tionary spectrum still has a "bluer" shape around C¿-16 This implies that the gradual spectral roll-of[

with frequency of the nonstationary specbrum is due in part to aliasing, but also in part to frequency

nonstationarity.

Another feature is a flattening of the nonstationar¡r spectrum in examples 1 and 3 at the lowest

frequencies, yet this does not arise in the simulated stationary spectrum in either case. Therefore, this

must be a product of the nonstationarity. This flattening makes the computed spectra in these cases

appear more like the model gravity wave spectral shapes at low frequencies in Figure 39¿. The finding of

absolute values of the nonstationary spectral index ( 5/3 (i.e., -1.4) is also superficially more consistent

with the behaviour of the Doppler-shifted gravity wave spectra in Figure 394 rather than the vortical

mode model spectra in Figure 39ò, despite this being a nonstationary vortical mode spectrum.

Figure 42 shows results from further simulations where ühe wind was allowed to vary between 3 and

48m s-r. This gives rise to a period range between 333s and 5.93 hours which is always "full" of wave

frequencies, and so fluctuations were synthesized from the previous horizontal wavenumber data, using a

Nyquist frequency of 167s and a total data length of -5.93 hours, which produced 128 data points. The

frequency nonstationarity is greater in these examples due to the larger temporal excursions in [/. The
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results show that the computed absolute values of the spectral indices of the nonstationary spectra are

smaller than in Figure 41, and that the spectral flattening at the lolvest frequencies persists.

Nonstationary Variance

Notwithstanding the nonstationarity of frequency spectra due to Doppler shifting, observed time series

of mesoscale motions also exhibit large, transient bursts in variance above the ambient level. Examples

from the lower atmosphere are strong increases in wave/turbulence activity associated with meteorological

events [see, e.g., Frit|s and Chou, 1987; Fukao el ø1., 19894; see also section 4.3.3]. Tlansient bursts in

the fluctuating variance are recorded commonly in the middle atmosphere as well [see, e.g., Vincenl and

Reid, 1983; Vincenl and Frills, 19871.

To investigate the effect such nonstationarity might have on computed frequency spectra, Monte Carlo

simulations similar to those described in section 3.3.2 and earlier in this section were performed for a

stationary spectrum of the form Q-5/3, which closely fits the two spectral models El* (O) and ø[M(O).

Fluctuations were synthesized from this spectrum as in (33) and (36), and were then modulated by a

Gaussian "burst" function, which approximates some observed increases in variance [see, e.g., Frills and,

Chou, 19871. Various modulation profiles, and the modified spectra they produce, are shown in Figure 43.

The results show that the computed spectral indices are reasonably robust to the applied nonstationarity

in these examples, differing by no more thanS%o from the stationary value of -5/3.

Horizontal'Wavenurnber Spectra

The simulations detailed in this section also have some impact on computations of horizontal wavenumber

spectra. For example, Figure 43 can be quite validly applied to horizontal wavenumber spectra, as a

similarly shaped À-5l3 spectrum occurs lNastrom anil Guge, 1985]. Furthermore, large bursts in variance

with horizontal flight distance are also encountered in such measurements. For instance, Naslrom el al.

[1987] found that the mesoscale velocity variance for flight segments over rough terrain was -2-5 times

greater than that over flat terrain or oceans, and they showed explicitly that, the horizontal wavenumber

spectra over each type ofterrain difered significantly. These trends were confirmed in a subsequent study

by Jasperson el ø1. [1990], who utilized a greater amount of flight data in a more quantitative statistical

study of terrain roughness and atmospheric variance. Simila¡ variability with flight distance was reported

by Frilts el al. [1989].

Problems involving nonstationary horizontal wavenumbers arise too, similar to the frequency nonsta-

tionarity which arises in the vortical mode frequency spectrum. An airborne sensor moving horizontally
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with velocity I/, and measuring a fluctuation moving wrth respect to the ground with a speed C, will

record the horizontal wavelength of this fluctuation to be À!, which differs from its intrinsic horizontal

scale, À", according to the Doppler-shifting formula

88

À'r: \, (t - 9) (37)

For gravity waves, C is the ground-based horizontal phase speed ofthe wave, and for vortical modes C =

[/, as vortical modes are merely advected by the background flow . Kuon ef al. [1990] investigated how the

horizontal motion of airborne sensors can produce artificial Doppler shifts in the horizontal wavelengths

of measured fluctuations, and presented experimental examples of varying spectral shapes produced by

such effects.

3.3.4 "stationaryt' Analysis of Mesoscale Motions

Simulations in the previous section have indicated how observed variability of mesoscale variance can

complicate spectral analysis of these fluctuating motions. While nonstationary variances appear to pro-

duce limited distortion, nonstationary frequencies arising in the ground-based frequency spectrum of

vortical modes produce a spectral change with frequency more gradual than O-5/3, and in some cases

producing rather flat shapes at the lowest frequencies, both of which are more consistent with a graailg

waae interpretation (see Figure 39).

Comparison of experimental spectra with model spectra is currently used widely to provide informa-

tion about the fundamental dynamics (gravity waves or vortical modes), yet a number of such studies

have produced equivocal findings to date. While this may indicate that both gravity waves and vortical

modes usually coexist with approximately equal variance, the aforementioned spectral distortions due to

nonstationarity can also produce similar uncertainty. There is no easy way to compensate for nonsta-

tionary distortion. One can circumvent the problem by spectrally analyzing only those data segments

where the spectra should theoretically be quasi-stationary lPritls anil Chou, 1987], but the amount of

availabìe data may then be very small, whereupon the uncertainties in the computed spectral shape will

be large. For nonstationary data, it would be better to be able to calculate a more stationary quantity,

which produces distinctly different results in the presence of either gravity waves or vortical modes.

The Polarization Ratio

In time series analysis of horizontal velocity data from grt-rund-based sensors, we define the ratio rR of the

fluctuating ho¡izontal velocity variance parallel (ui2) and transverse (u'rz) to the direction of the mean
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wind.

R_ ub'

ul2
(38)

Being a ratio of horizontal variance components, nonstationarity of the total variance does not affect its

value (i.e., it is stationary to variance changes). Furthermore, at middle to high ground-based frequencies,

we shall show that the ground-based spectral theories of gravity waves and vortical modes (Figure 39)

can still be used to predict distinctly different lR values if one or the other dynamical process is the more

energetic.

The gravity wave model spectra depicted in Figure 394 show that, at mid to high ground-based fre-

quencies, the Doppler-shifted frequency spectrum is more intense than the intrinsic (unshifted) frequency

spectrum lscheffier anil Liu, 1986; Fritts anil VanZøndl, 1987]. Since waves with,t¡ parallel to the mean

wind direction are strongly Doppler shifted, whereas lvaves with k¡ orthogonal to the wind direction

experience no such shift, according to (35), it implies an enhancement in the observed high frequency

variance of those waves aligned with the mean wind direction relative to those aligned transverse to it.

The effect becomes more pronounced as background wind speeds increase (see Figure 39o).

The observed frequency Q induced by a vortical mode is also given by the Doppler-shift formula (35),

which, since c.r :0 in this case, takes the form k[/cos/, where / is the difference in azimuth between

the vortical mode alignment and the mean wind direction. For any given valueof O and U, Ècos{ will

be the same for all the modes which contribute to the variance at this observed frequency. However,

those modes where À is smallest produce the greatest contribution to this variance, due to the À-5l¡

wavenumber spectrum lGage, 1979). Therefore, since ,t cos / is constant, these smallest wavenumber

modes must also have / - 0o, which implies that they are aligned with the background wind direction.

Thus both theories predict enhancements in the measured variance of those motions with Èt coaligned

with the background wind direction. Horvever, the different horizontal polarization of the gravity wave

and the vortical mode results in distinctly diflerent trends in the ratio Ã in each case. Since the horizontal

fluctuations of a gravity wave oscillate parallel with È¡ (Figure 38o), the enhanced gravity waves should

therefore produce values of A ) 1 on average (i.e., 4 ,lr,f1. The value of ,B should increase as the

mean wind speed increases, because the enhancement in variance of the Doppler-shifted wave spectrum

increases with U (see Figure 39a). It should be noted, however, that the model Doppler-shifted spectra

in Figure 39a assume equal amounts of up- and down-shifting of wave frequencies. While this variance

enhancement persists for a wide variety of different up- and down-shifting amounts, in extreme cases

where almost every wave in the spectrum is down-shifted in frequency, these enhancements in variance

may not occur [.Frills ani] VanZandl, 19871.

89
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One other complicating factor is that, at the very lowest frequencies, a gravity wave become elliptically

polarized, aquiring a transverse component atp"o¡ of f f u tirnes its longitudinal component u|ea*, where /

is the inertial frequency. Note, however, that u'o"o¡ is always smaìler than u|"o*, and that of 
"o¡ 

attenuates

rapidly with frequency. The individual variances u'2 and u'2 ovet the entire intrinsic frequency spectrum

are given by

90

u'2 I,*
3W

2fzltWu-5l3d,u - Ir - 1¡ ¡N¡zrsl , (3e)

u'2 (40)

where

W is a constant.

For a realistic value of N - 100/, the terms in square parentheses in (39) and (40) are both near one, so

that equating (39) and (40) gives

u'2 3 /2
uot=iß=  (41)

This illustrates that, over the entire spectrum, the longitudinal fluctuations produce 80% of the variance.

Within high observed frequency bands, this percentage will be even higher. Therefore these transverse

gravity wave fluctuations are of insuficient amplitude to alter the general t¡ends in l? produced by the

longitudinal gravity wave fluctuations (i.e., ,? > 1).

The vortical mode, unlike a gravity wave, oscillates a' right angles to its wavevector fr¡ (Figure 38ø).

Therefore, even though those fluctuations with ÀL in the direction of [/ are enhanced in variance, just as

for gravity waves, the transverse polarization of the vortical mode means that values of r? < I must arise

in the presence of such a spectrum (i.".4 ,4).

These trends in ,? can be qualitatively visualized by inspecting the simple superposition structure in

Figure 38b. On moving in either the ø or g direction in these diagrams and observing the variation of

the wind vectors, one can see that the gravity wave structure produces fluctuations in the direction of

movement (Ã > 1), whereas the vortical mode structure fluctuates transverse to the movement (rR < 1).

Therefore, notwithstanding the strong enhancement in the variance within high frequency bands of those

gravity waves aligned with the mean wind direction preüicted in Figure 39a, values of l? > 1 still arise

due to the horizontal polarization of the wave.

Equivalence between vortical rnodes and quasi two-di,uensional turbulence has been assumed to nolv.

However, some discrepansies between the two theories were highlighted earlier, and one or the other

process may be the more relevant to consider. Therefore it is worth determining whether two-dimensional

-1 lJt2

í
(j)' l,* ,r,-t7/3¿, = ffi[r - 1¡¡r,,.;are] ,
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turbulence theory can also be used to predict a trend in rl, and whether it is comparable with the vortical

mode prediction of .R < 1.

Gage 11979) has adapted the well-developed theory of inertial range three-dimensional turbulence to

this postulated two-dimensional inertial range turbulence. Longitudinal and transverse Eulerian (ground-

based) structure functions were defined by Gage [1979] as follows

Dtono(r) = A¡onoe2l372l3, Ø2)

Dton(r) = A¡one2l3v2l3, (43)

where

Aton g, 417 ¿n ã,Íe constants,

e is the eddy dissipation rate per unit mass, and

r is the spatial separation.

Using analogous derivations to those advanced in the three-dimensional theory, Gage [1979] then

argued that A¡onn - 1.75, and

(44)

In the same way, longitudinal and transverse horizontal wavenumber spectra can also be defined, using

the ß-rls two-dimensional turbulence spectrum proposed by Gage [1979], as follows

Euno(k) = B¡oroe2lslc-613, (45)

Erron(k) = B1rone2l3þ-513, (46)

The structure function constants (Atonc, At,on) are related to the spectral constants (Btons, Btron)

by a multiplicative constant [see, e.g., Talarski, 1961], so that (44) also implies

5
B.ron = î,8r"^o Ø7)

Assuming now that a mean wind [/ advects this "frozen-in" two-dimensional turbulence spectrum

over a ground-based observer, then ground-based frequency spectra are given by a simple Taylor trans-

formation (A = kU) of the horizontal wavenumber spectra (45) and (46) [see, e.g., Gage anil Naslrom,

1988], producing

(o/Ú¡-s¡e
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One can norv see that u! fluctuations are governed by the Ftr"e(O) spectrum, and z', fluctuations are

governed by F¿","(O), so that, using (47)-(49), one can theoretically evaluate r1. as follows

u'o"

"lt''
"fi,'n,"r(o)¿o
f; r,'"'1o;ao'

I*l 8,"^ o r' I 
3Q-5 I 3u2 t 3 dQ

¡{' S ¡ s a, 
",s 

e2 / 3çl-5 I s(J 2 I 3 dç¿'

3/5 (50)

Hence the vortical mode and quasi two-dimensional turbulence theories both predict r? values less

than unity. The two-dimensional ùurbulence theory suggests that the measured rR value is a constant,

and does not vary in value as¡ mean wind speeds increase.

To investigate whether simila¡ results might apply to a spectrum of vortical modes, some simple mod-

elling was performed. À horizontal field of vortical modes governed by a ft-sla spectrum was synthesized

using similar techniques to those described by equations (33) and (36), with each mode vector having a

random azimuth direction. This "frozen" non-interacting spectrum v,'as then advected by a mean flow

of velocity U , and time-series of fluctuating horizontal velocities were recorded at a fixed point on the

ground. The variances 4 and u? *.r" evaluated for a series of simulations in which U was varied, and

¡? values computed. In this simulation,20 horizontal wavenumber harmonics were used, with the largest

equalling 400km. Based on these choices, an intersampling period of 200s was adopted in order to avoid

aliasing, and 2500 points recorded in each time series. Due to the random azimuths used, mean values

arise due to long-wavelength vortical modes which produce very small frequencies, and must be removed,

as would be the case in any experimental study. The results of a number of such simulations are plotted

in Figure 44. Each curve is the mean of 60 independently generated time series.

The model produces -rR values less than unity as predicted. There is a clear tendency for the l? values

to increase a little as U increases, but it is unclear whether this efect is an artifact of the low resolution

of the model. Further higher resolution simulations are now in progress.

The final results are summarized below:

92

R

Gravity waves

Vortical modes

Quasi two-dimensional turbulence

R > 1 (R increases with t/) ,

R<l(Rar3/5).
R<1(R=3/5).

This ratio r? affords several practical advantages over spectral analysis in evaluation of the gravity
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Model Results for Vortical Mode S
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Figure 44: Simulated results of the variation of ¡? with wind speed Lr for a non-interacting È-5l3 velocity
spectrum of vortical modes. Solid curves are the results obtained when the simulated time series was

high-pass filtered such that observed periods greater than 4000rnin were removed. See text for model
details.

wave/vortical mode question. Firstly, .R remains stationary even when the fluctuating variance is nonsta-

tionary, unlike spectra. ,R can vary, however, when "Doppler nonstationarity" occurs due to mean wind

variability, yet these varying values are always ) 1 for gravity waves and ( 1 for vortical modes, thus still

enabling differentiation between each dynamical process. Simulations in the previous section indicated

that such differentiation may not always be possible when spectrally analyzing the motion field. ,R is also

a less-derived computation, using the measured fluctuations of horizontal wind velocities directly, whereas

spectra must be numerically computed after aquiring the wind data, introducing possible distortion of

the spectra during such computations. Yet the well-developed gravity wave and vortical mode spectral

theories can still be used to derive theoretical r? ratios. Finally, this additional method of evaluating the

mesoscale motion field is useful because it provides an independent check of inferences provided by other

means (e.g., spectral analysis).

In section 4.2, we apply this polarization ratio .R to time series of radar-derived horizontal wind

20 30
mean wind speed (ttt t-t)

40 50

Mean removed

Mean removed and high-pass filtered

R> 1(GravityWaves)

R< 1(VorticalModes)

R= 1
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velocities from the troposphere, and compare the experimental findings with the above predictions of

the graviùy wave and vortical mode theories. Further theoretical and experimental studies are needed to

better quantify the principally qualitative trends in .R initially derived in this study.

3.3.5 Conclusions

The nonstationarity nature of mesoscale atmospheric motions can distort the computed spectra of these

motions, thus complicating interpretation based upon such spectra. The inherent nonstationarity with

altitude of the saturated vertical wavenumber spectrum of gravity r¡/aves proposed by Smith et al. [1987]

gives rise to experimentally calculated spectra which differ significantly in shape from the model spectrum.

The principal changes are a broadening of the transition region from saturated to unsaturated spectral

shapes, and an enhancement of spectral power at saturated wavenumbers. Both effects combine to give

a horizontal velocity power spectrum of the form rn-t over a broad range of wavenumbers, where I lies

between the nominal unsaturated value of t - 0 and the saturaùed value of t : 3. These effects can

explain the apparently anomalous nature of many spectral measurements, while not precluding the close

agreement to the model spectrum found in other measurements.

More random nonstationarity is encountered in the computation of ho¡izontal wavenumber spectra

and ground-based frequency spectra of mesoscale atmospheric fluctuations, While nonstationary variance

appears to produce small changes to the stationary spectral shapes, the frequency nonstationarity arising

from the advection of a field of vortical modes over a ground-based sensor by a time-varying mean flow

can produce distortions to computed ground-based frequency spectra which drive the shape away from

the stationary O-5/3 shape, and, in some cases, more towards the shape predicted by the competing

gravity wave model! Such modifications to spectral shapes due to nonstationarity may well explain, at

least in part, the widely varying conclusions of various experimental spectral evaluations of the gravity

wave and vortical mode descriptions of these fluctuating motions.

In light of this possibility, the more stationary "polarization ratio" ¡? was developed for time series

analysis of ground-based atmospheric measurements of horizontal velocity. This ¡atio is stationary even

when the mesoscale variance is nonstationary, and assumes a distinctly different value if the either gravity

lvaves or vortical modes dominate the variance. This statistic may provide a useful independent means of

checking conclusions about the fundamental nature of these mesoscale dynamics made using conventional

spectral inspection or other means.



Chapter 4

Gravity Waves in the Troposphere

4.1 Therne

The previous chapter highlighted some of the difficulties involved in objectively analyzing mesoscale

atmospheric motions, and offered some possible solutions. In particular, the polarization ratio .R was

formulated in section 3.3.4 and was presented as being potentially useful in analyzing whether gravity

waves or vortical modes/quasi twodimensional turbulence are responsible for the bulk of the fluctuating

variance of the horizontal wind. These ideas are employed in section 4.2 in analyzing horizontal velocity

fluctuations in the lower atmosphere as recorded by a VHF radar during the passage of cold fronts over

the Adelaide area. In-depth analysis reveals that the fluctuations are consistent with gravity waves, and

inconsistent with quasi two-dimensional turbulence.

Having argued that this fluctuating variance is produced mainly by gravity waves, the time-height

nature of this tropospheric gravity-wave energy, and its relationship with the frontal activity, is analyzed

in section 4.3.

4.2 Evidence for gravity waves

4.2.1 Introduction

Ground-based radars have been used widely to measure mesoscale wind motions in the lower and middle

atmosphere, in particular the motions of atmospheric gravity waves. Radar observations have provided

information from many sites about various gravity-wave parameters [see, e.g., Meek et al., 1985a1, Reid

and Vincen¿, 1987ò] and also the spectral characteristics of the wave field in both the wavenumber

95
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and frequency domains [see, e.g., Irezal ef al., 1981; Balsleg and Carler, 1982; Larsen el ø1., 1982a;

Vincent, 1984; Balsley and Garello, 1985; Fukøo el al., 1985; Frills and Chou, lg87; Frills el cl., 19884;

Franke el al., 1988; Fritts et ø1., 1990]. These observations revealed that spectra recorded at different

locations and at different times of the year often show great similarity in shape and, to a lesser extent,

in magnitude. These observations stimulated considerable theoretical effort towards explaining these

spectral characteristics. It now appears that the shape of the vertical wavenumber spectrum is determined

by gravity wave saturation processes, as discussed in section 3.3.2. Furthermore, Scheffier and Liu 11986l

and. FriTts anil VanZandt [1987] (hereinafter FV87) have also modelled how the frequency spectrum of

gravity waves mea,sured by these ground-based devices varies as a function of background wind speed.

Nevertheless, in the lower atmosphere there is still active debate as to whether the mesoscale horizontal-

velocity variance is produced by gravity waves, vortical modes/quasi two-dimensional turbulence, or both

(see section 3.3 and references therein). Quasi two-dimensional turbulence also provides spectral pre-

dictions, yet, as discussed and demonstrated in section 3.3.3, discrimination between gravity waves and

quasi two.dimensional turbulence by direct spectral computation and inspection has some difficulties,

most noteably the inherent nonstationarity of these motion spectra, and experimental studies have yet

to produce conclusive results. However, these spectral predictions were used in section 3.3.4 to for-

mulate predicted variations in a new term which is more insensitive to the inherent nonstationarity of

the mesoscale variance. This relation rR, which was termed the "polarization ratio", is computed from

ground-based measurements of horizontal-velocity variance according to equation (38), and so can be

applied to ground-based radar measurements of atmospheric winds.

An STI radar operating at VHF (54.1 MHz) at a site near Adelaide was operated for extended

periods during late-1988, and resolved high-frequency fluctuations superimposed on the background

flow. These particular observations were part of a larger study of the mesoscale dynamics associated

with the p¿Ésage of cold fronts, and were directed toward investigating possible gravity wave generation

by frontal activity. Howevet, before such analysis can be performed, one must determine whether the

observed mesoscale variability is due to gravity waves or quasi two-dimensional turbulence. The wind

fluctuations with periods of a few hours or less exhibited a high degree of azimuthal anisotropy, such

that they were aligned preferentially along the direction of the background wind, an effect which became

more noticeable as background wind speeds increased. Although both gravity waves and two-dimensional

turbulence may contributc to the mesoscale wind field, ttreory and observation, based primarily around

trends in the "polarization ratio" ¡? computed from these data, reveal that the observed behaviour is
1 

s tratosphere-troposphere
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more consistent with the anticipated effects of Doppler shifting of gravity r¡¡ave energy, as described by

FV87.

The experimental situation and data analysis techniques are described in section 4.2.2. The morphol-

ogy of the mean winds and the mesoscale fluctuations about these means is discussed in sections 4.2.3

anà 4.2.4, respectively. The results are evaluated in terrns of the gravity wave and turbulence models

in section 4.2.5, and their implications for these and oùher ground-based wind studies in the middle

atmosphere are discussed in section 4.2.6.

4.2.2 Data Analysis

The data analyzed hereafber were acquired during the passage of cold fronts across southern Australia.

The wind mea,surements were made using The PHARLAPz System, which is an ST radar wind profiler

located on a coastal plain some 40&rn north of Àdelaide (35oS, 13808). The site is flat, and the nearest

hills are situated about 40-50km to the east. The radar operates at a frequency of 54.1 MHz, and is

designed to use either spaced antenna or Doppler beam-swinging methods to measure winds. The data

used in this study were obtained exclusively by the spaced-antenna method.

Full details of the configuration and operation of The PHÄRLAP System are given by Vincenl el al.

[1987], but salient features are briefly described here. The transmitting antenna array is of the coaxial-

colinear (CoCo) type, is 16À square, and has a theoretical half-power half-width of about 1.6o [see, e.g.,

Eclcermann, 1986]. In these experiments, it was phased to transmit vertically. Three smallerYagi arrays

were arranged to form an equilateral triangle with a basic spacing of -50rn and were used for reception.

A solid-state transmitter with a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) ol 8192Hz was used, and 4096 received

pulses were coherently integrated, so that the sampling interval was 0.5s. Using a pulse length of 7ms,

the mean polveÌ was about 300W, and with this relatively low power, echoes were received from the

troposphere and the lowest part of the stratosphere only. These echoes lüere sampled every 500m in a

height range between 2 and l2km.

In this experiment, The PH,A.RLAP System transmittedfor about 2min, and the returns were then

analyzed in real time before the next set of measurements were made. Since the analysis took a total of

about2min for the full 20 heights sampled, this meant that winds were recorded every 4min. Horizontal

wind velocities were computed by applying so-called Full Correlation Analysis to the complex echo

amplitudes, after correction for noise [Briggs, 1984; Vincenl et aI., lg87; Mog, 1988]. There is close

2Phased Array ladar for Lower {tmosphere Profrling: This system is owned and operated by The Department of Physics
and Mathernatical Physics, University of Adelaide.
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START TIME FINISH TIME TOTAL DURATION
10 a.m., 19th. August

2 p.m., 1Oth. November
12 noon, 18th. November
10 a.m., 28th. November

7.30 a.m., 30th. August
7.30 a.m., 18th. November
9.30 a.m., 24th. November
10.45 a.m., 11th. December

10 days, 21.5 hours
7 days, 15.5 hours
5 days, 21.5 hours
13 days, 0.75 hours

Table 1: Starting times, finishing times, and total durations of 4 extended observational campaigns

conducted during 1988 using The PHARLAP System ¿t Buckland Park, the data from which were

analyzed in this study.

agreement between the resulting radar wind velocities, and winds measured by balloon-borne radiosondes

launched from nearby Adelaide Airport lVincent el ø1.,19871. Vertical wind velocities were deduced from

the Doppler shifts of the echoes, using the phase of the complex autocorrelation functions. The resulting

wind data were then stored on disc for subsequent ofl-line analysis.

Post-analysis commenced with an editing procedure designed to remove spurious points (outliers)

f¡om the data. Various editing techniques have been proposed [see, e.g., Bemra ei ol., 1986] and, after

some testing, a procedure which progressively removed outliers in a series of repeated steps at each height

of observation was adopted. The algorithm operated as follows: (1) The mean wind velocity vector was

computed within a given time window of 2-hour duration. (2) The individual wind value in that block

which showed the largest deviation in vector magnitude from the mean was discarded. (3) Steps (1) and

(2) were repeated four times before moving on to the next 2-hour block.

This method typically removed about 10% of the data, and while it probably removed some good data

points, it also succeeded in removing most outliers. To increase the reliability, and to reduce aliasing by

high-frequency motions , Lí-min-average values were formed for the zonal (u), meridional (t'), and vertical

(u.') velocity components at each height. Due to the horizontal displacement between the transmitting and

receiving antennae, it was necessary to correct the vertical velocities for possibìe contamination by the

horizontal winds [see, e.g., Vincenl el aI.,1987]. Any short gaps in the l5-rnin averages were interpolated

using a cubic spline which was fitted over the good data in the time series. This was done to ensure

that sharp transitions due to missing data did not contaminate the spectrum during numerical filtering

of the data into diferent period bands using an FFTs routine. However, these interpolated values were

"labelled" so that they were not used in any subsequent calculations using the data.

4.2.3 Mean Winds

Winds were meas¡ured continuously for periods extending up to a month in duration, with passages of

cold fronts usually occurring every 5 to 10 days. In this study, data from 4 long-term observations in 1988

3 F¿st Fourier Transform
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Figure 45: (a) Height-time cross sections of the horizontal winds observed in the troposphere at Adelaide
from 19th.-30th. August, 1988. Nlean wind vectors are plotted every 4 hours. (b) Height-time ooss
sections of the alignment of mesoscale motions in the period August 19 to 30, 1988. Each line represents

the degree of polarization and alignment (see text) of motions in the period range 0.5-2 hours averaged

over a 4-hour interval. The x-axis ticks occur at midday on the indicated day of the month.

were used, which totalled about 35 days of tropospheric wind data (see Table 1). Figures 45a, 46a, and

47a all show the morphology of the mean horizontal wind variations which occurred during the passage

of frontal systems during August and November 1988. The plots are of 4-hourly averaged lvind vectors

which show the magnitude and direction toward which the wind is directed. An upward-pointing vector

indicates northwa¡d flow, and a vector pointing to the right indicates eastward flow (see the key in the

top-left corner of the plots). The time evolution of tht: wind field during the passage of the fronts on

August 22, August 26, November 14, and November 20l2lis typical of that observed during the passage

of moist wintertime and <:irrly-summer fronts fMay, I9SC Vincenl el a1.,7987; May el al., 1990]. Ahead

of the front the winds are strong (-20-40m s-1) and are directed toward the southeast. After the frontal

boundary has passed overhead, the winds swing round or "back", and become essentially northward.
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Figure 46: As for Figure 45, but for the period November 10 to 18, 1988

Mean winds, and other quantities computed later, were rejected as unreliable if >50% of the expected

number of data points were missing in any given calculation. One can see in Figures 45a, 46a, and

47a lhat data gaps result for lengthy periods at altitudes above 7-8Èrn. There are two reasons for these

breaks in the data. The principal reason is that temperature lapse rates at heights immediately below the

tropopause, which varied during frontal passages but was usually at an altitude near 1OÈrn during these

measurements, wete often very close to the dry adiabatic lapse rate. This is particularly so just prior to

a frontal passage. Even in the presence of strong turbulence there can be only small fluctuations in the

radio refractive index, and hence weak radar backscatter from these regions. This process is investigated

in greater depth in section 4.3. Secondly, the galactic ce rtre, which is a strong source of noise at VHF,

passes close to the zenith for several hours each day [see. e.g., Eckermøan, 1986]. The strong increase in

background noise coupled with weak scatter often resulüt,l in poor signal-to-noise ¡atios for echoes just

belorv the tropopause, and the data were frequently rejt"c. ed.
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4.2.4 Mesoscale Wind Motions

The temporal variations of motions associated with mesoscale phenomena were studied by numerically

filtering time series of zonal, meridional, and vertical wind components. The time series of l1-min.-

average wind values were bandpass filtered to produce perturbation wind components, u', ut , and w',

in three different bands which covered the period ranges 8 to 24 hours, 2 to 8 hours and 30 min to

2 hours, respectively. Hereafter these ranges are referred to as the "long-t', "medium-", and "short-"

period bands. The variances of the wind components were computed for each band. Examination of the

sum of the horizontal variances G;; = çF +.un¡, which is proportional to kinetic energy per unit mass,

indicated that these energies varied strongly with time, and this variation was strongly coupled to the

fronts. Section 4.3 is devoted to the study of these features. Hete, however, the anisotropy which was

evident in the horizontal motions is investigated.

,4.n objective way of determining the polarization of wave energy in a statistical sense is to compute

the so-called Stokes parameters, a method which has been applied to studies of wave motions in the

mesosphere lVincent anil Frills,1987] and stratosphere lUcleermann and Vincenl, 1989] (see also chapter

6). The method makes use of the following quantities, calculated for a suitable frequency band:

I - u'2 ¡ il2, (51)

D = u,,2 - ,rtt2, (52)

P : 2utatcos6, (53)

A = 2u'u'sin6- (54)

1 is the sum of the zonal and meridional velocity variances, D their difference, P and Q the in-phase

and quadrature covariances, and ó is the phase difference between the u' and u' components. For high

frequency motions (a, ) /), the u' and o' motions are essentially in-phase (ó æ 0"), so that Q (which

is difficult to compute) should be negligible. The inertial frequency, /, is 8.34x10-6rad s-1 at Adelaide,

which corresponds to a period of 20.9 hours, so that Q is probably small for intrinsic wave periods less

than -2 hours, since these periods are much smaller than the inertial period, although the effects of

Doppler shifting of frequencies must be borne in mind.

Using these Stokes parameters, it is possible to calculate the degree of polarization, defined as

o - 
(D2 + P2 + Q2)1/2 

.r , (55)

_ (D' + P2)112

I

which reduces to

d (56)
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Figure 47: As for Figure 45, but for the period November 18 to 25, 1988

in the high-frequency limit. This factor d gives the ratio of the polarized to unpolarized motions, so that

d = I signifies a totally polarized field, whereas d : 0 denotes an random wave field. The mean azimuthal

alignment of the polarized motions, /, is given by

õ =;arctan (;) (52)

Figures 45b, 46b, and, 47b show plots of the time-height polarization characteristics of the fluctuating

wind motions in the 30-min to 2-hour period range. Results have been averaged over the same 4-hour

intervals as were used for the mean wind vectors shown in Figures 45a, 46a, and 47a. The polarization

is represented by a line whose length is proportional to the degree of polarization d, and whose rotation

anticlockwise from east denotes the alignment /. The d values were calculated using the high-frequency

formula (56), and so must be considered lowe¡-bounds on this value. Yet despite this, high degrees of

polarization d are frequently observed (note the length scale in the top-left corner of the plots). These

lines are, of course, not vectors since the Stokes-parameters technique does not provide information
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Figure 48: Histograms of the difference between the direction of the mean wind (U) and the alignment
of mesoscale motions plotted for mean wind speeds of 0-5, 5-10, and >10rn s-l. 0o implies parallel

alignment, and 90o means transverse alignment. For motions in the 0.5-2 hour and 2-8 hour period
bands, the data are for all heights of observation averaged over 8-hour intervals. For the 8-24 hour
period band, the data are averaged over 24-hour intervals.

about the absolute directions of propagation of any waves which may cause the perturbation wind field

to be polarized. Close inspection of these wind vector and polarization-plot pairs reveals that there is

a strong correlation between the alignments and the direction of the mean wind vectors, such that the

perturbations are aligned along the direction of the mean wind. This tendency is especially strong during

periods of high wind speed, particularly when the wind is steady in strength and direction over a long

duration.

To quantify this apparent relation between alignment and wind, the alignment data were classified into

three background wind speed ranges of0-5nr s-r,5-10rn s-1, and greater than 10ræ s-I, corresponding

to (arbitrary) low-, medium-, and high-wind conditions respectively. For each wind range, the angular

differences between the alignments and wind vectors \ryere computed, and grouped in 10o intervals in the

range 0-900. Figure 48 shows histograms of the number of observations in each inte¡val as a function

of mean wind speed, for all three period bands, and using all the radar wind observations detailed in

Table 1. To simplify the comparisons, the data for both the short- and medium-period bands were both
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averaged over 8-hour segments, and the long-period band data were averaged over 24-hour segments.

For motions in the short-period band at low wind speeds (U = 0-5m s-1), the angular differences

are reasonably evenly spread, although there is some preference for perturbation wind motions to be

aligned within a range of angles at 45-900 to the mean wind (i.e., approximately transverse to the wind

direction). As the wind speed increases, however, the histograms become more strongly clustered in the

range 0-20o (i.e., there is a strong polarization parallel to the mean wind).

Results for motions in the medium- and long-period bands are also shown in Figure 48. Similar trends

are evident in the medium-period motious, although the clustering evolves more gradually with U than

it does for the high-period data. There are fewer intervals for analysis in the long-period (8-24 hour)

range, as the results are averaged over 24-hou¡ intervals. 'lhe long-period histograms contrast the higher

frequency results by exhibiting a stronger tendency for these perturbations to become aligned transverse

(-90") to the wind for speeds between 5-I0rn s-1. Even in high-wind conditions, the histogramshows

that the angular differences are rather evenly spread, with a slight tendency to group in ranges near 30o,

as opposed to the strong clustering near 0o evident for the higher frequency motions.

Care must be taken in attributing all of the motion in the low-frequency range to phenomena such

as waves or turbulence because, particularly during the passage of fronts, the mean wind itself changes

systematically in magnitude and direction on time scales of about a day (see Figures 45a,46a, and 47a).

During the filtering process, these systematic changes themselves will produce Fourier components which

will contribute to the variance at long periods.

4.2.5 fnterpretation of the Data

Computation of the Stokes parameters of the horizontal wind fluctuations has revealed high degrees of

polarization and strong azimuthal anisotropy. For motions with periods of 8 hours or less, there is an

increasing tendency for the motions to be aligned along the mean wind direction as the wind velocity

increases. This tendency is particularly marked in the short-period fluctuations. An immediate question

is whether this effect is an artifact of the spaced antenna wind measuring technique used to make the

measurements.

There are several teasons that indicate that the effect rs not consistent with some sort of measurement

bias. Firstly, the receiving antennae were carefully arranged at the vertices of an equilateral triangle so

as to alleviate any possible biases in the rneasurement of wind direction fVincent el al., Ig87). Secondly,

estimates of the random ertors which arise during spaced antenna wind measurements, based on the theory

of Mag [1988], show that the errors are equally distribut,ed between the wind components parallel and
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Figure 49: Plots of the logle(j?) versus U, where Ã is the ratio of the variances of mesoscale motions
parallel to and transverse to the mean wind direction. Each point represents an 8-hour average for the

0.5-2 hour and 2-8 hour period bands, and 24-hour averages for the 8-24 hour band. The solid line is

a least-squares sixth-order polynomial fit to the data, arrd the bars show the associated standard errors
within the indicated x-axis ranges.

transverse to the mean wind vector. Thirdly, any effects of random errors are also considerably reduced

by the extensive averaging that was canied out, firstly into Ií-min means, and then by averaging the

band-passed data in 4-, 8-, and 24-hour time blocks. Finally, if these fluctuations were due to random

errors of some kind, the degrees of polarization, d, should be near-zero after such extensive averaging. It

is clear from Figures 45b,46b, anà 47b that most values of d lie between 50 and 100%.

On these bases, one must conclude that the observed anisotropies are manifestations of atmospheric

mesoscale phenomena which are strongly influenced by the strength of the prevailing wind. We must

now determine whether gravity waves and/or quasi two.dimensional turbulence are responsible for the

mesoscale variance, and can account for the systematic behaviour of the azimuthal alignment of these

fluctuations as a function of mean-wind speed.

In order to determine which process(es) produce this measured variance, the "polarization ratio" .R was

calculated, and its behaviour investigated as a function of background wind within the various frequency
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intervals. Figure 49 plots logls(.R) versus the mean wind speed [/, using all the available data. For the

short- and medium-period bands, each point represents an 8-hour average, while for the long-period

data each point represents a 24-hour mean. The solid curve is the least-squares fit of a sixth-degree

polynomial to lo916(rl); this unbiased fit more clearly and quantitatively illustrates the trends which are

evident in the scattered data points. The y-axis bars are the computed standard errors within the mean

wind ranges indicated by the x-axis bars. These plots show more quantitatively what was evident from

inspectionof Figure48. Exceptatlowwindspeeds (U <írn"-t),.Risalwaysgreaterthanunityforthe

shorter period bands, and increases steadily as [/ increases, to values of Ã -2-10. For the long-period

motions, however, .R is less than unity for U less than about 15rn s-1, indicating that transverse motions

appear to predominate. Only at the largest wind speeds does u! exceed ul.

According to the theory developed in section 3.3.4, the qualitative trends in Figure 49 support a

gravity-wave interpretation. While the spectral theories were discussed in some depth in section 3.3.3,

the discussion is extended here to enable more quantitative application of the spectral theories of FV87

and Gage and Naslrom [1OAS] to the polarization ratio ,R.

The Gravity'Wave Model

The effects of Doppler shifting on gravity-wave frequency spectrurn Efw (A) are best demonstrated

by using the relations derived by FV87. They considered the case of a two-dimensional model where

waves could propagate either with or against the mean-flow direction. As (35) shows, those waves which

propagate perpendicular to the mean flow are not Doppler shifted in frequency. Figure 39a, which

follows Figure 4ø of FV87, shows the model ground-based frequency spectra of horizontal wind motions

for three values of B, where B is the wind speed, U, divided by the so-called characteristic intrinsic

horizontal phase speed of the wave field, c*. This characteristic phase speed is, in turn, more conveniently

expressed in terms of the characteristic vertical wavenumber, m* (see (29) and (31) in section 3.3.2), so

that B : U l(N/rn,), where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency [FV87]. As we are interested here in the

change in variance of the horizontal motions, a better impression of this change is given by replotting

the frequency spectra in energy content form,QEf;w(Q) [VanZandú, 1985], as shown in Figure 50. The

vertical lines indicate approximately the boundaries of the frequency intervals used in this study. The

horizontal velocity vatiance in any given interval for a particular value of U is directly proportional to

the area under the appropriate curve in Figure 50. The shifting of variance to higher frequencies as B

(proportional to t/) increases is especially apparent in these energy-content spectra; indeed, for B - 5,

the spectral peak has shifted to observed periods of about 6-7 hours, and at þ : 10, the curve peaks at
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Figure 50: Model ground-'based frequency spectra of gravity wave horizontal velocity motions, re-plotted
in energy-content form, OøflY(O).

about a 2-hour observed period.

Under high-wind conditions (B -5-10), one can estimate that for the short-period band, the variance

due to gravity waves with a significant component of their motion parallel to the mean flow will be a factor

-2-3 times greater than that for the zero-wind situation. Since the vatiance due to waves propagating

at right angles to the horizontal flow is unaffected by Doppler shifting (i."., þ = 0), we know fromsection

3.3.4 that this should make R significantly greater than unity for large U.

Some caution must be exercised before applying the theoretical results shown in Figures 394 and

50 to the results in Figures 45-49. Firstly, for ease of calculation, one should note that FV87 used

a model of the intrinsic frequency spectrum in which the spectral density varied as o)-2, rather than

the usually accepted u-61e. However, use of a more realistic spectral slope is unlikely to change the

overall conclusions presented here. Secondly, we do not know the appropriate value for c* - N/^*,

the characteristic horizontal phase speed. Estimates of m* can be made from inspecting the computed

vertical wavenumber spectra [see, e.g., Smilh el ø1., 1987; see also section 3.3.2], but there is insufficient

height resolution to enable such a computation with these data. Observations in the Northern Hemisphere

give values in the range (rn*)-r -l-ïkm in the troposphere and lowe¡ stratosphere lSmiLh el al., lg87;

't
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Fritts and Chou, 1987; Fritts et al., 1988], which suggests that c^ = N/m^ -1.5-5m s-1, using a value of

¡l -0.01 rad s-r appropriate to the troposphere. Characteristic phase speeds of this magnitude imply

that values of B greater than about 10 are quite feasible during the passage of fronts, when wind speeds

up to and exceeding 30rn s-r are maintained for many hours (see Figures 45a,46a, and 47o). Such

values of B, therefore, could easily produce the observed changes in -R seen in Figure 49 for the high- and

medium-period bands.

For the long-period band, it is more difficult to predict how .R, should change as [/ increases. Figure 50

shows that there is a net decrease in the parallel wind component. as B increases, which initialìy suggest

that Ã should be less than unity here, as observed in light-wind conditions in Figure 49. However,

as discussed in section 3.3.4, the horizontal motions of gravity wave oscillations where cu is near / are

elliptically polarized, which means that there will be a decrease in the contribution to u/, from parallel

propagating lvaves. Waves propagating transverse to [/ will also contribute to u|. For reasons outlined in

section 3.3.4, this eflect should not be serious over the whole spectrum, but it may be serious within this

low-frequency band. Yet another complicating factor is the probable contamination caused by systematic

changes in the mean wind during by frontal p¿Ésages, which contributes to these low-frequency variances,

as mentioned earlier.

Doppler shifting of the gravity-wave spectra also redistributes the energy of the vertical fluctuating

motions. The net effect is to produce a decrease in energy at observed frequencies less than the Brunt-

Väisälä frequency, y'y', and an increase for frequencies greater than N [see FV87]. At the frequencies we

are dealing with here, the predicted effect is to increase the ratio of horizontal to vertical fluctuating

variances as U increases [see FV87, Figure 5], especially in the short- to medium-period bands. Figure

51 shows scatter plots of logl o(4; /;9 against U for the three period bands, *h.r. u']o, : 1ln + aE)

is the total variance of the horizontal motions. It is clear that the ratio increases in the manner predicted,

with the ratio for the short-period band increasing by greater than an order of magnitude as the wind

speed increases from near zero to over 30ræ s- 1. Inspection of Figure 6 in FV87 suggests that one would

expect an increase of about a factor of 10 as B increases from 0 to 10. Considering the approximations

inherent in the calculations of FV87, there is extremely good agreement between the results in Figure 51

and their predictions.

Vortical Mode Model

The mesoscale fluctuations produced by vortical modes in the short wavelength limit are transverse

to the vr'ave normal, and are constrained to the horizontal plane (see Figure 38 in section 3.3.3). As
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Figure 51: Scatterplots of logro(uÇor/-'2) * a function of wind speed. Each point in the 0.5-2 hour
and 2-8 hour bands represents an 8-hour average, and the points in the 8-24 hour band are 24-hour
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show the standard enors within the indicated x-axis tanges.

discussed in section 3.3.3, vortical modes have no intrinsic frequency (, - 0), but a prevailing wind of

velocity LI produces a Doppler shift which gives rise to an associated vortical mode frequency measured

at the ground of O = kh.Ü. Gage and Naslrom [1988] used this relation (which took the form of a Taylor

transformation in their analysis because they adopted a quasi two-dimensional turbulen'ce interpretation)

to determine the frequency spectrum, øIM (n¡, of vortical modes as a known horizontal wavenumber

spectrum fl'@n) is advected over a vertically-pointed ground-based remote sensor. The resulting

frequency spectrum is

EY'(o) = FIM 6h)/u = F"^(e/u)/u, (58)

where of spectral analysis of winds measured by instrumented aircraft (The Global Atmospheric Sampling

Program) were used to provide a model form for fl*Qto) proportional to Èf,5l3, as shown earlier in

Figure 27 lNastrom and Gøge,19851.

It should be noted that (58) is incomplete in the strict mathematical sense, in that a more extensive

lÈ
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analysis shows that a better spectrum would have the functional form .F,-(OfU cosó) I Q cos/), if

the k¿ spectrum is isotropic, and assumes different forms again if the À¡ spectrum is anisotropiclK. C.

YeÀ, private communication, 1989]. All theory to date has assumed an isotropic Èà spectrum of vortical

modes. For gravity waves, critical level interactions and (possibly) directional sources can produce an

anisotropic rt,¡ spectrum, but there is no obvious physical process evident in the literature which might

give rise to an anisotropic &¡ spectrum of vortical modes/two-dimensional turbulence. We therefore take

(58) as the being appropriate for our purposes.

Figure 39ö illustrates the Doppler-shifted spectrum predicted by Gage anil Naslrom [1988], plotted

for different background wind conditions. Comparison with Figure 394 shows that the shape of the

vortical mode spectrum is preserved as U increases, unlike the Doppler-shifted gravity wave spectrum,

and that the spectral density at a given observed frequency increases as LI increases. Using this theory, it

was demonstrated in section 3.3.4that such aspectrum of vortical modes advected over aground-based

observing site will give rise to r'? values less than unity, notwithstanding an alternative interpretation in

terms of quasi two-dimensional turbulence, which clearly disagrees with the results presented in Figure

49. Due to the divergence between theoretical predictions and observational results, one must conclude

therefore that vortical modes do not contribute significantly to the motion field in these tropospheric

observations.

4.2.6 Discussion

Wind measurements made with the .A.delaide VHF ST radar (The PHÄRLAP System) show that time-

fluctuating horizontal winds, which are associated with mesoscale phenomena in the troposphere, exhibit

strong azimuthal anisotropy. The anisotropy manifests itself as a tendency for the motions to become

increasingly aligned along the direction of the background wind as its strength increases, and the fluctu-

ations have high degrees of polarization d. The efect is most strongly observed in motions with observed

periods in the 30-ræin to 2-hour range.

The results were interpreted in terms of the effects of Doppler shifting by a non-zero mean wind, Û,

on model spectra of atmospheric gravity waves and vortical modes/quasi two-dimensional turbulence.

In both of these models, Doppler shifting produces an increased variance at middle- to high-observed

frequencies for "lvaves" which have a component of their horizontal wavenumber parallel or antiparallel

to U. Oscillations which are aligned at right angles to (I are unaffected by Doppler shifting. However,

the resulting ratio, .r?, of the recorded variance parallel to and perpendicular to U is different for the

two models, a disparity which arises because of the different polarization of the perturbation motions
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associated with gravity waves and vortical modes, as developed in section 3.3.4. Gravity wave theory

predicts an enhancement of lR greater than unity as [/ increases, as observed in Figure 49, whereas the

vortical mode model predicts l? less than unity as [/ increases, in complete contrast to the observations.

On this basis, one must conclude that these mesoscaìe fluctuations are consistent with the hypothesis

that, in the lower atmosphere, gravity waves are responsible for the bulk of the variance in the mesoscale

wind field, and that vortical modes or quasi two-dimensional turbulence are not significant in terms

of energy. The contribution that vortical modes might make to shear and potential vorticity in the

atmosphere has yet to be explored, although it appears they may play a significant role in this regard

within the ocean lMüller eú al., 1988]. The gravity-wave interpretation here is in accord with that ol Fritts

and Chou [1987] and Frills el al. [1988o], who spectrally analyzed ST radar winds measured at Poker Flat

(65oN, 147"W) in Alaska and Kyoto (35oN, 136"8) in Japan. Additional support for the gravity-wave

model comes from the computation of the ratio of the horizontal to vertical velocity variances, which

increase in value as [/ increases in value, in line with the predictions of FV87.

Further support of the gravity wave hypothesis came from the fact that the fluctuations had large

degrees of polarization d, which weighs against a two-dimensional turbulence interpretation. However,

a small degree of polarization does not necessarily preclude a gravity wave interpretation, as it might

rather indicate that a superposition of many gravity waves exists. Indeed, the mesospheric gravity wave

field over Adelaide has typical degrees of polarization of only 10-20% fVincenl and Frills,1987]. Yet it

is a little difficult to reconcile small degrees of polarization at mesospheric heights, where the upwardly-

propagating wave spectrum is believed to be extensively filtered so that fewer waves exist, with the large

d values observed here in the troposphere, from where many ìüaves are believed to originate.

The redistribution of wave energy by Doppler shifting can also account for the large degrees of po-

larization observed here. In general, the intrinsic wave spectrum will be made up of many waves with

a range of propagation azimuths /. However, within a given observed-frequency band, Doppler shifting

enhances the variance of those waves propagating parallel to the mean flow relative to those propagating

orthogonal to it,. Therefore, while the intrinsic wave spectrum may contain many waves of comparable

amplitude, suggesting (d - 0), only those few waves propagating nearl¡r parallel to the mean-flow direction

contribute most to the variance when observed within mid- to high-frequency bands by ground-based

remote sounders. These waves "stand out" from the rest, and produce (artificially) larger d values.

These findings have some implications for studies which use ground-based radar wind measurements

to investigate azimuthal anisotropies of gravity wave motions in the middle atmosphere, especially if the

observations are confined to a narrow observed-frequency range. For example, VanZanill el øt. [1990]
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have noted and studied azimuthal changes in the variance of radial velocity fluctuations measured in the

troposphere and lower stratosphere using a multi-beam Doppler radar. Vincenl ønd Frills [1987] and I'óel

el al. ll987l have reported significant anisotropies in wave fluctuations within given observed frequency

bands in the mesosphere, and have interpreted their results in terms of the directional filtering effects

produced by critical level interactions and/or source effects acting on a spectrum of waves propagating

upwards through the middle atmosphere. However, Doppler shifting acting on a spectrum of gravity

waves whose horizontal phase speed distribution is azimuthally isotropic, can produce differences in the

observed frequency spectra, so that similar biasing of wave alignments as observed in Figures 45a, 46a,

and. 47a may also occur, an effect not anticipated in these earlier studies. The situation is particularly

acute at high observed frequencies, and, as demonstrated earlier, will be more pronounced if c" is small

compared with t/ (or equivalently if m;1 is small compared with i//N).

Although measurements of rn;r are not numerous, Smith et øt. [1987] suggest that values -5 and

20lcm arc typical for the middle stratosphere and mesosphere, respectively. Using N -0.02 rod s-r, these

values then give c* values -l6m s-r in the stratosphere and -60-70 nt s-r in the mesosphere. Doppler-

shifting effects are likely to be very important, therefore, in the stratosphere where, at the solstices, mean

wind speeds of up to 100rn s-r are possible. The higher values of c, and smaller mean winds in the

mesosphere combine to suggest that "Doppler biasing" of rvave variance and wave alignments is probably

less severe at these heights. Mean winds -70m s-1 correspond to values of p -1, which will produce

only small changes in the spectrum of horizontal motions (see, e.g., Figure 50), and so the findings of

Vincenl and Fritls [f 987] and Ebel el ol. [1987] are probably not appreciably contaminated by Doppler

shifting effects. The small d values observed by Vincenl and Fritts [t982] appears to bear this out.

Nevertheless, it is conceivable that the semiannual variation in the magnitude of the mean zonal wind

in the lower mesosphere could accentuate the semi-annual variation of gravity wave horizontal velocity

variances which has been observed in this region [see, e.g., Vincenl anil Frills, 1987; Ebel el ot., 1987]. The

fact, however, that the semiannual variation in gravity wave activity is still apparent in the mesosphere

at Adelaide after the variances have been integrated over most of the frequency spectrurn lVincent and

Frills,1987] strongly suggests that this semiannual variation must be intrinsic to the wave spectrum, and

not produced by an interchange of wave energy amongst frequency bands due to Doppler shifting. The

effect of Doppler shifting on time-fluctuating horizontal-velocity variances measured by a ground-based

radar at mesospheric heights is observationally assessed in the next chapter.

On the other hand, the observations of VanZandt el al. ll990l from ühe lower atmosphere should,

in principle, suffer from similar azimuthal biasing at middle to high observed frequencies as evident in
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the lower atmospheric meas¡urements presented here. VanZandl el al. lIgg0l noted a strong azimuthal

anisotropy in the high-frequency fluctuating variance, and analyzed it by comparing these azimuthal

changes with the predictions provided by a gravity wave spectral model. However, this model did not

incorporate the effects of Doppler shifting on the wave frequency spectrum, a limitation they appreciated.

For this rea.son they did not attempt to fit their model curves to the observed variations, but nevertheless

concluded that the azimuthal changes were broadly consistent with the predictions of their gravity wave

model. However, the results presented here indicate that Doppler shifting is the dominant factor in deter-

mining the azimuthal distribution of the time-fluctuating variance, particularly in high-wind conditions.

Inferences based on their model culves would likely provide erroneous information on wave propagation

directions. VanZandt el al. [f 990] also noted that the theory of quasi two-dimensional turbulence was

not yet sufficiently developed to allow them to compare its predictions with their observed azimuthal

distribution of the fluctuating variance. A first step towards rectifying this has now been made through

the development of the polarization relation in section 3.3.4, and application of this theory here has shown

that the markedly different predictions that the gravity wave and two-dimensional turbulence theories

provide can facilitate objective analysis of the nature of these motions.

Perhaps of greater concern is the effect that Doppler shifting might have on gravity wave momentum

flux measurements. Such measurements are important, as any divergence of the momentum flux indicates

that a drag is being exerted on the mean flow, which can have significant impact on the structure of that

region of the atmosphere. A multi-beam radar technique for directly measuring momentum fluxes was

developed by Vincent and Reid [1983], and measurements of mesospheric momentum fluxes lVincent and

Reid, 1983; Reid and Vincent, l987a; Fritts and Vincenl,1987; Reid el al., 1988; Frilis and Yran, 1989]

have revealed that large fluxes and flux divergences arise at these heights. Fo¡ the reasons previously

outlined, one does not anticipate that Doppler-shifting efects will significantly bias these results.

However, similar measurements have also been made in the lower atmosphere lFukao et aI., 1988c;

McAfee et al., 1989; Aoery and Balsley, 1990; Frills el ø1., 1990]. The shape of the intrinsic frequency

spectrum of momentum flux terms such as uW (the vertical flux of zonal momentum) is not well-known,

and is complicated by the fact that these are partially-cancelling covariance terms. Nevertheless, following

Reid $98 ) and Reid and Vincent [19874] (see also FriltsllgS4l), for a zonally propagating wave r¿' and

u' are related, to within a sign, by the simplified relation

tut- =ñu, (5e)
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and so

1trtrt), : lutr, (60)¡/

so that, over a given intrinsic frequency band between cd1 and u2, aûd based on the o-5l3 spectrum

proposed for u', then

u,t = + I:,' ,-2tzd,. (61)

Hence using this crude derivation, the u'tol spectrum has a shape - e-213 , the energy content spectrum

is then - utl3, and so nore energy is concentrated at high intrinsic frequencies. Because utw' is a

partially cancelling quantity, azimuthal integration needs to be performed in more realistic de¡ivations.

Despite these limitations, mesospheric measurements have supported the result that most of the flux is

contained at the highest frequencies [see, e.g., Reid and Vincent, 1987a; Fritts and VincenT, 1987]. This

suggests that Doppler shifting will tend to shift energy away from these high frequencies and will enhance

the energy at higher (greater than ,ôl) and lower frequency ranges, much in the manner of the modelled

eflects of Doppler shifting of the vertical velocity spectrum lPrills anil VanZandl, 19871. Such Doppler

shifting may explain, at least in part, the nature of the observed frequency distribution of momentum

flux recorded in the lower atmosphere, which has revealed more flux at low frequencies than at high

frequencies lFukao el al., 1988c; McAfee el ø1.,1989; Frilts el al., 1990]. Frills el ø1. [1990] advanced a

similar hypothesis. These ideas raise the disconcerting possibility that observed vertical variations of the

density-weighted momentum flux within narrow observed--frequency bands at these heights may have less

to do with actual wave drag and mean flow accelerations, but more to do with vertical variations in the

degree of Doppler shifting due to changes with altitude in the strength and direction of the background

wind!

It is often necessary to examine the gravity wave motions in a number of frequency bands in order,

for example, to determine the influence of possible wave sources. The results from this paper suggest,

however, that considerable caution must be exercised when variations of gravity wave amplitudes are

investigated with ground-based sensors, in order that the possible influence of Doppler shifting is taken

into account. The observations support the conclusions of Frills and, VanZandt [1987] that particular

care should be taken at high observed frequencies, where Doppler-shifting effects can be significant.

To minimize these efiects, computatlon of velocity variances or momentum fluxes over the whole

observed-frequency range should be used wherever possible. Alternatively, studies which use the vertical

spatial structure of the wave motions to investigate azimuthal anisotropies [see, e.g., Eckermann anil

VincenT, 1989; see also Chapter 6] will not be aflected by these Doppler-shifting effects, because the
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vertical wave number is itself an intrinsic wave parameter

4.2.7 Summary and Conclusions

Observations of mesoscale horizontal wind motions in the lower atmosphere over Adelaide, Australia,

show that the fluctuating motions are often closely aligned to the background wind direction. This

alignment becomes more pronounced as the strength of the background wind speed increases, especially

at high observed frequencies. In order to explain this phenomenon, the manner in which the gravity

wave and vortical mode (quasi two-dimensional turbulence) models of atmospheric mesoscale motions

respond to changes in the background flow. Both models predict that Doppler-shifting effects will cause

increased energy to be measured at high observed frequencies as the magnitude of the background wind

increases. However, because the horizontal wind components of gravity waves and vortical modes are

polarized diferently relative to their horizontal wave number vector, the partitioning of variance parallel

and transverse to the mean wind direction is different. For gravity waves, Doppler shifting causes the

fluctuations parallel with the mean wind to be enhanced in variance relative to the transverse oscillations,

whereas for vortical modes the opposite is the case. Doppler shifting of gravity wave energy would there-

fore result in an apparent alignment of the fluctuations with the mean flow, as is observed. Similarly, the

polarization ratio, which was developed in section 3.3.4, was computed and became distinctly greater than

one as mean-wind speeds increased, again consistent with a field of gravity waves. One must therefore

conclude that the observations are in better accord with the predictions of Doppler shifting of gravity

Ì\¡ave energy, and that gravity wave motions dominate the mesoscale energetics of these lower atmospheric

measurements. The ramifications for other ground-based radar measurements of the enhancements in

high-frequency variance by Doppler shifting of gravity waves were discussed, and it was pointed out that

Doppler shifting may significantly bias the results unless the effects are carefully accounted for.

4.3 Gravity 'Wave Production by Cold trYonts

4.3.t fntroductron

Common synoptic-scale fèatures of weather systems over southern Äustralia are cold fronts. During

summer, the passage of these events frequently produces a local "cool change" in southern coastal areas,

where temperatures can drop 10oC in only 20-30rnin, as southward winds from the heated Australian

land mass are replaced by cooler north-eastward winds from the sea. The impact of these fronts on
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Australian weather and its forecasting is therefore obvious, yet their structure, formation, evolution, and

dissipation were poorly understood up to 1979, when the Cold Fronts Research Programme (CFRP) was

initiated lsmith et al., 1982; Rgøn et cl., 1985]. This concentrated observational campaign provided a

detailed picture of the morphology of summertime fronts over southern Australia [see, e.g., Wilson and,

Stern, 1985; Garrøtl e1 al., 1985], and stimulated the development of models which attempted to explain

their mesoscale structure [see, e.g., Wilson anil Slern, 1985; Ryan anil Wilson, 1985; Reeder and, Smith,

1987, 1988; Physick, 1988]. Development of and subsequent improvements to these models will be aided

by more detailed measurements of frontal dynamics.

In this regard, a VHF ¡adar at Adelaide (The PHARLAP System) was incorporated into the final

obtervational phase of the CFRP during November and December, 1984 lRgan eI al., 1985], and analysis

of the observed wind velocity structure associated with fronts which passed over the radar during this time

was providedby Mag [1986] and Vincenl el cl. [1987]. Further frontal observations were performed with

the radar during August, 1985, and the results were analyzedby May el ø1. [1990], who compared their

observations with various model predictions. These rada¡ measurements proved particularly valuable in

verifying the existence of vertical ci¡culation patterns auross the frontal surface, which arose in model

simulations of Reeder and, Smilh [1987, 1988].

Determining when a front arrives is difficult, as the frontal boundary is complex. It is characterized by

a frontal transition zone (FTZ), which contains an evolving wind structure which separates the regular

(but different) wind structures both behind of and ahead of the front (see, e.g., Figures 45-47). The

FTZ is usually characterized by a series of sudden jumps or "change lines", which are routinely observed

in surface pressure records [see, e.g., Gamall el al., lg85]. The FTZ is defined by the spatial/temporal

interval between the first and last such change line, and the arrival of the last line is usually taken as

the arrival time of the front. Hence, according to these definitions, these change lines occur ahead of

the front. Change lines associated with Australian cold fronts have been attributed to density/gravity

currents, produced by the interaction of two air masses of different densities [see, e.g., Garrall and Phgsiclc,

1983, 1986; Garratl el cl., 1985]. However, a recent ¡eview of gravity-cur¡ent theory and frontogenesis

by Smilh and Reeder [1988] has cast doubt as to whether such gravity currents arise in summertime cold

fronts over southern Australia. Smilh and Reeder raised the possibility that a bore-like disturbance, with

one or more large-amplitude solitary inte¡nal gravity waves at its leading edge, may instead produce

change lines in the presence of a low-level stable layer. Bore-like disturbances, such as "morning glory"

events in far north-eastern Australia fSmilh, 1988; Clarke, 1989], produce similar-looking change lines

in surface pressure records. Unless special atmospheric conditions prevail to trap and maintain such
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disturbances, however, vertically propagating internal gravity waves will radiate this energy away þee,

e.g., Crook, 1988; Fulton ef al., 1990].

Some recent high-resolution modelling of the general process of frontal development has revealed that

gravity wave motions closely associated with the front arise [see, e.g., Orlanski and, Ross, 1984; Keyser and

Pecniclc,l985; Goll et a\.,1987,1988; Garner, 1989ø]. GaIl et dl. [1988]investigated the characteristics

of the waves which arose in their model. They identified classes of waves which were stationary with

respect to the front both above and below the frontal surface, and also a set of waves propagating ahead

of the front. They also postulated that these frontal gravity waves produce the cloud banding evident

in satellite observations of some frontal regions [see, e.g., Erickson and Whitneg, 1973]. These ideas

were originally developed by Ley and, Pellier [1978], who argued that large vertical temperature gradients

which occur during frontogenesis will radiate gravity waves ahead of the moving front. Indeed, it has

been postulated that frontal gravity waves could impose a limiting scale on a developing ftont lLey and

Peltier,1978; Leag and Brelherlon, lg87f, although recent debate suggests that such gravity waves may

not be energetic enough to achieve this [see, e.g., Garner, 1989o, 1989à; Leuy and Brelherlon,1989f.

Nevertheless, gravity-wave generation appears to be common feature of most frontal models which can

resolve such small-scale structure. Similar high resolution measurements are needed to determine whether

such frontal wave activity does indeed occur, and if so, whether its characteristics are similar to the model

results.

There is increasing observational evidence of gravity waves which are closely associated with frontal

regions over the United States. Here, correlations have repeatedly been found between observations of

single, large-amplitude gravity waves and convection (see section 1.4.1), and this convection is often

associated with frontal activity. Uccellini and Koch [1987] collated and analyzed a number of such

observations over North America, and found that similar synoptic conditions existed in all cases, including

the presence of a front. However, they argued that the gravity waves were not produced by the fronts,

but instead were radiated during geostrophic adjustment of upper-level jet streams ahead of the frontal

boundary. Subsequent analyses of large-amplitude gravity wave events over North America appear to

support this production scenario [Bosart and Seimon, 1988; Koch anil Dorian, 1988]. Other studies of

possibly smaller-scale gravity waves have suggested that convection is the source of observed gravity wave

activity[see,e.g., Einaudietal.,I9ST Linand GofF, 1988],whereas BosarlanilSanders[1986] concluded

that frontogenetical forcing produced an observed onset of gravity wave activity in their case study.

As pointed out by Einaudi el al. ll987l, the lack of height information in many of the observations to

date has severely limited the answers they can provide. For example, Uccellini and Koch [1987] argued
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that the gravity waves evident in the observations they reanalyzed persisted over many oscillations because

their vertical propagation was inhibited by the background structure (i.e. the waves were ducted), yet

the observations provided no information on the vertical variation of wave energy. Subsequent data

with better height resolution now appear to support their ducting mechanism lBosart and Seimon, tg88;

Koch and Dorian, 19881. Simiìarly, explanations of frontal change lines as gravity currents or bore-

wave complexes rely on similar ducting of the disturbance. If, however, ducts are not maintained or

are "leaky", internal gravity waves will radiate this energy vertically, and may constitute an important

source of gravity wave energy for upper regions of the atmosphere, where the dissipation of gravity waves

originating from underlying regions has major impact (see section 1.4.3).

The excellent time-height resolution afforded by VHF radar measurements of tropospheric winds

enables one to resolve and study oscillations that might result from frontal activity. Earlier radar studies

of cold fronts over Adelaide detected vertical velocity fluctuations during frontal passages lMay, 1986;

Vincenl et a\.,1987; Mag el ol., 1990], which May ef al. [1990] speculated might be gravity wave motions

associated with the front. The purpose of tÀis study is to analyze such fluctuations in tropospheric wind

velocities observed with The PHARLAP System during the passage of cold fronts. Analysis of these

data in the previous section has indicated that the horizontal wind fluctuations are consistent with a

gravity wave interpretation, and inconsistent with quasr two-dimensional turbulence (vortical modes).

Here the time-height structure of these gravity waves and their relationship with the background wind

and temperature structure produced by quasi-periodic passages of cold fronts is addressed.

4.3.2 Data

The data analyzed here are the same radar wind measurements described in section 4.2.2, the time

coverages of which were given earlier in Table 1. These data were analyzed for fluctuating motions,

and consisted of zonal (u), meridional (u), and vertical (to) velocity measurements made every l5rnin at

0.íkrn height intervals between 2 and 11.5,træ. Radiosonde profiles of atmospheric temperature, made

every 12 hours at Adelaide Airport (approximately 36km south of the radar site), were also available

during the November observations. The data, which came manually plotted on aerological diagrams, lvere

transcribed into digital data values and stored on computer, so that other quantities, such as potential

temperature, could be computed. The method used to calculate potential temperatures from unequally-

spaced radiosonde temperatures is described in Appendix C.

This temperature information facilitated an investigation of the relationship between background

temperature gradients and gaps in the radar wind data. Ignoring humidity terms, the radar refractive
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Balloon--borne Radiosonde Temperatures, November 1988
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Figure 52: Solid lines show altitude profiles of atmospheric temperatures during November 1988. Temper-
atures are recorded at 07:30 and 19:30 Central Standard Time (local time) each day. Successive 12-hourly
profiles are displaced l2oc to the right. Shaded areas indicate regions of missing wind data evident in
Figures 46 and 47. Dark shading indicates extended gaps, and lighter shading indicates a more restricted
gap. Dotted curves indicate the dry adiabatic lapse rate.
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index n in the troposphere is given approximatelyby tht followingformula [see, e.g., Balsley anil Gøge,

1e801

=t*77.6t}-u#,, (62)

where p is pressure and T is temperature. Turbulent fluctuations in these quantities can increase n, and

thus the backscattered power, effects which are vital to the ST radar technique. If we now differentiate

expression (62) with respect to z, we find that the change in ¡adio-refractive index Ân over a height

interval Az is given by

a,n x 0.0224'l!.t 6r, (6g)
I

where N is the local Brunt-Väisälä frequency, p is the local density, and g is the gravitational acceleration.

In the presence of a background temperature profile which is near convective instability, ,Àl - 0, so

that Ar¡ is small according to (63). Furthermore, turbulence can only give rise to small perturbation

gradients, as it takes only small fluctuations upon this background temperature profile to produce local

superabiatic lapse rates, and thus convective overturning. These regions are soon mixed and returned

to stable gradients, and so any fluctuations in n are severely limited in magnitude. Notwithstanding

strong turbulent mixing which may occur in these regions, the fluctuations in radio refractive index that

occur are small, and thus returned signal powers should be similarly small, and often unacceptably small

compared to the background noise power.

Background temperatures and areas of missing radar wind data are combined in Figure 52. Areas of

dark shading indicate extended regions of missing wind data ( "biteout"), whereas lighter shading depicts

more restricted data gaps. In virtually every case, these areas of missing wind data correspond to vertical

temperature gradients at or near the dry adiabatic lapse rate. However, the converse is not always true;

that is, near adiabatic lapse rates are not always accompanied by gaps in the wind data. Note also that

most of the gaps occu¡ at high altitudes just below the tropopause.

These findings indicate that there is a limit on the extent to which the radar-derived wind velocities

can be used to investigate interrelationships between regions of convective instabilities and increases in

gravity wave energy. The problem is most severe at the uppermost heights. This limitation will be

alleviated somewhat in future studies, however, as the power transmitted by the radar will soon be

increased signifi cantly.
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4.3.3 Analysis

In section 4.2, application of a theoretical test to the radar-derived horizontal wind data revealed that

temporal fluctuations about the mean winds were on the whole consistent with the predicted behaviour

of a spectrum of gravity waves, but inconsistent with the expected behaviour of a field of vortical modes.

This test was applied to the entire data set, whereas here we focus mostly on bursts in the time-varying

horizontal velocity variance, which are cìosely associated with frontal passages. Figures 53-60 detail this

structure. The "burst" regions are characterized by large horizontal velocity flucuations which appear

rather incoherent but are very energetic, yet are unaccompanied by similar bursts in vertical velocity.

Since these isolated portions of the fluctuating data have much greater variance than the rest, it is

conceivable that these regions have a fundamentally different character than more typical regions, so that

conclusions drawn from considering the entire data set may not be appropriate here. For this reason,

we shall analyze these "bursty" regions separately as to their fundamental nature, considering in turn a

number of possible explanations.

Errors

The possibility of radar measurement errors was discussed in some depth in the previous section, and

discounted. Some additional questions arise in these "burst" portions of the data, however.

Firstly, these regions are located in the vicinity ofdata gaps associated with near-adiabatic lapse rates,

which suggest that the signal-to-noise ¡atios of these data were not high. This raises the possibility that

measurements errors may be responsible for these large amplitude fluctuations. Additionally, it is also

possible that, despite the use of cubic splines in the analysis to smooth gaps in the data, sharp transitions

due to rpissing data may artificially produce or enhance fluctuations at the edge of these gaps when the

raw profiles were numerically filtered into period bands.

There are several reasons for rejecting this hypothesis. Note firstly that the vertical velocity data,

which should sufer equally from both of the aforementioned effects, show little or no evidence of enhanced

fluctuating energy in these regions. Indeed, data gaps are not always accompanied by increases in the

amplitude of the horizontal velocity fluctuations (see, e.g., November I0-I2, November 23-24). These

points are likely to be reliable, since the spaced antenna technique imposes a number of rigorous rejection

criteria and internal consistency checks on the radar returns that it processes, including rejection of

returns with "unacceptably small" signal to noise ratios, so that points with large errors are usually

rejected in real time by the aquisition algorithm. Furthprmore, if these fluctuations we¡e due to large,
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random measurement errors, then one would expect the mean-wind vectors to reflect these errors by

showing large deviations in magnitude and direction at adjacent heights and times. However, the mean

wind vectors in all cases exhibit strong height-time regularity in these regions. One must therefore

conclude that these wind fluctuations and not spurious, but instead depict actual wind variability.

Vortical Modes/2-D 1\¡rbulence

As this mesoscale wind variability is geophysical, theory cunently oflers two explanations; gravity waves

or quasi two-dimensional turbulence (vortical modes). The possibility of quasi-horizontal mesoscale

turbulence was addressed in depth in the previous section, and discounted. Nevertheless, the possibility

is raised again here because the data are superficially consistent with such an interpretation; horizontal

velocity fluctuations are large aird somewhat incoherent, yet the vertical velocity fluctuations are minimal,

just as one would expect for horizontally-stratified turbulent motions. Even though a gravity wave

interpretation prevails when all the data are analyzed, it is conceivable that vortical modes/quasi two-

dimensional turbulence may be more energetic in these isolated segments of the data, especially when

one considers that fronts are known to have strong vertical vorticity associated with them (gravity waves

have no vertical vorticity component, unlike vortical modes lMuller el cl., 1988]). Therefore, some of

the frontal vorticity could manifest itself in a mesoscale spectrum of quasi two*dimensional turbulence.

Efforts at modelling frontal energy spectra have not addressed this possibility, but have concentrated

more on reconciling the larger-scale structure with t,he geostrophic turbulence theory of Charney ll97ll

[see, e.g., Anilreus ønd Hoskins, 1978].

Despite some initial promise, a gravity wave explanation appears more plausible here too, for the

following reasons. Firstly, the analysis of the previous section demonstrated that, especially in high-wind

conditions which accompany these bursts in fluctuating activity, the behaviour of these fluctuations is

consistent with gravity waves and inconsistent with vortical modes. Additionally, these bursts in variance

persist at a number of heights. Two-dimensional turbulence theory predicts that energy is injected at

small horizontal scales, and cascades into larger scale structure which produces time-fluctuating variance

when this structure is advected over the radar. An intense small-scale source, such as strong turbulence

associated with the front, could very well exist in the troposphere, which gives rise to the observed intense

mesoscale activity by a reverse-cascade process. However, these bursts of variance also persist into the

lower stratosphere. As 2-D turbulent motions are quasi- horizontal, an intense small-scale energy source

must exist at all heights where the activity is identified. It is very difficult to identify a similarìy intense

source in the lower stratosphere, where the isentropic structu¡e is much stabler and more regular. The
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observations are much more consistent with a vertical propagation of energy from upper-tropospheric

source regions into the lower stratosphere, again consistent with gravity waves. Finally, stratified tur-

bulence is actually constrained to isentropic surfaces, which are usually horizontal but occasionally slant

somewhat. Such tilting occurs during the passage of cold fronts as the tropopause level drops. This means

that a vertically-pointing radar will measure a component of this usually-horizontal motion along the

slanting isentropic surface at this time. Therefore, during frontal passage, one might reasonably expect

some observed correlation between horizontal and vertical bursts of fluctuating activity. Little if any of

such a correlation is observed. Indeed, near-abiabatic temperatures in these regions mean that horizontal

stratification is weakly forced, so that quasi-horizontal motions may not arise.

The weight of the evidence strongly points to these bursts of fluctuating activity being gravity wave

motions. We shall commence the analysis by first considering the mean horizontal and vertical winds,

and the mean horizontal velocity variance. The characteristics evident in each of the four sets of data

(see Table 1) will be treated separately.

10th.-18th. Novernber 1988

The mean horizontal velocities, horizontal velocity variance, and vertical velocities over this period of

observation are shown in Figure 53. The rapid variation in the horizontal wind vectors during 13th.-14th.

November is produced by a cold front passing over the radar. Dotted curves on the vector plots show lines

of constant potential temperature O, derived from the radiosonde temperature data (see Appendix C).

As the front moves in, these isentropes evolve in a similar fashion to the mean results presented by Rgan

and Wilson [1985] (see also May el al. [f990]). Low-level isentropes subside, and a region of warm airof

low static stability (d,@/dz small) persists for some hours before the arrival of the front. After the front

passes, a low-level region of cold air is entrained beneath a highly-stable inversion region. This feature,

which mostly lies beneath the minimum radar range, can be seen clearly in the relevant temperature

profiles in Figure 52. The evolving horizontal and vertical velocity patterns evident in Figure 53 can be

identified with synoptic-scale isentropic flow of various air masses (so-called "conveyer belts" of air), as

discussed in depth by May ef al. [1990] in the context of radar-derived winds. Here too the rvinds evolve

characteristicaìly as the front moves in. On the 12th. November, the flow is weakly northward below 7km

and weakly southward above. Hereafter the upper level winds "back", the flow becomes south-eastward

at all heights, and the wind speeds intensify. Warm masses of air move in, and produce strong upwelling

throughout the troposphere early on the 13th., and subsidence later up to noon on the 14th. Horizontal

winds weaken, and the flow backs again to produce a very uniform northward flow from 15th.-17th.
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Mean Horizontal Winds (4 hour averages), November 1988
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Figure 53: The top plot shows mean horizontal wind vectors (4 hour averages). Note the vector key in
the top-right corner. Dotted lines show isentropes (lines of constant potential temperature) separated
by 5oC, as calculated from the radiosonde data, and are labelled on the left side of the diagram. Thick
dashed lines indicate boundaries between regions of high and low fluctuating activity. The middle plot
shows time-height contours ofthe horizontal velocity variance (8 hour average) in the 0.5-8 hour observed
period range. Contour labels are in m2 s-2 . Dark areas indicate regions of large variance. The bottom
diagram shows mean vertical velocities (2 hour averages). X-axis tick marks occur at noon on the
indicated day.
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November, after which the winds begin to back again, indicating that another front is moving in.

The region of low stability just prior to the arrival of the front is thought to extend into the middle

troposphere, where the isentropes ascend somewhat and produce a "cold dome". No such structure is

evident here, aìthough the l2-hourly radiosonde data may not resolve it. However, the isentropes do shorv

systematic variations in the height of the tropopause as the front moves through. Here the tropopause

level first rises, producing near-adiabatic lapse rates just below, then appears to return to its former

height at the onset of frontal wind activity. There also seems to be stratosphere-troposphere exchange

of isentropic surfaces (e.g., the 55oC isentrope), which is known to be possible during frontogenesis and

may be important in the vertical transport of tropospheric consituentsa into the stratosphere, and vice

versa [see, e.g., Chapter 9 of Anilreus et al., lg87f. Notice again the clear correspondence between

weakly-stable temperature structureõ and gaps in the radar wind data.

Contours of the total fluctuating varianc" u'åor = (æ + ,¡\, averaged over 8-hour blocks in the

0.5-8 hour observed period range, are plotted with time-height contours in Figure 53. Density shading is

overlayed to highlight the structure. The variance was averaged over this broad period range to minimize

the efects of variance changes due to Doppler shifting of the gravity wave energy spectrum, as discussed

in the previous section. Periods greater than 8 hours were not incorporated, however, because systematic

mean-wind changes of -1 day occur during frontal p¿Ésages (e.g. 14th. November), which will contribute

harmonics that may bias the results. These issues were also discussed in the previous section.

Before and after the frontal passage, ambient variances are around I-5 m2s-2 in the lower and

middle troposphere. The small increases/decreases in u'$o, that do occur at these times correlate well

with increases/decreases in the horizontal wind speed, indicating that these variations have more to

do with Doppler shifting of wave energy into these observed-period bands than any wave or source

transience. However, as the front moves through, a large burst of variance occurs throughout most of the

troposphere. Despite the large mean wind speeds that occur at this time, the magnitude of the variance

burst is too great to be accounted for by Doppler-shifting arguments. For example, northward flow of

similar magnitude occurs after the front has passed, but, this produces enhancements in the variance

which are far smaller than the increases associated with the frontal activity.

While this burst is somewhat extended in time in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, in

the lower-middle troposphere it is transient and is strongly correlated with the onset of frontal activity.

Note also that this activity slopes forward with altitude. so that the onset of the burst occurs first at
a e.g., chlorofluorocarbons
5i.e. wide separation of isentropes in the vertical.
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lower heights, and later at the upper heights. This also correlates with the sloping cold-frontal boundary,

which arrives first at the low altitudes and later at upper heights.

While this plot gives an initial indication of the burst profile, computation of 8-hourly averages of

the variance necessarily removes much of the inherent time resolution of the data. To better examine

the relationship between bursts of wave activity and frontal activity, time series of zonal, meridional, and

ve¡tical velocity fluctuations are plotted at all heights in Figure 54. Vertical velocities are plotted in the

0.5-2 hour period band for two reasons. Firstly, according to gravity wave spectral theory, most of the

gravity \ryave energy is concentrated at high frequencies, notwithstanding the effects of Doppler shifting

[see, e.g., Frilts and VanZanill, 1987]. Secondly, mean vertical circulations are much more variable in

time, so that the inclusion of the longer period bands can introduce harmonics which are due to variations

in the background vertical velocities rather than wave activity (see Figure 53).

Regions of fluctuating horizontal-velocity bursts have a different height-time distribution than the

bursts of vertical velocity. In general this is to be expected; the variance of time-fluctuating horizontal

velocities is dominated by inertia gravity waves (waves with low intrinsic frequencies cu), whereas temporal

vertical-velocity fluctuations are dominated by waves with high intrinsic frequencies [see, e.g., Scheffier

anil Liu, 1986; Fritts ønd VanZønd\ 19871. The horizontal-velocity bursts also exhibit a somewhat

disorganized fluctuating structure, indicating an incoher.:nt spectrum of many waves is present. While

strong bursts of horizontal velocity variance do occur at lower heights as the front moves in, the activity is

far more widespread in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, On the other hand, the vertical-velocity

bursts are characterized by their quasi-sinusoidal appearance, and large amplitudes appear to be confined

to the troposphere. Hence the horizontal and vertical velocity data resolve wave bursts of fundamentally

different character (i.e. different intrinsic frequency regimes), and so they will be considered separately.

The sloping time-height structure of the bursts in u']o, is better defined in Figure 54. A prominent

feature is a forward-sloping boundary from 13-14th. November, overplotted with a dashed line, which

marks an abrupt lull in the fluctuating activity. These boundaries are also overplotted on the mean

wind vectors in Figure 53. Two features are apparent. Firstly, the forward sloping boundary correlates

strongly with the onset of weakening of the intense south-eastward winds ahead of the front. Secondly,

active regions are associated with strong mean wind speeds. Finally, the isolated lower-level activity is

also strongly correlated with the intense vertical circulations associated with the front. It is interesting to

note that the forward-sloping boundary marking a lull ir activity happens to separate upward velocites

(to the left) and downward velocities (to the right) in l'igure 53. The classical picture of these front

involves upwelling ahead of the frontal boundary, and subsidence behind the frontal boundary þee, e.g.,
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Zonal Velocity Fluctuations (0.5-8 hours), November 1988
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Rgan and Wilson, 1985], so that, according to these definitions, these waves propagate ahead of the fronl,

and the activity rapidly attenuates as the frontal boundary arrives. However, there is another smalle¡

burst of activity at upper levels about a day after the front has passed. The final onset in activity (around

17th. November) is associated with further wind intensification as another front approaches.

The vertical velocity activity in Figure 54 exhibits large bursts as the frontal boundary moves in, and

appears to be forced by the strong mean vertical circulations that occur at this time. Such mean motion

can stimulate high-frequency air parcel oscillations as the atmosphere restores hydrostatic balance in the

vertical, and such oscillations can radiate gravity waves. Activity here seems to occur both ahead of and

behind the front, and some regions during 13th.-14th. November show quasi-monochromatic oscillations.

The most intense region of activity, occurring at around 4p.m. on the 13th. November6, produces vertical

oscillation amplitudes of -Im s-l fromthe lowest resolvableheight right up the tropopause in an almost

vertical column. Such fast vertical propagation is typical of high-frequency gravity waves, although

it is unclear from the gappy data whether the propagation penetrates into the st,ratosphere. If these

large vertical velocity oscillations persist near the ground, they may produce some of the "change line"

structure associated with fronts. Alternatively, this acl,ivity may result from the leaking of trapped

low-level density-current or bore-wave disturbances, which are believed to produce frontal change lines

lGarrall and Phgsick, 1983, 1986; Smilh and Reeder, I988f .

A region of low-level vertical velocity activity that is markedly different to the rest, in so far as it

does not appear to correspond as strongly with mean vertical velocities as the other regions, is shaded in

Figure 54. Note from Figure 52 that it is confined within a low-level temperature inversion. This region

will be studied in more depth in later sections.

18th.-24th. Novernber 1988

It was mentioned in the analysis of the previous data set that both the mean and fluctuating horizontal

velocities appeared to indicate that another front was approaching. That indeed this was the case can

be seen in Figure 55, where the first point occurs around 4 hours after the last point in Figure 53. The

frontal structure is again quite similar to before, with strong intensification of south-eastward winds,

followed by a "backing" to southw.rä flo* after the front has passed. The isentropes also evolve in the

predicted manner, and the rise and fall of the tropopause as the front pa.sses, as noted in the previous case,

occurs even moÌe strongly here, with clear indications of stratosphere-t,roposphere exchange of isentropic

surfaces. Vertical velocities also intensify as the front moves in, although the circulations are a little
6remember that the tick ma¡ks occut at noon on the indicated day.
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weaker in this example.

The fluctuating horizontal velocities show very similar time-height structure to that noted during

10th.-18th. November. Upper level activity occurs well before the front atrives, and then a forward-

sloping region of activity extends low into the troposphere. Thereafter the activity decreases somewhat

before increasing again at upper levels about a day later. As before, the precise nature of the activity is

better revealed by plotting time series of the fluctuations at the various heights in Figure 56. Again there

is a distinct forward-sloping boundary from 19th.-20th. November which marks a sudden abatement

in the activity. Subjective boundaries which separate regions of high and low activity have again been

overlayed with thick dashed curves, and these curves have also been overlayed on the mean wind vectors

in Figure 55.

Referring back to Figure 55, the forward sloping boundary correlates well with the onset of a weakening

of the strong south-eastward flow. This boundary also separates regions of weak ascent before the front

arrives, and subsidence after it has passed, although shortly thereafter there is fairly strong ascent which

persists for -1 day. There is a lull in activity, then another smaller upper level bursts during November

2I-22. Here the upper level winds are more south-eastward, rather than southward in the earlier example

around the 15th. November.

Again too, the vertical velocity fluctuations have simil¿r characteristics to the previous measurements.

There is limited correlation between the horizontal and vertical velocity fluctuations. There are vertical

velocity bursts ahead of the front, for almost a day beforehand in this case, and residual activity after

the front has passed. At around 6p.m. on 20th. November, there are large vertical oscillations of around

Irn s-7 through large regions of the troposphere, which appear quasi-monochromatic in height and time.

Penetration of this structure into the stratosphere is difficult to detect.

28th. Novernber-llth. Decernber 1988

The remaining data sets have no digitized temperature data available from which to compute the back-

ground isentropic structure. Figure 57 shows that in these data there is no fully resolved frontal structure,

although good portions of two fronts are measured in the first and last few days of these data. Again there

is strong correlation between regions of high horizontal wind speeds and enhancements in the horizontal

velocity variance. Boundaries are not drawn in here, as the variations are now clearly established, and

can be observed directly. Notice that the active regions extend to low levels as the frontal boundary

approaches at each end of the data series. Strong vertical velocity oscillations can be seen ahead of the

front during 10th. December in Figure 58, which appear quasi-monochromatic in places. Any strato-
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spheric persistence of these oscillatory bursts is very difficult to gauge due to limited data acceptance at

the uppermost heights.

19th.-30th. August 1988

These final measurements differ from the other data in so far as they occur late in winter. Two fronts are

resolved, the first of which is very strong, producing upper-level mean winds as high as -40-50rn s-1

ahead of the front, yet it evolves in a very similar fashion to those detected in the aforementioned

measurements (see Figure 59). A much weaker front also occurs around August 26. Nevertheless, the

horizontal velocity activity associated with both fronts is intense, and of similar nature to that observed

in the previous examples. Strong upper-level activity occurs before the front arrives, and progressively

moves lower into the atmosphere as the front approaches. As the frontal boundary arrives, the activity

abruptly abates in a forward sloping boundary, and then there is weaker upper level activity some time

after the front has passed (see also Figure 60). The verticaì velocity fluctuations a¡e a little different in

this case. For the first front, there are strong vertical velocity fluctuations both ahead of and behind

the front, which appear quasi-sinusoidal in places, but a strong burst in activity as the frontal boundary

arrives is not observed. In the case of the second weaker front, this burst does seem to be present, and

there seems to be residual vertical velocity fluctuations after the front has passed, but there appears to

be limited activity ahead of the front (except, perhaps, ¿t the lowest heights). There seems to be some

evidence for stratospheric penetration of the vertical velccity activity in the first case, but less evidence

in the latter example.

4.3.4 Discussion

Horizontal Velocity Activity

The process(es) which act to produce the observed bursts of horizontal velocity are difficult to identify

unambiguously, as the motion in these regions is rather complex. The active upper-level regions are

characterized by strong, intensifying upper-tropospheric wind jets, and near-adiabatic lapse rates. As

was discussed in the introduction, Uccellini and Koch [1987] have argued that geostrophic adjustment

of upper-tropospheric winds produces large-amplitude quasi-monochromatic tropospheric gravity waves

observed near the ground over va¡ious regions of the United States, whereas many earlier studies and

some later studies have argued that convection is a strong wave source. I[ere, both proceses appear

to be present simultaneously due to near-adiabatic lapse rates and strong zonal wind jets. Therefore,
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on the basis of correlations, it is impossible to say whether the source of this intense wave activity is

convection or geostrophic adjustment. Additionally, the strong wind shears at these heights could also

produce dynamic instabilities which can radiate gravity waves [see, e.g., Gossard and Hooke, 1975; Frills

and Rastogi, 1985].

However, by analyzing the environment where this wave activity occurs, one can make progress.

Firstly, we note that geostrophic adjustment of wind velocities is believed to radiate inertia-gravity

waves [see, e.g., Blumen, 1972; Duffy, 1990]; that is, waves which have intrinsic frequencies ø close to

the inertial frequency /, the low-frequency cutoff. The highest frequency ø that a wave can attain is

the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N, which is essentially a measure of the background atmospheric stability.

But these active regions are characterized by near-adiabatic lapse rates, which give small values of the

Brunt-Väisälä frequency, possibly values very close to / in near-unstable regions, such as in and around

gaps in the radar wind data. Hence within these regions there is an na¡row range of permitted wave

frequencies (N > ,¿ ) /), so that geoslrophic adjuslrnenl, conaection, or indeed any olher uaae source

will produce low-frequencg grauilg waues in lhese regions. This measurements appear to resolve inertia

gravity waves, since the fluctuations are characterized by large horizontal velocity fluctuations and smaller

vertical velocity fluctuations, as evident in Figures 54, 56, 58, and 60.

One can nolv go further. Firstly, recall that the intrinsic wave frequency c.,' - kn.(. - IJ), where

k¡ is the horizontal wavenumber vector, c is the ground-based horizontal phase-speed vector, and Ü

is the mean wind vector, so that a,l changes as it propagates into regions of different mean wind speed

and direction. However, even small changes in U will shift o to values either less than / (whereupon the

wave has essentially reached a critical level) or greater than N (whereupon the wave is totally reflected).

Strong height variations in the mean wind speed U are observed in these high-wind regions, and one

would therefore anticipate that both critical-level absorption and reflection of gravity wave energy will

occur

Now consider the wave amplitudes. It is well-known that the maximum horizontal velocity amplitude

ulo, that a given gravity wave can attain, before it becomes unstable and begins shedding energy, is

given by [see, e.g., Fritts and Rastogi, Ig85f,

ulo, = ol"-(J cosSl= "#* oX, (64)

where rn is the vertical wavenumber, À¡ =l k¡ l, c =l c l, ¿7 =l Ü l, / is the azimuthal diference between

the horizontal wave vector k¡ and the mean wind vector IJ, and a is a constant, which is unity for high

frequency waves, and less than one for inertia gravity waves [-Friúls anil Raslogi, 1985; see aìso section
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7.3]. While (6a) is derived using simple linear saturation theory, a number of theoretical studies have

demonstrated that this saturation limit is fairly robust to the addition of superposition and nonlinear

effects [see, e.g., Frills and Dunkerlon, 1984; Fritls, 1985; Walterscheid and Schubert, 1990], and it also

appears to agree well with observations [see, e.g., Fritts, 1984, 1989; Smilh et al.,Ig87).

Equation (64) provides further information on the nature of these active regions. Firstly, the waves in

these active regions have low frequencies ø, yet have large horizontal velocity amplitudes. Inspection of

(64) indicates that low frequency waves have low saturation amplitudee ulor. Since ¿¿ has a restricted low-

frequency range in these active regions, the largest saturated amplitudes a¡e attained by those waves with

small ,t¡ (i.e. long horizontal wavelengths) according to (64). As a sample calculation, if we take ø - 1,

and c.r = 5l U = 8.34 10-5 rad s-r at 35oS), (64) gives ulo" -6-7m s-r for 2r(k¡)-r = 100Èrn. Lower

frequencies and shorter horizontal wavelengths give smaller values of ulo* but this simple calculation

gives values of similar order to the observations, using values of ø and È¡ which are not unrealistic. Note,

however, that this calculation also means that waves are saturating in this region, and thus producing

mean-flow drag.

This maximum amplitude ulo" equals the local intrinsic phase speed I " - U cos / | of these waves. Its

variation is closely coupled to the aforementioned intrinsic frequency variations, since c¿ : kn(c-U cos /),

and it was pointed out that these variations could not be large or else frequencies would exceed -ly' or

become less than /, so that

f .f k- ùcosø) l< ff. (65)

For a value in these active quasi-unstable regions of 2r/N = t hour and 2rf k¡ - 50lcm, the upper

bound on the intrinsic phase speed Nlk¡ is around 74m s-r, and smaller horizontal wavelengths or

longer Brunt-Väisälä periods will decrease this value further.

With this in mind, we now consider the two limiting cases of /. The first is where the wave vector is

closely alignedwith the meanwind (i.".ö is around 0o or 180o). Since lc-Ucosd l(= lc+U lin this

case) must lie within the bounds in (65), this means that the ground-based horizontal phase speeds of

most of these waves must be non-zero and of the order of the mean wind speeds at these heights, which

are typically 20-40rn s- 1 . However, since U 1r¡ is observed to vary by as much as 20m s- 1 with height in

these regions, intrinsic phase speeds are likely to be shifted to values either less fhan f/k¡ or exceeding

N/kn, so that further vertical propagation is inhibited

If one considers the other extreme, however, where @ equals either g0o or 270o, this gives rise to

intrinsic phase speeds l"- U cosS I equal to the ground-based phase speed c, so that variations ;nù(z)

with height produce no shifting of I c - U cosþ l, and thus vertical wave propagation is uninhibited.
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We note that although U(z) varies in strength with altitude in the identifiably active regions, its

direction varies little, so that { does not change significantly with altitude. Hence the above arguments

indicate that the background atmospheric conditions should strongly favour the upward transmission

of gravity waves propagating perpenilicular to the mean flow direction, and that waves propagating

along the mean flow direction will experience frequency shifts that cause them to evanesce at some

altitude. Unfortunately, this is difficult to assess experimentalìy, since analysis in section 4.2 revealed

that calculations of azimuthal alignments of the fluctuations were biased by the effects of Doppler shifting,

although this biasing does not occur if waves are propagating at right angles to the mean flow. Inspection

of Figures 45-47 in section 4.2 show that the alignment biasing is often less distinct in the strong wind

regimes associated with active regions than in the strong wind regimes which are unaccompanied by

bursts in the variance, which is consistent with an excess of waves propagating orthogonal to the mean

flow in active regions. While suggestive, this observation is not, however, conclusive.

Hence, from these simple considerations, one can propose a simple picture of the wave dynamics in

these regions. The activity consists of low-frequency gravity waves which can have only a narrow range

of permitted frequencies ø, due to the background environment. Waves propagating along the mean-

flow direction are shifted in frequency, and so many are absorbed at critical levels or reflected vertically,

whereas waves propagating orthogonally to the mean flow propagate freely in the vertical due to limited

shifting of their intrinsic frequencies. Many of these waves have also attained their maximum saturation

amplitudes, and so are dissipating energy and exerting a drag on the mean flow.

The wave drag may be very important; not only can it arise due to saturation of the waves, but

the sudden jump in Brunt-Väisälä frequency at the tropopause produces "supersaturation" of already

saturated waves, and further mean-flow drag results lVanZandt anil Frills, 1989]. This gravity-wave

drag accelerates the mean winds locally, so that the mean winds become ageostrophic, which is often

a characteristic of upper-level jet streams. If the forcing abates, geostrophic adjustment of these mean

winds will occur, yet one process by which this can occur efficiently is by the radiation of inertia gravity

waves from the ageostrophic region lBlumen, 1972; Duffy, 1990]! Hence one can envisage a process where

a burst of waves is produced by some process (e.g., convection, geostrophic adjustment, wind shear,

etc.), whereupon this wave energy propagates upwards, some of the waves saturate, and upper-level

winds are accelerated. Geostrophic adjustment of these accelerated winds radiates secondary inertia

gravity \üaves, which themselves may dissipate at some other altitude. Consequently, there may be a

constant "feedback" or "cascade" process, whereby energy is constantly being exchanged between inertia

gravity waves and the mean flow, producing a "diffusion" rather than a free propagation of inertia
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gravity wave activity vertically and horizontally, particularly for waves propagating along the mean flow

direction. Such continual production and absorption of waves would be consistent with the observed lack

of monochromaticity of these regions of fluctuating activity. If this process is occurring, then although

other processes may produce the original activity, this secondary geostrophic adjustment mechanism

would be the important process in defining the final nature of the emerging gravity wave spectrum.

Zhu and HoHon [1987] have performed some numerical modelling of the process of geostrophic adjust-

ment to local gravity wave forcing of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. They noted that when

gravity wave forcing of a region stopped, geostrophic adjustment re-radiated gravity waves of diflerent

wavelength and period and smaller momentum flux compared to the incident wave, and these secondary

waves propagated obliquely in an azimuthal cone to cover a much larger horizontal area than the original

forcing region. Such a process may explain the extended height-time structure of the wave activity both

behind and ahead of the frontal activity, as observed in Figures 53-60. Zhu and HolTon's results also

suggest that the wave-induced mean-flow accelerations can be significant, so that similar acceìerations

in these identified regions of strong wave activity could well be important in the mean dynamics of these

fronts. Direct measurement of east-west wave momentum fluxes is possible with The PHARLAP System

using Doppler-beam methods developed by Vincenl and Reid [1983], and could be used to provide direct

measurements of any wavr-induced mean-flow acceleratit>ns in these regionsT.

Vertical Velocity Activity

Ground-based measurements of temporal vertical-velocity fluctuations due to gravity waves are domi-

nated by waves with high intrinsic frequencies c.r [see, e.g., Scheffier and Liu, 1986; Fritts anil VanZanih,

1987]. Bursts in this activity are observed in the data within regions where strong mean vertical circu-

lations are occurring (see Figures 53-60). Such mean vertical motion must arise because there is local

hydrostatic disequilibrium in the vertical, and so air parcel ascent/descent can be thought of as hydro-

static adjustment process. When a parcel reaches a height where its density and the background density

are equal, ascent will stop, but there will likely be some "overshoot", so that the parcel oscillates up and

down a little.before settling at its equilibrium height. Such parcel oscillations would occur at or near the

Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and while this motion damps as the parcel settles at that height, the damped

energy may be radiated as high-frequency gravity waves.

Large-scale mean vertical motions often have a cellular structure, and so they are usually referred to

as convection. Many tropospheric studies have identified strong associations between gravity waves and

Tbea in mind, however, the caveat due to Doppler shifting of wave energy discussed in section 4.2.6.
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convection, yet thete has been debate as to whether convection produces the gravity waves or whether the

converse is true (see section 1.4.1). Here too we observe such correlations during the passage offrontal

activity, but we note here that the convection (or, at least, vertical circulation associated with the front)

almost certainly produces these high-frequency gravity waves. We can make this statement because it

is known that the mean vertical motions associated with the front are not produced by gravity waves,

since they are well-modelled without the inclusion of gravity wave dynamics [see, e.g., Smith anil Reeiler,

1987, 1988; May et al., 19901.

An interesting feature of the vertical velocity fluctuations is that, while bursts in activity occur

throughout the troposphere at certain times, similarly large amplitudes are infrequently observed in the

stratosphere. This superficially suggests that these waves are not propagating beyond the tropopause.

The variation with increasing altitude of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency may explain this feature. We notice

from Figures 53-56 that active regions in the vertical velocity fluctuations are mostly characterized by

gaps in the data above these regions, which in turn are caused by near-adiabatic lapse rates (see Figure

52). Since the bulk of the time-fluctuating vertical velocity variance is produced by waves of high

intrinsic frequency, the decrease in N at these higher altitudes may mean that the frequencies o of these

waves exceed ,ôl at these upper heights, so that they are reflected back downwards, and thus confined

to the troposphere. This may well explain why there is long duration activity in the vertical velocity

fluctuations before and after frontal passage; normally such high-frequency wave energy propagates

upwards very rapidly from its source region, and so the wave might only be observed for an oscillation or

two. However, if these high-frequency waves are "ducted" or "trapped" between the ground and upper

level quasi-unstable regions, the wave energy, since it cannot propagate away vertically, persists much

longer, as observed.

Even if such upper-level wave ducting does not occur, the variation of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency

as waves propagate upwards into the stratosphere can account for the small vertical velocity fluctuation

amplitudes here. This is because, typically, .fl is observed to increase by a factor of 2-3 when one moves

from the upper troposphere into the lower stratosphere in these regions (see Figure 52). Therefore,

although a wave's frequency may be near the local value of N in the upper troposphere, in the stratosphere

this same frequency is nearer to / than .ô1, because of the two- to three-fold increase in the Brunt-Väisälä

frequency. In such a case, the wave energy propagates upwards much more obliquely, as opposed to its

almost vertical tropospheric propagation, and this also implies that the vertical velocity fluctuations

produced by the wave are much smaller, as dictated by the simplified polarization ¡elation for a zonally
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propagating wave where u > Í [see, e.g., Gossaril and Hooke, 1975]

, -kn,7D' N 

-U' 

N
rfr J(N2 - u2)

(66)-u

Thus this reduction in fluctuating vertical-velocity amplitudes at stratospheric heights may be evidence

that high-frequency tropospheric waves are forced to propagate, and therefore oscillate, much more

obliquely on penetrating into the stabler temperature structure of the stratosphere.

In Figure 54, a region of vertical fluctuations at the lowest measured heights (2-3km) from around

November 14-16 was identified for further study. It was pointed out that these vertical velocity fluctu-

ations occuned within a temperature inversion (see Figure 52), where the Brunt-Väisälä frequency .ðl

is much larger than elsewhere due to the increase in temperature with height. Above and below this

height interval, N is much smaller, so that gravity waves between2-3lcm which havefrequencies t,,' near

N cannot propagate far vertically because they encounter an environment where N decreases such that

¿¿ exceeds N, and thus the waves are reflected vertically. The temperature structure then acts as a

waveguide, and waves are thermally ducted in the vertical.

The standard analysis of gravity wave structure within such ducts involves finding eigensolutions of

the Taylor-Goldstein equation appropriately adapted to the background atmospheric environment [see,

e.g., texts by Gossard and Hooke, 1975; Gill, 1982]. The thermal ducting situation here, consisting of

a very stable layer between 2-3km capped above and below by weakly stable temperature structure, is

a good approximation to the so-called three-layer model which has been solved by Gossard and Hooke

[1975] (pages 150-156). Eigenmode solutions within the duct produce one-to-one frequency and vertical

wavenumber pairs for each mode.

Because of Doppler shifting of intrinsic frequeñcies and the limited height resolution of the velocity

data within this hypothesized duct region, the ducting relations derived by Gossard and Hooke llg75l

cannot be definitively applied to these data. Nevertheless, the isolated region of active vertical velocity

fluctuations, shaded in Figure 54, and the observation that a temperature inversion occurs in this re-

gion, are consistent with high-frequency ducted gravity wave modes. While the shaded vertical velocity

structure in Figure 54 is only sporadically monochromatic, the amplitude structure appears similar from

height to height, which suggests that the gravest eigenmode solutions produce most of the ducted wave

activity. The wave phase also appears to vary little with height, suggesting long vertical wavelengths.

Such ducted waves are totally reflected due to wave frequencies exceeding N. However, waves of any

frequency can also be partially reflected at altitudes whe¡e there is a sudden jump in the Brunt-Väisälä
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frequency, according to the reflection coefficient [see, e.g. Blurnen, 1985]

NB_N¡rAB=NB+¡rA'

143

(67)

where lla and Ns are the Brunt-Väisälä frequencies above and below the vertical interface upon which

a gravity wave impinges. The duct region is characterized by ìarge N values within the inversion between

2-3km, and small N values above and below this region, so that relection coefficients may be significant.

If we define three layers Írorn l-2km (layer 1), 2-3km (ìayer 2), and 3-5Èrn (layer 3), then approximate

calculations from the temperature data in Figure 52 give values of N1 - 0.009rad s-r, Nz - 0.027rad s-r ,

and N¡ - 0.013rads-1, suggesting lr12 l-112, and lr23 l-I/3.
Croo,t [1988] has derived aformulafor the decay rate t¿ of the total energy of intermediate frequency

waves in layer .4 due to their propagation into layer B, such that

'*-l*, (68)T 8N¡'

where ? is the period of the wave. Equation (68) reveals that, despite B¡unt-Väisälä frequency ratios

around 2-3 at the layer interfaces for layers 1,2, and 3, these stability jumps are nonetheless insufficient

to maintain significantly unattenuated wave energy over one period of the wave. For this reason, and

also because the bulk of the vertical velocity fluctuations are produced by the highest frequency waves

rather than lower frequency waves, the high-frequency ducting mechanism appears more consistent with

the observations. Similar arguments also apply to earlier discussions of possible tropospheric ducting of

fluctuating vertical velocity bursts during frontal passages.

Cornparison with Models and Other Observations

The possibility of gravity wave launching from fronts was first theoretically investigated by Ley and Pellier

[1978] as a means of correcting for ageostrophic and nonhydrostatic flow associated with a front. Their

analysis produced high-frequency gravity waves which propagated ahead of and normal to the frontal

boundary. More recently, gravity waves have arisen "naturally" in a number of high-resolution numerical

models of frontogenesis [see, e.g., Orlanski ønd.Ross, 1984; Keyser and Pecnicle, 1985; Gall et ol., 1987,

1988; Garner, 1989ø], but to date onìy Gall el al. [1988] have studied these simulated frontal gravity waves

in any depth. Gall et cl. [1988] noted strong fluctuating activity about the mean prefrontal ascent and

postfrontal subsidence, much as in the observations presented here. They identified three classes ofwaves;

the first were freely propagating waves above the frontal surface which were stationary with respect to

the front. These waves were believed to result from approximately equal nonhydrostatic and ageostrophic
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accelerations, which occur behind strong temperature gradients near the ground associated with the front.

These waves could then propagate vertically above the frontal surface. Ä second class ofstationary waves

were trapped below the frontal boundary and the ground, and had quasi-monochromatic nature due

to resonant forcing of a standing wave pattern. The associated temperature corrugations also induced

similar monochromaticity in the first class of wave structure above the front, and in their simulations

selectively produced waves with horizontal wavelengths around 50km. The sub-frontal gravity waves also

broke/saturated, and in the process forced further small-cale wave activity. A third class of waves were

also visible well ahead of the surface front, which appeared to be of fundamentally different character to

the stationary waves above and below the frontal surface, but these waves were not analyzed by Gall el

øL [1988]8.

Quasi-monochromatic waves associated with the vertical motions either side of the frontal boundary,

as modelled by Gall el al. [1988], were clearly observed in the vertical velocity fluctuations (see Figures

53-60). \¡Vaves stationary with respect to the ground cannot be resolved in ground-based time series

of atmospheric wind meariurements, since they produce no time variations, but since the front itself

moves, the frontal-stationary waves of Gall el ol. [1988] should be resolved. Assuming a representative

frontal speed of 10ræ s-1 fMay el at., 1990] and a horizontal wavelength of 50krn from Gall el ol. [1988],

this produces a ground-based period of -8}rnin, which is within the 30min-2 hour period band of the

fluctuating vertical uelocitles presented in Figures 54, 56, 58, and 60. The strong quasi-coherent vertical

velocity oscillations which were observed during intense vertical frontal circulations may, then, well be

related to the strong monochromatic frontal-stationary waves produced by the modellingof Gall et al.

[1988]. The persistence of less intense, but nontheless significant fluctuating vertical velocity amplitudes

both before and after frontal passages indicates that high -frequency waves which are not stationary with

respect to the front must also be produced at, or in the vicinity of, the front.

Observations of frontal gravity waves ate limited. Bosarl and. Cussen [1973] and Bosarl and Sanilers

[1986] observed single large-amplitude gravity waves, which they believed originated from frontal forcing,

but subsequent synoptic analysis has indicated that these waves might result instead from geostrophic

adjustment of upper-level jet streams, and are tropospherically ducted [see, e.g., Uccellini anil l(och,

7987; Bosarl and, Seimon, 1988]. These and other observations [see, e.g., (Jccellini and I(och, 1987f

have involved the analysis of data from widely-spaced surface microbarographs, which detect large-scale

energetic single-wave disturbances. Finer-scale local measurements within frontal systems, much like
Eit was noted in Gall et al. [1988] that this third class of waves were to form the subject of a¡rother paper. This paper

has not appeared in the literatr:¡e as yet.
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the data presented here, were rr.rt.tuk"n using an instrumented aircraft by Shapiro anil Kenneilg [1975].

They detected a large-amplitude quasi-monochromatic wave over undular terrain in a region just above

a frontal boundary, and there was some evidence that the wave may have been ducted. However, these

data were too limited to allow useful comparison with the frontal fluctuations observed here. Teslud el

al. [1980] identitifed quasi-coherent gravity waves in 12 I'ours of wind measurements with an obliquely-

pointeds Doppler radar beam which was scanned azimuthally, enabling characterization of the wave

motion parameters. Preliminary observations of frontal gravity waves have been made with the MU10

radar in Japan lFukao et a|.,1989a, c; Yamanalca el al., 19891. Yamanalcø el ø1. [1989] identified quasi-

monochromatic inertia gravity waves in 3 days of such data, and noted different wave characteristics at

upper and lower levels.

In the Australian region, Clarke [1962] analyzed some surface-pressure fluctuations which occurred

behind a cold front during mid-summer in southern Australia. These perturbations were associated

with a gravity wave which was trapped within a temperature inversion at around 1-2km altitude. This

observation has much in common with the low-level ducted wave activity identified in the shaded portion

of Figure 54, which also occurred at low levels within a temperature inversion behind a cold front in

southern Àustralia. Similar waves within inversions near these cold fronts were also observed indirectly

by Berson anil Lamond [1970].

4.3.5 Sumrnary and Conclusions

A VHF radar in southern Australia was used to undertake extended measurements of 3-component wind

velocities between 2-l2km during the passage of cold fronts over the system. Time variations of the

wind velocities were examined within this height range, and strong wave activity was detected in and

around the fronts. The vertical and horizontal velocity variances, however, had fundamentally diferent

time-height characteristics.

Bursts in the horizontal velocity variance were mostly confined to extended upper-level regions, when

the mean flow was strong. However, this activity penetrated furthe¡ into the lower troposphere as

the frontal boundary neared. These fluctuations were identified with a relatively incoherent spectrum

of energetic inertia gravity vtaves. A process was proposed by which wave-induced acceleration and

geostrophic re-adjustment of strong upper-level winds might continually be dissipating and reradiating

this inertia gravity wave energy. It was also argued that those waves propagating orthogonal to the mean

ethe beam was directed almost horizontally
loMiddte and Upper Atmosphere
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flow should propogate upwards through this environment more easily.

Vertical velocity bursts, which a¡e produced mainly by waves with high intrinsic frequencies, were

most prominent below the tropopause. This could be due to reflection of waves just below the tropo-

sphere due to the small stability of these regions, but it also indicates that any emergent wave activity,

while propagating almost vertically up through the tropospheÌe, must propagate more obliquely in the

stratosphere due to the greater stability here. Tlopospheric bursts occurred both behind and ahead of

the front, where strong mean vertical circulations arise, just like the simulated frontal wave activity in

some models. In particular, strong coherent oscillations which are observed around the arrival time of

the surface front have properties very much in common with a similarly-located large-amplitude frontal

gravity wave arising from the model of GalI el al. [1988]. Less intense vertical velocity fluctuations are

also observed before the front arrives, and persists after it has passed, indicating that high frequency

\¡r'aves may also propagate away from the frontal boundary. In one example, a region of vertical velocity

fluctuations occurred within a low-level temperature inversion, which is consistent with thermally-ducted

gravity-wave activity.

These observations provide compelling evidence that strong gravity wave motions occur throughout

the troposphere with the passage of cold fronts over southern Australia. Fu¡thermore, these observations

comprise perhaps the most extensive and detailed measrrrements yet of the characteristics of small-scale

wind motions in and around tropospheric frontal zones. Further observations are warranted which can

bette¡ study the surface pressure variations and the finer-scale temperature structure, so that conjectures

arising from this work, such asi wave propagation directions, rilave source mechanisms, wave stability, wave

drag on the mean flow, and wave reflection, can all better be assessed.

I46



Chapter 5

Gravity Waves in the Mesosphere

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, it was shown that the Doppler shifting of gravity-wave energy into and out

of narrow observed-frequency bands by non-zelo mean winds induced large changes in the measured

tropospheric variance at mesoscales. This process prodnced characteristic variations in the energy and

azimuthal alignment of fluctuations within these frequency bands which, without due consideration of

the effects, could be incorrectly ascribed to variations in the intrinsic characteristics of the wave field. In

section 4.2.6 the possible effects on measurements of the mesospheric gravity-wave field were anticipated,

and it was concluded that the effects at these altitudes should be small compared to the intrinsic variations

in the wave field. Nevertheless, this conclusion was arrived at from a purely theoretical standpoint,

and was based on a number of premises and choices of parameter values for which there is no explicit

experimental verifi cation.

It is important that this conclusion is assessed experimentally, because ground-based measurements

currently provide the majority of information on mesospheric gravity waves. The height-time structure

of the wave variance measured within various observed-period bands is presently viewed as evidence of

changes in the intrinsic nature of the wave field [see, e.g., Fritls,1989], yet if Doppler shifting is significant,

some of the detected features could be spurious. For example, semiannual changes in the horizontal

velocity variance at around 80,brn coincide with a semiannual variation in the background wind speed

lMeek el ol., 1985à; Vincent and Fri|Ls, 1987], which is superficially consistent with a Doppler-shifting

hypothesis. On shorter time scales, high-frequency wave variance and momentum flux are modulated

by strong diurnal and semidiurnal tidal rnotions at thesr heights lPritts and Vincenl, 1987; Reid et al.,

t47
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F ue ral lndices at 88 km Townsville

yeaf

F uen lndices at 88 km over Adelaide

yeat

Figure 61: Seasonal variations ofthe least-squares frequency spectral indices of the horizontal winds at a
height of 88krn at Townsville (19oS, I47'E) and Adelaide (35oS, 138"8) over the 2-8hr observed-period
range. The data were taken from Table 7.1 of Ball [1981].

1988; .Frilts anil Yuan, 1989; Wang anil Frills, 1990;, D.J. Murphy, private communication, 1990], yet

these tidal winds could also cause significant Doppler shifting. Azimuthal wave alignments within various

period bands have also been studied intensively lEbel et al., 1987; Vincenl and Frills, 1987], yet similar

measurements at tropospheric heights are biased by Doppler shifting, as demonstrated in section 4.2.

Mesospheric variances have been analyzed quite successfully in terms of the adjustment of saturated

horizontal-velocity amplitudes I " - U cos/ | as the mean wind speed I U I varies with time and/or

height lVincent ønil Frills, 1987; Fritts and Vincenl, 1987]. However, computed frequency spectra of the

motions at these heights reveal a shape - OP, where the frequency spectral index p falls between -1 and

-2 (see section 3.3.3 and references therein), which indicates that the Doppler-shifting theory of Scheffier

and Liu [1986] and Fritts and VanZandt [1987] is applicable to these motions. The model, discussed in

depth in section 3.3.3, predicts enhanced high-frequency variance and a consequent increase in p as the

mean wind speed increases (see Figure 39). Earlier frequency spectral analysis of mesospheric winds over

Adelaide (35oS, 138"8) and Townsville (19"S, I47'E)by Ball [1981]revealed a semiannual cycìe at both

sites, with minima at the equinoxes and maxima at the soltices (Figure 61). This feature correlates well

with a semiannual oscillation of the zonal wind at this herght (see, e.g., Figure 62), such that the results

in Figure 61 are consistent with the predicted eflects of Doppler shifting by these winds on the frequency

spectrum.
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Mean Zonal Wind at Adelaide (35oS, 138oE) 1984-87
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Figure 62: Mean zonal winds, meridional winds, and data acceptance rates calculated from routine
MF-radar measurements of mesospheric winds. The results are 4-year averages from 1g84-1g82 in the
80-98Àm altitude range. Contour labels are in rn s-r for the winds, and percentages for the acceptance
data.
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The preliminary data of Bail [1981] superficially suggest some discernable Doppler-shifting effect,

whereas theory predicts limited effects. If the former is true, interpretation of earlier measurements of

mesospheric gravity waves might need altering. If the latter is true, the data provide information on

the shape of the intrinsic frequency spectrum, about which very little is known; it is presently believed

to have a "universaln ,-tl3 shape, but if mesospheric Doppler shifting is small, Figure 61 indicates a

rather variable intrinsic shape. This intrinsic spectral index is an important dynamical parameter, which

determines the ratio of kinetic to potential energy over the entire wave spectrum [see, e.g., Smith et al.,

1987]. Hence, if Doppler shifting is significant or not, in either case the consequences are important.

More generally, the evolution of the ground-based frequency spectrum due to Doppler shifting by the

background wind, as predicted by Scheffier and Liu [1986] and Frills and VanZandt [1987], has yet to be

experimentally assessed in any detail at these heights.

The findings of an experimental study of the frequency spectra of horizontal winds in the mesosphere

between 80Èrn and 98Èræ over Adelaide are set forth in this short chapter, and are analyzed to address

some of these aforementioned uncertainties in theory and data interpretation.

5.2 Data Analysis

Essentially continuous measurements of winds in the altitude range 60-100Èræ commenced in 1983, using

an MF radar facility at Buckland Park, near Adelaide. These winds are obtained by analyzing radar

returns from this region using the Spaced Antenna (SA) technique. An extensive base of climatological

wind data with a time resolution of -4min and height resolutionl -2km now exists, which is ideal for

studying the time-height morphology of mesospheric gravity waves lVincenl anil Fritts, 1987).

The high temporal resolution of the data make them amenable to frequency spectral analysis, and

four years of these data (1984-1987) were prepared for such calculations. This involved first averaging

the raw data into 20min blocks to improve the acceptance rates. The mean time-height acceptance rates

of these 2}min-averages are plotted in the bottom diagram in Figure 62. The most frequently recorded

winds occur around 85-90/crn, although this height interval varies in a noteably annual fashion (for a

discussion of this feature, see Hocking [1988]).

A suitable length of time over which individual spectral computations should be performed is a

difficult and somewhat arbitrary choice to make; the time series needs to be of sufficient duration to

produce acceptable spectral resolution, yet should not be too long lest temporal nonstationarity of the
I this is oversampled. The radar pulse width gives a true height resolution nea¡er 4,knr.
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spectrum becomes significant (see section 3.3.3). Data segments of two-day duration were spectrally

analyzed here; two days appears to be a small-enough time scale to avoid the quasi-weekly variability of

the variance observed by Vincent ønd Frilts [1987], yet it does not avoid the nonstationarity induced by

tides and the summertime two-day wave. In this preliminary study, we shall concern ourselves only with

possible spectral modification by the mean winds, and we leave investigation of the effects of long-period

waves to subsequent studies.

Data rates at upper and lower levels are poor (see Figure 62), and such gappy data will produce

unreliable spectra. Consequently, a minimumT}Vo data-'acceptance criterion was imposed upon the two-

day time series. The limited missing data within these accepted profiles were interpolated using a cubic

spline, which was fitted over the good data. Howevet, despite the high data rates in these accepted

profiles, closer investigation revealed that ifextended gaps in the data occurred, some spectral distortion

could also arise from the smoothly-interpolated stucture over this region. Therefore, an additional

constraint was imposed, such that if smaller segments of missing data within the time series arose which

exceeded l0%o of the total length of the time series, the spectra were also rejected, notwithstanding total

acceptance rates >70To. Such discrimination resulted in rejection of the majority of raw data, with most

of the accepted profiles concentrated at heights around 84-88km. A.fter removal of mean winds, spectra

were numerically computed using an FFT algorithm.

One must also choose a suitable band of frequencies over which the spectral characteristics should

be studied. Long-period spectral peaks arise at 48hr, due to the two-day wave, and at 24, 12, and 8l¿r

due to tidal harmonics [see, e.g., Ball, 1981; e.g., Figure 7]. Near the Nyquist period (40min), artificial

enhancement of spectral power arises due to aliasing of shorter period waves (see Figures 35 and 40 in

section 3.3.3). Therefore, we focus hereafter on the spectral characteristics over the intermediate 1-61¿r

band, which should ideally be free from the aforementioned distortions at low- and high-frequencies.

5.3 Results

To begin, we shall examine the seasonal variabilityof spectra of zonal and meridionalwinds in the 1-6/¿r

range a¡¡ a function of height and season. Results from 80 -88km only are presented, since data at greater

heights are too seasonally sparse to reveal trends. Figrnes 63 and 64 show the seasonal variation of the

least-squares spectral indices over the 1-6àr band for tl.e zonal and meridional velocities, respectively.

We note here that the zonal indices are somewhat acyclic with season, whereas a semiannual variation

occurs for meridional velocities, with solsticial minima and equinoctial maxima, which are are in complete
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Figure 63: Seasonal variation of the mean least--squares spectral indices of the zonal velocity spectrum
over the 1-6å,r period band at 80-88Àrn in height from 1984-87. Each point is a mean over a 6-day
interval. The dotted line shows the theoretical intrinsic spectral index of -b/3.
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contrast to the results of Ball [1981] in Figure 61. We note, however, ùhat there is large point-to-point

variability in the indices, so that the isolated observations of Ball [1981] are proabably insufficient to

reliably highlight seasonal trends. Note also that the spectral indices almost always exceed -5/3, with

mean values around -1.4.

Integrating the 1-61¿r spectra revealed that the zonal-velocity variance was also rather acyclic with

season, although a small dip was observed during summer. The meridional-velocity variance, however,

exhibited more seasonal variation, with a peak (-369-z 
"-2) 

in August and a noteabìe minimum in early

summer (-150m2 s-2), characteristics which compare well with earlier studies of the the 1-81¿r variance

of the 1984 data by Vincenl and Frills [1987]. Vincenl and Fritls [1987] observed a weaker secondary

peak in January-February, whereas here it is observed later (around March).

Phillips anil Vincenl [1989] have computed mean winds at these altitudes from 1985-1987, which

agree with simila¡ computations performed here (Figure 62). Zonal winds are eastward for most of the

year, peaking at around 20-40m s-r during winter, whereas in the late-spring and summet months the

flow is weakly westward. The mean meridional winds vary annually, with weak winds at the equinoxes,

southward flow peaking around l0rn s-r in winter, an'l similarly intense northward flow during the

summeÌ months.

We now seek to relate these variations with Doppler -shifting predictions. Such relationships are made

difficult because the wave-azimuth distribution becomes anisotropic at these altitudes due to critical-

level filtering as the wave field propagates up through tne underlying stratospheric winds. The model

spectra in Figure 39c are valid for equal amounts of up- ¿nd down-shifting, and while the shallowing of

the spectral rolloff with frequency in Figure 39 is relatively insensitive to moderate anisotropy in wave

propagation directions, if either up- or down-shifting of frequencies occurs exclusively, the changes to

the spectral shape are different in each case lFrills anil VanZandl, 19871. From these data it is impossible

t'o quantify the precise wave-azimuth distribution, although earlier computations of wave alignments

by Vincenl and Frills [1987] showed that most of the fluctuations (and hence wave propagation) were

directed meridionally ¡ather than zonally. This suggests that Doppler-shifting effects on the spectrum

should be more evident meridionally, but this assumes that the wave alignments computedby Vincent

and Fritts [1987] have not been biased by Doppler shifting, which was not the case for the tropospheric

measurements in section 4.2.

Because of these interrelated difficulties, we shall endeavour to answer only the following questions:

(a) Is there evidence of regular changes in the spectral shape ¿rs mean wind speeds increase, which might

then indicate Doppler shifting of the frequency spectrum l (b) Does the variance within the 1-6ñ.r band
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Figure 65: Mean variance in the 1-6lrr period band at 80-88ßrn plotted versus mean wind speed, for
the zonal and meridional data. Y-axis error bars are standard errors of the mean, and no error range
is plott'ed when only one point was available. In excess of 1000 accepted spectra were used to compose
these results.

change systematically as the mean winds intensify, as observed in the troposphere (see section 4.2) where

it arises due to Doppler-shifting of variance into and out of different frequency bands?

The seasonally-invariant zonal data cannot be analyzed conclusively, whereas meridional data produce

trends which are more amenable to analysis. The smaller spectral indices in June-July and December-

January occur when the mean meridional wind is strongest, whereas the least-negative values occur when

the the mean meridional flow is near-zero; however, this is completely opposite to the effect predicted

by the Doppler-shifting model in Figure 39. If wave-propagation was highly anisotropic such that

down-shifting of wave frequencies occurred almost exclusively, then the model could explain this feature.

However, such anisotropy is not anticipated meridionally, since lower-level meridional winds are weak

and therefore produce less critical-level filtering. Furthermore, the seasonal variation in the strength of

the meridional va¡iance (i.e. peaks in August and March, and a summer minimum) does not correlate

well with seasonal variations of the mean meridional wind This suggests that the Doppler-shifting effects

are noù significant.

Figure 65 plots the mean variance in the 1-6år band, as a function of mean wind speed, for both the

zonal and meridional data. There is no significant change in the variance as mean wind speeds increase,

-20 0

mean meridional wind (m s-1)
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providing more direct evidence that these results ane not significantly influenced by the injection of low-

period wave energy into shorter ground-based period bands as the mean wind speeds increase. Small

increases are weakly evident at the largest mean wind speeds, but these variations are insignificant when

compared to the 200-1000% increases due to Doppler-shifting in the lower atmosphere (see section 4.2),

and the natural time-height variability of the varian ce lVincenl and, Frills,1987]. This adds observational

weight to the theoretical conjecture in section 4.2.6 as to the lessening of Doppler-shifting effects at

these heights, and implies that earlier mesospheric gravity-wave measurements do not require major

reinterpretation.

Ilaving broadly verified that "Doppler biasing" of these temporal gravity-wave fluctuations is not

appreciable, we now use these spectral data to provide further information on the wave characteristics at

these heights. Figure 66 plots the mean azimuthal alignment / of the horizontal velocity fluctuations in the

1-6är band, which were computed according to (57) using the spectral form of the Stokes parameters,

detailed in Appendix ,4. The data show a surprisingly regular seasonal variation; the alignments are

strongly clustered north-south in all months, especially at the equinoxes, but become more NE/SW in

winter (most noticeably at 88ßrn) and SE/NW during summer, producing a noteable annual cycle in

wave alignment. Differences between mean winter and summer alignments at this site during 1984 rvere

noted by Vincenl and, Fritls [1987] in the 1-8hr band. Ihe results in Figure 66, which have a six-day

resolution rather than than the six-month resolution in the results of Vincenl and Fritls [1987], indicate

a smooth annual transition between these summer and winter alignment phases.

Mean winds are directed south-eastward (SE) in winter and north-eastward (NE) in summer lPhillips

ønil Vincenl, 1989], directions which are anticorrelated with the azimuthal alignments in Figure 66. Recall

from section 4.2 lhat the two become strongly correlated when "Doppler-biasing" occurs; thus, the anti-

correlation provides further compelling evidence that the effect is not significant here. This anticorrelation

could be cited as evidence that vortical modes produce most of the variance. However, the invariance

of the fluctuating energy with wind speed in Figure 65 invalidates a vortical-mode interpretation, since

its model spectrum in Figure 39ö dictates that the vortical-mode variance increases considerably with

wind-speed in the same manner at all altitudes (as opposed to the gravity-wave spectrum). Moreover,

in zero-wind conditions, vortical modes produce no time--fluctuating variance, yet similar variance is ob-

served in Figure 65 in all wind conditions. It is clear from this and numerous other studies [see, e.g., ,t'rills

and Vincenl, 1987; Frilts,1989] that the rnesospheric variance is produced by an azimuthally anisotropic

spectrum of gravity waves. whose energy distribution as ¿ function of frequency is only weakly afrected

by Doppler shifting.
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Rotary spectral components of the motion can also be calculated from the spectra. Such computations

prove useful as an aid t,o determining the vertical sense of wave propagation when the vertical spatial

structure of the wave is studied lVincenl, 1984; Hirola t,nd Nilei, 1985; Eckermann and Vincent, lg89;

see aìso chapter 6]. However, interpretation of the temporal analogue of this calculation is unclear.

Following Anilrews el al. 11987), we denote the instantaneous azimuth of the horizontal-wind phasor

by r/. When measured by a vertically-pointed, stationar¡, ground-based radar, ry' is given by

t"anrþ-* =:tan(rnz-O¿), (69)

where we assume for simplicity a zonally propagating wave, and O = ø t lcU : Èc is the ground-based

wave frequency. Differentiating in time produces

d1þ , . -of
fisec" tþ : lsec" (mz - f)¿). (20)

Since the squared secants are always positive, then dtþ/dt (the sense of phasor rotation with time) has

the same sign as -Qf lr, a term which can be reexpressed as follows;

-o/ -f,- = T=tT (71)

At first glance it appears that, in a given hemisphere, the terms Q, / and o have the same sign for all

the waves, and thus no effect will occur. However, ø in fact becomes negative when the intrinsic phase

speed c- U and ground-based phase speed c of a gravity wave are in ùhe opposite direction. This in turn

occurs when U f c ) 1, as shown in (71), which implies c ls in the same direction as t/ but has a smaller

value. Figure 67 shades those regions where u ( 0, using a typical wintertime zonal wind profile at these

heights lPhillips anil Vincenl, 19S9]. Thus the temporal sense of rotation of the horizontal wind phasor is

determined by the sign of the wave's intrinsic frequency, which in turn provides useful information on the

ground-based phase-speed distribution of the wave spectrum. Note the similarity of this interpretation

in terms of differently signed intrinsic frequencies, with similar phasor analysis of the vertical spatial

structure of the wave, where positive and negative vertical wavenumbers rotate in the opposite sense

lUirota anil Niki, 19851.

Figure 68 plots the seasonal variations of the percentage of wind-velocity variance contained in the

anticlockwise-rotating rotary spectrum from 1-6/rr, as computed from the spectral Stokes parameters

using formulae in Appendix,4. For anisotropy to arise (i.e. values + 50%), two features need to occur.

Firstly, the wave field obviously needs to be elliptically polarized to some extent, which implies f fu is

non-zelo' and thus waves with small intrinsic frequencies must be present. Fo¡ the 1-6àr data here,

Doppler shifting of low intrinsic frequencies into this band would enhance the ellipticity, although 6år
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intrinsic periods produce f /, - 0.3. Secondly, there must also be anisotropy in the relative cont¡ibutions

of the positive and negative intrinsic-f¡equency waves to r he total variance. Due to critical-level filtering

by the mean stratospheric winds, one would anticipate that waves for which o ) 0 should be far more

prevalent than negative-frequency waves. Since f is negative in the summer hemisphere, waves for which

¿,r ) 0 will produce anticlockwise rotation.

The results in Figure 68 reveal anticlockwise percentages are indeed larger, but not significantly so

(-55%)' and these values exhibit no discernable seasonal variability. Rather than indicating that -4b%
of the variance is produced by negative-frequency waves, however, one must argue instead that the

limited Doppler shifting of low-frequency ene¡gy into this higher frequency band produces little elliptical

polarizationofthewavefield,andthustherotarypartitioningisnotcomplete[see, e.g.,Eckermannand

Vincenl, 19891-

5.4 Discussion

Having argued that Doppler shifting of wave variance into and out of diflerent frequency bands by the

mean winds is limited, the seasonal variability of the spectral indices now require explanation.

Figure 69 shows a scatter plot of the computed spectral indices over a wind-speed range, centered

-20 0 20 40 60
mean wind Ü / ground-based phase speed c (m s-')

Q>
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Zonal Velocity Data, 1-6 hours
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Figure 69: Scatter plots of the spectral index over the 1-6/¿r band versus a wind range, which is centered
on the mean-wind velocity and extends over the r.m.s. amplitude of the spectrum over the 6-48h.r range.
These ranges are plotted as error-bars using dotted curv(ìs.

at the mean-wind speed and covering the r.m.s. fluctuating amplitude over the 6-48hr observed-period

range. This figure serves to indicate that, especially in the meridional, the low-frequency wind variability

is usually larger than the mean wind, and may cause nonstationarity of these time series due to the

Doppler shifting produced by these time-varying winds, much ìike that modelled in Figure 40. The

simulations in section 3.3.3 suggested that the Doppler-shifted spectra are reasonably well-modelled by

using the r.m.s. amplitude of wind variability, and again predicts more positive spectral indices when

Doppler shifting occurs. Inspection of the seasonal variation of the 6-48hr r.m.s. meridional-velocity

amplitude around 88ßrn revealed smallest values in May-July, larger values at the equinoxes ol -25-
30m s-l due to tides I Vincenl el at., 1988], and a large peak (-36-40rn s-l) in January-February due to

the 2-day wavelCraig and Elford, 1981]. Yet, as for the mean-windvariations, these seasonal variations

do not correlate well with the seasonal characteristics of the 1-6/¿r meridional-velocity spectral indices

in Figure 64.

Therefore, the variations ofthe spectral indices are not consistent with the predicted effects ofDoppler

shifting by either the mean or low-frequency winds. While questions still remain as to the effects that

azimuthal anisotropy in wave propagation and tidal-wave and/or two-day-wave modulation might play

in Doppler-shifting of the frequency spectrum, the cunent theory and these observations suggest that
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distortion of the intrinsic frequency spectrum by these processes is limited. Consequently, these variations

may well be indicative of seasonal variations in the shape of the intrinsic frequency spectrum.

Whiìe current theory assumes a "universal" u-í/s shape, these 1-6lrr spectra reveal spectral indices

which are more positive than -5/3, and which also vary greatly on both short and long time scales

(Figures 63 and 64). The processes which combine to form the intrinsic frequency spectrum have yet

to be investigated; it is likely that wave saturation plays a major role, since it is this mechanism that

controls the vertical wavenumber spectrum lSmilh el aI.,Ig87; see also section 3.3.2]. Indeed, this vertical

wavenumber spectrum varies in shape within diferent wavenumber bands, and the entire spectral shape

can vary with height and time (as discussed in section 3.3.2). Thus, variability in the shape of the intrinsic

frequency spectrum is not an unprecedented idea.

5.5 Summary

The following results followed from spectral analysis of four years of upper-mesospheric horizontal-wind

data:

(1) the redistribution of wave energy in the horizontal velocity frequency spectrum through Doppler

shifting of wave frequencies by the mean winds appears to be small;

(2) meridional spectral indices in the 1-6hr band have a weak semiannual variation, with solsticial minima

and equinoctial maxima, contrasting earlier findings of Ball [1981]. Mean zonal indices are seasonally

acyclic, although their point-to-point variability increases at the equinoxes;

(3) mean wave alignments have a regular annual variation which is centered about a north-south mean;

(4) waves with ¿.r ) 0 are more prevalent than waves for which o < 0.

Although this study has achieved its stated objective of assessing the impact of Doppler shifting

of energy by the mean flow on ground-based measurements of mesospheric gravity wave energy, the

analysis has also raised as many questions as it has answered. Consequently, further study would appear

justified, particularly to assess whether these spectral indices characterize the intrinsic spectral shape.

The modulated Doppler shifting of the frequency spectrum by large-amplitude ìow-frequency motions

(e.g., tides, two-day wave) should be studied explicitly. This is probably best achieved by obtaining data

with higher time resolution in a dedicated observational campaign. Seasonal variations in the spectral

indices and band variances should also be studied within other frequency bands, so that a better picture

of the spectral evolution emerges.



Chapter 6

Gravity'Waves in the Stratosphere

6.1 Chapter Theme

This chapter details the results of analyzing atmospheric data obtained from rocket-borne sampling of

the middìe atmosphere for gravity waves. Section 6.2 briefly summarizes the wave features evident in data

from falling-sphere experiments performed at Woomera, Australia, which provide the first information on

upper-stratospheric gravity waves in the Southern Hemisphere. The study was designed to complement

similar studies of rocket data from a number of Northern Hemispheric sites by Hirola [1984] and Hirota

and Niki [1985]. Subsequent to these earlier studies, however, some questions about the original analysis,

a better developed theory of these waves, and some as-yet uninvestigated wave properties, have all been

identified, and these require further analysis of the Northern Hemispheric rocket data. The results of such

an undertaking are given in section 6.3. This chapter provides a detailed morphology of stratospheric

gravity waves on a global and climatological scale.

6.2 Falling Sphere Observations of Anisotropic Gravity 'W'ave

Motions in the Upper Stratosphere over Woomera

Only a brief summary of this work is provided here, as a full description of the analysis and results

has already been publishedfBckermann and Vincent, 1989], and can be found in Appendix.E. Further-

more, much the same analysis techniques are applied in the next section to a more extensive base of

meteorological rocket data from fifteen diflerent sites, so that these single-site results can be viewed as

complementary to the results to follow.
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The data from Woomera (31oS, 1360E) consisted of vertical profiles of temperature and horizontal

wind in the height interval 30-60,Lrn at approximately monthly intervals between 1962 and 1976. The

vertical spatial structure of the waves were isolated by numerical filtering of these profiles to produce

fluctuations in the 2-l0km vertical-wavelength range. The gross features of the wave field compared

favorably with those found in earlier studies from the Northern Hemisphere. Wave propagation was found

to be both vertically and horizontally anisotropic. A rotary spectral analysis indicated predominately

upgoing wave energy, suggesting that the majority of sources of these waves lie below 30Àrn. A detailed

statistical investigation of the waves, made using the Stokes parameters technique (see Appendix ,4),

revealed that wave propagation was also highly localized azimuthally, with a significant zonal component

in summer, and a strong meridional component in winter. Propagation towards the southeast was inferred

in summer, indicating that the waves may emanate from tropospheric sources in equatorial regions to

the north of Australia. The technique also showed that, on average, the waves appear to have mean

ellipse eccentricities (=f /u) around 0.4-0.45, yet these values must be interpreted with considerable

caution in light of the reanalysis of these ratios provided earlier in section 3.2. Indirect estimates of a

number of important wave parameters were also attempted. In particulat,'ut'tDt and u'wt flux estimates

are made over several height intervals. The vertical gradient of the density-weighted flux was estimated,

and provided wave-induced mean-flow accelerations of tire order 0.1-l rn s-r day-r. This suggests that

dissipating gravity waves are a significant source of the momentum residuals that are encountered in

studies of satellite data from this region.

6.3 Gravity Waves in Upper-Stratospheric Rocket Data

6.3.1 Introductron

The atmosphere between about 20 and 60&rn in altitude historically has been a difficult region to probe in

detail. lVhile satellites now provide excellent data on the background structure and planetary-scale wave

disturbances around the globe, smaller-scale structure such as gravity waves are poorly resolved, if at

all. Ground-based radar systems can probe the height intervals 0-30km and 60-100Èrn with good time-

height resolution, but they receive insufficient radiowave backscatter from 30-60Èræ to enable atmospheric

winds to be measured in the intervening heights.

Until quite recently, the only recourse was to rocket soundings of this region. The data provided

by these experiments consist of horizontal winds and temperatures with good height resolution, and

measurements have been performed over many years and from a number of sites around the world.
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However, there are large, irregular time intervals between successive launches, so that gravity lvaves can

only be resolved in the vertical using such data. Ground-based lidars can also remotely sound this region

now, giving temperature and wind data with good height and time resolution. While it seems clear that

this technique will supersede rockets as the primary source of information on gravity wave characteristics

at these heights in the future, at present these observations are being performed at only a few sites, and

the data base to date is limited in its seasonal and climatological coverage [see, e.g., Shibata et ø1.,1986,

1988; Gardner el ø1., 1989]. Therefore the rocket data is still the best data source as regards geographical

and climatological coverage.

A basic climatology of upper stratospheric gravity waves evident in rocket data from around the world

was first provided by Hirola [1984] and Hirola and Niki [1985]. Since these initialstudies, the theory of

atmospheric gravity waves has developed considerably. There is some uncertainty as to the interpretation

of some quantities calculated by Hirola [198a] and IIiroIa and Niki [1985] in light of these theoretical

developments. Furthermore, new questions and additional doubts concerning these results now exist,

some of which were discussed in section 3.2 and others which were tackled in analysis of rocket datafrom

single sites by .Ëlcss anil Meger [1987] and Ecleennann anil Vincenl [1989].

These issues are all best addressed by further analyses of these rocket data, and form the subject

of this work. The data and the manner in which they were analyzed for gravity waves are described in

section 6.3.2. Mean seasonal variations in wave-induced wind and temperature variances are reinvesti-

gated in section 6.3.3, spectra are analyzed in section 6.3.4, wave propagation directions are inferred by

Stokes-parameter analysis in section 6.3.5, and the interannual variability is investigated in section 6.3.6.

In section 6.3.7 these new results are brought together, and the new information they provide on the

characteristics of gravity waves in this region is discussed. The major findings are succintly summarized

in section 6.3.8.

6.3.2 Data

The data used hereafter were obtained from meteorological rocketsonde experiments [see, e.g., Kays and

Olsen, 1967], and comprise a slightly extended version of the data base used in earlier studies by Hirolø

[1984] and Ilirola and Niki [1985]. These data provide in silu measurements of atmospheric zonal wind 7,

me¡idional wind V, and temperature ?, at lkm intervals between 20lcm and 60,bræ in altitude. A decade

of data from 1977 to 1987 was available from 15 diflerent sites, most of which were concentrated in and

around North America (see Figure 70). The number of launches in each month of every year is plotted in

Figure 71. The characteristics vary greatly from site to site, but generally the greatest number occurred
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Figure 70: Geographical distribution of the rocket launching sites from where the data used hereafter
were obtained.

between 1977 and 1981, with very few occurring after 1985. Apart from several of the high-latitude

sites, the mean seiìsonal coverage of these data, shown in Figure 72, is fairly uniform. The observations,

however, are heavily weighted towards certain times of the day, as shown in Figure 73.

Wavelike oscillations superimposed on the background flow are frequently observed in the data ob-

tained from rocket soundings at these heights lNewell et al.,Ig66; Miller et al.,lg68; Hirola, Ig84; Hirota

and Niki, 1985; Ilass and Meyer, 1987; Eckermann and, Vincenl, 19S9]. A typical example is shown in

Figure 74. To isolate these fluctuations, the following scheme was adopted.

Firstly, if more than 20To of the data in any given profile was missing, it was rejected. The percentage

of the original data which remained after such discrimination is given in Table 2. After any limited

missing data in an accepted profile were interpolated using a cubic spline fit, a least-squares cubic

polynomial was fitted to the profile, which accurately defined the instantaneous background structure

(see Figure 74). The prevailing wind and temperatures were fitted in this manner, rather than calculating

and subtracting climatological means, because there can be considerable interannual variability in this

background structure due to varying planetary-wave ampìitudes and sudden stratospheric warmings

fLabitzke, 1981]. The fitted prevailing structure rras then subtracted from the original profile, leaving

only the fluctuat,ions. After removing any small residual means that might exist, the data were numerically

Fourier transformed, and stored for later analysis.
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SITE Horizontal Velocity Temperature

Thule
Chatanika
Fort Churchill
Primrose Lake
Shemya
Ryori
Wallops Island
Point Mugu
White Sands
Cape Kennedy
Barking Sands
Coolidge Field
Fort Sherman
Kwajalein
Ascension Island

87.07o (430 out
90.37o (205 out
88.6% (279 out
90.2% (604 out
35.97o (115 out
92.5% (223 out
71/% (564 out
73.4% (665 out
70.4% (626 out
80.I% (622 out
68.8% (474 ont
87.lVo (392 out
97.5% (348 out
99.2% (783 out
90.4% (622 out

of 494)
of 227)
of 315)
of 670)
of 320)
or 24I)
of 790)
of 906)
of 889)
of 777)
of 689)
of 450)
of 357)
of 789)
of 688)

(406 out of 494)
(176 out of 227)
(235 out of 315)
(541 out of 670)
(89 out of 320)

(221 out of 24I)
(484 out of 790)
(575 out of 906)
(491 out of 889)
(549 out of 777)
(398 out of 689)
(357 out of 450)
(282 out of 357)

93.0% (734 out of 789)
88.4% (608 out of 688)

82.2%
77.6To

74.6To

80.7%
27.8To

9I.7To
6r.3%
63.5To

55.2To

70.7To

57.8To
79.3To
79.0To

Table 2: The amount of the original raw data accepted at each site after rejection of profiles wit,h more
than 20To of the points missing.

The Fourier representation of the data was stored because one can then study various vertical wave-

length bands by simply retransforming these data, after suitable band-pass filtering, in each case. In

particular, large vertical-wavelength fluctuations due to planetary waves and tides need to removed to

isolate the gravity wave contribution [Ifirola, 1984], yet it is not immediately clear what range of wave-

lengths needs to be filtered out to achieve this. Storing the Fourier transform enables one to conveniently

test various high-pass filters. After some experimentation, it was decided to remove the three largest

harmonics, leaving a high-passed vertical wavelength band of -2-l0km, as used by Ilirola [1984]. This

better ensured that tides and planet,ary waves were removed from the data, and allowed results within

two height ranges (20-40km and 40-60,trn) to be averaged over at least two wavenumber cycles, thus

improving the reliability of the averages.

6.3.3 Mean Seasonal Variations in'Wave Activity

Hirola [1984] investigated seasonal variations of the gravity wave activity evident in rocket clata by

calculating the intensity of the fluctuations in various atmospheric variables X over the height range

zt < z ( z2 using the following height-integrated formula

x:-=;+ 
[." ç#¡' o, (72)

Results are reproduced in Figure 75 for the horizontal velocity fluctuations (urr)r^r. A pronounced

annual cycle at high latiiudes is evident, with a winter maximum, confirming earlier tentative findings
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Figure 75: Seasonal variations of r.m.s. gravity wave activity (u""),^, between 20 and 65km altitude at
four selected launch sites (after Hirola [1984]). \

[see, e.g., Theon et al., lg67). On progressing equatorward, the annual cycle attenuates, and a weak

semiannual cycle becomes apparent.

Since Hirola's study, however, the theory of atmospheric gravity waves has advanced significantly. It

is now clear that gravity wave amplitudes are limited by saturation processes in the middle atmosphere

[see, e.g., Frills,1984, 1989], and this has led to the development of model vertical wavenumber spectra

produced by both saturated and unsaturated gravity u/aves, as discussed in some depth in section 8.8.2.

The model vertical wavenumber power spectra of horizontal winds and temperature are, respectively

lSmilh et a|.,1987; Fritts et øt., 1988],

F"(*) I
* (mf m,

1

(73)

F¡(*)
l0s2m3,ll + (m/m,)el' (74)

where

rn is the vertical wavenumber,

m* is the "turnover wavenumber", which varies with height according to (81),

Ì' = T'/To is the relative temperature fluctuation,

?o is the background temperature,

F"(*) is the spectrum of horizontal velocities, and

F¡(*) is the spectrum of relative temperature.

¡¡z
6æ,

¡la
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F"(*) is plotted in Figure 33 in section 3.3.2. Recall from this section that waves which have wavenum-

bers greater than rn* are saturated and produce an rn-3 spectrum, whereas waves with wavenumbers

less than rro a;re unsaturated, produce a flat spectrum, and grow in amplitude approximately as e"l2Er,

where Ifo is the density scale height.

Considering the horizontal velocity fluctuations u,' , we see that Hirola's measure of gravity wave

activity (72) gives

u?" = ;+ 1"",'l,u"uor) (#)' ,'
= 'l _ [" 1*ru,çr¡)'a,z2 - .l Jzt

= * 1""," (l:," maF,(m,4a^)a, (75)

Expression (75) results from the fact that the gravity-wave horizontal velocity variance is given by

integrating the model power spectrum -Fi.(rn,z). The ranges rn1 and r¿2 correspond to the limits of the

observational wavenumber window, which, in Hirola's observations, were 2tr(I}km)-r and 2r(2km)-r

respectively lilirola, 19841.

To proceed, we shall ¿rssume that the vertical wavenumber rn is independent of z. For a given wave

this is inconect, since ræ depends on the height variation of the background wind I/(z), which can be

considerable at these altitudes. However, the spectrum (73) was presented by Smith et al. llg87) as being

insensitive to background wind variations, and no height variation in rn was incorporated. Therefore,

rn is certainly independent of z in the mathematical sense as it is defined in equation (73), so that the

integration order in (75) can be interchanged, thus giving

u?" l),' *^ (1,",' '''',-'òa') 
a*'

maFulm¡d^,

where the "height-averaged" spectrum .F"(rn) is given by the expression

(76)

(77)
, NzHpr"(m)= d;-ffit"

(r+G(22)¡f\
\r+cøl/,'i

where

G(z) : 
"3(z-21)/2Hp , and p = mf m*(21) .

Therefore we obtain the useful result that u!", the measure of wave activity used by Hirota [1gg4], is

given by the area beneath its height-averaged spectrum f,..(*) - maFr(m).

To plot this height-averaged spectrum (77), the parameters m*(zt) and, Hp must be determined. A

technique for doing this is outìined in Appendix D, and a representative calculation the¡ein, based on
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Figure 76: A plot of the "height-averaged" gravity wave vertical wavenumber spectrum of d2u,fdz2,
based on previous mea,surements by Hirota and Niki [1935] in the 30-60Àrz¿ height range. Dotted lines
indicate the wavenumber band covered in this study and the study of Hirota and Niki [1g8b], and the
indicated r.m.s. value of dzu'fd,z2 was obtained by integrating over this band, and agrees well with
measured values in Figure 75, even though the wavenumber band in Figure 75 is narrower.

previous calculations of gravity wave amplitudes in the 30-60Àrr¿ altitude range by Hirota and Niki [1985],

gives values of. m,(21 = 3}lcrn) æ 2r(2.7km)-1 and Hn x l7km. The resulting spectrum is plotted in

its energy-content form mfu,,(rn) in Figure 76. Since ul" is given by the area beneath this curve,

one can see from Figure 76 that the majority of this variance is produced by the largest wavenumbers

(smallest vertical wavelengths), which are saluraled (i.e. m, **).Therefore the variations in Figure 7b

are probably more indicative of seasonal changes in the local wave-saturation environment rather than

changes in unsaturated gravity wave activity.

In light of this possibility, seasonal variations ¡n un +F and i,2 *ere computed, as these variances

should be less affected by saturated wave motions, according to (73) and (74) (see Figure 33).

Ilorizontal Velocities

The seasonal variations ¡n un + atz at all 15 sites are plotted in Figure 77. The first J wavenumber

harmonics over the 20-60km height range were removed, leaving fluctuations within about a 2-l¡krn
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vertical-wavelength band. Dashed curves show the results in the 20-40/crn height range and solid curves

show results in the 40-60Èræ range. Successive plots decrease in station latitude down the page and from

left to right.

It is immediately clear that utz a u'2 increases with altitude, in line with theoretical expectations

that the unsaturated wave variance should increase approximately as ¿"/Hr. The form of these height

variations in the wave amplitudes have been investigated by Hirola, and Niki [1985], and will not be

repeated here.

For convenience, we now define four arbitrary latitude bands into which we shall classify the results;

"high latitudes" (d = 50oN-80o1y'), "mid-latitudes" (0 - 25"N-50oN), "low latitudes" (0 = 10o.lf-

25o N), and "equatorial latitudes" (10oN-10oS).

At the five "high-latitude" sites, a strong annual variation in ut2 * u,2 is evident in both altitude

ranges and at all sites, producing peaks in winter and a summer minimum. While the normalized trends

at all five sites are similar, the variances at Primrose Lake are almost twice those at either Thule or Fort

Churchill. Variations at Chatanika and Shemya are more variable and less reliable, due to low amounts

of data from these sites.

Mean seasonal cycles at the four North American stations at "mid-latitudes" (25"-50"N) all shorv

similar variations. In the 20-40km range, the variat,ions are quasi-annual, with a lvinter maximum.

However, a weak secondary maximum occurs at each station around August; indeed, the two peaks are

of similar magnitude at Cape Kennedy, producing a more semiannual variation at low levels. Another

small equinoctial peak around,A.pril arises at three of the four stations (Cape l(ennedy is the exception).

At the upper heights (40-60,trn), however, these variations differ. The wintertime peak is supressed

somewhat, and a large burst in variance, which peaks during August,, dominates the variations. The

small peak in April observed at lower levels also occurs at 40-60km at White Sands and Point Mugu,

whereas at Cape Kennedy and Wallops Island it is more of a plateau. At all four sites, there is also a

deep minimum in wave activity around October, and a June minimum also occurs, most noticeably at

Wallops Island. Note once again that while the normalized trends at Cape Kennedy, White Sands, and

Point Mugu are all very similar, the absolute variances differ markedly from site to site. At Wallops

Island, however, the normalized variations also differ sornewhat to those at the other three sites, in that

the August maximum is not as large, and the winter maximum is less supressed. These results contrast

with the (u,,).^" variations from White Sands calculated by Eirola [1984], and reproduced in Figure 7b,

where one finds small maxima in April and September; here that fo¡mer maximum is very weak, whereas

the latter maximum is a very prominent feature and peaks earlie¡ (around August).
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Ät Ryori, the only non-American "mid-latitude" station, the variations from 20-40km at this dis-

placed longitude are similar to those at the North-American stations, but in the 40-60frrn range the cycle

is strongly annual, peaking in winter, and no maxima occur at the equinoxes.

The two stations within the low-latitude interval (Barking Sands and Coolidge Field) are separated by

- 1000 longitude, yet the mean seasonal variat,ions of the gravity wave variances over these two sites are

very similar at 40-60km. Here the variations are terannual, with peaks occurring around July-August,

May, and January. Minima in activity in October (a deep minimum) and June are also observed at both

sites, and are similar to the mid-latitude results. The high-attitude peak in May is the main dif[erence

in the low- and mid-latitude variations from 40-60årn. In the 20-40km range, the two stations exhibit

different character. The variations at Barking Sands are seminannual and similar to those at Cape

Kennedy and White Sands, whereas the Coolidge Field data are somewhat acyclic, except for a minimum

in April and a small maximum in January. Finally, note again the large discrepansies in the mean

variances at each site.

The three stations within the "equatorial" latitude band are widely spaced in longitude, yet much of

the upper level structure amongst the three is similar. Firstly, at, the upper heights, there is a strong peak

during January, and a broader secondary peak is centered around August (this is distorted somewhat at

Fort Sherman). There is also strong dimunition of wave variance at upper levels during April-May and

October-November, especially at Ascension Island. From 20-40 lcrn, lhe va¡iations over each site differ.

At Fort Sherman, the lower-level variations are similar to those at upper heights, whereas at Kwajalein

the variation is weakly annual, with a January maximum. At Ascension Island, the amplitudes from

20-40km are acyclic with season.

Temperature Fluctuations

Tlre seasonal variations in the variance of the relative temperature fluctuations f,z - ç71f¡ at all lb

sites are plotted in Figure 78. Again, the first 3 wavenumber harmonics over the 20-60bm height range

were removed, producing a 2-r0km vertical-wavelength band in the data.

Is is immediately apparent that î'z do"" not increase with altitude as wa^s¡ observed for un + tlz
in Figure 77. Additionally, seasonal variations oI f'2 often differ from the same site variations in the

horizontal velocity variance in Figure 77. These results are not anticipated theoretically, as the model

vertical wavenumber spectra F"(^) and F¡(m) have the same shape and height dependence, and thus

their variances should be strongly coupled. These findings therefore require some evaluation.
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HEIGHT o+ (K' Ts o", /(To)t I Yo)"

35km
40km
45km
50km
55km
60km

0.70
1.00
1.34
1.73
1.65
5.55

2401{
2501{
260K
2701{
260K
250K

0.04
0.16
0.20
0.24
0.24
0.89

Table 3: Table of the measurement enors of, in rocketsonde temperatures, as inferred by Schmittlin [1931]
Background temperatures ?6 were computed from the Wallops Island rocket measurements analyzed here,
and are annual means (to the nearest 10,11).

Observe from Figure 78 that typical Ç-" values are -ITo. Assuming a typical background tem-

perature of 25011, this translates into an r.m.s. absolute temperature perturbation of -2.51{. The

raw temperature data were digitized to the nearest degree Kelvin, so that these perturbations are only

marginally larger than the digitized increments in the temperature data. The horizontal winds were

digitized to the nearest rn s-1, yet the typical r.m.s. wind perturbation amplitudes of -5-10rn s-1 seen

in Figure 77 are much larger than the digitization increment in this case. This raises the possibility that

these small measured temperature perturbations may be unreliable.

Digitizing the temperature data to l.tf introduces a noise variance f[!n of I/I2Ií2 llftistensen and

I(irkegaard, 1987] (see also Appendix B), which is too small to significantly affect the î'2 variations

evident in Figure 78. However, if the intrinsic accuracy of the original temperature measurements is

only around lVo, the variations in Figure 78 may be due to random measiurement errors. Schmidlin

[1981] assessed the accuracy of temperatures measured by rocketsondes at Wallops Island by observing

the repeatability of temperatures obtained from successive launches separated by less than one hour. He

found that the discrepansies increased as the time between successive launches increased, due to natural

atmospheric variability. He then used regression techniques to extrapolate the measured deviations for

various inter-measurement times back to an error value for a zero time difference, øfr, which he took to be

a measure of the intrinsic accuracy of rocketsonde temperature mea.surements. Using .9cårnidli,n's results

and mean temperatures computed from the Wallops Island data, measurement error noise variances at

various heights are estimated in Table 3. These values are typically around I0-307o of the values in

Figure 78, and so, while not an insignificant contribution, they nevertheless appear unable to account

for these fluctuations. Spectral analysis of these fluctuations in the next section confirms that neither

measurement emors nor digitization noise are consistent with this variance.

The final possibility is that this variance may result from processes other than gravity waves. For

example, analysis of winter temperature perturbations at Chatanika, Shemya, and Ryori revealed some

anomolously large values which strongly bias the results, a^s¡ seen in Figure 78. Inspection of the raw data
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revealed that these values were produced by isolated profiles where large impulsive temperature bu¡sts

occurred, and which were of small enough vertical scale to survive high-pass filtering. Such sudden

stratospheric warmings are known to occur commonìy during winter, and may enhance the observed

winter variability. However, such impulses should approximate a delta-function, which produce flat

spectra, yet later spectral analysis does not reveal a white, noiselike spectrum.

Hence, one is drawn to the conclusion that these temperature fluctuations are indeed produced mostly

by gravity waves. For a wave of of intrinsic frequency ø (such that o < N), the following polarization

relation holds approximately for a zonally propagating wave

r' * I (t - 1¡¡,¡2)tt2 u'. (28)

For N æ 0.02rad s-l , I lu - 0, and g x L}m s-2, then a value of ur æ \rn s-L , which is quite commonly

observed in Figure 77, produce" u î' amplitude of 7To. Therefore, the values in Figure 78 are certainly

of the order of those anticipated for gravity waves based on the earlier measurements of the horizontal

velocity amplitudes.

There is a clear lack of growth with altitude in the gravity wave temperature perturbations in the

mid-, low-, and equatorial latitude belts, which is a surprising finding. Only at high altitudes is an

increase in î'z with altitude evident. Here there are strong annual variations which peak in winter, as

previously observed for u'2 ¡ ut2 in Figure 77. Summe¡ values are very small at very high latitudes, and

appear to approach the predicted values of the noise variance due to measurement errors as listed in

Table 3.

At the mid-latitude sites the annual cycle in f'2 persists more strongly than it did in the un + t/2

results, where a prominent peak also occurred in Àugust. Such a peak is weakly evident at Point Mugu

and White Sands, but is quite apparent at Cape Kennedy.

The two low-latitude sites of Barking Sands and Coolidge Field both exhibit annual variations, but at

Coolidge Field the August peak occurs much more strongly. There is only a suggestion of the subsidiary

peak in May observed in u,2 ¡ ut2 at both sites.

At the equatorial sites, the variations are qualitatively similar to those detected in the horizontal

velocities. There is a peak in January and a broad peak in August, with sharp minima occurring around

April and October. At Ascension Island, the mean f'2 values in the 20-40km height interval actually

exceed those between 40 and 60km.

Interpretation of these findings is attempted in subsequent sections.
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6.3.4 Vertical'Wavenumber Spectra

Some insight into the processes which produce these fluctations can be gained from analyzing the spectra

of the fluctuations. However, it is important to realize that the spectral characteristics of the data are

appreciably disto¡ted during the measurement process.

There are a number of effects which alter the spectral characteristics of the horizontal wind measure-

ments. Due to the exponential decrease in density with altitude, the response of the falling sensor to wind

fluctuations is determined by the amplitude and vertical wavelength of the fluctuation, and this response

alsovarieswithheightlígson, 1968; Ilass andMeyer, Ig87;EckermannandVincenl, 198g];thegeneral

effect is to attenuate the smaller wavelengths relative to the larger wavelengths (i.e. the spectrum is

made artificially "redder") fIIass and Meger, 1987; Eckermann and, Vincenl, 1g8g]. Techniques employed

in some measurements to reduce the raw data also produce "reddening" of the spectrumfMiller, 1969].

Furthermore, white noise is added to the spectrum by digitizing the wind data, although this noise has

negligible variance and can be removed because it's spectral characterisitics are easily quantified (see Ap-

pendix B). Random measurement errors also occur in ¡adar tracking of the sensor motion; these values

increase with altitude and vary from system to system, but are generally small [Ilyson, 1g68]. In addition

to all these vârious instrumental effects, the gravity wave spectrum itself varies in shape and intensity

with height, so that vertical wavenumber spectra computed over a large altitude range, such as the 4gfrrn

height range employed here, are distorted by the inherent nonstationarity of the motion spectrum itself,

and this produces a "bluer" calculated spectrum (see section 3.3.2).

All these effects make in-depth comparisons with the theoretical spectral shapes (23) and (7 ) im-

practical. With this in mind, the mean vertical wavenumber spectra of horizontal velocities from four

selected stations are showrr in Figure 79. The anticlocklvise- and clockwise-rotating components of this

spectrum are also shown; rather than computing these rotary components directly by Fourier transform-

ing the velocity phasor [see, e.g., Vincenl, 1984], these components were derived from the so-called Stokes

parameters evaluated from the individual u' and u' raw spectra, using formulae developed in A.ppendix

A.

In the Northern Hemisphere, clockwise-rotating variance is produced predominately by waves prop-

agating their energy upwards, and the ant,iclockwise-rotating variance is produced mostly by downward

propagating waves, whereas in the Southern Hemisphere the converse is true lilirota and Nikà, lg85].

Therefore Figure 79 reveals a nett preference towards upward propagation of wave energy, as has been

inferred in a number of other studies fThompson, Ig78; Vincent, 7984; Hirola and Niki, lgBS; Fukao el
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al., 1985; IIass anil Meyer, t987; Frills anil Chou, 1987; Eckermann and Vincenl, 1989).

To investigate these features in greater depth, mean seasonal variations in the ratio of the clockwise-

rotating variance (the area beneath the clockwise-rotating spectrum) to the total variance ut2 ¡u'2 are

plotted as percentages in Figure 80. Complete separation of up- and down-going wave energy into the

clockwise and anticlockwise spectra is only possible for a circularly-polarized wave, whereas most of the

waves here are elliptically polarized [see, e.g., Figure I ol Hirota and Niki, 1985] and so the partitioning is

"blurred" somewhat lEckermønn anil Vincent, 1989]. Therefore similar ratios were also computed using

another independent technique developed by Hirola and Niki [1985], where the change in the wind phasor

angle at adjacent heights is computed, and the wind profile rotation is classified according to whichever

angular change (i.e. clockwise or anticlockwise) is the more common over the 20-60km range.

These two calculation schemes produce different absolute values of the clockwise rotation percentage,

but give very similar seasonal variations. At virtually every site, the following features are evident; the

values peak at the equinoxes (i.e. around April and September), and attain their minimum values at the

soltices, of which the winter minimum is almost always the deeper. This suggests systematii seasonal

variations in the percentage of upwardly-propagating wave energy, although ta different interpretation is

provided in section 6.3.7. Note that auticlockwise percentages were plotted at Ascension Island because

it is in the Southern Hemisphere.

Seasonal variations in least-squares estimates of the power indicies of these spectra are shown in

Figure 81. Even though the absolute spectral indices are not directly comparable with (73) and (74), the

aforementioned processes which distort the spectral shape do not vary appreciably with season, so that

any variations about the mean should be geophysical in origin.

Firstly, we note that t'he mean spectral indices vary greatly from site to site. The high-latitude

data, however, shorv an annual variation, with wint,er minima and summer maxima, a trend which

is anticorrelated with the annual utz + at2 cycles in Figure 77. From the theoretical vie'rvpoint, such

anticorrelation is expected; in winter when utz + atz is large, rn* must be small to accomodate this large

variance, which in turn implies that more of the spectrum is saturated, thus producing spectral shapes

nearer art m-3 shape. In summer, however, when the variances are much smaller, m* is larger, so that

more of the wave field now is unsaturated, and so the spectrum moves more towards the unsaturated

flat spectral shape. At the other sites, however, the spectral index variations about the mean are, on

the whole, too small to allow identification of systematic trends without there being doubts as to their

statistical signifi cance.

Corresponding mean absolute-temperature spectra from the same sites used in Figure 79 are plotted
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in Figure 82. Ii seems clear that the temperature fluctuations cannot be due to random measurement

errors, as such processes give rise to a white-noise (i.e. flat) spectrum. While some as-yet-unidentified

"red noise" contamination cannot be entirely discounted, there is simila,rity amongst the shapes of these

spectra, the horizontal velocity spectra in Figure 79, and the theoretical gravity-wave spectra (73) and

(74). rtrhen combined with the earlier arguments that the best experimental error estimates appear to

be too small to account for these fluctuations (see Table 3), yet the anùicipated gravity wave temperature

perturbations are of the order of those observed, it again indicates that the gravity-wave hypothesis is

more consistent with the observations than other possible explanations.

As gravity waves appear to produce these fluctuating temperatures, the spectrum of relative tem-

perature fluctuations T' is th" more appropriate spectrum to compare with theory (see equation (74)).

Seasonal variations in the spectral indices of these computed spectra are shown in Figure 83. The spec-

tra have less-negative spectral indices than the absolute temperature spectra, whose values were mostly

around -2 (see Figure 82). Although the absolute spectral indices here are less-negative on average than

the spectral indices of the horizontal velocity spectra, there are similarities amongst the seasonal vari-

ations, in particular an annual cycle at high latitudes with winter minima. This was also observed in

Figure 81 in the horizontal velocity fluctuations, and, like there, here too it is consistent with an observed

annual cycles in'Î"2 * governed by tlie model temperature spectrum (74).

6.3.5 AzimuthalAlignment

Using the horizontal velocity fluctuations, the mean azimuthal alignment of these fluctuations / over a

given height range is given by the formula

(7e)

where P and D are tlvo of the so-called Stokes parameters of the fluctuating horizontal velocity motions

over this height range, and can be computed from the horizontal velocity wavenumber spectra lUckermann

and Vincenl, 1989; see also Appendix.4,]. Because gravity waves oscillate longitudinally in the horizontal

plane, this alignment also gives the mean propagation direction of the waves. However, / gives an azimuth

direction that is +180o uncertain, and therefore does not give the absolute sense of wave propagation,

hence the nomenclature ttalignment".

Performing this analysis on the vertical spatial wave structure is important. The vertical wavelength

is a wave parameter which has the same magnitude when measured from the ground or from a frame

moving with the background atmosphere, and therefore the distribution of !\'ave energy as a function of

P
õarctan-1ó=,
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wavenumber is the same when measured from either frame. However, the wave frequency measured from

these frames differs due to Doppler shifting by the horizontal flow, and it was demonstrated in section

4.2 that, because of this Doppler shifting, a similar analysis performed on time-fluctuating gravity wave

motions as measured at the ground produces alignments which cannot in general be interpreted in terms

of mean wave-propagation azimuths.

Computed azimuthal alignments from the high-latitude rocket data are displayed in Figure 84. The

data are divided into conventional quarterly seasonal groupings, and the number of counts within 6

azimuth bins between 0o and 180o are plotted as histograms. Histograms for the various seasons are

shaded differently to better highlight the seasonal divisions. Histogram error bars are g0% confidence

intervals as given by the Poisson distribution, which is t.he appropriate counting statistic. The results

from two height intervals (20-40krn and 40-60Àm) are presented at each site. Note that the results from

Shemya are not included due to insufficient data.

Ät Thule there is little if any alignment anisotropy at lower heights, whereas at upper heights there

is a tendency for the fluctuations to align preferentially more east-west rather than north-south. Á.t

Chatanika the results ale more evenly distributed, whereas at Fort Churchill east-west anisotropy is

also observed at upper heights, except between September and November, when there is strong NW/SEI

alignment at lower heights which persists more weakly at 'rpper heights. A. similar low-altitude preference

for NW/SE alignment is observed at the nearby site of Primrose Lake, and again this alignment occurs

less distinctly at upper heights. However, elsewhere at ¡his site the / distributions are more isotropic,

although some broad NS anisot¡opy is evident in the December-February interval, particularly at upper

heights.

Similar results for the mid-latitude data are plotted in Figure 85. At Ryori, the alignments are very

uniformly spread at lower heights, whereas in the upper height range the data are more sparse, although

preferred NS orientation is apparent between December and May. This feature is also observed at the four

remaining stations in the United States. At Wallops Island, a weak upper-level preference for meridional

rather than zonal alignment is observed all-the-year round, whereas more isotropic orientations occur

lower down; in fact, during March-May there is preferred zonal orientation from 20_40km. The closely-

located sites of Point Mugu and White Sands exhibit similar alignment trends, where at lower heights the

distributions are quite isotropic. At 40-60km, however, there is very strong anisotropy in the orientations

during December-February, with the counts peaking around NNW/SSE at both sites. This upper level

anisot,ropy persists into March-May, albeit less strongly, and meridional alignments are more prevalent
leither north-west or south-east
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than zonal alignments in the remaining seasons as well. The clearest trends occur at Cape Kennedy,

where the upper-level NNW/SSE peak during December--February is very strong, but it differs from the

other sites because similar anistropy is also observed in the lowe¡ height range. Indeed, near-meridional

peaks in / counts are observed in the 20-40km in all seasons, with similarly shaped features evident at

40-60km everywhere except in June-August, when the upper-level anisotropy is small.

Figure 86 shows the results for the 5 remaining launching sites. The top two plots show the results

from the "low-latitude" sites, which are closely spaced in latitude but widely spaced in longitude (see

Figure 70). During December-February, a NNW/SSE anisotropy like that observed in Figure 85 is evident

at both sites at 40-60km. Elsewhere the results difer at each site and little anisotropy is observed, except

a near-meridional anisotropy in the 40-60Èrn range at Coolidge Field during September-November.

The final three plots in Figure 86 show the equatorial alignments. In the 20-40km region, the

alignments at all three sites and in all seasons are very strongly biased east-west. Strong east-west

alignments also occur at 40-60km, but there is noticeable seasonal variability in the sharpness of the

anisotropy. The zonal anisotropy is always strong during December-February, but weaker during March-

May and September-November. From June through August, the upper-level zonal anisotropy is clear at

Fort Sherman, a little weaker at I(rvajalein, and much weaker at Ascension Island.

6.3.6 fnterannual Variability

To date, the analyses have produced annual mean results using a number of years of data. Now we

investigate how reproducible these mean se¿rsonal variations ¡n1 ¿7 +un andî,, 
^r. 

from year to year,

using data from selected sites where good month-to-month data rates are maintained for several years.

Figure 87 shows the variation s in "'' + rl2 and'Î"2 at a representative high-latitude site of Thule from

20km to 60,brn over four years from 1977 through 1980. We note that the mean annual cycles in F +iD
and' i'2 observed in Figures 77 and,78 are clearly reproduced with similar characteristics from year to

year in both height ranges Similar reproducibility is also found at Primrose Lake (5b"N), although these

results are not presented.

The mid-latitude variations at Point Mugu from 1977-1980 are shown in Figure 88. The 
^"unun+11,

variations in Figure 77 exhibited a terannual variation at this site from 40-60tcm, and these three peaks

seem to occur every year, but the relative strengths of these peaks do show some inte¡annual variability.

From 20-40lcm, the small variations are similar in all years. The relative temperatures also show the same

qualitative variations from year to year, although again the strength of these cycles can differ amongst

the various years. The results from Cape I(ennedy from 1979-1982 are also shown in Figure 89. The
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Horizontal Velocity Variances at Thule (77oN, 69"W)
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Figure 87: Monthly-mean horizontal velocity and relative temperature fluctuations from 1gZ7-1g80 over
Thule. Bars indicate the standard errors of these means.
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Horizontal Velocity Variances at Cape Kennedy (28oN, 81'W)
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Figure 89: As for Figure 87, but at Cape l(ennedy from 1g7g-1982.

Iarge peaks in August and smaller maxima around January seen in Figure 77 repeat from year to year,

but a small subsidiary equinoctial peak is observed during 1980 and 1982, but not during 1981, perhaps

explaining the "plateau" structure around April alluded to earlier when analyzing the mean results at

this site. Peaks in the relative temperature perturbation in August and January occur each year, but

with somewhat variable intensity.

One location where one might anticipate some interannual variability is at the equatorial latitudes,

where the lower st¡atosphere exhibits a quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in background wind and tem-

perature. This structure can be seen clearly in the zonal wind structure in Figure g0, which shows

monthly-mean winds and temperatures from 1977-1980 over I(wajalein. Above this region, one can

also observe the well-known semiannual oscillation (SAO) of the equatorial upper stratosphere [see, e.g.,

Hirola, 1980]. The wind and temperature variances at Kwajalein over these years are shown in Figure

91.

While four years of data is probably insufficient to enable one to rigourously investigate QBO-

modulation in wave activity, the results from 40-60Èrn suggest that there is no major effect. A wintertime

peak in F +itr occurs every year, albeit with non-constant intensity, as do a rveak peak around August

and minima around .April and October. In the 20-40km height range, however, there appears to be a

QBO-coupled interannual effect; from February,Ig77 until March, 1978, the horizontal velocity variance
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Mean Zonal Wind at Kwajalein (9oN, 16goE)
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Horizontal Velocity Va¡iances at Kwajalein (9'N, 168oE)
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had a somewhat constant value arounò 25m2 s-2. For about six months centered around July 1g78,

howevet, the variances from 20-40km drop to values around I5m2 s-2. Similarly, from approximately

August, L979, until April, 1980, t,he low-level variance is larger, then drops again around June.

Similar low-level variability on scales greater than one year is also observed at Ascension Island (Figure

92). Although there is virtually no mean seasonal variations here at 20-40km (see Figure ZZ), one may

observe in Figure 92 qualitatively similar low-level maxima and minima to those noted at I(wajalein on

time scales greater than a year. Indeed, the variations during 1979-1981 appear correlated with the same

variations at Kwajalein. As opposed to I(wajalein, however, similar variability can also be discerned in

î,2.

These low-level amplitudes are enlarged in Figure 93, and a least-squares polynomial fit to the data

is overlayed. The quasi-two year periodicity aìluded to earlier is clearly apparent in this diagram. Note

also that during the years when the data from each site overlap (1979-1981), the variations at each site

are similar.

The variability in monthly-mean azimuthal alignments at 8 sites with acceptable monthly data rates

over a four-year period are shown in Figure 94. The mean angles and standard errors were computed

using circular Gaussian statistics fMardiø, 1972). The clearest features here are the uniform east-west
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Horizontal Velocity Variances at Ascension Island (8"S, l4ov/)
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Figure 92' As for Figure 87, but at Ascension Island during lg7g-1gg2
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Azimuthal Alignments at Thule (77'N, 69"V/)
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alignments from 20-40kræ at the equatorial sites, whereas from 40-60Èrn the alignments, while predom-

inately east-west, exhibit much more variability. Possible QBO-modulation of alignment directions is

difficult to gauge, since only -2 QBO periods are spanned in these results, but any effect appears to be

small. Most of the trends at other sites noted in Figures 84-86 are broadly reproduced from year to year,

but with significant interannual variability, although the limited data within each month is also likely to

accentuate any such variability.

6.3.7 Discussion

Analysis of the vertical spatial fluctuations produced by gravity waves, as evident in rocket-borne mea-

surements between 20km and.60Èrn in height, has resulted in a number of findings which will be discussed

below. Characteristics which are common to the data at every site will first be addressed, then all the

results will be collated to provide a basic picture of the gravity wave field in the atmosphere over different

areas of the earth. The discussion will highlight many features, but no attempt will be made to develop

complex theoretical ideas which might account for these features. Instead, only the most-easily explained

features will be discussed in depth, and the following chapter will set forth and test some more-complex

hypotheses about the physical processes which produce these observed characteristics.

Altitude Variation of i'2

It was noted in Figure 78 that the relative temperature variance Ì,2 didnot increase with altitude (except

at high latitudes during winter), but that instead the variances were generally similar in the 20-40km

and 40-60Èræ height ranges. This result is quite unexpected theoretically, and contrasts rvith the altitude

increases in the horizontal velocity variance observed in Figure 77 lsee also Hirola and Niki, lg85l.

While their small amplitudes and non-growth with height appea¡ noise-like, analysis in section 6.3.3

indicated that the general characteristics of this variance were inconsistent with random errors. Indeed,

it will now be shown that this non-growùh probably results from the strong dependence that the ,î,,2 h*
on the background Brunt-Väisälä frequency N.

on combining (30), (74) and (78),Ì'2 over the full wavenumber range is given by

tu-#e-ff/,),)@+T)-h, (80)s'

¡¡z
5*?

slnce

ut2 ¡ 1/2 æ ^t2
- 

rY -þ-z¡)lV¿- ím*(zs)2u ' (81)
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Jan 40()N Groves Model
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Figure 95: Plots of the height variation in N2 with altitude, evaluated using the zonal-mean model
atmosphere oI Groaes [1987] at 40oN in January.

according to (30). The exponential decrease with height in ræ* in (31) gives an expected exponential

increase in ?'z with height, yet this assumes that .f/ is a constant. In fact ,ôy' decreases significantly with

altitude on ascending from 20krn to 60Àræ. Figure 95 shows the decrease in N2 at 40oN in January using

the model atmosphere of Groaes [1987]. Note from this plot that N2 values at lower heights are about

twice those at the upper heights. By observing from Figure 77 thatlîø +iE increases by a factor of -2
from 20-40ßrn to 40-60Èm, then since N2 decreases by a similar amount over this range, (80) implies that

f'2 should not increase in va¡iance over this range, as observed. Moreover, when the altitude increase in

F + rE is larger than a factor of 2 (".g., during winter at Thule, during August at Cape l(ennedy), the¡

some increaseinû'2 with height is also observed. Similarly, when u/2{u,2 grows little with height (e.g.,

April and October at Ascension Island), then î'2 actually ilecreases with altitude. Note also that this

N2 scaling between Ì'2 and 
",2 

+ítr holds rigourously for both saturated and unsaturated wave motions,

since it follows from the wave polarization relations.

This explanation, if valid, has some impact. Simulations are conducted in the next chapter which

further demonstrate that this scaling with N can explain much of the structure of these measured vari-

ances. A major consequence of this idea is that caution must be exercised when using height variations

of wave amplitudes to inv<:stigate possibìe saturation of wave amplitudes. For example, this explanation

implies that the non-growth with height of Ì'z in Figure 78 does not imply that the waves producing

this va¡iance are saturated. Similar sorts of problems in interpretation also arise when analyzing altitude
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changes in the variance of time-varying fluctuations measured at the ground, due to Doppler-shifting,

as discussed in section 4.2.6. To ascertain whether the constituent waves are saturated, the modulating

effect of the change in N with height should ideally be corrected for. This modulating effect is particularly

severe for Ì,2, but also affects @ +"tr (see equations (27), (28) and (S1)).

Spectral fndices

It was noted earlier that the high-latitude annual variation in the spectral indices of these fluctuations

(see, e.g., Figure 81) is broadìy consistent with the spectral models (73) and (Za). Apart from this

structure, the spectral indices vary little with seasonal, but exhibit large differences between sites. This

is almost certainly due to different experimental distortions of the intrinsic spectral shapes due to varying

instrumental effects amongst the sites, as discussed in section 6.3.4.

However, the following gross features are apparent in Figures 81 and 83; (l) the spectral indices are

always more positive than the expected saturation value of -3; (2) the relative temperature spectral

indices are more postive than those for the horizontal velocities. The latter of these features is consistent

with instrumental processes which make the horizontal velocity spectrum artificially redder (see section

6'3'4). The other point, however, does not appear to be instrumental, but is consistent with the spectral

shapes which arise when such spectra are computed over a large altitude range. This was discussed

at length in section 3.3.2, and arises due to the inherent nonstationarity with height of the vertical

wavenumber spectrum.

Seasonal Behaviour of Clockwise Rotation Percentages

Analysis of the rotation with height of the fluctuating wind vector revealed seasonal features that were

common to all the sites (see Figure 80. Firstly, clockwise percentages exceeded 50{zo at all but the

equatorial sites in every month, indicating that most of the wave energy propagates upwards ftom 20lcm.

Additional features were: (1) a deep minimum in the percentage of clockwise rotations during winter, and

a smaller subsidiary minimum in summer; (2) maxima around March-May and August-October. While

the effects are clear, their cause is more difficult to identify. The most obvious interpretation is that it is
caused by seasonal variations in the ratio ofupward-propagating to downward-propagating wave energy.

However, these ratios are also influenced by seasonal variations in the intrinsic frequency distribution

or degree of superposition of the wave field (see sectiorr 3.2), and other factors such as wave-packet

localization [Dong and Yeà, lgSg], and the eflects ofbackground wind shear.

The trends correlate well with the seasonal variations in the mean zonal wind U; when the florv is
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weak, the ratios ate high, whereas when the stratospheric jets occut during the soltices, the ratios are

small, with the smallest ratios generally occurring during winter when the zonal flow is most intense.

Furthermore, at Thule were the flow is quite weak most of the year, the variations in Figure 80 are

similarly small with season. At the soltices, upper stratospheric wind speeds increase with height to

become strongly westward in summer and strongly eastward in winter, and this zonal wind st¡ucture

filters the gravity-wave field such that the zonal-components of the ground-based wave phase speeds are

largely antidirected to this mean-flow direction (i.e. eastward in summer, westward in winter). This gives

rise to large intrinsic phase speeds ô =le - [/cosd l,.o long as the wave is not propagating essentialìy

north-south ({ æ 90" or 270o). For { - 0o or 1800 (zonal propagation), intrinsic phase speeds can

quite feasibly exceed 100rn s-r in the upper stratosphere, so that the intrinsic frequency r¡ = ß1,ô will

also be large unless horizontal wavelengths 2rkot are very large. For example, at 30oN and a value of

êæ' I00rn s-l, â horizontal wavelength of -4000Èrn is required to produce an f /u ¡atio of 0.5. Most of

the gravity-wave horizontal wavelengths are likely to be much smaller than these values, implying less

waves with small intrinsic frequencies, less elliptical polarization of the horizontal velocity oscillations

(see (20)), and so less distinction between anticlockwise and clockwise rotations. During the equinoxes,

however, the weak zonal winds permit small intrinsic phase speeds, and thus low o values can be attained

by waves with moderately-sized horizontal wavelengths. Ilence, rather than indicating seasonal variations

in the relative amount of upwardly-propagating wave energy, these results are consistent with seasonal

changes in the intrinsic frequencies of the dominant waves. The much smaller clockwise percentages

at the equator, previously detected by Hirota and Niki [1935], were addressed in section 8.2 and it was

argued that a preponderance of I(elvin wave motions, which are not elliptically polarized in the horizontal,

produced these smaller clockwise-rotating percentages. The consistence of this hypothesis with the data

is investigated later.

'Wave Directionality

After reinterpretating some previous measurements made by Hirola antl Niki [lgSb] of //c.., from four

rocket stations (Thule, Primrose Lake, White Sands, and Kwajalein), assertions rüere made in section

3.2 about the degree of directionality of the wave fietd in the upper stratosphere at several rocket sites.

The major conclusion was that the wave field at equatoriol locations appeared to suffer fro'r ,,overdi-

rectionality"; that is, the wave field appeared to be exhibit more directionality in the horizontal than

theoretically expected for a spectrum of gravity waves. It was therefore speculated that other types of

vr'aves may contribute to the fluctuations here, of which the Kelvin rüave was identified as the most likely
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candidate. It was also noted that the wave field at most sites was more directional during the winter

months, and that annual-mean directionalities appeared to decrease as one moved progressively more

poleward. These results were published before the commencement of this work [,BcÈermann and Hocking,

1989], and indeed provided much of the motivation for the present study.

The alignment data presented in Figures 84-86 bear out most of these indirect conclusions. Alignment

distributions during winter are usually mote anisotropic than at other times. However, the lack of inertia

gravity waves during winter, as infemed in the previous discussion on clockwise-rotation percentages,

can also reduce the mean f fu va}ues and thus lead to an overestimate of the degree of directionality

(see Figures 3l and the accompanying discussion in section 3.2.5). The speculated decrease in the

mean directionality on progressing poleward is also quite evident in Figures 84-86 at Thule, Primrose

Lake, White Sands, and Kwajalein. Most particularly, the strong east-west alignments of the equatorial

fluctuations (Figure 86 and 94) provide strong support for the equatorial directionality assertions, and, as

revealed in the discussion to follow, for the postulate that an apparent "overdirectionality" exists which

suggests that Kelvin wave motions might be more prevalent than gravity waves at these latitudes.

Equatorial \Mave Characteristics

The dynamics of the equatorial upper stratosphere is based around a semiannual oscillation (SAO) of

winds and temperatures in this region [Reed,, lg66; see also Figure 90], which is believed to result from

wave driving. The conventional explanation is that the eastward phase of this oscillation is driven by

the dissipation of short-period (long vertical wavelength) Kelvin waves, and the westward winds are

driven by critical level absorption of Rossby waves [see the review of Hirola, 1980]. F\rrthermore, it is

generally believed that longer period (short vertical wavelength) Kelvin waves are dissipated in the lorver

stratosphere in driving the QBO, and so do not occur at these heights.

The results from the height range 20-40Àræ in Figures 86 and 94 strongly suggest that short-vertical-

wavelength Kelvin waves penetrate the lowest levels of the QBO (i.e. below 20km) to dominate the

horizontal velocity variance here in all seasons. These Kelvin-wave amplitudes are, however, clearly

modulated by the phase of the QBO (Figure 93). By inspecting computed mean zonal winds between

20-30km at these sites (e.g., Figure 90), peaks in u'2 ¡ o'2 seem to develop during times when the QBO

winds are changing from westward to eastward at 20-30/crn, which is consistent with the larger-anplitude

I(elvin waves dissipating around 20-30km and exerting a drag which forces the westward flow to become

more eastward, as in the conventional picture of QBO dynamics [see, e.g., Anilrews et al.,lg87]. Minima

in activity usually arise at times when eastward winds are becoming progressively more westward. This
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is also consistent with reduced Kelvin wave transmission and reduced eastward wave drag, during times

when mixed Rossby-gravity waves accelerate the wind westward. Note that these types of waves are not

observed at 20-40lcm since the alignments are east-west, which is consistent with the expected strong

dissipation and thermal damping of such waves in the lower stratosphere [see, e.g., Hirola, Ig80).

The question now arises as to whether similar small-scale Kelvin waves persist above QBO heights

(>3Ofrrn). The results in Figure 86 indicate that short-wavelength Kelvin waves dominate at 40-60km

during winter, whereas in the other months the preferred east-west alignments, while usually detectable,

are not as distinct. The seasonal variation of the clockwise-rotation percentages at the tropics in Figure

80 provides independent support for this conclusion, since values near 50% occur in winter, which are

consistent with the presence of linearly-polarized Kelvin waves. Reasonably clear but weaker east-west

alignments occur during June-August at Fort Sherman and Kwajalein, which again is reinforced by a

second weaker summertime dip in the rotation percentages near the equator in Figure 80. The wintertime

upper-level l(elvin waves give rise to large ut2 f r.r'2 values at these times (see Figure 77), and, a smaller

secondary peak occurs around August, when the smaller secondary zonal-alignment phase arises. During

April and October when the alignments are more isotropic, however, 
",2 +"8 at 40-60km is strongly

attenuated. Gravity waves appear to be the more prevalent at these times.

These upper-level maxima in ut2 ¡ u'2 arise when the zonal winds of the SAO are westward, so

that eastward-propagating Kelvin v/aves can propagate vertically through the stratosphere, whereas the

activity minima occur when the SAO is in its eastward phase. When combined with fact that alignments

are biased east-west when the peaks in u'2 +'.)t2 occur, but are more isotropic when the activity is strongly

attenuated, it indicates that short-wavelength Kelvin waves are again determining the seasonal nature

of the small-scale horizontal-velocity variance at these heights.

These results suggest that l(elvin waves in the 2-l0km vertical-wavelength range do indeed occur

in the upper stratosphere. Earlier analysis by Hirota [1978] concentrated on long-wavelength (-15krn)

Kelvin waves in the data from this region at Ascension Island, but his results also showed evidence of a

wintertime oscillation in the zonal wind with a wavelength -}tcm. Salby et at. [1984] found evidence of

a number of short-vertical-wavelength Kelvin modes in analysis of satellite data taken during October

1978 and January-February 1979. In particuìar, a strong horizontal-wavenumber-2 mode with a vertical

wavelengthofT-lSkmwasidentified. Dcaørajanetal. [1985] studiedoscillationsof thezonalwindfrom

two-years of equatorial rot;ket data at two sites (13.7"N and 21.5oN). They found that most of the waves

here had rather smaìl vertical scales (-6-72km), which they also interpreted as being wavenumber-2

Kelvin waves. Figure 96 shows the seasonal variations in Kelvin-wave zonal-velocity amplitudes found
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Figure 96: Seasonal variations of upper-stratospheric Kelvin-wave activity in the I0-20km vertical-
wavelength band [after Hirola,1978] and in the 6-12ßrn range lafter Deuarajan et al., lgBS].

by Hirola [1978] for vertical scales -10-20lcm, and by Deuarajan el al. [1985] for vertical scales -6-
I2krn. The similarity of these seasonal variations and the equatorial results in F igure 77 over the 2-I0km

wavelength range is striking, and adds further weight to a l{elvin-wave interpretation of this equatorial

variance. Note, however, Figures 86 and 94 indicate that during the minima in wave activity, alignments

are no longer strongly east-west, so that the Kelvin waves are strongly attenuated and gravity waves

dominate the variance more at these times.

The long-wavelength Kelvin waves observed by Hirola [1978] are believed to provide much of the

eastward forcing of the SAO at these heights fDunkerton, 1979]. The similarity of the seasonal activity

of these waves (Figure g6) and the smaller-scale waves studied here (Figure 77), combined with the

strong attenuation in ut2 i t,'2 observed at upper levels around April-May and October-November, raises

a question as to the contribution that these waves might make to the eastward driving of the SAO.

Indeed, while early modelling supported the Kelvin-wave forcing mechanism for the eastward SAO phase

lDunlcerlon, 1979], recent modelling by llarnilton and Mahlman [19S8] has indicated that small-cale

gravity waves provide most of this forcing, and large-scale equatorial Kelvin waves contributc vcry little.

Indirect experimental support for this has been provided by analysis of satellite data from this region

by Hilchman and I'eouy [19SS]. They concluded that the relative importance of gravity-wave compared

to Kelvin-wave forcing increased with altitude. Modelling of the anti-phased mesospheric SAO suggests
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that gravity \¡r'aves are indeed the dominant forcing mechanism at these higher altitudes fDunkerton,

1e82ö1.

Figures 86 and 94 show that during periods in April-May and October-November of strong lvave at-

tenuation and thus strong wave drag, east-west alignments are not clearly evident, so that gravity waves

are at least as energetic as the Kelvin waves. Quantifyrng possible eastward mean-flow drag from the

ut2 + u'2 results is complicated by the fact that such gravity-wave variance is believed to be dominated

by low-frequency waves2, whereas high-frequency waves are more important for the momentumfluxes

utut anð, utwt, and thus in driving mean-flow accelerations lfueid,, 1984; Reiil and Vincenl, I987a; Fritts

and Vincenl, 1987]. Furthermore, momentum flux is a partially-cancelling quantity, so that \vave prop-

agation azimuths must also be considered in any calculation. While indirect methods can be employed

to estimate the wave drag [see, e-g., Ecleermann and Vincenl, 1989], this is beyond the intended scope of

this preliminary analysis of the results. These suggestive trends merit further analysis in any followup

investigations.

ttMid-Latitudett'W'ave Characteristics

A.t around 25-35oN, superimposed upon a basic. annual cycìe is a strong upper-level burst in ur2 ¡ 1¡t2

around August (Figure 77), a result not found in the earlier analysis of Hirota [1984] . The mean winds

during August are westward but are progressively weakening (see Figure 97), therefore favouring the

transmission of wave energy through the statosphere due to decreased critical-level filtering. However,

weak mean winds also occur around Äpril-May, yet here a peak in variance is only weakly observed at

best (it is more prominent around 20oN), which makes intepretation of this August peak difficult.

Within the 20-40km height interval, this August peak is far weaker, which discounts it being produced

by stronger wave sources at this time. One possible clue is provided by the alignment data in Figure 85.

R,ecall from earlier chapters that the maximum permitted gravity-wave amplitude is given approximately

by the saturation threshold I "-U cos/ I. During winter the winds are strongly eastward, yet alignments

at 40-60km are strongly meridional, so that d - 90o. This implies small values of I c - U cos þ | if values

of c are mostly small. When the winds weaken around April and October, | "-U cos{ | will also be

small regardless of the wave orientation. However, during June-August the winds are strongly westward,

yet the upper-level alignments are not strongly meridional. Âs ùhe zonally-propagating waves at this

time must have phase speeds c which are eastward or onl¡ weakly westward, large values of I c- t) cosþ 
|

arise, and thus larger ur2 + at2 values are permitted

2Recall from section 3.3.3 that un ¡ ¿n is thought to be governed by an t,-sls power spectrum.
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There are problems with this explanation. Firstly, it is only valid if ground-based phase speeds c are

small, such as might arise if orography was the dominant wave source. This is speculative. Additionally,

while the normalized cycles are similar, mean wave amplitudes in Figure 77 vary widely amongst the sites,

but the above argument tends to predict similar saturation limits at all sites. While these site-to-site

differences may arise in part from varying responses of the falling sensor to these fluctuations fÛckermann

and Vincenl, 1989], the discrepansies are so large that they must indicate real geographical variations

in gravity-wave activity. Nøslrorn el al. [1987) and Jasperson el al- [1990] noted much larger low-level

wave activity ovet rough terrain in the western United States compared to that over the central-eastern

U.S. and oceanic regions, which agrees broadly with the mid- and upper-stratospheric data in Figure

77 (i.e. Barking Sands, Point Mugu, White Sands, and Wallops Island), although strong activity is also

noted here south of the western U.S. at Cape Kennedy and Coolidge Field.

Site-to-site diflerences in the relative temperature variances, while evident in Figure 78, are generally

smaller than those in Figure 77. According to (78), the larger values in winter are consistent with the

larger wintertimeø values inferred earlier from the clockwise-rotation datain Figure 80, since f /, -0.
The August peak is also observed in the relative temperature variances, albeit more weakly. This seasonal

variation of Ì'z is very similar to the seasonal variations of relative-density variance detected in the 33-

57årn height range by Shibatø el cf. [1986] with a lidar ar Fukuoka, Japan (34oN, 190"E). the variations

at the Japanese rocket station of Ryori are also similar at 20-40km, but more annual from 40-60krn;

limited data and questionable wintertime results from this site at upper levels cast some uncertainty as

to the reliability of the 40-60ßræ data here. Lidar observations of individual gravity waves have also been

conducted at Urbana, Illinois (40oN, 88"\.V) by Gardner el ø1. [1989], but the data in this study were a

little too sparse to confidently identify seasonal variations in the wave activity.

Strongly meridional wave alignments are evident in the wintertime data around 30oN in Figure 85 and

94. Very similar winter alignments were also detected at 30oS by Eckermann anil Vincent [1g8g], who

analyzed rocket data from 30-60ßm over \Moomera, in central Australia. This tends to suggest that this

effect arises from phenomena which are common to both hemispheres during winter. Strong eastward

flow occurs in both hemispheres at upper-stratospheric heights during winter (Figure gZ; see phillips and

Vincenl [1989] for mean winds over Woomera), and will filter out most of the eastward propagating waves

through critical level interactions, which coultl then produce the observed excess of meridionally-aligned

waves. Consistent with this hypothesis, Eckermann and Vincenl [1989] demonstrated that the meridional

bias in their wave data intensified with height; this is also clearly obse¡ved in the Northern Hemisphere

(Figure 85), so that these observations further support the critical-level filtering hypothesis . Eckermann
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and Vincenl [1989] also observed that the alignments at 30oS were more zonal in summer, whereas here

we find weakly meridional alignments at this time.

"High-Latitude"'Wave Characteristics

The clearest features of the "high-latitude" wave field are the strong annual cycles in F +F and Ì,2,

which peak in winter and minimize in summer (Figure 77 and 78). Indeed, a similar annual component

is observed at virtually every site, but it is strongest at high latitudes. Such winter-summer contrast

was noted in early studies of rocket fluctuations in the mesosphere at Wallops Island by Theon el al.

[1967]. At high-latitudes the wintertime wave amplitudes are extremely large; at Primrose Lake u'2 ¡p,z

nears 200m2 s-2 and f'2 is around (I.5%)2. Strong planetary-wave activity also occurs in the winter

stratosphere lAndrews eI al., lg87f, so that this region appears to be very dynamic at these times. The

processes responsible for these variations are analyzed in depth in the following chapter.

At Primrose Lake, the upper-level alignments in winter are predominately north-south (see Figure

84). Strong eastward winds occur in winter at this site, and thus the meridional bias is consistent with the

critical-level filtering hypothesis used to explain similar features at mid-latitudes. During September-

November, however, strong meridional orientation is observed in both height ranges at Primrose Lake

and Fort Churchill. This must arise either from directional sources, or from critical-level filtering below

20km. At 'Ihule, the alignments are nearly isotropic at 20-40km, and weakly zonal at 40-60,træ. The

mean winds here are rather weak in all months, and becorne highly geostrophic in the winter months (see

Figure 98). The decreased critical-level filtering that these weaker winds produce is consistent with the

more isotropic nature of the wave alignments in Figure 84.

6.3.8 Conclusions

In conclusion, it appears that the reduction and analysis of vertical-spatial variations of rocket-derived

atmospheric winds and temperatures between 20 and 60Àr¿ in altitude has provided ¡eliable and important

new information on the characteristics of gravity waves and equatorial Kelvin waves in this region of the

atmosphere.

Systematic diferences amongst different latitude belts were detected, as a function of season within

aìr uplreÌ a¡rtl lower height interval, in the wave amplitudes and propagation directions. The clearest

features are as follows: (1) The equatorial variance is dominated by short-wavelength Kelvin waves,

which exhibit QBO-modulation at 20-40km and SAO-modulation at 40-60lcm; (2) Large increases in

mid-latitude wave activity occur around August, and an excess of waves aligned north-south occurs at
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upper levels in winter due to critical-level filtering; (3) At high-latitudes, the wave variance has a strong

annual variation, which peaks in winter and minimizes during summer.

Other features of the observations are common to all the sites. The relative temperature fluctuations

do not grow significantly with height, but rather than indicating wave dissipation, this seems to result

from the decrease in atmospheric stability on approacllng the stratopause. The majority of the wave

energy propagates upwards from below 20krn. During winter, there seems to be a dearth of inertia gravity

waves, whereas at the equinoxes such low frequency waves are more prevalent. Finally, the variances at

all but the equatorial sites have an annual component which peaks during winter.

Finally, some possible wider local implications of these observations were discussed. Most importantly,

however, these data provide perhaps the most detailed picture yet of the geographical and seasonal

nature of the atmospheric gravity wave motions which emerge from the upper stratosphere to enter the

mesosphere, where the dissipation of this wave energy determines both the mean and fluctuating structure

(see section 1.4.3).



Chapter 7

Modelling of Observed

Gravity-Wave Activity

7.L Chapter Theme

The previous chapter provided experimental data on the basic gravity-wave morphology of the upper

stratosphere. Indeed, other observational studies in the troposphere and lower stratosphere fMassman,

1981; llasfrom el al., L987; Ifilamura and, Hirola, 1989; Fukao et al., Ig89c; Jøsperson el al., 1gg0], the

upper stratosphere fïirota, 1984; Hirota and Niki, 1985 Shibata el ø1.,1986; Eckerma,nn anil Vincenl,

1989; Gardner et al., 1989] and mesosphere lFrezal et al., lgSl; Meek et ol., 1985ò; Balsleg anil Garello,

1985; Smilh and I'yjak, 1985; YamamoTo el al., 1986; Vincenl and Frilts, Ig87; Gard.ner anil Voelz,

t987; Shine, 1989] have provided similar data on the basic seasonal and geographical characteristics of

atmospheric gravity waves. Many of these features, however, have yet to be explained convincingly, if at

all.

In section 7.2, attention is focussed on the strong seasonal and latitudinal variations in gravity-wave

amplitudes which have been found in most observations of the middle atmosphere (see Chapter 6). The

mechanisms which produce the distinct seasonal variations in wave activity have yet to be identified

unambiguously. For example, high-latitude observations (see, e.g., Figure 77) seem to agree with the

findings of Lindzen [1981], who demonstrated that a more rapid decrease in atmospheric density with

height during winter produced larger wave amplitudes at these times than in summer. More recently,

however, variations at mesospheric heights have been explained in terms of saturated waves adjusting

in amplitude to the local saturation threshold I t - c I as the background wind profile U changes with

213
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height and/or time [see, e.g. Meelc el ø1., 1985ö; Vincenl and Frills,1987; Frilts anil Vincent, 1987].

Other workers have viewed the variations as evidence ofseasonal variations in the wave-energy produced

at the source regions in the lower atmosphere [see, e.g. Ránd et al., 1988]. If this last interpretation

is correct, these data provide valuable climatological information about gravity-wave sources, which are

poorly understood at present. Section 7.2 attempts to systematically determine which, if any, of the three

aforementioned mechanisms is most consistent with the observations, most particularly the observations

detailed in Chapter 6.

Finally, results of the entire modelling effort are brought together in section 7.4, where they are

succinctly summarized and assessed.

7.2 Variations in 'Wave Activity

7.2.L fntroduction

As mentioned in the preamble, three mechanisms have been associated with the seasonal variability

of gravity-wave amplitudes in the middle atmosphere; wave-amplitude saturation, unsaturated wave-

amplitude growth with altitude, and wave-source processes. Yet the relative importance of these processes

seems to vary from measurement to measurement, Much of this apparent uncertainty is resolved when the

processes are considered in terms of their eflect on the model vertical wavenumber spectrum for gravity

waves, F"(m), given by (29).

Changes in the variance, as governed by this spectrum, are determined by the changes in rn,, yet m^

also separates saturated (^ > **) and unsaturated (rn a ^^) 
gravity waves. The value of rn* decreases

exponentially with altitude according to (31), and gives typical values for2rfrn, of around 1Èr¿ in the

troposphere, 5Àm in the stratosphere, and 20kmin the mesospherclsrnith et al., lg87l. Consequently,

in the mesosphere the majority of the resolved wave field is saturated, and so one would anticipate

that wave saturation eflects would drive the seasonal variability at these heights. The mesospheric data

bear this out [see, e.g., Meek et al., 1985b; Vincent anil Frills, 1987 GanÌ,ner and Voetz, lg87). In the

lower atmosphere, however, most of the resolved wave field is unsaturated, but because the waves have

not propagated very far vertically, one would anticipate that most of the seasonal variability is source

related, which again is largely confirmed by the observations fKilamura and Hirola, lgSg; Fukao et ø1.,

1989c1.

Using these same arguments, however, one can see that the situation in the upper stratosphere is

not as clear. Since hrfm* x íkm here, both saturated and unsaturated waves will contribute to the
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variance. F\¡rthermore, the waves will have propagated some distance vert,ically, so that both exponential

wave-amplitude growth ezl2Hp and variations in the wave energy produced at lower-atmospheric sources

may well be significant. In accord with this, interpretations of measurements of upper-stratospheric wave

activity have touched on all th¡ee mechanisms [Ilirola, lg84; Hirota and Niki, 1985; Shibata et al.,Ig86,

1988; Ilass and Meger, 1987; Rind el cl., 1988; Eckern,ann ønd, Vincenl, 1989; Garilner el al., 1989].

We therefore attempt objective analysis of these various mechanisms, to assess their relative impact on

various measurements of upper-stratospheric gravity-wave activity.

7.2.2 Analysis

Hereafter we consider the horizontal-velocity fluctuations u'. The three aforementioned mechanisms act

on u' by changing certain terms in the saturated and unsaturated wave-amplitude relations (27) and (28),

respectively; wave-amplitude growth with height is controlled via the term mrl2e"l2Ho , wave-amplitude

saturation is determined by the term I U - " l, and source effects involve variations in the source-level

amplitude ze (see Chapter 3). We shall consider not only the u'2 measurementsl from Chapter 6, but

also the earlier (u,")r^" measurements ol Hirota [1984], which were reanalyzed in Chapter 6. There it

was argued that (u"")r^, values are heavily weighted to the saturated waves, whereas u,2 is determined

more by unsaturated wave-activity. Yet the seasonal variations in each parameter are surprisingly similar

considering that they should be determined by diferent processes (see Figures 75 and 77).

We shall now derive some simple relationships for these processes, which ignore all but the most

basic effects. Since source variations are quasi-random, we shall ignore variations in us and consider

only wave-amplitude growth with height and wave-amplitude saturation. To keep things as simple as

possible, we shall also ignore time and/or height variations in the background wind t/. The following

proportionalities result for unsaturated and saturated wave activity, based on ùhe basic formulae (27) and

(28) from Chapter 3;

uü'"'(r) -

uL2n"ot(z) d

utr'*(') =

= -rnzuLnrotiz) d,

#J 
dztH,(z),

constant,

¡v','(r) .f a,1zno1"¡

N¡/, '(#)
unsat

(82)

(83)

(84)

(85)
d2u

(
sdl

uät(z) = dz2 - -rnzu'"or(z) a N'(t)

Notice that these simplified relations are independent of individual wave parameters, and so are valid

over the entire gravity wave spectrum (to the level of the approximation). To examine this theoretical
there we use the shortened terrn uD in referring to the total horizontal variance at2 j ¡n
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Figure 99: Simulated seasonal cycles in urr, where the solid line is for the saturated term u!i""t(z) and
the dotted line shows the unsaturated variations. Both terms are evaluated at a height of 60lcm, and at
latitudes corresponding to the observations of Hirola [1984] in Figure 75.

dependence, we use the zonal-mean reference temperatures of Groues [1985, 1987]. In evaluating the un-

saturated growth terms (82) and (84), the quantity "[ 
a"l'to was computed by numerically evaluating the

integral by accumulative summation in 1Àræ steps, from zo = 0 up to z = 60ßm, using the approximation

Hoþ) æ t+ auv-L¡t¿", (s6)

where ff (z) is the pressure scale height. The N(z) term was evaluated at 60km, and No was evaluated

at lkm.

7.2.3 Seasonal Variations

The simulated seasonal cycles in (u"r),^" for both saturated and unsaturated activity are shown in Figure

99. The saturated variations are shown by the more prominent solid curve, because these should be most

relevant in determining the measured variations (see section 6.3.3 and Figure 76). These variations were

computed at latitudes corresponding to the observational data of Hirota [1984] in Figure 75.

The observed annual variations at 77oN ('I'hule) and 55uN (Primrose Lake) in Figure 75 are reproduced

in Figure 99. Furthermore, the small equinoctial maxiura at 32oN (White Sands) are also modelled,

although the simulations produce an annual component which is weaker than that observed in Figure

75. The modelled cycle at 8oS does not correspond as well with the Ascension Island results in Figure
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75. It was shown in Chapter 6 that the observed semiannual variations near the equator probably result

from semiannual transmission of short-wavelength Kelvin waves by the equatorial SAO of the upper-

stratospheric zonal wind. Therefore, it is not surprising that this simulation, which incorporates no

mean-wind variability, cannot reproduce the observed structure.

One should note that the theoretical estimates presented in Figure 99 are only valid for a measurement

of the wave activity at a height of 60krn, whereas, according to the defining formula (72), the (u"")r^,

results of Hirola [1984] are averaged over the 20-65 km height range. It is difficult to incorporate this

height-averaging into these theoretical metrics, because m* also varies with height, so that the relative

importance of the saturated and unsaturated wave cycles varies continuously with height. Moreover, the

exact m* variation must be obtained from the observations, which defeats the purpose of the modelling.

However, as2rfm* æ l}km at the uppermost levels near 60lcrn, the saturated cycles dominate u"" at

upper heights, whereas the unsaturated activity has more effect at low altitudes where 2rfm* is much

smaller. The similarity of both simulated cycles in Figure 99 suggests that the properly combined measure

will give much the same scasonal structure.

Figure 100 plots the simulated seasonal variations in ut2. Only the unsaturated variations are dis-

played; the saturated theory predicts uniformly acyclic seasonal behaviour. The two "non-saturated"

mechanisms (i.e. wave-amplitude growth with altitude and source effects) should be the appropriate

processes in controllingu'2 at these heights (see Chapter 6). Here too, the strong high-latitude annual

cycle is well reproduced in the simulations, both in phase and in the depth of the variation. Futhermore,

the progressive weakening of the annual cycle as one moves equatorward also agrees very well with the

observations in Figure 77.

At the equator the simulated variations are weakly semiannual, whereas the data are more strongly

semiannual, again due to the modulation of Kelvin-wave activity by the SAO in the background flow.

However, note that the variations in the lower height regime in Figure 77 are somewhat acyclic, as

simulated here. It is also worth noting that the upper-level meridional-velocity activity found by Hirola

[1978] was also rather acyclic and flat in nature. Since Kelvin waves oscillate zonally, the meridional

oscillations should then be dominated by gravity wave motions, since mixed Rossby-gravity waves are

attenuated in the lower stratosphere. Thus, some aspects of the equatorial data seem consistent with the

simulated structure

Some key features are not simulated by these simplified calculations. The most, noticeable of these

is the strong peak in August detected at around 30oN-35oN in Figure 77. Indeed, a second equinoctial

peak intensifies around the vernal equinox at lower latitudes, and it is not reproduced either. These
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discrepansies indicate that the features must arise from effects which were ignored in these calculations,

such as source eflects and/or mean-wind variations. Source eflects will tend to produce the same variations

at 20-40krn and 40-60Èrn, and some of these features, such as the variability in the mean amplitudes

between sites in the United States, appear to have this quaìity (this is investigated further in the following

section). Features produced by the local wind structure (e.g., critical level filtering, variable saturation

amplitudes) will produce diflerring structure within the two height ranges. The upper-level structure at

the equator certainly fits this criterion, as does the enhanced upper-level equinoctial structure around

300N.

7.2.4 Latitudinal Variations

The top plots in Figure 101 show annual-mean values of u"", as measuredby Hirota [1984], and,F,

resulting from the analysis in Chapter 6, plotted as a function of latitude. Simulated variations, based

on (82), (84), and (85) evaluated using the model temperatures of Groues [lg8b, 1987], are shown in the
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two bottom diagrams. It is immediately apparent that the precise latitudinal distribution of the mean

wave activity is not reproduced by the theory for either (u"r)r^, ot 'utz. However, on closer inspection,

one can observe that the ambient variations seem to follow the simulated curves quite well (especially for

u'2), with strong peaks at around 20oN and 55oN producing the major departures.

Again, the observed variations in u", and ut2, at bt,th 20-40km and 40-60Àmt aÌe all similar, as

was found for the seasonal variations. This is more difficult to resolve in this case, however, because

the simulated (u"")"ot does not reproduce the observed structure in (u"")r^", as it did for the seasonal

variations. There are two different explanations which are consistent with the observations.

The first explanation is that the structure may arise from variations in the sensor response to these

wind fluctuations at different site (see Chapter 6 and references therein). In this case, the latitudinal

differences would be purely an instrumental artifact. This postulate was largely rejected after some

consideration in Chapter 6, yet the possibility cannot be entirely discounted.

The second, more likely, possibility is that these peaks arise from latitudinal variations in the intensity

of low-level wave-energy production by sources. Recall that an effective test as to whether a feature might

be source driven was that the variationsat20-40km and 40-60Àm should be similar, which is clearly the

case here. Source effects were associated earlier with the term us, but in terms of the vertical-wavenumber

spectrum (29), the effects manifest themselves in a latitudinal variations in rn" at a given height. This

will then produce the latitudinal changes in both u"" and u'2 when the spectrum is integrated, producing

similar variations in both parameters, as occurs in Figure 101.

If this latter interpretation is correct, then one should note that source effects were, for the most

part, only secondary in explaining the seasonal variations in wave activity. This then suggests that the

dominant gravity-wave source mechanism has an intensity which is rather variable with location, but

somewhat invariant in time. Wave production by flow over surface topography would seem to satisfy

this criterion very well, as orographic features are spatially varying, but temporally constant. A recent

GCM simulation of gravity-wave production and propagation in the middle atmosphere by Rind et al.

[1988] indeed suggested that mountain waves are the dominant source of gravity-wave momentum flux

for the middle atmosphere in the Northern Hemisphere f&ind et al., 1g88]. Correlations between rough

underlying terrain and increased gravity-wave variance in the lower atmosphere have been reported by

Naslrom el al- [1987] and Jasperson el nl. [1990]. Similar correlations were noted amongst the sites

studied in chapter 6.

A complete summary of the modelling results from this and the following section is given at the end

of this chapter in section 7.4.
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7.3 A Numerical study of Global Gravity-wave Propagation

through t}ne Zonally-Averaged Middle Atmosphere

7.3.1 Introductron

The simple theoretical assessment of seasonal and latitudinal variat,ions in the gravity-wave activity of

the upper stratosphere in the previous section proved particularly successful in determining some of the

processes which are are imporüant in producing the observed structure. Nevertheless, some features were

not reproduced, due to the omission of many important variables such as the mean wind Lr and ground-

based gravity-rvave phase speeds c. Furthermore, the analysis assumed that the waves propagated straight

upwards, whereas inertia gravity waves, which are believed to produce the bulk of the variance at these

heights, propagate obliquely (indeed, quasi-horizontally) up through the atmosphere. Consequently, the

next logical step is to enact a model which incorporates some of these omitted effects.

Yet gravity-wave amplitudes are not the only wave parameters to have been experimentally measured.

For example, measurements of the phase speeds, wavelengths, periods, and amplitudes of single waves in

various regions of the atmosphere have been collated, ancl show some interesting, but as yet unexplained,

distributions and interrelationships [see, e.g., Meelc el ø1., 1985a; Reid, 1986, LgSg; Gardner anil Voelz,

1987; Manson and Meek, 1988; Garilner el al., 1989]. Additionally, measurements have been made of

the major wave-propagation directions lVincent anil Frills, 1987; Ebel el al., Ig87; Manson anil Meek,

1988; Eckermann and Vincenl, 1989; see also Chapter 6], which reveal that the waves propagate within a

restricted range of azimuths, and this azimuthal distribution varies appreciably with season and location.

Anisotropy in azimuthal wave-propagation is known to arise due to critical-level filtering of the wave

spectrum as it propagates up through the zonal-wind structure of the intervening atmosphere lffioughlon,

1978; Lindzen, 1981]. However, detailed measurement, of azimuthal wave propagation has revealed wave

alignments which seem to be more localized than would be expected by critical-level filtering alone

fVincenl and Frills, 1987; Ebel el al.,Ig87; Manson and Meek, lg88 Eckermann and, Vincenl, 1g8g]. It

has been suggested that these observations can only be explained fully if there is anisotropic azimuthal

launching of waves at their source levels [e.g. Ebel et at.,Ig87).

In addition to source and critical-level effects, the process of horizontal wave refraclionis potentially

just as important in producing the observed wave propagation azimuths, yet it has received limited atten-

tion to date. Spatial variation of the background atmospheric medium causes gravity wave trajectories

to change not only in the vertical, as is well-known fil'ines,1960], but also produces horizontal refraction
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which can significantly modify the azimuthal direction of wave propagation. Dunkerlon and Bulchart

[1984] examined the propagation of "intermediate" frequency waves (i.". f2 <u2 < tr12) through the

stratosphere during a sudden warming. They found that horizontal refraction was a small effect in their

simulations. In a subsequent study, however, Dunleerlon [1984] showed that inertia gravity waves in the

winter stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere can experience considerable horizontal refraction, due

mainly to latitudinal shear in the zonal-wind structure.

Despite these promising initial results, the amplitude of these refracted waves was not studied in detail.

More detailed subsequent studies ofwave propagation by Schoeberl and Strobel [1984] and SchoeberlllgSS]

suggested that such refracted waves experience considerable dissipation. This occurs because the amount

of horizontal refraction only becomes significant when the vertical group velocity of the wave becomes

small, and so the ray takes a long time to propagate vertically. A long vertical transit time, however,

means that the wave amplitude becomes more attenuated by infra-red radiative cooling, which produces

an exponential decay of the wave's temperature perturbations with time. Using a vertical-wavenumber-

dependent radiative-damping scheme described by Schoeberl el al. [1983], Schoeberl el cl. [1g83] and

Schoeberl and Slrobel [1984] showed that this damping is so intense that if the intrinsic phase speed of

the wave l.-ü l<20m s-l at any stage of its vertical propagation, the wave is so strongly attenuated

by radiative cooling that it does not attain saturation amplitude in the mesosphere. This would include

virtually all waves which experience any significant ho¡izontal refraction. Furthermore, waves with small

vertical group velocities become unstable and saturate at smaller amplitudes than waves with larger group

velocities lFritts,1984; Fritts anil Raslogi. 1985], so that, once again, refracted waves are attenuated to a

greater degree than waves which propagate upwards more rapidly.

Given these findings, a refractive explanation of wave propagation directions seems unlikely. However,

lels [198a] demonstrated that the vertical-scale-dependent radiative-cooling rates used by Schoeberl et

al. [1983] considerably overestimate the attenuation. Schoeberl et al. [1983] derived a damping rate

proportionalto m2, where rn is the vertical wavenumber, whereas I'ets [1982] found rates proportional to

mrl2 and rno at large rn for infra-red cooling by carbon dioxide and ozone, respectively. Thetwo CO2

schemes are compared in Figure 102, and clearly the discrepansies become very large at large vertical

wavenumbers. Such large vertical-wavenumber gravity waves have small vertical group velocities, and

thus may undergo apprcciablc horizontal refraction. Therefore one rnust conclutle that the radiative at-

tenuation ofhorizontally-refracted gravity waves has been significantly overestimated in previous studies.

Moreover, the fact that waves undergoing horizontal refraction have smaller saturation amplitudes does

not preclude these waves having significant amplitudes higher in the atmosphere. Indeed, the initital
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simulations of Dunkerlon [198a] showed that most of the wave refraction occurred in the lower strato-

sphere. Hence, although the wave may have a small saturated amplitude in this region, it can still attain

a significant amplitude by the time it reaches the mesosphere, as demonstratedby Lindzen [1g8b].

These objections alone would seem enough to prompt a second look at wave refraction. However, there

are other factors favouring wave refraction as a possible explanation ofthe observations. DunkertonllgS4)

showed that horizontal refraction was most pronounced for low-frequency inertia gravity waves of large

horizontal scale. Observations and theory have revealed that such waves are the largest amplitude motions

in the gravity-wave energy spectrum (see section 3.3.3 and references therein), and the experimental wave-

alignment measurements detailed earlier are weighted to the largest-amplitude motions in the data. The

results of Dunkerlon [198a] also revealed focussing of refracted wave motions from widely separated source

regions into restricted regions of the upper stratosphere. Such focussing effects would also lead to these

waves dominating the fluctuations in observational data. Finally, the latitudinal shear in the zonal-wind

structure of the Northern Hemisphere winter stratospherr: refracts waves meridionally [Dunkerton, lgqry],

and meridional alignments are also a common feature of the observational results fVincent anil Frills,

1987; Eckermann anil Vincenl, 1989; see also chapter 6].
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The aim of this study is to cast further light on the physical processes which produce these features

in the observations. This is undertaken with the aid of a ray-tracing model of gravity-wave propagation

through realistic wind and temperatures in the middle atmosphere.

7.3.2 Theory

As with any v/ave-propagation phenomenon, the effects can be investigated using ray-tracing techniques.

Lucid developments of the ray-tracing equations for gravity-wave motions in a background flow are

given by LighlhiI [1978] and ,/ones [1969]. Defining x = (r, u,z) = ro (i - 1,2,3) as the spatial vector (in

conventional Cartesian coordinates), k : (È, l,rn) = È¡ as the total wavenumber vector, ù = (ù, u,0) - u¡

as t,he mean horizontal-wind vector, and c = (cs,cst0) = rr as the ground-based horizont,al phase speed

vector of the wave (which is always parallel to the horizontal component of k), then the gravity wave ray

tracing equations have the following form [see, e.g., Lighthi¿t, 1978]

(i : 1,2,3), (87)

(i = 1,2,3),

where

d/dt is the temporal rate of change along the ray,

u : k.(c - u) = O - k.u is the intrinsic wave frequency, and

O = k.c is the ground-based wave frequency.

Equation (87) governs the velocity of the gravity-wave packet along its ray path, and consists of

a simple vector sum of the mean wind velocity (ui), which merely advects the packet, and the group

velocity of the wave (Ôuf ÔÈ¡). Equation (88) describes the refraclion of the wave due to changes in the

background atmospheric medium through which the wave propagates. This includes refraction due to a

spatially-varying background flow (Di=, -k¡ ôa¡ /0x¡) and spatially-varying fluid characteristics which

affect the wave through its dispersion relation (ôu/ôx¡).

Using these ray-tracing equations, one can show that dA/ù=0 [LiChthif¡, 1g7g], so that

O = k.c - lcc, * lc, : çe¡s¡¿nt along a ray. (gg)

This is the same frequency invariance which arises in optics when one conside¡s the propagation of light

through refracting media.

(88)
ô¿¡\ ôu
ã., ) - ã,,
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Subsequent sections will focus on large-scale low-frequency gravity wave motions. The simplified

dispersion relation appropriate for such waves is

u2 = f2 * w2 (k2 -+ 12)

','n2 ' (90)

where / is the Coriolis parameter or inertial frequency and N is the Brunt-Väisäla frequency, such that

f'<r'<N2.
Using (90), the ray-tracing equations (87) and (88) become, for horizontally-constant N [e.g., Dunker-

lon,19841;

do

dt
dv
dt
dz

dt
dk
dt
dl
dt

dm
dt

kN2
u * -----=,

urn'
lN2

r.r * -----=,
un1"

N2 (k2 + t2)
urn3

(e 1)

(e2)

(e3)

(e4)

(e5)

(e6)

ôy
Ou

Since rn can be calculated directly from the dispersion relation (90), the refraction equation (g6) is not

necessaty. However, separate determinations of rn using both equations served as a useful consistency

check when these ray-tracing equations rüere computed in tracing gravity-wave propagation paths.

The amplitude of a propagating wave packet is governed by the wave action conservation equation

fBretherton and Garrell, 1968; Andrews and McIntgre, lg78l, which has the following form for non-

transient, unsaturated wave amplitudes (see chapter 2);

3

Ð#(o#)=o' (ez)

where A: E/u is the wave action density, and -E is the wave-energy density.

Using the divergence theorem and (97), this can be simplified by considering only vertical variability

thus [see, e.g., Lighthitt, lg78];

A# =constant along a ray. (9g)

This equation states that the vertical wave-action flux is conserved along a ray, and is analagous to the

WKB solution for the unsaturated gravity-wave amplitude (27) flindzen, lgll; Schoebe4, 1gg5].

Attempts were made at incorporating latitudinal variability into the action equation by expressing

the action equation in ray-tracing form

ff:-o(+.*), (ee)

k
ou
ôx
ou
ôy
du
ðz

-k -t

Oa

ôr'
ôa fdf

, dy'
u2-¡2dN

-k ðz uN dz'
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and forward-stepping it in time, as for (91)-(95), where coo = dy/dt and c|" = dzldt. However, dcnoldy

becomes singular whenever I : 0. This can be crudely explained by noting that when I = 0, clo equals

zero, and so the latitudinal displacement dy also equals zero, hence the singularity. This also occurs

in the vertical when rn nears zero, and corresponds to the wave reaching a critical level; however, no

such clear physical interpretation exists for this latitudinal singularity. Indeed, it seems likely that the

eflect might be purely computational, since if one were to rotate the coordinate axes through, say, 4bo,

it is difficult to see that the singularity can persist, since a component of the zonal displacement dz and

zonal wavenumber È is resolved on each axis. Indeed, it appears that this type of method was used by

Brasseur ei al. [1990] in solving (99) for Rossby wave propagation through the middle atmosphere. Yet

if this interpretation is correct and one does need to continually monitor and rotate the coordinate axes

to ensure that this numerical singularity never arose, this would involve a considerable upgrading of the

model algorithm. Due to the uncertainties, in this initial study we consider only the vertical variations,

and leave consideration of the latitudinal effects for subsequent study.

7.3.3 Numerical Ray Tlacing Model

To investigate gravity-wave propagation and refraction within a realistic background atmosphere, a nu-

merical ray-tracing model was developed. An updated version of the zonal-mean reference atmosphere

model of Groaes [1985, 1987] was used to specify a realistic background atmosphere in any given month

over most of the earth. The great advantage that the Groaes [1985, 1987] model has for ray-tracing pur-

poses is that, for a given month, the entire zonal-mean pressure scale-height structure of the atmosphere,

H (0, z), is represented by a continuous polynomial of the following form

11 9

H-t(o,t):Ðl?^,"1"tn0)'-re"-1, (100)
n=1s=l

where

d is the latitude (negative in the Southern Hemisphere),

(,: (, - 40)/40 is a normalized altitude,

z is the true altitude (in lcræ), and

cn," ate the polynomial coefficients that model the atmospheric structure.

From this structure, one can derive similar analytical, artificially-continuous relations for temperature

T(0,2) and geostrophic zonal-wind u(d,z), and all their spatial derivatives. If a discretely-sampled

reference atmosphere was used, one would get sudden jumps in background parameters, which would
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make accurate tracing of ray paths difficult. The continuous polynomial representation of Groaes lIg85,

1987], on the other hand, avoids such discontinuities, and so is ideal for ray-tracing simulations.

However, one disadvantage of the Groues [1985, 1987] model is that geostrophic winds cannot be

determined equatorward of *10o in latitude or polew4rd of *80o in latitude. Rays which travel into these

ranges cannot be traced further and the trace must be terminated, so that cross-polar and cross-equatorial

propagation is not, simulated. Furthermore, questions exist as to the accuracy of these geostrophic winds

in the Northern Hemisphere winter stratosphere fDlson, 1986; Boaille, 1987]. Indeed, inspection of the

mean-wind plots in chapter 6 show that ageostrophic winds certainly occur in the winter stratosphere.

Additionally, strong planetary-wave activity occurs at these times [.tlirola el al., 1983; Plumb, 1g8g],

which the zonal-mean atmospheric model does not represent.

Within this background structure, the model launches a wave from a specified starting location

(Óo,|o,ze) over the globe, with predefined values of its total horizontal wavenumber I{[ot - (k2o+tfr¡rlz,

total horizontal ground-based phase speed 
"'o" = k?o+ c7òr/2, and azimuth direction po. If c,r ) 0,

the vertical wavenumber ræ is set negative so that the wave propagates upwards in energy fGossard antl

Hoolee, 1975]. If, however, c.r ( 0, one has a situation where the ground-based horizontal phase speed

c and the intrinsic horizontal phase speed c - ü are in opposite directions (see Chapter 5 and Figure

67). and in this situation ¡¡¿ must be set positive [see, e.g., Pittewag ønd Hines, 1965]. The ray-tracing

equations (91)-(95) are then successively incremented in time with some step interval áÍ. The vertical

wavenumber rn is updated at each time increment from the dispersion relation (90), using local values of

N (0, z) and /(9). Latitudinal variations in N(d, z), which are ignored in equation (95), produce negligible

alterations to ray paths when included using this model atmosphere.

Francis [1972] demonstrated that the ray paths of internal gravity waves are refracted around the

Earth, due to the spherically symmetric nature of the Earth's gravitational field, and thus follow its

spherical curvature. This means that a "flat earth" coordinate system can be used in tracing gravity wave

ray paths, such that the horizontal ray displacements r and, y can be interpreted directly as horizontal

distances or arclengths around the Earth's surface. As a result, ray displacements at each time step,

6x,6y, and 62, were additiveìy accumulated into total polar coordinate displacements (r,0,/) using the

following simple geometrical conversions;

ó+at =

ot+at =

rt+6t :

(101)

(102)

(103)
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such that ro= Rn {zs, where iÎ¿ is the radius of the earth.

The quantities

D = [ ?dr,.'= J;@ã' (ro4)

G = t --!z-:= JnP6' (105)

are similarly updated at each time step by accumulative summation. The term r(0,2) is the local

exponential decay time of the temperature perturbations due to infra-red radiative cooling, and is cal-

culated using the vertical-scale-dependent analytical ,parameterizations for carbon dioxide and ozone of

lels [1982] at the localbackground temperature T(0,2). More complexparameterizations were available

which incorporate wave-frequency dependence as well lZhu and, Hollon,1986], but were not used as they

are not as easily implemented and do not differ greatly from the results of Fels [1982]. As,Fels'parame-

terizations do not extend below 20ßrn in altitude, radiative damping is not applied in this region, but as

the damping in this region is considerably weaker than in the 20-60 km height range, this is not a serious

omission. The term Ho(0,2) is the local density scale height, and is calculated from the pressure scale

height using equation (86). Equation (105) describes the growth of wave variance due to the decrease of

atmospheric density with height. The combined altitude growth and radiative attenuation at any point

on the ray path is given by the instantaneous value of e-D+e.

Stability of the wave is checked at each time step by analyzing the peak horizontal-velocity amplitude

of the wave parallel to its direction of motion, which we shall denote here by Ut. The simple scheme of

Frilts and Rastogi [1985] is used, where the saturated peak amplitude of the wave U'""1 is given by

u!o, (106)

a
(t' + +7¡'l' -,

4@2 /12 - t),

If the wave amplitude U/ exceeds U',o¡ at any time, it is scaled back to this saturation value, and the

vertical flux of wave action (98) is recalculated accordingly.

Critical levels are accounted for in two ways. Firstly, following Schoeberl [1985], if the vertical group

speed I dz/dtl1 lcm s-1, the wave is considered to have "stalled" at a critical level, and the trace is

terminatcd. Sccondly, if the wave amplitude is attenuated to one tenth of il,s sl,arting amplitude, the ray

is considered to have dissipated at a critical level, and again the trace is stopped.

If the ray reaches an altitude of 60km, the trace is stopped, and the final wave displacement and

wavenumber vector arecalculated. The final horizontal-velocity amplitude (Il of the wave is calculated

a

2
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from the vertical flux ofwave action, possibly rescaled by saturation and taking into account the altitude

growth eG and radiative attenuation e-D of U''. u]" is then multiplied by 1* (Í/r)', which accounts

for the increase in wave kinetic energy at the expense of its potential energy at near-inertial frequencies

[see, e.g., Dunkerlon, l984]; see also equation (20).

7.3.4 Single Wave Simulations

In this section, results of tracing individual gravity waves through the zonal-mean atmosphere are pre-

sented. In these examples, one successively launches a given gravity wave from a range of equispaced

latitudes, and the ray paths that result are then plotted, following Dunkerlon [1934]. This enables

comparison with the model results of Dunkerlon [1984], and also helps illustrate some of the important

physical effects which arise, and which may be important in the real atmosphere.

Dunleedon [1984] traced gravity-wave ray paths through the zonally-averaged stratosphere of the

Northern Hemisphere during January (winter). Figure 103 shows the three-dimensional ray-paths of a

gravity wave with an initial horizontal wavelength 2r/I{l"t of 400km and a ground-based phase speed

"bot = 25m s-r directed westward (go = 180o), which is launched progressiveìy in 20 latitude steps

from a height o{ 10&ræ in Northern Hemisphere during January with a horizontal-velocity amplitude of

0.5n¿ s-r. The latitude-height zonal/geostrophic wind contours are plotted on the left of ühe diagram,

and latitude-height projections of the ray paths are plotted with dotted lines on the a-djacent latitude-

height plane, to allow comparison with simiÌar wind and ray path plots presented by Dankerlon [1984].

The final (/, d) positions of the gravity waves at 60Èræ are joined rvith a dotted line, which is projected

to the surface, where at each of these points a ì¡r'ave vector is plotted whose direction indicates the final

horizontal wavevector direction of the *ave2, and whose length is proportional to the final horizontal-

velocity amplitude of the wave.

The latitude-height ray-path structure in Figure 103 is similar to that obtained by Dunkerton [1g8a].

While all the waves were launched with zonal (westward) propagation at L}lcm, those waves at low

latitudes have been refracted poleward by the strong latitudinal shear in the zonal wind, according to

(95), and are almost meridionally aligned at 60km. Note, however, that the amplitudes of these refracted

waves are not strongly atteuuated relative to the other waves; indeed, r.m.s. wave amplitudes (F+lø¡rtz
at 60km vary fairly smoothly ftorn -l4.7rn s-1 at 76oN to around 18.4n¿ s-1 a[ 20oN.

2 One should be aware that these ray paths md wave-vector directions are distorted somewhat because a given longitudi-
nal displacement conesponds to a different absolute displacement distmce at di-fferent latitudes, due to sphericity. On these
rectangulæ plots, this tends to dilate the zonal variatioro at high latitudes relaüive üo sirnilæ variations at low latitudes,
since zonal displacements are plotted in degrees of longitude. The wave vector length, however, is corrected for this effect,
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Figure 103: Three-dimensional gravity-wave ray paths through the zonal-mean middle atmosphere of the
Northern Hemisphere during January, with the longitude, latitude, and altitude directions indicated on
the plot axes. Zonal-wind contours are plotted on the left-side latitude-height plane, where the contour
labels are in m s-1, and positive values indicate eastward winds. On the opposing latitude-height plane
the projections of these ray paths are plotted with dotted curves. The final longitude and latitude of
these rays at 60brn are connected with a dotted curve, which is projected to ground level, where at
each point the final horizontal wave-vecto¡ directions are plotted with lengths proportional to their final
horizontal-velocity amplitude.

However, choosing cto't = 0 produces ray paths which reach low-level critical levels at the highest and

lowest latitudes; the first few ray paths at these end-latitudes which do penetrate to 60tcm all overlay one

another at upper levels, thus forming causlics which violate the slowìy-varying ray-tracing formulation,

giving unreliable results [see, e.g., Dunkerlon, 1984]. However, the amplitudes of these waves are very

small, since the formation of caustics in this model is invariably associated with waves which are near a

critical level (ø near f), and such waves become unstable at very small amplitudes according to (106).

Thus, unreliable ray-tracing at or near caustics does not affect any combined results, because these waves

have negligible amplitude.
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Figure 104: As for Figure 103, but for a gravity wave, with initial parameters l([ot - 2r (400km)-t,
"'oot 

:30m s-r, and 96 = 0o, propagating through the zonally-averaged middle atmospÌrere of the
Northern Hemisphere during June.

While this example gives a good initial picture of the global propagation of such waves, intense

planetary-wave activity occurs in the stratosphere during winter, which produces longitudinal zonal-

wind gradients Ôuf Ôn which also afect ray palhs lDunkeñon and, Bulchart, lg}4; Dunkerlon, lgg4;

Schoeberl,1985]. The zonally-averaged atmosphere is a better representation of the actual atmosphere

during summer, when planetary waves are excluded by critical-level filtering. Figure 104 plots ray paths in

the Northern Hemisphere during June, for a gravity wave for which r(fi"¡ = 2r(400km)-, , 
"ro., = 30ræ s-1,

and rps = 0o (eastward). Note that the refraction effects here are smaller, due to smaller lateral wind

shears. Simila¡ results arise in summer (January) in the southern Hemisphere.

Furthermore, planetar¡'-wave amplitudes are also weaL during mid-winter in the Southern Hemisphere

fÜirota et al., lg83; Plumb, 1989], so that here too the zonally-averaged atmosphere serves as a good

approximation to the full three-dimensional structure. Figure 105 plots ray paths in the Southern Hemi-
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Figure 105: As for Figure 103, but for a gravity wave, with initial parameters ¡{ot = 2r (400km)-t,
"too' = 15rn s-l, and 96 - 180o, propagating through the zonally-.',reraged middie atmosphere of the
Southern Hemisphere during June.

sphere during June for a gravity wave 'with initial parameters of l{[ot - 2r$00km)-r, ,to, = I1m s-t ,

and 96 = 1800 (i'e. westward). The low-latitude latitudinal shear in the zonal wind, noted in Figure

103 in the Northern winter, is even stronger in the Southern Hemisphere during winter and produces

strong refractive focussing of waves at low latitudes in towards the core of the stratospheric zonal-wind

jet. Again, the amplitudes of these waves are similar to those of less-refracted waves at other latitudes.

Analysis of the Refraction Process

Some analysis of these results will prove useful here. Firstly, note from (ga) that the zonal component

k of the total wavenumber stays constant since there arc no zonal variations, and I increases/decreases

accordingto(95),sothatthetotalhorizontalwavenumber litot-(k2¡¡z¡t¡z variesinmagnitude.This

is an important effect, because lfto¿ is generally treated as an invariant for gravity waves. However, it
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is the ground-based wavefrequency O that is a constant, where O = Ktot"tot, according to (8g). This

immediately indicates that the ground-based horizontal phase speed ctot varies inveresly with I{tot so

that O remains constant.

The changes of Iltot and c'or due to refraction are parüicularly important, as these parameters are

believed by many workers to remain relatively constant as the waves propagate upwards from the lower

atmosphere through the middle atmosphere. One also requires knowledge of representative values ol Ktot

and ctot produced by low-level sources to model wave-induced mean-flow accelerations at mesospheric

heights [see, e.g., Hollon, 1982, 1983]. However, phase speeds of gravity waves generated in the tropo-

sphere are similar to the mean-wind speeds at the source region lGossarìl and Hoolee, Ig75; Atkinson,

I98l; Reid, 1989], which rarely exceed 30-40rn s-1, yet in the middle atmosphere a b¡oad range of phase-

speeds arise, many of which exceeds 100rn s- 1, as well as a broad range of horizontal wavelengths [j?eirl,

1986, 1989; Reid and Vincenl,1987à; Meek and, Manson, Ig88].

Complex numerical simulations of dissipation and saturation of transient gravity waves fGrirnshaw,

7975; Frills and Dunkerton, 1984] have shown that ctot can be increased by a complex interaction between

the dissipating \ryave and the mean flow which was labelled "self acceleration", and could be important in

altering the phase-velocity distribution of the wave field. Similarly, geostrophic adjustment of the mean

flow to wave forcing can also change the horizontal-wavelength and phase-speed distribution ofthe wave

freldlZhu and' Holton, 1987]. However, these processes alter crot during and after the wave has saturated,

whereas "refractive accelerationt' is a natural consequence of wave propagation, and can occur before

the wave breaks. When the wave does eventually dissipate, it will accelerate the mean flow towards the

direction and phase speed that the wave has aquired on reaching this breaking altitude. As such, this

refraction process is potentially very important.

7.3.5 Many-Ray Climatological Simulation

Following these promising initial results, and to further investigate climatological trends in global gravity-

wave activity and propagation, a detailed multi-wave simulation was undertaken. Rays were individually

traced in 1o latitude steps at starting latitudes de from 10o to 80o in both hemispheres. Simulations were

performed for all months of the year using the Groaes [1935, 1987] reference atmosphere model. The

details of this multi-wave model simulation will now be describe,i.

A crude wave "source spectrum"4 was simulated by choosing a range of diflerent initial horizontal

4
some of these large values may be trace speeds which arise from only resolving a component of the motionit is not a true spectrurn because the waves do not mutually interaci
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wavelengths (À1")o = 2r/K|"t, ground-based horizontal phase speeds cfio¿, and wave azimuths rps. The

following initial ray parameters were adopted,

()1)o = 200, 4oo, 8oofrrn

"tot' = 0, 5, l'5, 35m s-l

go = 0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o, 2I5o,2700,3I5o

which gives a total of 96 different rays in the "spectrum". The choice of these parameters was based on

the premise that only those "source effects" for which there is some experimental support should be built

into the model.

Available measurements of ground-based wave phase velocities in the lower atmosphere reveal values

similar in magnitude to typical mean wind speeds [see, e.g., Gossaril anil Hoolee, Ig75; Atkinson, lggl;
j?eid, 1989]. There also appears to be strong evidence from modelling and observations that mountains

are one of the more intense sources of gravity-wave variance [see, e.g., Migahara el al., 1g86; Naslrom et

al., 1987; Rind et øL, 1988; Jasperson el al.,1990f, which produce waves with phase speeds near zero.

We therefore choose phase velocities of 0,5, 15, and 35rn s-1, which is similar to the Gaussian phase

speed distributions adopted in some previous models [see, e.g., Matsuno, lg82).

In choosing horizontal wavelengths, the best guide comes from airborne st,udies of horizontal wavenum-

ber spectra, which show that the small wavenumbers (large wavelengths) possess the largest variance (see

section 3.3.3 and references therein). However, as discussed in section 3.3.g, it is inclear just how much

of this variance is due to gravity waves, as quasi-two-dimensional t,urbulence may also contribute signif-

icantly to the variance. Nevertheless, theory predicts a similarly shaped spectrum of gravity waves [see,

e.9., VanZandl, 1982,1985], and similarspectral measurements in the mesosphere, where a gravity-wave

interpretation is accepted, also have the same "red" nature lFritls el al., 1g8g; I(won el øt., 1gg0]. The

lower-atmospheric spectra also show that horizontal wavelengths -1000-8000 Àz¿ are in an enstrophy-

cascading regime of geostrophic turbulence [see, e.g., Naslrom and Gage,1985], so that horizontal gravity

wave scales > 1000 lcm are probably unlikely. On this evidence, we choose wavelengths of 200, 400, and

800 km,large scales which should be the most important as far as the variance is concerned. These values

are within the range of measured values in the lower-atmosphere as collated by Reid [1gSg].

It is clear that most of the wave energy in the middle atmosphere originates liom the troposphere

[see, e'g., Thompson, 1978; Fritls anìl Chou,7987; I{itamura and Hirola, 1g8g], but tropospheric studies

reveal wave production occurs at a range of heights in the troposphere (see results in section 4.S and

references therein). Therefore we assume a tropospheric "oven" wherein the waves are produced, and all
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eventually emerge at the tropopause "lid" to propagate into the middle atmosphere. Consequently, each

ray was launched at an altitudê zs: tDkm, which is meant to coincide very roughly with the tropopause.

This emergent "spectrum" is taken to be azimuthally isotropic, since there is no firm evidence to suggest

that these emergent tropospheric gravity waves have any preferred propagation directions. Furthermore,

evidence of low-level seas<¡nal and geographical variations in the wave activity is sketchy at best, and so

all rays were launched with the same starting amplitude UI of 0.5 Tr1. s-L , which is of the order of mean

observed amplitudes at this height [see, e.g., Fritls el ol., 1988a; VanZøndt el aI., 1990; see also section

4 31.

This same "source spectrum" was used at all latitudes and in all months of the year. Note that there

is no seasonal, geographical, or "intra-spectral" variability in rvave amplitudes or wave azimuths built

into the model, so that any such variability that subsequently arises cannot be a source effect, but rather

arises from propagation through the middle atmosphere.

As the background atmosphere used has no zonal variability, there was no need to launch waves at

different longitudes. However, to maintain a uniform number density of launched waves over the earth's

surface area, ray counts needed to be weighted according to cosds, in order to account for the reduction

in circumference of circles of longitude as one moves to more poleward latitudes. Therefore, for a given

ray i, its "sphericity weight" W; was defined as

14¡; - 
cos9-l=rc¡^, 

(107)
cos d]-uon^ '

and were used to calculate weighted means.

7.3.6 'Wave Amplitudes at 6Dkrn

Seasonal and Latitudinal Variations

Figure 106 shows shaded contours of mean wave activity at 60km as a function of month and latitude.

The activity hereafter is characterized by the r.m.s. ho¡izontal-velocity amplitude of the wave, taking

into acccount the elliptical polarization which arises as ¿., nears f. Averaging was performed within bo

Iatitude bins for each month. The weighted ray counts C in a given month and latitude interval were

calculated according to

ð=Ë wr(J,"r=.,o0^, (1og)
i=1
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Figure 106: Latitude-time contour plots of (a) the sphericity-weighted mean wave amplitudes, and (b)
total sphericity-weighted ray counts, both at a height of 60kræ. Amplitude contour labels are in ræ s-1.

and final results in Figure 106 were divided by 15ræ s-r to normalize the weighting effect of the wave

amplitude. Mean wave amplitudes L/, were computed as a weighted mean

Cu' = L=.iYiwi' (109)

Several seasonal trends are apparent in Figure 106¿. Mean wave amplitudes show an annual cycle in

the high-latitude Northern Hemisphere, with a summer minimum and winter maximum, as was simulated

using simpler methods in section 7.2. An annual cycle also arises at high latitudes in the Southern

Hemisphere, again producing a minimum during summer, but a maximum around September (spring).

These annual cycles grow weaker as one moves equatorward. At around 20o-45oN and 2bo-40oS, the

j .".i
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annual cycle disappears and a clear semiannual cycle arises, with equinoctial maxima and solticial minima.

Recall that equinoctial maxima also arose in the observations in chapter 6, but were not simulated by

the simple theory of section 7.2.

The total ray numbers in Figure 106ö are more uniformly and strongly annual. Again there is a

winter maximum and summer minimum in the Northern Hemisphere, and a summer minimum and

early spring maximum in the high-latitude Southern Hemisphere. This early spring maximum changes

into a winter maximum on progressing from high to mid latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere. The

most intense maxima and deepest minima occur at 50o-60o latitude in both hemispheres. However, the

Southern Hemisphere maxima are much larger than those in the Northern Hemisphere. Weak equinoctial

peaks also occur around 30oN. At low latitudes in both hemispheres, the annual cycle decays, and weak

equinoctial peaks also occur around 30oN. At the lowest latitudes, a teranuual variation arises, which

resembles the low-latitude seasonal variations measured at Barking Sands and Coolidge Field in Chapter

6.

Relationship with other'Wave Pararneters

Scatter plots of the wave amplitudes at 60km versus various rilave parameters are shown in Figure 107

for the months May-,A.ugust in the Southern Hemispherr,. A clear feature is these diagrams is the ræ1l2

variation at low wavenumbets and rn-1 variation at large wavenumbers, according to (27) and (28), and

incorporated in a spectral representation (29). This arises despite the use here of more sophisticated

formulae governing both unsaturated and saturaüed wave amplitudes. These results are very similar in

form to plots of observational results by Gardner and Voelz [1987] and Garilner er ot. [1g8g]. Furthermore,

the break in these variations, correspondin g to m" in (29), occurs at - 2tr(7 - 10Àrn)-1, which is close to

tlreoretical spectral predictions lSmith et al.,Ig87f. One can also observe diminished amplitude for the

longer-propagating waves, due to radiative and saturative damping, and the spreading of the initially

discrete 1(¿o¿ distribution due to latitudinal refraction, without significant dimunition in amplitude.

7.3.7 Refraction Effects

Figure 108 shows plots which characterize the refraction eflects in the Southern Hemisphere during winter.

Thetop-leftpanelisascatterplotof À?t:2rf I{tot versus ctot at60krn. Thediamond-shapeclsyurbols

show the 9 discrete values which existed at the source level of 10Àrn (the c = 0 waves are excluded because

they are out of range). The spreading, due to refraction, of these initial values occurs along straight lines

because ç¿- Ktotcto'is a constant, so that Àf" is always proportionalto crot by the same constant. The
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Figure 107: Plots of wave amplitudes at 60ßrn versus l{tot, m,uf f , and the total time it took the wave
to propagate to 60ßrn. The data come from the Southern Hemisphere during May-August.

top-right plot shows the amplitudes of the rays versus ctot at 60lcm, and ¡eveals again that rays which

have undergone refractive acceleration/deceleration are not strongly attenuated in amplitude.

The bottom two plots show the distribution of these ctot and Àft values at 60km. The ctot = 0 waves

were excluded from the phase-speed results, since this zero value is not changed by refraction effects,

whereas these stationary vlaves were included in compiling the Àf" histograms since Àfor values change

for both stationary and nonstationary waves alike. The spreading of the initially-discrete ctor and )f"
distributions is clear in these diagrams. What is more evident, however, is the strong modification to

the l|" distribution during propagation through the n,iddle atmosphere, such that most of the long

800,tm wavelengths have been removed, presumably through critical-level filtering, and the wavelength

distribution is dominated by the shortest horizontal- scnle (200,trn) waves. A similar excess of sho¡t

horizontal-scale waves has been found when measurements made at mesospheric heights have been col-

lated [Meek el al.,I985a; Reid and Vincenl, 1987b; Manson anil Meek, 1988], although questions exist
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Figure 108: Four plots, using data from the Southern Hemisphere during May-August, which characterize
the effects of refraction on ctot and Àfot at 60krn in altitude. The top-left p.nel plãts ihese two quantities
together as a scatter plot, and another scatter plot is provided on the top-rigtrt for wave amplituàe versus
crot. The bottom two plots provide histograms of the number of occurrences of ctot and.iloú values at
60km.

as to possible observational biases inherent in some of these measurements[1.M. Reid and R.A. Vincent,

private communication, 1 gg0].

Figure 109 shows simila¡ results from summer in the Northern Hemisphere. One can see that the

spreading is smaller during summer due to the smaller latitudinal shears, as inferred in section 7.3.4.

Note, however, that not only a¡e ühe larger ìf" values removed, but also most of the smaller cúor rryaves

have been filtered out by criticaì-level interactions.

7.3.8 Azimuthal Directionality

To investigate the azimuthal propagation directions of the waves, the mean weighted ray count C was

evaluated vectorially according to the individual propagation azimuths gi = arctan(l;/k;) of each ray;

we shall denote this phasor i. rn" mean phasorc i .." plotted in latitude-height fo¡m in Figure 110,
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Figure 109: As for Figure 108, but using data from tbe Northern Hemisphere during May-August

much like t'he C values in Figure 106; indeed, similar sea-sonal cycles to those in Figure 106 occur in the

length of these vectors, despite the vectorial cancellation which can occui.

The most striking feature of Figure 110 is the strong annual cycle in phasor directions, which arises

from critical-level filtering of the azimuthally isotropic wave field at l}lcrn by the zonal-wind structure

of the middle atmosphere from 10-60Èræ in height. At mid- to high-latitudes in both hemispheres, the

phasors are westwardly aligned not only during winter. but also in spring and autumn. This "westward

phase" is longest at all latitudes, lasting about 7-8 months at low latitudes and 9-10 months at high

latitudes. Furthermore, eastward wave alignments during summer a¡e weak at mid-latitudes and non-

existent at high latitudes. Only at the more equatorial latitudes does a clear eastward phase in wave

directions arise.

It is also apparent in Figure 110 that a significant mericiional component to the mean wave propagation

arises in the simulation. During the westward phase (centred around winter) an excess in poleward

propagating waves arises at all but the lowest latitudes in the both hemispheres. During the eastward
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Figure 110: Mean phasors of the weighted ray counts, i, evaluated at 60km in height as a function of
latitude and month of the year, with the direction of each vector being the -"r. p.opãgation direction of
the wave field. Each phasor is evaluated over a 5o latitude interval. The length oftnå tãl"."nce vectors in
the centre of the plot is I i l= 200. The phasor directions can be interpretá directly from the reference
directions, so that the mean phasor direction at 60o5 in June is about 2bo south of west.

phase (summer), a clear trend in meridional propagation directions also occurs in both hemispheres.

At latitudes ( 30o, equatorward propagation is favoured, and becomes more distinct with decreasing

latitude. At latitudes ) 30o, however, poleward propagation is preferred, and becomes more pronounced

as one progresses to polar latitudes. Thus, in summer, the model simulates "nod.es" in the meridional

gravity-wave propagation at 30o latitude.

The i results in Figure 110 are not tlirectly comparable with measured calculations of wave align-

ments, such as those presented in Figures 84-86 in cha,lter 6 and by Eckermann anil Vincent [1ggg].

This can be seen by the following example. If in winter tÍlere were more meridionally-propagating waves
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Figure 111: As for Figure 110, but the alignments of weighted counts Õ

than westward propagating waves, yet there were equal amounts of northward and southward propa-

gating ì/vaves' calculations would give a westward mean phasor but an essentially meridional alignment

calculation. Consequently, the quantity õ w". calculated, much in the manner of i, except that the

propagation azimuth g¡ was scaled such that antipropagating waves were assigned the same angle, giving

angles in the range 0o-180o; for example, if ç, - 45o (north-east) or 225o (south-west), the alignment,

angle was set to 45o in both cases. This quantity Õ should be more comparable with the observed wave

alignments.

Figure 111 plots the results of these Õ calculations. The alignments generally have a greater meridional

component than the phasors in Figure 110. This indicates that some cancellation of northward and

southward propagating waves occurs when the mean phasor is calculated. Indeed, the alignments are

more meridional than zonal at all but the most southern latitudes during winter.

month
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Figure l12 plots polar histograms of propagation azimuths in the No¡thern Hemisphere during the

winter months. It can be seen that the angular spectra are reasonably evenly distributed about the

mean phasor direction, but this mean phasor direction is not westward but has a significant northward

component. Thus, the concept of a wave drag which is purely westward during winter and purely eastward

in summer is not supported by these model results. The result is not definitive, however, because it is high-

frequency gravity waves with short horizontal wavelengths which produce the bulk of the momentum-flux

convergence in the upper-middle atmosphere [.Reid, 1986; Reid and Vincenl, 1987ô, Fritts ant] Vincenl,

1987], so that these longer-wavelength results are not necessarily indicative of the characterisitcs of the

wave momentum flux. However, one should recall that most of the long horizontal wavelengths have been

removed from the model wave field, leaving a shorter-wavelength spectrum at,60km (Figures 108-109).

Furthermore, momentum-flux measulements in the mesosphere appear to support the idea that the flux

and its convergence is generally non-zonal l&eid, 1g84, 1986; Reid anil Vincenl, lg87ò, Fritts and Vincent,

re87l.

The original aim of this modelling was to cast light on the morphology of wave amplitudes in the

middle atmosphere, and not the momentum flux. Nevertheless, the promising model results presented

here suggest the approach is worth continuing, and study of the momentum flux is one logical next step.

Such study would be easiìy facilitated by the inclusion of additional smaller horizontal wavelengths (say

50,tm and 100,trn) and an upgrade of the model equations so that the dispersion relation was valid when

c.l nears .ðy', which will undoubt'edly arise should such short wavelengths be included.

7.4 Summary and Evaluation of the Modelling

Observed seasonal variations in gravity-wave activity in the middle atmosphere have been analyzed as

to their cause. Wave-amplitude growth with altitude and wave saturation were first modelled using

simplified theoretical formulae in section 7.2, which omitted source efects, ground-based phase-speed

distributions, and mean-wind variability. These formulae were evaluated using the zonal-mean tempera-

ture structure presented by Groaes [1985, 1987], so that zonal variations in temperature are also omitted.

The simulated structures were compared with observatiorrs, and these comparisons enabled some definite

conclusions to be drawn.

Seasonal variations of a wave-activity index computtrd by Hirota [1984] were well reproduced at all but

the equatorial sites by the simulated saturated measure. This reaffirms arguments in Chapter 6 that these

measurements are heavily weighted towards those waves with short vertical wavelengths, which are mostly
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saturated. Therefore, it seems clear that the seasonal variations of Hirolø [1984] are not indicative of

seasonal variations in unsaturated wave activity influenced by exponential amplitude growth with altitude

and/or low-level sources, as has been the interpretation placed on these results in some studies [see, e.g.,

Rind el al., 1988].

Some features of the seasonal cycles in the horizontal-velocity variance ut2 were well modelled by

the simulated unsaturated measure derived for this variance, confirming that, ut2 is determined more by

unsaturated wave activity (see Chapter 6). In particular, the observed annual variation in wave activity,

peaking in winter and minimizing in summer, is reproduced, both in phase and in the depth of the

variation, by this modelling. Furthermore, the modelled annual variation is strong at high latitudes, and

weakens on moving equatorward, as observed. One can therefore conclude that this annual variation in

wave activity is produced by an annual variation in the vertical atmospheric density structure, which

arises from the annual variation in atmospheric temperature which modulates the density scale height

He. It is important to note that no annual variation in the wave-energy produced by low-leveì sources

is required to reproduce this feature.

There are, however' some significant differences in the observed and simulated seasonal variability.

The enhanced semiannual variability at equatorial sites and upper-level equinoctial peaks around 20oN-

35oN do not arise in the simulations. These features musù therefore arise from processes not incorporated

by the modelling, such as mean-wind variations and/or source eflects, as was concluded using different

arguments in Chapter 6.

While the broad latitudinal change in the mean wave activity is also evident in the simulated strucüure,

there are strong peaks at North American sites around 20oN-30oN and 55oN which are not reproduced.

While some of ùhis structure may be instrumental, the observed structure is consistent with geographical

variations in the mean wave energy produced by low-level sources. If the variation is due to sources,

the analysis indicates that the "source variable" varies considerably with location, but is mo¡e invariant

in time, which is consistent with orography being the dominant wave source mechanism in and around

North America. Similar conclusions have been drawn in some other theoretical and observational studies.

The modelling effort was extended in section 7.3 to address some of the unresolved questions from

the initial theoretical study. A simple numerical model was developed which simulated wave propagation

through the middle atmosphere, and produced a number of important findings which will now be briefly

summarized and assessed.

The annual variation in high-latitide r.m.s. horizontal-velocity amplitudes is reproduced by the

simulation. Furthermore, equinoctial maxima at around 30o and terannual variability at lower latitudes
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which was measured in chapter 6, but which could not be reproduced using simple theory in section 7.2,

is better, although by no means accurately, simulated using this model. The variation of the horizontal-

velocity amplitudes at 60km with vertical wavenumber rn agrees well with current theoretical ideas and

observational results.

The tracing of single waves through the zonally-averaged middle atmosphere showed that latitudinal

refraction could be appreciable during winter, but less so in summer, particularly at latitudes around

+20o-40o. Such refraction tended to rotate zonally-aligned waves to near meridional directions, a pro-

cess which seemed consistent with the strong meridional alignments observed in chapter 6 in winter at

northern latitudes and by Eckermann anil Vincenl [1989] at a southern latitude site in this range. Global

simulations with many rays showed that the winter alignments have a strong meridional component.

However, the simulated alignments were strong most of the time, and particularly around *Bbo-60o in

summer, yet such clear features are not evident in the observations in chapter 6 nor in the findings of

Eclcermann and Vincenl [f989], but do arise in the mesospheric results of Vincent and Frilts [1982].

The latitudinal refraction highlighted a potentially important process which was referred to as "refrac-

tive acceleration", where ground-based horizontal phase speeds ctor change in proportion to the variations

in the total horizontal waveìength ì|o' induced by the refraction. This process causes speading ofinitially

discrete distribution s of clor and Àfol . Many-wave simulations indicated that the largest À|oú values were

filtered from the spectrum during propagation, as were small clol values during summer. The simulated

preponderance of small horizontal scales in the upper middle atmosphere is supported by observations.

The initial results afforded by this modelling have been encouraging, and have better highlighted the

actual gravity-wave dynarnics responsible for features in many measurements, such as the observations

presented in previous chapters. Consequently, further development of the method seems justified. Many

improvements can be made. Foremost of these, perhaps, is an upgrade of the model equations to deal

with intrinsic frequencies which approach N, so that shorter horizontal wavelengths, which are important

for the momentum flux, can be incorporated. A better background atmosphere model should also be

used, certainly one that covers all latitudes so that cross-equatorial and cross-polar propagation can

be incorporated, and perhaps a model which incorporates zonal variability. Incorporation of latitudinal

variability into the wave-action equation should also be studied as to its feasibility. A long-term goal

would be to carry out such ray tracing in an interact,ive model, where wave saturation and radiative

damping can influence the mean flow, and where mutual interactions amongst many waves are also

incorporated within the ray-tracing formalism [see, e.g., Iacobs and cox, lggll.



Appendix A

Relationship between Stokes

Pararneters and Other Spectral

Forrnulae

In this thesis, the so-called Stokes parameters [see, e.g , Kraus, 1966] of a wave are extensively used

to investigate the nature of the gravity wave field in the atmosphere. In part,icular, Eckermann anil

Vincenl [1989] have presented formulae for calculating these parameters in the Fourier domain. Here it
is shown that these formulae are also closely associated with some better-known spectral relations which

are used in more general applications. The purpose of this appendix is to show that if one is spectrally

analyzing motions which one knows are wavelike, then several well-known spectral formulae, which are

often calculated routinely anyway, correspond in a simple way to the Stokes parameters of this wave field,

and therefore have a fundamental physical meaning

4.1 Stokes Pararneters in the Fourier Dornain

A lucid derivation and explanation of the Stokes parameters of any general wave motion is given by

I(raus [1966], and their usefulness in determining the characteristics of atmospheric gravity waves has

been highlighted by Vincent and Fritts [1987] and Eckermann and Vincent [lgSg]. These parameters

uniquely characterize any wave motion by quantifying the total amount of wave variance, the axial

anisotropy of this variance, the amount of linea¡ polarization, and the amount of ci¡cular polarization. I

247
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shall denote these quantities by I, D, P and Q, respectively.

Consider the case where one analyzes gravity wave velocity fluctuations in the zonal (ur) and merid-

ional (t") directions over some height interval, as in the analysis of data from rocket profiles. I shall

represent the Fourier transforms of these velocity fluctuations over this height range as Un(^) * iU¡(m)

for the zonal fluctuations, and V¡(rn) + iV¡(m) for the meridional fluctuations, where rn is the vertical

wavenumber. Eckermann and Vincenl [1989] derived the following formulae for evaluating the Stokes

parameters in the Fourier domain

I

D

P

a

,AIUp(m)V¡1(m) + U¡1m¡ TTI

U¡ rn TTT

The overbars denote averages over all desired profiles so as to remove the effects of incoherent, motions

(sometimes this is either inappropriate or impossible), and A is a constant which shall hereafter be taken

to equal 1.

It is immediately apparent that I and D in the Fourier domain are simply the sum and difference,

respectively, of the zonal and meridional power spectra (sometimes referred to as the "autospectra" since

they are the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function). One might also recognize the formula

for P as the cross spectrum, and the formula for Q as the quadrature spectrum, between the zonal and

meridional oscillations [see, e.g., Jenkins and Watts, lg68).

Consequently, the four Stokes parameters are expressed in the Fourier domain in terms of four other

better-known spectral quantities; the power spectrum ofu', the power spectrum ofur, the cross spectrum

between u' and o', and the quadrature spectrum between ut and, a,.

Clearly, then, these basic spectral quantities have direct physical significance when calculated for a

data series containing wave motions. Dynamical atmospheric data containing gravity wave motions is

one such example.

4.2 stokes Parameters and the Rotary spectrum

Using the same notation as before, the rotary amplitude spectrum ,R(rn) is defined as the Fourier transform

of the complex vector u'(z)*iu'(z). Detailed explanations of the usefulness of the rotary spectrum in

various problems have been given by Gonellø [1972] and Hayashi [1g7g]. The rotary spectrum has
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been successfully applied to gravity wave oscillations in the ocean [see, e.g., Fofonoff, Ig6g; Leaman

and Sanfonl, 1975] and atmosphere [see, e.g., Thompson, lg78; Vincenl, 1984; ,Ilass and Meger, Ig87;

Eclcermann and Vincent, 1989] to provide information on preferred senses of gravity wave ellipse rotation

in the horizontal, which in turn specifies whether wave energy is propagating upwards or downwards [see,

e.g., Vincenl, 1984].

In calculating the rotary power spectrum, the total porrver spectrum U'z"(m)+U!þn)+Vfi(m)+Vl(m)

is split up into a sum of a circular clockwise (CW(rn)) and anticlockwise (ACW(rn)) rotating component.

These components are given by

R'(-m)R(-rn)CW(m)

ACW(m)

2
R.(m)R(m)

2
1+Q

2

where asterisks denote complex conjugation.

Although the rotary spectrum is calculated by a more indirect spectral technique than are the Stokes

parameters, the fact that they both quantify the total spectral power and the amount and sense of the

circular wave polarization suggests that they must be interrelated.

In fact, it is possible to derive from the basic definition ofthe rotary spectrum corresponding expres-

sions in terms of Stokes parameters. The derivation is straightforward, but ¡ather long, and so will not be

reproduced here. In fact, expressions for the rotary spectrum in terms of the individual power spectra of

u/ and o', and the cross and quadraturespectra of u'and ut,havebeen given by Gonella[1g72],andsince

their correspondence to the Stokes parameters has been given, the derivation is essentially analagous.

The final result is that the rotary spectrum is related ùo the Stokes parameters in the following simple

way

r -8CW(m)

ACW(m)
2

Therefore, the rotary spectrum can be calculated directly from the expressions of Eckermønn anil

Vincenl [1989] for Stokes parameters in the Fourier domain. This affords a considerable saving of analysis

time. Rather than band passing raw data using Fast Fourie¡ tansform (FFT) methods, and then

retransforming z/ ¡ iu', as one does in conventional rota¡.y spectral analysis [see, e.g., Vincenl,Igg4], the

rotary spectrum can be calculated directly from the Stokes parameters of the raw spectrum. In other

words, calculating the rotary spectrum directly from 1 and Q invoìves just one FFT, rather than an FFT,

an inverse FFT, and finally another FFT as in conventional rotary spectral analysis.
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The rotary power spectrum is the most basic quantity one can derive in rotary spectral analysis. There

are many other related and potentially useful quantities one can also calculate from the rotary spectrum

[see, e.g., Gonella, 1972; Høgashi, 1979]. Nevertheless, all of these quantities too can be calculated directly

from the Stokes parameters formulae of Eclcermann and Vincenl [1989], with a similar considerable saving

of computing time.



Digitization Noise and its Spectral

Appendix B

Shape

The rocket data used in Chapter 6 are digitized to the nearest metre per second in velocity and to

the nearest degree Kelvin for temperature, which clearly impacts on the resolution of the small-cale

fluctuating motions evident in such data. These effects may be significant when the data are.spectrally

analyzed.

We shall consider first the horizontal velocity fluctuations u'. If we represent the digitizating increment

by óu (- I m s-t), the conventional wisdom is that an additional "noise" variance of 6u2 fl2is produced,

and this extra "noise" variance has a white (i.e. flat) spectrum [see, e.g., I(rislensen anil Kirkegaaril,

1987]. While the former conclusion is easily derived, Krislensen and Kirkegaardflg81]investigated the

spectral characteristics of digitization noise is depth, for the case of spectral analysis of time series of

inertial range turbulence. They found that a white spectrum of digitization noise usually resulted, but

if the digitization noise variance was larger than the signal, or if the time series was sampled faster than

the so-called "Taylor microscale"1, then the noise spectrum was no longer white, and most of the noise

power was concentrated at the very lowest and very highest frequencies.

These findings are not directly applicable to the spectral analysis of rocket profiles of gravity wave

fluctuations with altitude. However, the requirement that the signal variance be larger than the noise

variance is clearly met for thc horizontal velocities, as nìea.siu.re<I variances are around 10-100 m2s-2

(see Figure 77), whereas rhe noise variance 6u2/tZ: l/l2m2s-2. The second criterion is unique to

turbulence, and not applicable to these wave dynamics. Therefore, a white spectrum of
lthe time it takes the autocova¡ia¡rce function to falì to zero

25r

digitization noise
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Figure 113: Spectrum of digitization noise obtained from numerical simulations (solid line) and the
theoretical prodiction of l(rislensen and lfirkegaardllgS7l (dotted line).

appears most likely.

Simulations very similar to those detailed in sections 3.3.2-3.3.3 were performed to test this tentative

inference. For each simulation, two identical altitude profiles of randomly phased gravity wave fluctuations

were synthesized from the gravity wave spectrum (29) using rn" :3lcm-t and N = 0.02rad, s-r. The

wind values in one of these profiles was digitized to the nearest metre per second. Both profiles were

Fourier transformed, and power spectra computed, and the noise spectrum then was obtained my simply

subtracting the digitized and "undigitized" spectrum.

Figure 113 shows the resulting mean spectrum of digitization noise obtained from 300000 independent

simulations. The theoretical spectral level is overlayed with a dotted curve. Close agreement is evident.

This well-predicted noise spectrum can be removed from the computed spectra, thus eliminating its

effect,s <¡n int,rinsic spectral shapes.

Simulated Spectrum
Variance = 0.083 m2s-2

Mean Spectral Level = 165.90 m2s-2m

Theoretical Spectrum
Variance = 0.083 m2s-2

Spectral Density = 166.67 m2s-2m



Appendix C

Cornputittg Potential Ternperature

frorn Radiosonde Ternperatures

Radiosonde temperatures from Adeìaide Airport come plotted on ae¡ological diagrams, with unequal

spacing in altitude betweerr successive data points. These data were digitized, and potential temperatures,

ignoring humidity effects, were evaluated using the following algorithm.

The potential temperature O(z) at some height z is defined as the temperature a parcel of air at this

height would attain if it were abiabatically compressed to a nominalsea-level pressure of po - l05pa.

p(')
R/C,

)
aQ) =T(z) Po

(1 10)

where 7(z) is the temperature and p(z) is the pressure at height z, Ris the ideal gas constant, and

Co is the specific heat of air at constant pressure. Since hydrostatic balance in the vertical means
¡tl

p(z') = poe- Jo zlH(z) 
,where I1(z) is the pressure scale height at height z, thenrearranging this equation

produces

Aþ) = T(z')¿slc' f'' a"lr1"¡, 
(111)

where g is the gravitational acceleration.

With the radiosonde data, we have a series of unevenly spaced heights 2o,2r,22,....,2, and corre-

sponding temperature measiurements at these heights To,Tt,T2,....,?^. Using (111) and assuming that

the vertical temperature gradient is linear between successive points, the potential temperature O(z¡) at

a height zÈ, u'here 0 < È < n, is given by the following anaryticar expression

o(z¡) =ú (?a)(z;¡1-z;)st(r¡1'z-r;)/co. (112)
i=0
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The advantage of this algorithm is that it analytically assumes a linear variation of. T(z) between

successive points z¡ and z¡..,r1 , which is a usually a good approximation in the troposphere, especially

when the separation between successive points is small.

When plotting isentropes, one needs to evaluate the altitude where a specified value of O occurs.

Equation (112) is not easily solved for z analytically, but is easily solved numerically.



Appendix D

Deterrnining the ttl{eight-averaged"

Gravity-wave Spectrum

A so-called "height-averaged" spectrum was derived in Chapter 6 as equation (77). To specify its

particular form in any given observational situation, the parameters rn* (21) and H B must be determined,

and can be evaluated self-consistently from observational data as follows.

It is a straightforward task to evaluate and plot the mean horizontal velocity variances produced by

these gravity 'nrave motions as a function of height [see, e.g., Hirota and Niki, 1g85; .t/ass anil Meger,

1987; Eckermann and, Vincenl, 1989]. Yet atheoretical estimateof these values at variousheight isgiven

by integrating the original gravity wave spectrum over the resolved wavenumber range, say between rn1

and m2. A general analytical expression for this integral was derived in section 3.3.2 as equation (80).

This experssion means that, by evaluating N,æ(4, rm2 and rn1 from the data, an m*(z) value can then

be calculated self-consistently from (30). By doing this at an upper and a lowe¡ height, then, from the

change in rn*, the parameter FI¿r can be estimated using formula (31) in section 3.3.2. All the parameters

are now specified, and so the height-averaged spectrum appropriate for the data in this height range can

then be evaluated and plotted.

An example of such a calculation is given here, and the results are used in Chapter 6 to plot this

spectrum. Earlier calculations using meteorological rocket data by Hirola ønd Niki [1g85] show that

horizt-rlrtal velocity variances produced by gravity waves in the upper stratosphere are typically around

I0m2 s-2 at a height of 30lcm, and around 60m2 s-2 at 60tcm. Using a representative value of ll -
0.02rad s-1 and values of m7 - 2r(líkrn)-r and rn1 = 2tr(2km)-1 appropriate to the wavenumber band
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analyzed by Hirota anil Niki [1985], then putting these numbers into (30) and solving this equation for the

only unknown parameter rn* gives m*(z = 30km) -2r(2.7km)-1 and ,n,(t - 60Èrzr) -2r(7.Ikrn)-t.
Putting these two values into equation (31) then gives a value of Hp - I6.7km.



Appendix E

Falling sphere observations of

anisotropic gravity wave rnotions in

the upper stratosphere over

Austraha

This is a reprint of a paper by S.D. Eckermann and R.A. Vincent, published in Pure Appl. Geophgs.,

130,509-532, 1989.
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Effect of superposition on

rneasurements of atmospheric
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and sorne reinterpretations
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Effect of Superposition on Measurernents of Atmospheric Gravity'w.aves: A cautionary Note and some Reinterpretations

SrnplrnN D. EcxBnuANN AND Wny¡¡n I(. Hocxl¡¡c
Deparlnenl of Physics and Ìfathemalical Physics, Uúuersilg of Ad.elaide, Adelaíde, Sourh Aælralia

AS AppEARBo l¡{ J. GEOpHllS. RES., 94, 6393_6339, 1gg9

Recent studies of gravity waves in the upper stratosphere have procluced mme in-
teresting, but æ yet unexplained, ræults. The observation and analysis of apparently
"monochromatic" waves is not at first siglrt consistent with thc current conception tlrat
the wave motions at theæ heights are due to a spcctrum ofsuperposed waves with a wide
range of frequencies. t[
inertia gravity waves nd
pe¿r to dominate the is
and analytical analys y
naturally from a broad spectrum of waves. critical reappraisal of the analysis tæhnique
uæd to infer the peak in wave activity nea¡ 3 timcs the inertial frequency shows that
this result is not definitive. This peak is demonstrated to be a statistical manifestation

ve

ty
in
ty

IwtRooucrtou

Present knorvledge of the characteristics of atnro-
spheric gravity waves in the height interval between J0
and 60 km is fragmentary, with rockets and lidars be-
iug the only significant sources of information. Despite
this, studies have ¡evealed distinct local, seasonal, and
latitudinal features in the wave field [e.g., Hirota, lgg4;
Ilirota and, lfil.i, 1985; Shibata eú cl., 1986; Hass a¡td.
Meyer, 1987; Eckermann and Vincetl, lg8gl. Ilowever,
ferv explanations of these important observations have
been put forrvard.

We focus here on some puzzling findings of grav-
ity rvave intrinsic frequency estimates made at these
heights lVirota and Niki, l985]. The results indicated
that quasi-monochromatic inertia gravity waves domi-
nate in this region. Distributions of intrinsic frequen-
cies peaked sharply at around 3 tilnes the inertial fre-
quency, essentially independent of latitude or season.
This is at odds with recent theories of a broad spec-
t¡um of atmospheric gravity waves [e.g., VanZandt,
1982]. Other studies in the lower stratosplrere have re.
vealed that apparently monochromatic inertia gravity
lvaves can olteu be observed le.g., Cadet atd Teitel_

ôaunr, 1979; i[aekaua et al., lg84; Cot and Baral, lgg6].
Yet, if the spectrum of waves does indeed have a peak at
3 tinres the inertial frequency in ttle lower stratosphere,
it seems difñcult to imagine how this could be main-
tained into the upper stratosphere, rvhere strong mean
rvind slrea¡s should substantially alter rvave intrinsic fre_
quencies and hence the position of this peak. If the peak
found by I{irota tnd /Yif.t [lgSb] is real, then the results
seem to indicate that some ,.in situ" rvave generation
or enhancement process acts on a global scale, rvhich
selectively produces tlris peak in intrinsic frequency; al-
ternatively, there may be shortcomings in the analysis
teclrnique advanced by llirota and /fiÀi [lg8b].

lVe have reexamined the measurement technique used
to infer these results. After careful inspection, we con-
clude that the results are biased by rvave superposition
and do ¡rot reflect the t¡ue situation. Furthermore, rve
shorv that the results a¡e ¡ather an indicato¡ of the az-
imuthal directionality in rvave propagation. These as-
sertions are supported by both computer simulations

'fiil-circu-
ptop-

agation in the middle atmosphere. \\¡e begin, horvever,
by illust,rating horv analysis of individual rvave events
can be potentially hazardous and the results misleading,
assunring that a b¡oad spectrum of superposed gravity
rvaves e-\ists in the atmosphere.

Copyright 1989 by r,he American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 88JD03916
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Fig. l. Horizontal velocity oscill¿tions produced by wavæ

rvith random phases and governed in amplitude by a power
spectral density P(m) in the 2- to l0-km vertical wave.
length interval (containing 20 wavee), and zero power spec-
tral density outside this b¿nd. This models experimental
rocket profiles fe.g., Hircto, tSaal. P(m) : A(m) : E (l
+ [m/m.)s¡-t (m. : 2¡/(S km)) was used in Figures la
and lc, and P(m) - E' (flat) was used in Figures lô and
ld, with E and E'scaled so that the variance was 100 m2
s-2 in each cæe. The same phases we¡e used in Figures lc
and lù and in Figures lc and 1d. "Monoch¡omatic" oscilìa-
tions are highlighted by dashed cu¡ves. The height scale is
arbitrary.

"Mo¡{ocHRoMATIc' WAVE EvENTs

Extended atmospheric observations have revealed a
spectrum of rvaves in the atmosphere [e.g., VanZandl,
L982; Dewan et al., 19841. How, then, can one recon-
cile this with frequent "observations', of, and indeed
analysis of, quasi-monochromatic waves le.g., Hirola
and Niki, 1985; Deaarajan el al.,1g85; Cot and Barat,
1e861 ?

A simulation was performed to investigate this.
An analytical vertical wave number power spectral
density A(m) = E(l + [^/^.1")-t, which best
models observed spectra fVanZand,I, lggb; Smith
et al., 1987], was adopted. Wave fields were
then synthesized digitally from ,4(rn), using a sim-
ple Fourier transform technique described by Owens
[1978] and Hocking Ug87l. However, in this exam-

ple a random phase was int,roduced between the real
and imaginary components of each harmonic in Fourier
space, and the transformed amplitude spectrum rvas
Ilermitian, in order to ensure a ¡eal wave field, wi¿h
all the waves coaligned. In this way a series of di[-
ferently superposed single-wave profiles were produced,
while the energy distribution as a function of wave num-
ber in every profile was the same.

On inspecting these profìles, occasionally "monoch¡o-
matic" wavelike oscillations arise merely by fortuitous
superposition amongst a wave ensemble (Figure la). In-
deed, even a lìat spectrum with equal power spectral
density over a range of wave numbers produces simi-
lar "monochromatic" events (Figure ló), indicating that
the occurrence of such events is independent of the spec-
t¡al form. Typical wave profiles, which show no .,mo-

nochromatic" events, are shown in Figures lc and ld.
lnterpretation of oscillations in single atmospheric

profiles as 'monochromatic waves' must be considered
dangerous in light of these fìndings. It is not clear
whether it is valid to analyze a wave of this type by
treating it as a monochromatic wave. It is possible that
the oscillation arises because all the other Fourier conr-
ponents fortuitously sum to zero ove¡ this range, leaving
one true wave, but caution should ce¡tainly be exer-
cised in analysis. The dangers in subjective analysis
of wind data have previously been illustrated by llincs
[1966]. For example, it is well known that two super-
pos¡ng waves of wave numbers m1 and m2 and constant
amplitude will produce a "beating" wave of wave num-
ber (m¡ + m2)/2 and an amplitude envelope of wave
number (my - m2)/2. Analysis of this beating pattern
as a monochromatic event would clearly give erroneous
wave numbe¡ and amplitude information. Notice that
the "monochromatic" oscillation betweeh Z0 and 80 km
in Figure 1¿ seems to grow with height somewhat, even
though no growth with height is incorporated in the
simulation, and so it must be, to some extent, a "beat-
ing" or coherence length effect. Superposition eflects
like this might explain why gravity waves often only
appeâr to exist over one or two time cycles and only
retain coherence over a few kilometers in the vertical
le.g., Harper and Woodman, lg77; Miller et ol., Ig78l.

One should not interpret these arguments as a re[u-
tation of all observations of monochromatic waves. The
atmospheric gravity wave spectrum has enormous vari-
ability over small time scales, and individual large.
amplitude waves certainly arise le.g., Balsleg et al.,
1983, Cot and Barol, lg86l. Instead, these results
should encourage efforts to verify the coherence of such
waves before subjecting them to an in-depth analysis.
If this is not done, superposition effects may lead one to
infer individual rvave amplitudes and wavelengths which
a¡e inconect. Since measu¡ed wave parameters are of-
ten used to trace waves back through the atmosphere to
their source and wave amplitude variation with height is
used to investigate wave saturation effects, then clearly
a potential for erroneous inferences exists. An exam-
ple of the dangers in analyzing generally polychromatic
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FiS. 2. Histograms oI f fo Lor gravity wavæ betwæn
30 and 60 km from four different rocket stations, using all
available data [after Hirota and ¡fiÈí, lgSS].

wave motions will now be presented.

INppne¡qcss Ãøour f /u
The horizontal wind velocity perturbations of a small

amplitude gravity wave of intrinsic frequency t..l, propa-
gating in an unsheared, inviscid atmosphere with Cori-
olis parameter f, ate governed by the following polar-
ization relation fGossard and Hoot;e, LgTSl

Since in an experiment it is usual to measure the
zonal (u') and meridional (u') oscillations, (l) must be
expressed with respect to these cootdinate axes, and so
depends oî u', ut , and the wave propagation azimuth di-
rection d. Rather than infer d, IIN computed the ellipse
vector length r - (u'2411t2¡r/2, reasoning that the ratio
of the maximum and minimum ellipse vectors delìnes
the ellipse axial ratio and hence f /u. Local maxima
and minima of the wave motion were located from this
quantity, and inner and outer "r" envelopes of the wave
motion determined by interpolat,ion. The ratio of the
inner to outer envelope at each height was then taken
to be a measure of f /u.

Results from many meteorological rocket stations
were collated into histograms and are reproduced in
Figure 2. IIN found that, virtually regardless of sea-
son or location, a most probable value of !/u x 0.3
resulls, and there is little probability of ñnding values
of f fu ne* 0 or l. Only a sliglrt but distinct decrease
in peak value with decreasing latitude is evident. This
¡esult is despite the fact that changes in latitude alter
the inertial frequency / and that the strong variation of
the upper stratospheric background wind with altitude,
latitude, and sea-son must also change r.r.

We propose that the distributions are an artifact of
the method of analysis, as discussed in the next section.

v' - -if u' (r)

wlre¡e [/' and, Vt are ùhe velocity components paral-
lel with, and transverse to, the direction of horizontal
propagation, respectively.

The formulaimplies an elliptically polarized wave mo-
tion in the horizontal with a frequency dependent ellipse
axial ratio. Hirota and /ftÈi [19S5] (hereafter referred to
as HN) realized that by measuring lV,/U,1, it was pos-
sible to determine J /u and hence the intrinsic wave fre-
quency ø. This is a potentially powerful way of measur-
ing this important wave parameter, since ground-based
measurements of wave frequencies (e.g., radars, lidars)
are contaminated by the Doppler-shifting effects of the
background winds.

ExpLe¡l,c,'r¡oN Or Osspnvlrroxs
Clearly, the IIN analysis is perfectly valid for a single

wave (assuming background wind shears are not sig-
nificant). I{orvever, a spectrum of gravity waves exists
in the atmosphere which, as has already been shown,
will produce important superposition effects. There.
fo¡e a random superposition of waves exists generally,
and individual wave ellipses will be severely distorted
by the remaining oscillations (e.g., Figure I of IIN).
.Ãs r^¡nf r^o, must, by definition, lie between 0 and l,
one must ask whethe¡ the observed ratio of -0.8 might
result rathe¡ from the data's dist¡ibution. For exam-
ple, even if t,he wave spectrum were composed entirely
of high-frequency waves, the¡e is no reason why wave
superposition could not produce r^in/t^o, ratios any-
where in the range 0-1.

To examine this possibility, a simple simulation was
performed. Independent zonal and meridional real os-
cillations due to many linearly polarized waves with ran-
dom phase and amplitude were synthesized, as in Fig-
ure^ l. This independence means that the vector length
(ut2¡or2¡rlz has two degrees of freedom. These data are
statistically equivalent to an azimuthally isotropic wave
field, which has two degrees offreedom in vector length
as a result of the independence of the polar coordinates
(r,{). These simulated profiles were then analyzed us-
ing the HN technique. The dashed curves in Figure 3
are the dist in,
produced in on.
similarity in ate
tion (Figure me
in Figure 2. The peak at f /u - 0.3 should be particu-
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where ú = (r^ín/r^o")"(o^or/o^:n)2, and B(e,y) is
the beta function.

Figures 3ö and 3c overlay simulated distributions of
r-¡. ârd r-o", tespectively, rvith Rayleigh distributions
(using ø2 values evaluated in the simulation). The sim-
ulated and analytical curves agree rvell fo¡ r-¡^ but
poorly for r-o". This poor agre€ment for r-o, is not
surplising, because one must expect this distribution to
be offset to the right somewhat. Indeed, apar[ from
an , axis shift, the simulated r-¡. and r-o" distribu-
tions are similar in form and so the r-o" distribution is
better described by a noncentral Rayleigh distribution,
denoted p'Å^(r), where À is the square of sorne (con-
stant) offset from zero along the z axis ["IoÀnson and.

Kotz, 19701.

p"Å^þ,)= ,t 
å (ry) e-et2) [ni+2i 1,,2¡1 (4)

This lo¡mula holds for a constant ollset ,\, rvhereas in
this application the offset itself has a probability distri-
bution (Figure 3ö). Despite this, on fitting (4) to rhe
simulated r-o, distributions, one obtains close agree.
ment (Figure 3d). Consequently, the ratio (r^¡n f r^o,)2
should then have a noncentral .F distribution, with
(vt=2,v2=2) degrees of freedom lJohnson antl Kolz,
1970], denoted p"F' "''^ (¿).

p'F''"'^(D= 
å (g+)'-t^"' ln'ì',"*'i{Ðl (5)

Using conservation of probability (i.e., p(,ar) d(A2) =
P(A) dA), one then finds that the ratio € = r^;nfr^o,
is distributed as Q(e), where

QG) = 2e p?'",ttle2 (o2^""/o2^;^)l (6)

Calculations of r^¡nf r^o, necessarily lie between 0
and 1. So the distribution value produced at e = e' rvill
be proportional to Q(e') + Q0/e'), since a value of e

greater than 1 will be treated as its reciprocal in the
analysis. Since P(1/,4) = -A2[P(A)1, we finally derive
the form ol rhe f f u distribution, P(f /r), where f( is a
normalization constant.

P(f /.)= K(t-(f l,)r)QU/") (7)

Figure 3e overlays both the simulated //ø distribu-
tion (from analysis ofsimulated data) and the analytical
distribution (7), using À, o\¡n, and, o2^o" values from
the distributions in Figures 3ö and 3d. Notice the sim-
ilarity in shape amongst the simulated, analytical, and
experimental (Figure 2) distributions.

Thus it is clear that the shape of the curves derived
by HN and the peak at f lu - 0.3 are not necessarily
indicative of the major gravity waves. Indeed, the same
shape would even arise ilthe atmospheric gravity wave
spectrum comprised only linearly polarized waves, and
waves with f /, - 0.3 did not exist! While it may be

o
vclæity (m s- I)

t 000

f-¡"^'*

Fig. 3. Simulated (dashed curve) and analytical (solid
curve) distributions of (a) r; (ö) r^r"
(c) t^¡^fr^",, whe¡e r - (uo + ro)'
details.

;(
l2

larly noted.
One can also demonstrate analytically that the peak

near 0.3 is spurious. It is well known that a random
superposition of phasors produces a iesultant phasor
rvhose vector length is Rayleigh dist¡ibuted le.g., Beck-
mann, 1962J. So, for a random supetposition ofgravity
rvaves, u' and u' will have a Normal distribution, 12

- (u'2+a'2) will have a ¡2 distribution with z equal to
trvo degrees of freedom, denoted nur(rt2), and r will have
a corresponding Rayleigh distribution, denoted pft(r')
(Figure 3c).

p'n(r') =
2rt

r,(v-2)e-/2 12 - 2r' piþ,z) (2)
2v t(v /2

rvhere r' = î/o, and I(e) is the gammafunction.
Since f fu is infe¡red ftom r^¡nf r^o,, it is the lat-

ter quantity one must consider. Let us initially assume
that like î¡ tmi¡ and r-o" are Rayleigh distributed
rvitlr nrean square values o2^;n and, alo". The ratio
(r^;n/r^o,)2 will tben have an ^F distribution, with
(v1=2,v2-2) degrees of freedom ffohnson antl Kolz,
1970], denoted p!F' "' (t).

p'F'""(t) = EOà,,øF#:* (3)

4
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Fig. 4. Graphs of the change in the mean ntio <f f o> :
(,r^¡nlr^o,2 with increæed horizontal dirætionality, (c)
using attenuation o of ¡andom meridional oscillations and
(ò) a numerical model in which gravity wavæ have a ¡e-
st¡icted width of allowed azimuths equa.t to p(180.). See
text for detailq of the model used in Figure 4ò.

that some of the profiles analyzed by IIN provided in-
fo¡mation on monochromatic oscillations, it seems clear
that the combined results ¡n Figure 2 are a statistical
manifestation of a generally superposed wave field.

Mltnn¡¡.lt¡cA.L IMpLrcATtoNs

The illustrated sole dependence of these //c.r distri-
butions on the statistical parameters \, o!¡n, and o2^o"
has important implications. In particular, any horizon-
tal anisotropy in wave propagation directions would ef-
fectively reduce the degrees offreedom z¡ and 22, which
in turn alters øfir. and o2^o" and produces a change in
shape of the distributions.

To investigate this possibility, two simulations were
performed. In the first, independent zonal and merid-
ional oscillations were produced in the manner previ-
ously outlined. A variable attenuation factor a was ap-
plied to the meridional components of oscillation, so
that the degrees of freedom were effectively reduced,
and the HN analysis was then performed. Since the
unattenuated profiles are statistically equivalent to an
azimuthally isotropic wave field, this process is equiva-
lent to making the wave azimuth distribution progres-
sively more anisotropic. From the resulting distribu-
tions, a mean value <f /r> = [(f /u)e$/u) d(f /u)
rvas evaluated. A mean value rather than the peak value
lvas used to allow more accurate comparison with the
dist¡ibutions in Figure 2. Figure 4a plots the change in
<f /r> with attenuation a.

This simulation assumes that all tlre rvaves are lin-
early polarized along the direction of propagation. In
fact, a secondary oscillation orthogonal to [he direc-
tion ofpropagation is predicted by (l). Consequently, a
more physically realistic simulation was performed us-
ing a gravity wave computer model. In this nrodel a
grid was set up in vertical wave number and int¡insic
frequency space, and each point on the grid rvas de-
fined an individual wave, except that the rçave azimuth
was, at this stage, undefined. lVave amplitudcs rvere as-
signed by analytically integrating the trvo-dinrensional
wave spectrum lVanZondt,1985; Smirlr ef aI., lgSZ] over
a rectangle centered on the relevant grid point and with
dimensions equal to the grid spacing. Dach rvave rr,as
given a random starting phase and was allorred to prop-
agate in time and space. All of the waves propagated
energy up\yatds (m < 0), consistent with observations
[e.g., UN; Eckermann and Vincent, lgSg]. An isothcr-
mal 250 K atmosphere with no mean rvind was used in
this study. To investigate isotropy effects, each rvave
was also assigned a random azimuth direction betrveen
0" and p(180o), where p was between 0 and L In this
way, azimuthal wave propagation had a "box car" polar
diagram of width P(1800). Resulting rvave fields rvere
analyzed using the IIN method and <l/u> values ob-
tained a-s in the first simulation. The change in <t/u>
as a lunction of p(180") is shown in Figure 4ä and nray
be compared with the mean f fu values in Figure 2.

Using this gravity wave model, each simulated pioñle
was also stored and analyzed for ils direction of rvave
vecto¡ ¡otation, using the change in the ellipse vector
phase angle with height, as described by IIN. Using this
technique, HN found appreciable anisotropy in the di-
¡ection of \À'ave vecto¡ rotation, consistent with the ma-
jority of the wave energy propagating from lorver alti-
tudes. Despite extensive superposition, we find, using
the gravity wave model, that 65-70% of the rotations
are clockwise in the mid-latitude northern hemisphere
fo¡ a azimuthally isotropic field of 128 waves, consistent
with the HN results. Ifone either decreases the number
of waves (i.e., ifone reduces the superposition) or ifone
int¡oduces some azimuthal directionality, this clockwise
percentage increases further. An example of the varia-
tion with azimuthal directionality is shorvn in Figure b.

Puysrc¡,r, Iiu pLlc,c.,rloNs

Inspection of (5)-(Z) reveals that the distributions de-
pend only on the parameters l, o2^ro, and clo". llence
inferences of dominant wave frequencies from such re-
sults are not sustainable. Rather, the values are a mea-
sure of the horizontal localization in direction of the
oscillations (Figure 4). \Vitlì this new perspective, pig-
ure 2 implies greater directionality in azimu[hal rvave
propagation with dec¡easing northern latitude. It also
reveals more alignment during winter than in the other
seasons, which is consistent rvith increased critical level
filtering by the strong wintertime zonal rvind jets.

Some tentative co¡¡obora[ion fo¡ these inferences of
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width of allowed azimurhs (deg)

FiS. 5. Variation in the percentage of clockwiæ wave
vector rotations (northern hemisphere) with azimuthal di-
rectionality for an enscmble of 128 waves produced by a

nume¡ical gravity wave model, as in Figure 4ö.

rvave directionality comes from a global gravity wave
simulation using thè Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab-
oratory (GFDL) "SKYIII" general ci¡culation model

lMigahara ct al., 19861. All of the rocket stations in
the IIN study lie within a relatively narro\{r longitude
interval¡ with eight of the 12 lying between 60o and
120"W. In this longitude zone, Miyohara ct cl. [1986]
found a strong stratospheric u'Q' flux, with Q' equal
to vertical pre*sure velocity, a presr¡ure weighted verti-
cal velocity expressed in log-pressure coordinates [Àliya-
hara el ct., 1986], peaking at -2 x l0-5 m s-1 mbar s-l
at latitudes around 50o-60oN. At the equatorial loca-
tions of the IIN study (Kwajalein and Ascension Is-
land), a strongly positive u'O'flux of 4 x l0-s m s-r
mbar s-l was produced in the stratosphere, twice as
large as the peak at 50oN. However, an earlier study
by Hircta [1984] revealed that wave amplitudes around
50oN greatly exceed those at either Kwajalein or As-
cension Island. This can only mean one of two things.
Either the wave field at the tropical stations is far more
di¡ectional than at the mid-latitude stations, which is
precisely the result that we inferred earlier, or a much
larger u'O' flux occurs at 50oN than at the equatorial
sites. Unfortunately, meridional stress terms are not
presented by Migahara ef cl. [1986], nor in a more re-
cent simulation with the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies (GISS) model by Rind et al. [1988]. N{eso-
spheric measurements f¡om Saskatoon (52oN, 107'W)
do suggest some preference for a north-south alignment
during winter fManson and Meek, 1988]. However, Fig-
ure 17 of Miyahara el al. [1986] shows more sign of
¡neridional wave ptopagation at the equatorial stations
than at the mid-latitude stations. Similarly, the win-
tertime scatter plots of HirofalL9S4l show more indica-
tion ol a preferred meridional alignment at Kwajalein
(9"N, 168oE) than at Thule (77oN, 69"W). This tends
to favor our interpretation of greater equatorial direc-
tionality, though clearly only direct measurement can
confirrn this.

Furthernrore, we note from Figure 2 that the oscilla-
tions at Krvajalein exhibit even more directional local-
ization than is allowed for in Figure 4ò. So not only is
the wave field here very directional, but there is less en-
ergy in the V' oscillations than theoretically predicted
for a representative model spectrum of gravity rvaves.
This means from (l) that, rather than a predominance,
there is a relative dearth of inertia gravity waves at
this location. This means that there is a los,-frequency
dip in the equatorial gravity wave intrinsic frequency
spectrurn, so that, in the end, the IIN results have told
us sonretlring about the intrinsic frequency of gravity
waves. t his result seems to be consistent rvith other ob-
servations that Kelvin rvave and mixed Rossby-gravity
rvave tnotio¡ls are prevalent in the equatorial strato-
spherc [e.g , lVallace, 1973; IIirota,1978; Deuarojan et
al., 1985], since these fundanrentally dillerent t1'pes of
waves are physically constrained to discrete horizontal
directions, as opposed to simple gravity wavcs, giving
rise to a very directional rvave field. Ilorvever, there
is strong theoretical and observational evidcnce to sug-
gest that nrixed Rossby-gravity waves ouly occur in tl¡e
lower s[ratosphere [e.g., /lirola, lg80], rvhich favors an
interpretation in terms of Kelvin waves alone.

Some experimental support for these assertions comes
from l,lre fact that the clockrvise energy percentages cal-
culated by IIN at llìe equatorial stations (-65%) are
signiñcantly less than those at more northrvard lat,i-
tudes (-80-90%). This implies either an azimuthally
isotropic equatorial wave field (Figure 5), which contra-
dicts our earlier inferences, or a lack ofequatorial inertia
gravity wave energy compared to that at more north-
ward latitudes. Notice also that the 80-90% clockwise
rotation found by IIN at the nonequatorial sites indi-
cates that superposition in the real atmosphere is less
severe than in the 128-wave simulation used to produce
Figure 5, as one might reasonably expect.

Our reanalysis of Jfu distributions can tell us noth-
ing about directions of propagation, only the degree of
directionality. At the tropical locations, Migahora el al.

[1986] found distinct indications of meridional gravity
wave propagation from the low-lat,itude southern tro-
posphere into the lorv to mid-latitude northern strato-
sphere, produced by the filtering action ofeasterly plan-
etary wave winds. The study of Migahara el al. [1986]
simulated only sbort time intervals in December, Jan-
uary, and February. The invariance with season of the
//cu distributions at Kwajalein suggests that sinrilarly
directional gravity wave propagation may occur all the
year round, although I(elvin wave and mixed Rossby-
gravity wave motions must also be considered.

Further investigations into the horizontal propaga-
tion directions of stratospheric gravity rvaves are clearly
needed, in orde¡ to compare with the three-dimensional
wave propagation being found in global simulations.
Eclcermann and Vincent [t989] inferred highly direc-
tional sou[h-eastward wave propagation during sum-
mer. General circulation model simulations during
the southern summer flr[iyahara el al., 1986] also pro-
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duce distinct south-eastward wave propagation from
the equatorial troposphere into the middle atmosphere
above Australia. Since these simulations have so far
only produced climatologies of the u/Of stress term (a
partially cancelling quantity), more detailed knowledge
of horizontal wave directionality will also be needed in
order to make more meaningful comparisons amongst
these results and the mean u'2 anð, T'2 values that are
most easily calculated in observational studies.

CoNcr,ustoNs

lVave superposition can lead to, and has led to, crro-
neous inferenccs concerning the occurrence ofsccrningly
"mouochromatic" gravity rvaves in the atnrosphcre.
The need for caution in analyzing such events has been
noted. In particular, we have addressed sorne recent
measu¡emerìts of wi¡rd structurc made by rocket-borne
techniques, rvhich rvere analyze<l in order to deterrnine
gravity rvave intrinsic frequencies. \Ve have shorvn that
the analysis method, based on single wave assumptions,
does not in fact supply information about intrinsic fre-
quencies because of superposition effects, but it can,
however, be reinterpreted to give information about the
azimuthal directionality in wave propagation. À reanal-
ysis reveals more wave directionality in rvinter than in
other sea-sons at all latitudes and a highly directional
rvave fìeld at the tropics. the equatorial directionality
exceeds theoretical predictions for gravity waves and
suggests a dearth of inertia gravity waves at the trop-
ics, with l(elvin rvave and mixed Rossby-gravity wave
nrotions being nrore prevalent.
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Effects of Nonstationarity on spectral Anarysis of
Mesoscale Motions in the Atmosphere

SropHor{ D. EcxoR[¡nN¡¡l
Departrnent of Physics and Mathematical Physics, rJniversil,y oî Adelaide, Adelaide,Souúh Ausúralia

Computation of the power spectra of mesoscale
beco¡ne a way of addressing a nu¡nber of import
gravity waves or quasi twclimersional tu¡Lule
more energetic mesoscale fluctuations, and wheth
vectively satu¡ated. Yet the variance of these sm
in space amd time, and so spectra computed from
the stationarSr shape. A model of the vertical wa
ations produced by saturated gravity wave rno
spectral form varies considerably with altitude.

tationar.ity of time-fluctr¡ating motions reveal
ly altered in shape. However, gravity wave and

frequency spectnùn, and both
background wind speed varies
ior¡s of the problem reveal that

1. INrRooucrron
Computation of power spectra has become standard in

the analysis of mesoscale motions within the atmosphere and
ocean. In the atmosphere, advances in ground_based remote
sensing techniques have facilitated spectral investigations of
velocity, temperature and density fluctuations over a wide
spatial and temporal range. Many such measurements have
been made at different times of the year and at different

derstanding the dynamics which give rise to these observed
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""äåifin""ries predict the spectral shapes which should be

observed if either process is the more dominant in energy

le.g., Gage, \979; VonZanilt, 1982; Scheffier ond Liu, 1986;
Dewan and Good, 1986; Fritts ond VønZondt, 1987; Smith
et al., 7987; Goge and Nastrom, 1988]. Despite this, com-
parisons of spectral measutements with the predictions of
each theory have been equivocal. \{hile it notv seems gen-

erally accepted that gravity wave motions are responsible
for the vertical velocity frequency spectra measured in light
wind conditions [e.g., Ecklund eú ol., 1986], in stronger wind
conditions and in the horizonta.l there is enough ambiguity
in the comparièons that neither process can yet be accepted
as dominant or dismissed a-s inconsistent with observations.
This superficially suggests that both types of motion coex-
ist, as postuìated by trilty [f983], but that the relative and
absolute contributions to the total mesoscale variance are
variable, or nonstationary.

Analysis of the spectra in terms of gravity waves has gen-
erally been more successful, and so this interpretation has
gained wider acceptance. However, the physical processes

that act on the gravity wave field to produce the observed
spectral shape and intensity have yet to be agreed upon. The
ability of non-linear interacùions amongst a wave ensemble
to produce and maintain the oceanic spectrum has been ex-
tensively investigated (see the review of Müller et ol. [f986]).
In the atmosphere, however, wave amplitude saturation due
to convective instability is now thought to be responsible for
much of the spectral structure, although other mechanisms
have also been considered (see reviews by Friúús [1984, 1989],
anð. Dunleerton [1989]). Dewan ond Good [t046] and Smith
et ø1. ll987l have used a linear gravity wave saturation hy-
pothesis to derive a theoretical vertical wave numbet spec-
trum for horizontal velocity fluctuations in the atmosphere.
This theory, if correct, could have important applications
in parameterizing the effects on the background flow of a
full spectrum ofdissipating gravity waves [e.g., Fritts,1989;
VanZaniJt and Fritts, I989f.

Spectra computed {rom measurements have been used to
test this idea too, and again the degree of correspondence
with the theory has been variable. While the model spec-
trum agrees very well with some measurements lDewon et
ol., 1984; Frítts and Chou,1987; Fritts et ol., 1988], there are
other experimentally determined vertical wave number spec-
tra where the agreement is less marked, and so these spectra
appear to deviate somewhat from the model [e.g., Víncent,
1984; Hass and Meger, 19871' Maekowa et al., 1987; Shibata
et cl., 1988; Eckermonn and Vincent, l989f.

While dynamical theories which can explain the observed
atmospheric spectra have been actively pursued, possible
sources of contamination that might affect such spectral
measurements have not been investigated in depth. Nev-
ertheless many such sources have been identified in mea-
surements, such as the sampling and digitization used in
recording the data le.g., Kristensen and l(irkegaaril,1987;
Moore et al., 1988; Ifuímal et ol., 1989], and many difrerent
instrumental effects [e.g., Miller,L969; Fukøo et ol., 1988a, D;

Mog et ol., 1988; Sidi et ol., 1988; Eclcermønn ond Vincent,
1989]. In addition, the motion spectra themselves vary in
response to environmental factors, such as background wind
speed [e.g., Eclclund eá ol., 1986; Scheffier and Liu, 1986
Fritts and VanZandt, 1987] and atmospheric stability [e.g.,
Smith et a1.,19871, VanZøndt and Fritts, 19891.

Whatever the actual dynamics are, it is clear from obser-
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vations that the resulting mesoscale variance often changes
appreciably on both short and long time scales [e.g., .ÕId-

roto, t984; Meek et ol., 1985; Vincent ond Frítts, 19871,

Fritts an¿l Chou, 1987; Cornish,1988; PuÈoo et aI., l9Eg;
Friúts, 1989]. The variance also increases systematicalìy
with altitude le.g., BaIsIey and Corter, 1982; Hirota and
Nilcí, 1985; Balsley and Gorello, 1985] and exhibits appre-
ciable geographic variability [e.g., Hiroto, 1984; Goge onil
Nastrom, 1986; l{astrom et al., 1987; Fritts et al., 1989].
This means that spatial and temporal series of experimen-
tally sampled data, from which spectra are computed, must
indeed be nonstationary; that is, the variance, and hence the
spectral form,-is not the same at all points in the data se-

ries. Although "nonstationarity" is usually associated with
time series analysis, it will be used hereafter to describe the
variability evident in both spatial and temporal data series.

It is well known that nonstationarity can change the spec-
tral shape when data are Fourier transformed, yet the possi-
ble effects on spectral computations of nonstationary char-
acteristics evident in mesoscale motion data have not been
adequately addressed. Since the shape and intensity of mea-
sured spectra are now being used to evaluate theories about
the nature of these fluctuating dynamics, investigation of
possible nonstationary distortion of computed spectra is
warranted.

To address these issues, the specific problem of nonsta-
tionarity with altitude of the model vertical wave number
spectrum ol Smith et ol. [f SA7] is first considered in section
2. The insights gained here are then applied in section 3

to the general problem of spectral analysis of mesoscale mo-
tions in the frequency and horizontal wave number domain.
In section 4, a fractional me¿ìsure, which remains station-
ary even when the variance is nonstationary, is developed
and presented as being potentially useful in experimentally
evaluating whether gravity waves or vortical modes are the
more energetic fluctuations in generally nonstationary data.

2. Ar,rrruop NoxsrllroxlRrry oF THE Vpnrrc¡,r.
W.qtrE Nulvtnnn Spnctnu¡vr

To investigate the general problem of spectral nonstation-
arity, we shall first consider a specific one; the change of form
with altitude of the model vertical wave number spectrum
proposed by Smith et al. [f 987]. This is done for two main
reasons. The first is that the height variation of this spec-
trum has a regular exponential form, and so is amenable to
analysis. Secondly, the wave saturation theory used to de-
rive the model spectrum of .9miúå eú cl. [f 987] is important
in its own right, and requires experimental corroboration.
Therefore, any contamination of the spectral measu¡ements
which might affect the comparisons needs to be investigated.

2.1. Background Theory
Consider a gravity wave, produced at ground level with

a peak horizontal velocity amplitude zl and vertical wave
number rns, which propagates upwards and zonally into the
middle atmosphere. Assuming the wave has neither a very
low nor very high intrinsic frequency, then on propagating to
some altitude z, the peak wave amplitude zf."r.(z) is given
approximately by the expression lLindzen, 1987; Schoeberl,
1e851

u!r""t (") : 
"L (#)1t2 "'lzae (1)

where rn is the vertical wave number and H o is the density
scale height.
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A wave therefore grows in amplitude exponentially as it
propagates vertically into the less-dense upper atmosphere.
The wave amplitude may eventually become so large that it
produces a vertical temperature gradient which exceeds the
adiabatic lapse rate of the background atmosphere, and so

the wave becomes convectively unstable. This occu¡s when
[e.g., .Friúús, 1984]

ulp"^u(z)) ltr - "l= N/rn (2)

where LI is the background horizontal wind speed, c is the
ground-based horizontal phase speed, and N is the Brunt-
Vãisälä frequency.

Saturation theory, in its simplest form [e.g., Líndzen,lgSl;
Fritts,1984,7989; Dunlcerton, 1989], predicts that the wave
does not overturn and dissipate completely at this altitude.
Instead, only sufficient turbulent diffusion is generated to
maintain the wave amplitude utr."*(z) at the instability
threshold N f rn. Deuan ond Good [1986] argued that this
implies a saturated vertical wave numbet power spectrum
of u' fl uctuations, designated hereafter F.(*), proportional
to N2f m3. Smith et dl. [f98?] extended this single wave
theory to include a general superposition of both saturated
and unsaturated waves. They arrived at the following quasi-
empirical expression for the power spectrum:

F.(m): N'' I=6¡¡676 (3)

This model spectrum is illust¡ated in Figure l. The waves
which have wave numbers greater than r¿. are saturated and
produce an rn-3 spectrum, wherea.s waves with wave num-
bers less than rn. are unsaturated, produce a flat spectrum,
and grow in amplitude approximately as ezl2He. Hence
there is a convenient partitioning of the saturated and un-
saturated waves in the vertical wave number domain. The
analytical function (3), however, is to some extent arbitrary.
The formula itself was originally used by Desaubies ll976f
to model the oceanic wave spectrum. It was later adopted
by VonZanilú [1985] and ,Smdúl¡ et ol. [f987] for the atme
spheric spectrum because it most closely represents the ob
served spectral shape of the transition region between the
saturated and unsaturated spectrum, which theory currently
makes no prediction about. Nevertheless, difrerent analyt-
ical formulae can be, and have been, used le.g., VanZandt,
7982; Sídi et ol., 1988; VonZondt and Frdtts, 1989].

The flat nature of the unsaturated spectrum is also some-
what arbitrary, and is chosen again because it corresponds
with the observations. Fukoo et al. [f989] showed that the
wave amplitude variation (1) implies aflat unsaturated spec-
trum for a constant ul, just as (2) impties 

"n ro-3 spectrum.
However, VanZondt ond Fritts [ISSS] argued that the unsat-
urated portion of the spectrum should have a positive spec-
tral index, so that the vertical flux of wave action remains
finite. In any case, in the real atmosphere source t¡ansience
will always make this part of the spectrum rather variable in
form, and so any functional fit of the unsaturated spectrum
can never be adequate for every measurement.

The variance of the wave field ¿,2 is found, according
to Rayleigh's theorem fBrocewell,1978], by integrating this
spectrum.

N2
6m1(z)
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where p : ,n/^,(") and where rnr and zn.2 define the wave
number range. On integrating over all wave numbers (zn1 :
o to rn2: oo), one finds F = N2fsm,2. This total wave
variance is assumed to grow with height * 

"'/rIø, where
Hø ) Hp due to the nongrowth with height of the saturated
waves. This in turn implies

m,(z) x rn,(zs)e-e-.o)/zx" (5)

indicating that, with increasing a.ltitude, a greater fraction
of the wave field (rn ) m,) becomes saturated. As most of
the variance is concentrated around m. Íe.g., Smíth et ø1.,

1987], this also irnplies that the vertical wavelength of the
most energetic waves in the spectrum increa-ses with height,

This model spectrum, however, is unusual, in so far as
it holds only at a given height, since rn, is height depen-
dent. Yet the very process ofobtaining a vertical wave num-
ber spectrum involves transforming data over a prescribed
height range. Clearly then, if one were to compute a verti-
cal wave number spectrum from data over a large altitude
range, one would expect this change in spectral form with
height (see Figure l) to produce a resultant spectrum some-
what different to (3). The effect has been considered for
a single wave propagating in the sodium layer by Gardner
and Voelz [1985, f987] and within the neutral atmosphere
by Gardner et ø1. [f989]. A detailed consideration of the
problem in a general sense will be attempted here for a full
spectrum of waves. Before introducing a model used to ac-
curately simulate the {ull efrects, however, a brief outline of
the problem will be given.

2.2. Fo¡mulation ol the Problen
Let u'(z) be a height profile of wave fluctuations which

are governed by the model spectrum (3) as evaluated at one
height z1 (so that a'(z) is stationary), and let V(rn) be its
Fourier transform, where V(rn) is generally complex. Now
we define a more realistic wave profile p'(z) which grows in
amplitude with height as a(z), such that p'(z): a(z)a'(z).
If the Fourier transfo¡m of aþ) is A(m), then it is well known
that the Fourier transform of pt(z), designated p(rn), is
given by the convolution of ,A(rn) with V(rn) le.g., Brøceuell,
1978], here denoted A(m)øVþn). Thus the measured spec-
trum lP(rn)12 will generally be difrerent to the model spec-
trum lV(rzr)12 given bv (S).

Consider first a case where rn. + oo, so that all the con-
rated and grow in amplitude with

The Fourier trans{orm A(rn) oI
ver an altitude range ze : z2 - zl

(where 22 and .z1 are the upper and lower height limits of
the measurement, respectively) is

A(^): îúTæ{l+.'*(r7)
-.(?) rrncosh (Ð.*(?)] *
il-"i,,h (,ft).."(?) -L\
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fi.o,n(Ð,,"(?)]) (6)

A(*) : An(m)tiA¡(rn)

Figure 2a plots An(rn) and A¡(nr.) as dotted and dashed
lines, respectively, using representative values of z" - 40 km
lilass and Mege4 1987; Eckermonn and Vincent,1989] and
Hp:7 km. l,a(rn)l is overlayed with a solid curve.

Since An(rn) and, Ayþn\ have a modulated sinusoidal na-
ture, the convolved spectrum P(m) = A(rn) I V(rn) must
depend on the instantaneous phases amongst the constituent
waves in the spectrum V(m). Such phases a¡e indetermi-
nate, and so for one spectral measurement, the exact form of
the measured power spectrum lP(rn)1'? cannot be predicted.
However, since no preferred phase scheme for the wave spec-
trum V(rn) should occur, the averaged effect of this conve
lution will be dictated largely by the forms of l,a(rn)l and

lV(^)|. The intrinsic spectral amplitude at a wave number
mi,lV(m;)1, should therefore be spread on average through
wave number space according to 1,4(m - r¿l)1. Figure 2ö il-
lustrates how l,a(rn)l evolves as the scale height Ilo changes.
When I/, ) e,, the wave growth o(z) is negligible, the pro-
file is stationary, and ll(^)l produces the sin(rn)/rn spectral
spreading which characte¡izes truncated data fe.g., Koimal
et ol., 1989]. Dashed lines in Figure 2ö mark the points
which are sampled using a {ast Fourier transfo¡m (FFT) al-
gorithm. This sin(rn)/rn shape appears as a delta function
using digital Fourier techniques, and so no further spreading
occuls, as one would expect for a stationary process. As the
scale height fl, decreases and exponential growth over the
height range e" becomes mole pronounced, however, these

I'q@)l curves a.ssume a broad Lorentzian shape, which will
produce spreading of the stationary spectral power lV(zr)12.

Since 1.4(rn - m;)l spreads energy equally either side of
rn¡, the flat unsaturated part of the spectrum should ideally
be unaltered in shape after convolution with 1,4(zr.)1. How-
ever, as the computational realization of this convolution is
incomplete at the end points of the spectrum (the amplitude
can be spread in one direction but cannot be spread in the
other direction), then this must in practice result in some
reduction of spectral power at the smallest wave numbers.

The effect on the saturated part ofthe spectrum, however,
should be more pronounced. Even though l¿(-)l produces
a symmetrical spreading of spectral power, the "red' nz-3
nature of. lV(rn)12 at saturated wave numbers must result in
more spectral power being spread to higher wave numbers
than that spread to lower wave numbe¡s, and will produce
an actual fa.ll-off in spectral power more gradual than rn-3.

The effects on the spectrum of the exponential growth of
a single wave have been considered by Gardner and Voelz

[1985,198?] and Gørdner eú ol. [1989], and similar convolu-
tion effects to those anticipated here do indeed arise. In the
sodium layer, due to a highly nonlinear response, a single
wave is characterized by a "notch" in the spectrum between
two peaks fGarilner and Voelz,1985]. Any exponential wave
growth with height ¡esults in spectral power being spread
f¡om the peaks to fill in this 'notch' region, Indeed, Gord-
ner and Voelzllg85,1987] have used the observed difference
in height between the (notch" and peaks (i.e., how much
the *notch" has been "filled in") to measure the amplitude
growth with height of individual waves. Within the neutra.l
atmosphere, the relative density response of a monochroma-
tic wave gives rise to a main peak with side lobes in the
density fluctuation spectrum fGardner eú ol., 1989]. Here
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again, wave growth with height causes spreading which fills
in the gaps between successive peaks.

2.3. Nume¡ical Simulaúion of the P¡oblem
If. a(z) indeed had a well-defined functional form of the

l"ype ¿'l2Hc for a.ll wave numbers rn, the growth could be
mathematically incorporated into the model spectrum, as

in the single wave derivations of Gordner and Voelz 11985,
1987] and Gardner et ø1. [f 989]. However, in most measure-
ments the growth profile of the gravity waves is a function
of both height and wave number, designated ô(2, rn). This
arises because some wave numbers in the profile are satu-
rated at all heights, othe¡s are unsaturated but grow with
height to eventually saturate at some altitude, while still
others are unsaturated at all heights. This makes mathe-
matical analysis of the problem infeasible, and so the best
way to gauge the effect of the growth ô,(z,m) on the spec-
trum is by numerical simulation. A model used to carry this
out will now be described.

At a starting height a1, I(/2 individual waves of wave
number z¿j were defined. Their initial wave variances
;õGt = u!",r,(zt,m;)/2 (i: 1,...,K/2) were calcu-
lated by integrating under the model spectrum (3) over a
wave number interval which was centred on rmi : i(Arn)
and had a width Arn:2rf (Kóa), where 6z was the height
resolution. This integral was evaluated using the exact ana-
lytical expression (4). The fully superposed wave field p'(z)
of ,ðf sampled points was then synthesized up to a height zr
using the superposition relation

r< I< 12

p'(") :Dt ulr"ox(zi,rn¡)sin(m;21 I 9;) (7)
j=1 j=1

where the peak amplituð.e u!r,^u(zi,rni) was recalculated at
each height z¡ using (a). This must be done because the
spectrum, and hence the wave variance, changes with height
according to its rn, dependence in (5). This results in the
same wave growth with height and wave number ã(z,rn)
that is incorporated in the model spectrum (3). The wave
phases p¡ were set randomly between 0o and 360o. The data
were then Fourier transformed using an FFT algorithm, and
the power spectrum calculated.

This entire process was carried out 2000 times in the ex-
ample presented he¡e to produce one phase-averaged mean
power spectrum. It is plotted a-s the solid curve in Figure
34, and will be referred to as the nonstationary spectrum.
In this simulation, values of zK - zt : 44.8 km, /( - 256,
iÍ:0.02 rad s-1 , Hp = l0 km, and m.(zt): (1 km)-l
were used. The original model spectrum (3), evaluated us-
ing a value of rn* which gives a near fit to the nonstationary
spectrum, is also plotted for comparison with a dashed line.

Clearly the nonstationary spectrum exhibits a more grad-
ual transition in slope than the model spectrum (3). The
addition of power at the largest wave numbers, as antici-
pated in section 2.2, is particularly significant, and in this
example gives rise to a constant power law form of tn-2'5 at
the saturated wave numbers, as opposed to the stationary
rn-s shape. Figure 4 enlarges the region between I and 15
km, which approximates the smallest and largest resolvable
vertical wavelengths, respectively, of various rocket [e.g., ÌIi-
rota, 1984; Eclcermtnn and Vincent, 1989], lidar [e.g., Shi-
bata et ø1., 1988; Gardner et al., lg89f, and radar le.g., Vin-
cent, 1984; Maekawo et a1.,7987f observations of the middle
atmosphere, Note the more gradual transition in slope of
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the nonstationary spectrum as compared to the model spec-
trum.

One should be a little wary in comparing the results in
Figure 3 too closely with actual spectral measurements. As
mentioned in section 2, the model spectrum (3) is a quasi-
empirical relation, and may not depict the true local spec-
trum. In fact, being ba-sed to some extent on observa-
tions, (3) must really be a nonstationary version of the local
spectrum, arising from the effects that nonstationarity with
height must have on even the most high resolution spec-
tral measurements. Since a principal efect of the altitude
nonstationa¡ity is to make the transition from the satu¡ated
to unsaturated spectral regimes more gradual (see Figure
4), it suggests that the break point in the local spectrum
may be sharper than in the present model. As (3) is there-
fore already somewhat broadened, these simulations proba-
bly overestimates the spreading efrects a little. If a better
form of the local spectrum is found, similar nonstationar-
ity simulations should be more correctly applied to it rather
than the cu¡rent model.

There are other experimental effects in addition to nonsta-
tionarity with height that must be considered. For example,
spectral aliasing may be important. To investigate this, the
same simulation wa.s repeated with the original Kf2 :una-
liased waves, plus a further lK/2 aliased waves, all of which
are governed by the model spectrum (3). The results are
shown in Figure 3ö. Comparing Figures 3ø and 3ò, one can
see that aliasing produces further enhancement of spectral
power at the largest saturated wave numbers.

There are many other experimental and environmental
factors that may also produce spectral contamination. How-
ever, while one can sometimes eliminate the eflects of these
processes with judicious correction techniques, distortion
due to the inherent nonstationarity of the spectrum with
height is an experimentally intractable problem.

2.4. Comparison with Observations

Figures 3 and 4 show that a major effect of nonstationar-
ity in height is the production of a somewhat constant power
law form oftn-t over a significant wave number range, where
0 < ¿ < 3. Many measured wave number spectra that do
not correspond very well with the model spectrum of ^9miúået al. ll987l have such a shape, and are also taken over a
large altitude and moderate wave number range, similar to
Figure 4 [".g., Vincent, 1984 Maekowa et al., 1987; Hoss
ond Meyer, L987; Shiboto et ol., 1988; Eclcermonn anil Vin-
cent, 1989]. Furthermore, intercomparisons of various spec-
tral studies in the upper stratosphere le.g., Hass ond Meyer,
1987; Eclcermønn ond Vincent, 1989] and mesosphere [e.g.,
Vincent, 1984; Moelcawa et ol., 1987] measured over simi-
lar wave number ranges revealed a spectral index ú s l-2
in the stratosphere, but I = 2-3 at mesospheric altitudes.
Eclcermonn ond Víncent [1989] demonstrated explicitly that
I grows with height by comparing spectral calculations at an
upper and lower height range. This is consistent with the
findings presented here, since a greater fraction of the waves
at higher aJtitudes a¡e saturated/stationary, according to
(5), and so the shift in the spectral index away from the
saturated value of l=3 toward the unsaturated f:0 should
be less severe in the mesosphere than in the stratosphere.

One must now ask why some other measured spectra do
indeed agree very well with the original model spectrurn [De-
wan et cl., 1984; F¡'itts and Chou, lg87; Fritts et ø1., 1988].
The study of. Dewon et ol. [1984] used stratospheric smoke-
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trail data over a small height range, with a vertical ¡esolu-
tion of l0 m. Similarly, Fritts and Chou [1987] analyzed ST
radar data between 9 and 19 km with a ¡esolution of 300 m,
and Friúts et al. [fSS8] analyzed high resolution bafloon and
radar data over several small altitude ranges. In all cases,
the spectra were taken over short time spans. Therefore in
each study any effects of nonstationarity in both height and
time were minimized. The high vertical resolution in each
data set also means that a significant fraction of the resolved
wave field at large wave numbers was always saturated, and
therefore stationary, as can be seen in Figure 1.

2.5. uUnivetsal' Specfua

This spectral nonstationarity impacts on the so-called
"universal spectrumt of gravity waves. The idea of spec-
tral universality first arose lrom long-term averaging of ob-
served oceanic and atmospheric spectr. [e.g., Garrett and
Munk, 1972, 7975; VonZan¿lt,1982f, and so the "universaÌ
spectrum' was a relation that was only applicable to long-
term spectra.l averages. With the ensuing theoretical devel-
opment of the gravity wave vertical wave number spectrum

fe.g., Deuan ønd Good,1986; .9miúh et al., 1987f, and appre-
ciation of the nonstationarity of this spectrum, comparisons
with the new model are now best done in the atmosphere
using data with good height and time ¡esolution, but taken
over a restricted height range.

With this new perspective, the initial universal vertical
wave number spectrum put forward by VanZandt [1SSZ] can
be viewed as the mean result of altitude (and possibly tem-
poral) nonstationarity of the local wave spectrum. The uni-
versal spectral index of t=2.4, initially found by VanZandt

[f982] to best fit the measured spectra from the Ìower at-
mosphere, is likely the long-term end ¡esult of the distor-
tion of a largely saturated spectrum of gravity waves by
spectral nónstationarity. The rn-2 5 shape of the simulated
nonsta,tionary spectrum in Figure 3¿ should be especially
noted. Other theo¡etical studies addressing Doppler shift-
ing of gravity wave energy lScheffier and Liu, 1986; Friúás
and VanZondt, 1987] have also altered the perspective on
spectral universality in the frequency domain. The atmo-
spheric gravity wave spectrum in fact can be rather variable,
and ideas of long-term universality of gravity wave spectra,
which initially motivated their study, have now been super-
seded by the resulting advances in theoretical understanding
of these spectra.

The analytical spectral formula F'(rn) adopted. by Von-
Zandt 11982] is the same relation t}.at Garrett and Munlc

[1975] used in their spectral parameterization of the oceanic
wave field, and has the form

F'(m¡: " ,= '.'- ,t -, (8)m. (l + mf rn.)t

where -Ð is the total energy. Although VanZandt [tSAZ] used
I : 2.4, the spectrum is plotted in Figure 5 using I : 3 for
ease of comparison with the model of Smith et ol. [f 9S7].
The model saturated spectrum (3) and the nonstationary
spectrum from Figure 3a are replotted in Figure 5 as well.
Notice in Figure 5 that (8) incorporates a more gradual tran-
sition between saturated and unsaturated spectral shapes
than the transition region of the model spectrum of Smith
et ol. [1987]. The nonstationary spectrum also exh;bits a
more gradual transition than the model spectrum, and any
temporal nonstationarity may produce further broadening.
Thus spectral nonstationarity drives the spectrum towards
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a shape more like that of the Garrett-Munk relation (8)
used by VanZonilt [1982]. This adds weight to the assertion
that the original universal spectral parameterizations may
be viewed as the long-term results of nonstationarity in both
height and time of the local gravity wave spectrum.

3. NoNsmrroNARrry oF OrHER SpEcrRA
In addition to vertical wave numbe¡ spectra, one can also

compute horizontal wave number spectra and ground-based
frequency spectra of mesoscale motions in the atmosphere.
However, the¡e are several factors which make the analysis of
these spectra less straightforward than vertical wave number
spectral analysis.

First, the altitude variability of the vertical wave number
spectrum has a well-defined form. No such systematic non-
stationarity arises in the study of horizontal wave number
or frequency spectra. Quasi-random changes occur in these
cases, and so an all-encornpassing simulation of the prob.
lem is impossible. Consequently, only representative simu-
lations of some observed examples of nonstationarity will be
attempted here.

Second, the exact dynamics and the intrinsic spectral
shapes are not well known Ior these spectra. While a grav-
ity wave interpretation of mesoscale motion spectra was as-
sumed in section 2, Goge U979), Lillg [1983], and Goge
ond Nostrom [f985, fgS6] have argued instead that quasi
two'dimensional turbulence is responsible for the fluctuation
spectra. More recently, Gage ond Nastrom [1988] and Míille¡
et al. [1988] have associated this quasi two-dimensional
turbulence with the vortical mode of motion. Quasi two-
dimensional turbulence currently makes no predictions
about the vertical wave number spectrum, and so only the
gravity wave model can be tested in this case, although IUe-
instoclc [1985] argued that the rn-3 spectrum is also consis-
tent with an extended buoyancy subrange of three-dimen-
sional turbulence. For horizonta.l wave number and lre-
quency spectra, however, the gravity wave and vortical mode
theories both make predictions, and to date, spectral mea-
surements have been unable to conclusively verify or dis-
prove either theory. As a result, consideration of both the-
ories is required when studying these spectra.

3.1. Theory
A third wave solution to the fluid equations arises in a

three-dimensional formulation, in addition to to the grav-
ity wave and acoustic wave solutions [e.g., Dong and Yeh,
1988]. It has only recently been considered in the atmo-
spheric context, and has come to be known as the "vo¡tical
mode". It is te¡med tvorticalt because it possesses a ver-
tical component of potential vorticity, unlike gravity waves

lMüIler et al., 1988]. The vortical mode has no intrinsic fre-
quency, and its velocity oscillations are constrained to the
horizontal plane. As a result, this *wave' does not propa-
gate, unlike gravity and acoustic waves, hence the preferred
nomenclature ttmode.'

The horizontal velocity oscillations produced by a sin-
gle high-frequency gravity wave and a single vortical mode
are depicted in Figure 6a. Notice that with respect to the
horizontal wave vector È¡, the horizontal velocity fluctua-
tions are longitudinal for gravity waves, and transverse for
the vortical mode (the absolute È¡ direction of the vorti-
cal mode is really *1800 uncertain, since it is nonpropa-
gating). When two orthogonally aligned vo¡tical modes su-
perpose, they produce rotational structure in the horizontal
lDong and YeÀ, 1988], whereas similarly superposed gravity
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Ìvaves produce irrotational, divergent structure (see Figure
6ò). Wherea-s this vortical mode structure is "f¡ozen" in
the background flow, the gravity wave st¡ucture will vary
continously due to wave propagation.

Quasi two-dimensional turbulence, on the other hand, has
been known of since the theoretical study oI Kraichnon
[f96?]. A review of the theory is given by Kraichnan and
Montgomery [1980], and more recent numerical and experi-
mental investigations have been reviewed in an oceanic con-
text by Hopfnger [1987]. The theory predicts that produc-
tion occurs at small scales, and that progressively larger
stratified motions arise from strong nonlinear interactions
amongst the.horizontally stratified eddies. Such interac-
tions have been observed and studied in the laboratory [e.g.,
Hopfnger,1987] and the entire process is known as "reverse
cascading," since conventional three-dimensional turbulence
ca.scades to smaller sca.les. A resulting È-5/3 horizontal wave
number energy spectrum is predicted, and Gage [1979] ar-
gued that the same È-5l3 turbulence spectrum exists in the
atmosphere at horizontal scales between -10-500 km. This
argument has been further developed by Lilly [1983] and
Gage and Nostrom [1985, 1986, 1988].

While usually assumed, the equivalence between vortical
modes and quasi trvo-dimensional turbulence is not clearly
established at present. Although both theories predict a
horizontally stratified, eddyìike structure, an important in-
terpretative difference is that the vortical mode solution is
wavelike. While the eddylike structure that a superposi-
tion of vortical modes produces may appeat rather random,
it is certainly not turbulent in the strict sense. A likely
explanation is that vortical mode nonlinearities have been
omitted, such as the coupling of vortical modes with each
other or with other waves. For example, Dong ond Yeh

[1988] and Yeh and Dong 11989] have shown that vortical
modes grow in amplitude through nonresonant wave-wave
interactions with large amplitude gravity waves. Yet Yel¡
ond Dong [1989] proposed that the resultantly excited vor-
tical modes cascade not into larger scale structures, but into
smaller scale structures which are eventually dissipated by
viscosity. This cascade process clearly difers from the "re-
verse cascadet that occurs for two-dimensional turbulence.
Nevertheless, in the subsequent discussion equivalence be-
tween vortical modes and quasi two-dimensional turbulence
will be assumed.

3.2. Spectral Theory and Observations
Both the gravity wave and two-dimensional turbulence

theories make definite spectral predictions. The spectral
theory of gravity waves is most clearly developed through
the saturated vertical wave number spectrum (3) of Smith
et oI. [7987). Quasi twolimensional turbulence, however,
currently makes no predictions as to the form of the ve¡tical
wave number spectrum,

The most direct spectral prediction that quasi two-dimen-
sional turbulence theory provides is a ho¡izontal wave num-
ber spectrum of horizontal velocities, f"(k), proportional
tro k-5/3 lGage, 1979]. Using the vertical wave number
spectrum (3), a simplified dispersion relation, and assum-
ing spectral separability, gravity wave theory predicts that
f"(fr) should have the same shape as the vertical wave num-
ber spectrum (3), giving a tt-S spectrum for lc ) È., and a
flat spectrum {or k < È., where tt. performs the same func-
tion as rn, in (3) fe.g., VanZand¿, 1985]. Thus it would ap
pear that measurements of horizontal wave number spectra
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should enable discrirnination between the two theories.
Nastrom ond Gage [1985] calculated mean horizontal wave

number spectra of horizontal velocities, using data from a
large number of commercial ai¡craft flights. They found that
the finat mean spectrum had a k-slz shape at wave num-
bers less than -500 km, which Gage and .f/astrom [1980]
interpreted as direct evidence of quasi two-dimensional tur-
bulence at atmospheric mesoscales. Subsequent measure-
ments by Nastrom eú ø1. [1937] , Fritts et ol. [1989], and
Kwon et ol. [1990] also found spectral shapes of the form
¡-r, with p -l-2. However, all of these latter studies found
some spectral behavior which agreed with gravity wave the-
ory, and Fritts et ol. [f9S9] argued that nonseparability of
the gravity wave spectra may result in a gravity wave hor-
izontal wave number spectrum different from the predicted
fr-3, and more like the shape observed. Evidence for such
spectral nonseparability was presented by Fritts and Chou

[1987]. Hence the dynamics responsible for these spectra are
still under debate.

The spectra.l measurement that is predicted best by both
theories is the frequency spectrum of horizontal velocities
measured by a ground-based sensor, hereafte¡ denoted
.8"(O). For gravity waves, all the constituent waves of the
spectrum have their own intrinsic wave frequency t;, and so,
in a frame moving urith the mean atmospheric motion Û,
an intrinsic frequency spectrum exists, which is believed to
have the lortn u-513. Ilowever, at the ground these intrinsic
frequencies are Doppler shifted by the mean motion of the
atmosphere U, producing a ground-based frequency O given
by

O:o*ÈLIcosó (9)

where þ is the azimuthal difte¡ence between the wave prop-
agation direction and the wind speed direction le.g., Schef-

fler and Liu,1986; Fritts and VanZondt,1987]. Thus the
ground-based frequency spectrum for gravity w¿ves,
Ef* (O), can differ considerably from its int¡insic frequency
spectrum. Schefier and Liu [1986] and Frítts and VanZandt

[f987] modeled how Dl*@) evolved as background wind
speeds varied, and the results of the latter study are shown
in Figure 7a for equal amounts of up- and down-shifting
of wave frequencies, and where B - Ùrn./N conveniently
quantifies the degree of Doppler shifting by the mean wind
U. Note that an u-" rather than an u-513 intrinsic fre-
quency spectrum was used by Fritts and VanZandú [1987]
for analytical convenience.

For quasi two-dimensional turbulence, a simple 'Iaylor
transformation is used to predict the frequency spectrum
EIM(O) measured at the ground as the "f¡ozen-in" tur-
bulence structure is advected by the mean wind over the
ground-based field of view, producing an O-5/3 spectrum
fe.g., Gage, 7979; Gage and Nøstrom. 19381. Using a vor-
tical mode interpretation, this transformation is better un-
derstood in terms of a Doppler shifting of the zero intrinsic
{requency of the vortical modes to nonzero ground-based
values, according to (9) [see afso Vincent ønd Eclcermann,
1990]. The variation of n(M(A) with wind speed, as cal-
culated by Gage and Nostrom [1988], is shown in Figure 7ö.
The vortical mode spectrum preserves its O-s/3 shape in
all wind conditions, whereas the gravity wave spectrum be-
comes "flatter" as the wind speed increases. Consequently,
investigating the behavior of mea.sured ground-based fre-
quency spectra with wind speed should indicate which the-
ory, if either, fits the observations better, thus providing
information on the nature of these fluctuating dynamics.
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Early experimental studies averaged spectral calculations
from all heights and times to produce a mean spectrum.
Whi-le some such studies revealed an Q-s/a shape [e.g., BoJ-
sley and Carter, 1982; Larsen et al., 1982f, other studies re-
vealed more variable shapes and spectral indices le.g., Vín-
cent, 7984; Meek et ol., 1985; Bolsley anil Garello, 1985;
Fukao et ol., t985; Fritts and Chou,1987; Fritts et al., 1990].
Gage and Nastrom [1988] compared the spectral models in
Figure 7 with computed frequency spectra from ground-
based radar data. They found that neither theory fitted
the observations very closely, but that the two-dimensional
turbulence model gave a better fit. On the other hand, while
Fritts et ol. [f 990] also found variable agreement with the
models, they concluded that their observations were more
consistent with gravity waves. Therefore, here too the com-
parisons give equivocal findings as to whether the gravity
wave or vortical mode theory is more consistent with obser-
vations.

3.3. Spectrù Nonsúaúiona¡ity due to Doppler Shilting
It can be seen from Figure 7 that both the gravity wave

and vortical mode theories predict that the ground-based
frequency spectrum ,Ð"(O) is nonstationary when the back-
ground wind Lr changes. Significant mean wind variability
often occurs i¡ the lower atmosphere due to meteorological
phenomena le.g., Fukao et al., 1989; Vincent and Ecker-
monn, 1990], and in the middle atmosphere due to large
amplitude planetary waves and tides [e.g., Andrews et al.,
1987], which must give rise to nonstationary spectral shapes.

In the case of the vortical mode spectrum, this mean wind
variability gives rise to nonstationary {requencies, according
to (9), rather than nonstationary variance. Put another
way, the variations in spectral shape detaiìed in Figure 7ö
are due to nonstationarity of the horizontal axis variable
(frequency), as opposed to the variations in the vertical axis
va¡iable that occurred in the studies of nonstationary vari-
ance in section 2.3. Indeed, the gravity wave vertical wave
number spectrum F-(rn) ol Smith et ol. [f 9S7] should also
suffer from nonstationary wave numbers because the verti-
cal wave number ræ varies with U, but as their model was
presented as being applicable in all wind conditions, such
effects must be implicitly incorporated into their spectrum.

At first glance, one might expect that the variability of
the gravity wave spectrum due to Doppler shifting in Figure
7¿ must also arise from nonstationary frequencies according
to (9). In fact, this is not the case. While for vortical
modes, c¿ is a constant (zero) and Q varies with the mean
wind I/, for gravity waves fhe opposite is true; the intrinsic
frequency ø varies with U, and the ground-based frequency
O is a constant. So for gravity waves, the frequency Q is
stationary, and the variability of Of;w 1a¡ is a problem of
nonstationary variance within a given frequency band.

Therefo¡e two rather different simulations were performed
to investigate the effects of mean wind variability on com-
putation of the frequency spectra El*@) ana n[M(n).
In the gravity wave case, simulations very similar to those
detailed in section 2.3 were undertaken. Temporal fluctua-
tions q'(ú) were synthesized using the superposition relation
(7) adapted for time series analysis as follows

I< I</2

c'Q): t t u'o.nx(ti,o¡) sin(o¡¿¡ * p¡) (10)
j=1 i=1

where again peak amplitudes uf"or.(fj,O¡) had to be recal-
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culated at each time t¡, because variations in þ - Úrn.f N
change the spectral shape according to analytical relations
de¡ived by Fritts ønd VønZandt [1987] (see Figure 7a).
Phases g¡ were chosen randomly, and 600 profiles were Four-
ier transformed in every simulation to obtain a final phase-
averaged mean spectrum.

Results for three different time variations in B, which is
proportional to ü, are shown in Figure 8. The Gaussian p
profile roughly models strong, transient intensifications of
the mean wind which have been observed in the lower at-
mosphere [e,g., Fufrao et ol., 1989; Vincent ond Eclcermann,
1990]. The sinusoidal profile crudely models the effects of
a planetary w-ave or tide, which are important in the mid-
dle atmosphere [e.g., Andreus et ol., 1987). Although these
large variations in B imply a highly nonstationary spectral
shape (see Figure 7), the results of these simulations reveal
that the final nonstationary spectrum is well-fitted in each
case by the stationary Doppler-shifted spectrum of Frdúús

and VanZand, [1987] evaluated using the mean value of B
over the time interval, denoted B. Thus the "Doppler non-
stationarity" of øf;w(O) appears to have limited impact on
comparisons of this model spectrum with observed spectra.
Aliasing also produces only small distortions to the spectral
shape in these examples.

More complex modelling was required to simulate the vari-
ability of the vortical mode spectrum OIM 1a¡, as frequency
variability must be incorporated here. To achieve this, 1024
*waves' were defined by integrating the È-5l3 horizontal
wave number spectrum proposed by Gage [f979] in 102a
successive harmonic wave number steps. The largest wave-
length was chosen to be ìf;"* :1024 km, so that the small-
est resulting wavelength was lf;'" : 

^T^" 
/1024: I km. The

mean wind Û was allowed to vary only between ü^i. : 5

m s-1 and Ü^^t:40 m s-r. Since the period r : \r/t,
then as the wind va¡ies between [/-¡n and tI-",, the smallest
fluctuating period r-¡. : 

^iii" 
/Ú ranges from Àfin/Û-"* :

25 s to ÀTi" lfl^in: 200 s. Similarly the maximum wave pe-
riod r-.' : \i"* /Ü varies between -7.11 and 56.89 hours.
Thus the period interval between 200 s and 7.11 hours is
always "full" of wave {requencies, and so temporal fluctua-
tions were digitally synthesized from the wave number data
using a Nyquist frequency of 100 s and a total data length
of -7.11 hours, which corresponds to 256 data points. Since
periods greater and smaller than these values also arise, the
data were somewhat aliased, and mean values arose which
had to be ¡emoved before Fourier transformation. A total
of 2000 randomly phased profiles were analyzed to give one
phase-averaged mean nonstationary spectrum.

Figure 9 shows the temporal variations in t used in the
simulations, which are similar to those used in the gravity
wave simulations in Figure 8. The graphs on the right show
three spectra in each case; a simulated nonstationary spec-
trum, a simulated spectrum evaluated using a constant value
o! Ù :20 m s-l (i.e., an aliased stationary spectrum), and
the theoretical O-5/3 spectral shape.

Several spectral features in Figure g bear highlighting.
First, the simulated stationary and nonstationary spectra
decrease more gradually with frequency ,¡otr f,l-s/3, which
is in part due to the addition of spectral power at the high-
est frequencies by aliased fluctuations. The nonstationary
spectra have a least squares power law {orm around O-1'a
in each case. When one computes the spectral indices ove¡
the frequency band O :0.00004-0.002 Hz, which excludes
the highest frequencies which are contaminated by aliased
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fluctuations, the simulated stationary spectrum assumes an
O-5/3 shape, whereas the nonstationary spectrum still has a

"bluer' shape around O-1'6. This implies that the gradual
spectral roll-off with frequency of the nonstationary spec-
trum is due in part to alia-sing, but also in part to frequency
nonstationarity.

Another feature is a flattening of the nonstationary spec-
trum in examples 1 and 3 at the lowest frequencies, yet
this does not arise in the simulated stationary spectrum
in either case. Therefore, this must be a product of the
nonstationarity. This flattening makes the computed spec-
tra in these cases appear more like the model gravity wave
spectral shapes at low frequencies in Figure 7ø. The find-
ing of absolute values oI the nonstationary spectral index
< 5/3 (i.e., -r.a) is also superficially more consistent with
the behaviour of the Doppler-shifted gravity wave spectra
in Figure 7ø rather than the vortical mode model spectra in
Figure 7ö, despite this being a nonstationary vortical mode
spectrum.

Figure 10 shows ¡esults from further simulations where the
wind was allowed to vary between 3 and 48 m s-l . This gives
rise to a period range between 333 s and 5.93 hours which is
always ttfullt' of wave frequencies, and so fluctuations were
synthesized from the previous horizontal wave number data,
using a Nyquist frequency of 167 s and a total data length
of -5.93 hours, which produced 128 data points. The fre-
quency nonstationarity is greater in these examples due to
the larger temporal excursions in I/. The results show that
the computed absolute values of the spectral indices of the
nonstationary spectra are smaller than in Figure g, and that
the spectral flattening at the lowest frequencies persists.

3.4. Nonstationary Va¡iance

Notwithstanding the nonstationarity of frequency spectra
due to Doppler shifting, observed time series of mesoscale
motions also exhibit large, transient bursts in variance above
the ambient level. Examples f¡om the lower atmosphere are
strong increases in wave/turbulence activity associated with
meteorological events [e.g., Fritts and Chou, 1987; Fukao et
al., 1989; Vincent ond Eckermann, 1990]. Transient bursts
in the fluctuating variance are ¡ecorded commonly in the
middle atmosphere as well le.g., Víncent ønd Reiil, 19831'
Vincent and Fritts, 19871.

To investigate the effect such nonstationarity might have
on computed frequency spectra, Monte Carlo simulations
similar to those desc¡ibed in sections 2.3 and 3.3 were per-
formed for a stationary spectrum of the form ç-5/3, which
closely fits the two spectral models Ef-(Q) and øf,M(O).
Pluctuations were synthesized from this spectrum as in (7)
and (10), and were then modulated by a Gaussian 'burstn
function, which approximates some observed increases in
variance le.g., Frítts and Chou, 1987]. Various modulation
profiles, and the modified spectra they produce, are shown
in Figure 11. The results show that the computed spectral
indices are reasonabìy robust to the applied nonstationarity
in these examples, differing by no more than 3% from the
stationary value of -5/3.

3.5. Horizontaf Wave Number Specha
The simulations detailed in this section also have some

impact on computations of horizontal wave number spectra.
For exarnple, Figure 11 can be quite validly applied to hor-
izontal wave number spectra, as a similarly shaped È-5l3
spectrum occurs [.ðy'asúrom and Gage, 1985]. Furthermore,
large bursts in variance with horizontal flight distance are
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also encountered in such measurements. For instance, lVøs-
trom et oL [1987] found that the mesoscale velocity variance
for flight segments over rough terrain was -2-5 times greater
than that over flat terrain or oceana, and they showed ex-
plicitly that the horizontal wave number spectra over each
type of terrain differed significantly. Similar variability with
flight distance was reported by Friáús et ¿¡. [f989].

Problems involving nonstationary horizontal wave num-
bers arise too, similar to the frequency nonstationarity which
arises in the vortical mode frequency spectrum. An airborne
sensor moving horizontally with velocity V, and measuring a
fluctuation moving with respect to the ground with a speed
C, will record the horizontal wavelength of this fluctuation
to be l!, which differs from its intrinsic horizontal scale, À",
according to the Doppler-shifting formula

Àl: À" lt * 9l (n)"-\-'vl
For gravity waves, C is the ground-based horizontal phase
speed of the wave, and for vortica.l modes C : Û, as vor-
tical modes are merely advected by the background flow.
Kwon et al. [f 990] investigated how the horizontal motion
of airborne sensors can produce artificial Doppler shifts in
the horizontal wavelengths of measured fluctuations, and
presented experimental examples of varying spectral shapes
produced by such effects.

4. "SrATIoNARy" An¡,lysIs oF MEsoscALE MorIoNs
Simulations in the previous section have indicated how ob-

served variability of mesoscale variance can complicate spec-
tral analysis of these fluctuating motions. While nonstation-
ary variances appear to produce limited distortion, nonsta-
tionary frequencies aúsing in the ground-based frequency
spectrum of vortical modes produce a spectral change with
frequency more gradual than O-5/3, and in some cases pro-
ducing rather flat shapes at the lowest frequencies, both of
which are more consistent with a gravity wave interpretation
(see Figure 7).

Comparison of experimental spectra with model spectra is
currently used widely to provide information about the fun-
damental dynamics (gravity waves or vortical modes), yet
a number of such studies have produced equivocal findings
to date. While this may indicate that both gravity waves
and vortical modes usually coexist with approximately equal
variance, the aforementioned spectral distortions due to non-
stationarity can also produce similar uncertainty. There is
no e¡Éy way to compensate for nonstationary distortion.
One can circumvent the problem by spectrally analyzing
only those data segments where the spectra should theoret-
ically be quasi-stationary [,Frítts ond Chou,1987], but the
amount of available data may then be very small, where-
upon the uncertainties in the computed spectral shape will
be large. For nonstationary data, it would be better to be
able to calculate a more stationary quantity, which produces
distinctly different results in the presence of either gravity
waves or vortical modes.

4.1. The Pola¡ization Ratio
In time series analysis of horizontal velocity data from

ground-based sensors, we define the ratio rR of the fluctuat-
ing horizontal velocity variance parallel (ui2) and transverse
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(u!) to the di¡ection of the mean wind.

- u';R: 
= 

(12)

Being a ratio of horizontal variance components, nonstation-
arity of the total variance does not afrect its value (i.e., it
is stationary to variance changes). Futthermore, at middle
to high ground-based frequencies, we shall show that the
ground-based spectral theories of gravity waves and vorti-
cal modes (Figure 7) can still be used to predict distinctly
difrerent lt values if one or the other dynamical process is
the more energetic.

The gravity wave model spectra depicted in Figure 7o
show that, at middle to high ground-based frequencies, the
Doppler-shifted frequency spectrum is more intense than
the intrinsic (unshifted) frequency spectrum lScheffier and
.tiu, 1986; Frítts ond VanZonilt, 19871. Since waves with
rt¡ parallel to the mean wind direction are strongly Doppler
shifted, whereas waves with fr¡ orthogonal to the wind di-
rection experience no such shift, according to (9), it implies
an enhancement in the observed high frequency variance of
those waves aligned with the mean wind direction relative
to those aligned transve¡se to it. The efrect becomes more
pronounced as background wind speeds increa-se (see Figure
7o).

The observed frequency O induced by a vortical mode is
also given by the Doppler-shi{t formula (9), which, since ¿¿

: 0 in this case, takes the form È[/ cos @, where / is the
difference in azimuth between the vortical mode alignment
and the mean wind direction. For any given value of O and
U, kcos/ will be the same for all the modes which con-
tribute to the variance at this obse¡ved frequency. However,
those modes where È is smallest produce the greatest con-
tribution to this variance, due to the È-sla wave number
spectrum lGoge, 79791. Therefore, since À cos / is constant,
these smallest wave number modes must also have ó - 0",
which implies that they are aligned with the background
wind direction.

Thus both theories predict enhancements in the measured
variance of those motions with &¡ coaligned with the back-
ground wind direction. However, the dilferent horizontal
polarization of the gravity wave and the vortical mode re-
sults in distinctly different trends in the ratio rl in each case.
Since the ho¡izontal fluctuations of a gravity wave oscillate
parallel with È¡ (Figure 60), the enhanced gravity waves
should therefore produce values of ,R > I on average (i.e.,

"F > 
"'r"). 

The value of rR should increase as the mean wind
speed increases, because the enhancement in variance o{ the
Doppler-shifted wave spectrum increases with t7 (see Figure
7a), It should be noted, however, that the model Doppler-
shifted spectra in Figure 7a assume equal amounts of up-
and down-shifting of wave frequencies. While this variance
enhancement persists for a wide variety ofdifferent up- and
down-shifting amounts, in extreme cases whe¡e almost every
wave in the spectrum is down-shifted in frequency, these en-
hancements in variance may not occur fFriúús ond VonZandt,
1s871.

One other complicating factor is that, at the very low-
est frequencies, a gravity wave become elliptically polarized,
aquiring a transverse component uf.o¡ of //ø times lts lon-
gitudinal component üf,"n*, where / is the inertial frequency.
Note, however, that of"or is always smaller than uf,""r, and
that uf."t attenuates rapidly with frequency. The individ-
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ual variances r¡'2 and aD ovet the entire intrinsic frequency
spectrum are given by

u'2 : 
f,* 

*,-u'"0, : ffi F - u/Ð't'] {rs)

ú,2 : (:)' *: I,* w¡2.-tttt .

(14)

where I,/ is a constant.
For a realistic value of N - 100/, the terms in square

parentheses in (13) and (1a) are both near one, so that
equating (13) and (14) gives

3W
Sfzlz [r - (t/iv)'/']

ur2 312. _À
ùn 3/8

( 15)

This iìlustrates that, ove¡ the entire spectrum, the longi-
tudinal fluctuations produce 80Vo oI the variance. Within
high observed frequency bands, this percentage will be even
higher. The¡efore these transverse gravity wave fluctuations
are of insuficient amplitude to alter the general trends in ,R

produced by the longitudinal gravity wave fluctuations (i.e.,
,? > f).

The vortical mode, unlike a gravity wave, oscillates at
right angles to its wavevector k¡ (Figure 6o). Therefore,
even though those fluctuations with k¡ in the direction of
U are enhanced in variance, just as for gravity waves, the
transverse polarization of the vortical mode means that val-
ues of r? ( I must arise in the presence of such a spectrum
(i.". ãP r@).

These trends in B can be qualitatively visualized by in-
specting the simple superposition structure in Figure 6ö. On
moving in either the ø or y direction in these diagrams and
observing the variation of the wind vectors, one can see that
the gravity wave structure produces fluctuations in the di-
rection of movement (fi > f), whereas the vortical mode
structure fluctuates transverse to the movement (A < 1).
Therefore, notwithstanding the strong enhancement in the
variance within high frequency bands of those gravity waves
aligned with the mean wind direction predicted in Figure 7a,
values of ¡? > I still arise due to the horizontal polarization
of the wave.

Equivalence between vortical modes and quasi two-dimen-
sional turbulence has been assumed to now. However, some
discrepansies between the two theo¡ies were highlighted ear-
lier, and one or the other process may be the more relevant
to consider. Therefore it is worth determining whether two-
dimensional turbulence theory can also be used to predict a
trend in -rR, and whether it is comparable with the vortical
mode prediction of .R < 1.

Gage ILSZS) has adapted the well-developed theory of in-
ertial range threelimensional turbulence to this postulated
two-dimensional inertial range turbulence. Longitudinal
and t¡ansverse Eule¡ian (ground-based) structure functions
were defined by Goge [1979] as follows

Dlons(") = A¡onre2l3¡213 (16)

D,ro.(") : A3rnn¿213¡213 (17)

where á¡o¡r,A¡¡¿¡ ôr€ constants, e is the eddy dissipation
rate per unit mass, and r is the spatial separation.

Using analogous derivations to those advanced in the
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three-dimensional theory, Gage [1979] then argued that
Atong - 1.75, and

(1 8)

In the same way, longitudinal and transverse horizontal
wave number spectra can also be defined, using the fr-5l3
two-dimensional turbulence spectrum proposed by Gage

[1979], as follows

¿r""8 (È) : B6nr¿213 ¡-slt (ts)
.8 ..,, (ß) : B1r^n¿2ls ¡-'lt (zo)

The structure Iunction constants (áro^s,,4t,..) are related
to the spectral constants (Ilro.6,.B,...) by a multiplicative
constant fe.g., Tatarslei, 1961], so that (18) also implies

8t.". : å""". (21)

Assuming now that a mean wind [,¡ advects this "frozen-
in" two-dimensional turbulence spectrum over a ground-
based observer, then ground-based frequency spectra are
given by a simple Taylor transformation (O : ßt7) of the
horizonta.l wave number spectra (19) and (20) le.g., Goge
ønd Nastrom, 1988], producing

Atro.
5

SAlons

¡ì""s(Q) Br"^rr'1" 1Q¡ú¡-s¡t
U

(22)

(24)

Br.^ e213¡,'""(O) (23)

One can now see fhaf ulo fluctuations are governed by the
¡ì.'r(Q) spectrum, and ul fluctuations are governed by
,F,,""(O), so that, using (21)-(23), one can theoretically eval-
uate -R as follows

u'o2

u'r2

.lil: R"",(n)¿o

f; R,""1o¡ao

B6nre2l3g-513ú213 da

fi' s ¡ I arc^s ¿ I sçt-' I 3 Ù2 I 3 dç¿

3/5

U

R

R

R

n

Hence the vortical mode and quasi two-dimensional tur-
bulence theories both predict ,R values less than unity. The
final results are summarized here: gravity waves, rt > f (r?
increases with t7); vortical modes and quasi twodimensional
turbulence, .R < I (R : 3/5 for twolimensional turbu-
lence).

This ratio -R affords several practical advantages over spec-
tral analysis in evaluation of the gravity wave/vortical mode
question. First, rt remains stationary even when the fluc-
tuating va¡iance is nonstationary, unlike spectra. R can
vary, however, when "Doppler nonstationarity" occurs due
to mean wind variability, yet these varying values are al-
ways )1 for gravity waves and (l for vortical modes, thus
still enabling differentiation between each dynamical pro-
cess. Simulations in the previous section indicated that
such differentiation may not always be possible when spec-
trally analyzing the motion field. Ii is also a less-derived
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computation, using the measured fluctuations of horizontal
wind velocities directly, whereas spectra rnust be numeri-
cally computed after aquiring the wind data, introducing
possible distortion of the spectra during such computations.
Yet the welì-developed gravity wave and vortical mode spec-
tral theo¡ies can still be used to derive theoretical rl ratios.
Finally, this additional method of evaluating the mesoscale
motion field is useful because it provides an independent
check of inferences provided by other means (e.g., spectral
analysis).

In a companion study, Vincent and Dckermann [1SSO] ap-
ply this polarization ratio rl to time series of radar-derived
horizontal wind velocities from the troposphere, and com-
pare their experimental findings with the above predictions
of the gravity wave and vortical mode theories. They find
that -R becomes distinctly greater than unity as the mean
wind speed increases, and on this basis conclude that grav-
ity wave motions appear to be the more energetic mesoscale
process in this case. Further theoretical and experimental
studies a¡e needed to better quantify the principally quali-
tative trends in ,R initialìy derived in this study.

5. CoNcr,usroxs
The nonstationarity nature of mesoscale atmospheric mo-

tions can distort the computed spectra of these motions,
thus complicating interpretation ba.sed upon such spectra.
The inherent nonstationarity with altitude of the saturated
vertical wave number spectrum of gravity waves proposed
by Smith et aI. 119871 gives rise to experimentally calcu-
lated spectra which differ significantly in shape from the
model spectrum. The principal changes are a broadening of
the transition region from saturated to unsaturated spectral
shapes, and an enhancement of spectral power at saturated
wave numbers. Both effects combine to give a horizontal ve-
locity power spectrum ofthe {o¡m "n-t over a broad range of
wave numbe¡s, where I lies between the nominal unsaturated
value of t : 0 and the saturated value of ú : 3. These effects
can explain the apparently anomalous nature of many spec-
tral measurements, while not precluding the close agreement
to the model spectrum found in other measurements.

More random nonstationarity is encountered in the com-
putation of horizontal wave number spectra and ground-
based frequency spectra of mesoscale atmospheric fluctu-
ations, While nonstationary variance appears to produce
small changes to the stationary spectral shapes, the fre-
quency nonstationarity arising from the advection of a field
of vortical mòdes over a ground-based sensor by a time-
varying mean flow can produce distortions to computed
ground-based frequency spectra which drive the shape away
from the stationary O-5/3 shape, and, in some c¡ìses, more
towards the shape predicted by the competing gravity wave
model. Such modifications to spectral shapes due to non-
stationarity may well explain, at least in part, the widely
varying conclusions of various experimental spectral evalu-
ations of the gravity wave and vortical mode descriptions of
these fluctuating motions.

In light of this possibility, the more stationary "polar-
ization ratio" .R wa-s developed for time series anaJysis of
ground-based atmospheric measu¡ements of horizontal ve-
locity. This ratio is stationary even when the mesoscale
variance is nonstationary, and assumes a distinctly different
value if the either gravity waves or vortical modes d<¡minate
úhe variance. This statistic may provide a useful indepen-
dent means of checking conclusions about the fundamental
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nature of these mesoscale dynamics made using conventional
spectral inspection or other means.
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Fig. 1. The model vertical wave number power spectrum of hor-
izontal velocity fluctuations produced by gravity waves, due to
Smilh el ¿¡. [1987], evaluated using rr. : (2 kn)-1, (5 km)-l,
and (1O k^) -1 . These values of n¿. a¡e typical of the lower, rnid-
dle, a,nd upper stratosphere, respectively. Note the va¡iation of
the spectm with rn.(z).

Fig. 2. The top panel shorvs the Fourier transform A(m) =
Ap(tn) * iAt (rn.) of the exponential wave amplitude growth with
heiglnt etl2Hc , using representative values of z" = 40 km and -ÉIp

= 7 krn. The bottom panel details the change i\ lA(na)/A(O)l
with flo. The dashed lines show the points where these cu¡ves
are sampled when using a fast For.rier transform algoritlun.

Fig. 3. Phase-averaged nonstationa.r¡r spectra resulting from (a)
unaliased and (à) aliased nurnerical simulations performed 2OOO

times in each case and averaged. The stationary model spèctrum
is also plotted for compa.rison. The simulation used a total height
ftrnïe zI< - z1 = 44.E krn, I( = 256, ]V = 0.02 rad s-1 , 11¡ = 1O
km, and mt(21) = (1 kn)-l. See text for details about the
numerical model used here. A least squares deüermination of
the nonstationary spectral index in the O.OOO2-O.OO28 m-1 wave
mrmber range is also provided.

Fig. 4. An enlargement of the vertical wavelength region -1-15
km from Figure 3. Such a wavelength range is typical of rnany
spectra com¡>ùted f¡om experimental data from the middle atmo-
sphere. Aliasing at the la.rgest wave nurnbers is not included,

Fig. 5. Plot of the model saturated specürurn of Smilh el al.
[ISSZ], the nonstationa.ry realization of this spectrum from Figr:re
4o, and the "universal" spectral formula adopted by VanZanì|{
[rs82].

Fig. 6. (o) The horizontal velocity <iscillations of a single grav-
ity wave and vortical mode. The dotted vector represents the
horizontal Ìvave vector å¡. (ô) Instmtaneous ho¡izontal velocity
vectors produced by the superposition of two orthogonally aligned
gravity waves and vortical rnodes; o and g re displacements nor-
malizedby the wavelengths À, and ly¡ respectivel¡ md À¡ - l,
in these examples.

Fig. 7. Theoretical ground-based frequency spectra for (a) grav-
ity waves a.nd (b) vortical rnodes in diflerent background wind
conditions. The gravity wave model parameter B - fIm.f N pa-
ra¡neterizes the degree of Doppler shifting, a¡rd at a given height
is proportional to the rnean wind ü. These gravity wave spectra
are computed for equal amounts up- a.nd down-shifting of fre-
quencies [see .Frilf.r and VonZand,l, 1987], and plottedfrequency
labels Ô are normalized by the inertial frequency /. The vorti-
cal mode spectrum here is based on a Taylor-tra¡sformed ,t-5/3
horizontal wave number spectrurn. One shou-ld also note that the
vortical mode frequency spectrum for [7 = 0 is a delta fi¡¡rction at
zero frequency (since vortical modes have no intrinsic frequency).

Fig. 8. The three panels on the left show various time va¡iatiore
in the gravity wave Doppler-shiftingparameter B - tmtf N. T}r,e
dotted line shows the me¿n value B over the time interval. The
corresponding plots on the right show the resu-lting nonstationar¡r
gravity wave frequency spectra that these variations in Doppler-
shifting produce. The aliased spectrurn has been displaced verti-
cally by O.3 of a decade, These spectra are also compared to the
stationar¡r Doppler-shifted spectrum evaluaôed for B = B (dotteð,
Iine), as one would usually do when comparing computed and
model spectra. Equal up- and down-shifting of energy, and a
value of Ñ = N / ! = 9.18, were used in each example.
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Fig. 1. The model vertical-wave-number pou,er spectrum of horizontal vclocity fluctuations produced by gravity
waves, due to Smílh et ar. [1984, evaluated using mr = (2 km)-r, (s n)-r, and (lo krn)-I. Thesc values of
tt¿. a¡e typical of the lower, rniddle, and upper stratosphere, respectively. Note the variation of thc spectrum with
nt(z).

Fig. 2. The top panel shows the Fourier transform A(m) = An(^) a;Alþn) of the exponential wave amplitude
growth with height e'12H, , using representative values oI zs : 4O km u¡d H p = 7 km. The bottom panel details
the drmge in lÁ(n)/,a(o)l with.Efp. The dashed lines show the points whe.. ih""" crùv€s are sampleå when using
a fast Fouier transform algorithm.

Fig. 9. The tluee panels on the left show vùiou time væia
tions in the backgromd wind epeed Û, md the dottcd linc shows
the rnea¡¡ value evaluated over the whole ti¡ne interval. The
solid cu¡ves on the right show the reeulting nonstationar¡r vor-
tical ¡node frequency Bpectra that these variations in wind apeed
give rise to. The dashed line shows the simul¿ted results for a
atationar¡r wind speed of 2O m s-r. Both of Shesc spectra ùe
aliæed. The theoietical O-5/3 is also plotted as a dotted cu¡ve
for reference. Least squæea deterrnirrations of the spectral in-
diceg of the simulated spectra ue given in eaù case over the
whole spectrum, md over the band O : O.üXþ4-0.OO2 Hz, which
cxcludes the highest frequencies.

Fig. 10. As for Figure 9, but for mea¡r wind variability between
3 and 48 rn s-l rather than between 5 and 40 m a-1. There are
128 points in the time series in these examples rathel tha¡r 256 in
the examples in Figure 9. The ba¡rd over which spectral inöces
were ñtted was fl = 0.ü)OO25{).0OO65 Hz.

Fig. 11. The purels on the left show various timc variatione in
the fluctuating variance.. The corresponding plots on the right
show the stationary O-5/3 spectmrn (dotted curve) a¡rd the sim-
ulated nonstationay spectrurn (solid curve). Eacùr simr¡lated
spectrom is dr average of 2üÐ individual spectra from randomly
phased time seri6. A leæt squa¡es deterrnination of the norota-
tionæy spectral index is given in each case.

Fig. 3. Phase-averaged norotationar¡r spectra resulting from (c) unaliased and (ò) aliased numerical simulations
performed 2000 times in each aüionar¡r model apectrum ¡" .l"o plotted for compuison.
The simulation used a total h .8 k¡n, ¡f : 256, N = O.O2 rad s-r, HE = lO km, and
m.(a) = (1 km)-I. See text merical model used here. A least squares ãetemination of
the nonstationar¡r spectral index in the O.O002{.O028 rn-r wave number range is also provided.

Fig. 4. An enlugement of the vertical wavelength region -1-15 km from Figue 3. Such a wavelength ræge is
typical of many sPectra computed from experimental dat¿ from the'¡niddle atmosphere. Aliasing at the largest
wave numbers is not included.

Fig. 5. Plot of the model satur¿ted spectrun of Srzr ilh el ol. [198{, the nonstationary realization of this spectrum
from Figure 3a, and the "universal" spectral formula adopted by VonZond,t ll9}2l.

Fig. 6. (a) The horizontal velocity oscillatiom of a single gravity wavc amd vortical mode. The dotted vector
rePresents the horizontal wa've vector lc¡. (ö) Instantaneor¡s horizontal velocity vectors produced by the superpo-
sition of two orthogonally aligned gravity waves and vortical rnodes; ø and y are displacements nonnalized Ly ifr.
wavelengths À" and Àyr respectivel¡ and À" = )y in these examples.
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Fig. 7. Theoretical ground-based frequency Bpectra for (c) Favity_waves and (ô) vortical rnodes in difterent
backgronnd wind conditions. The gravity wave model parameter p = Um.lN ptameterizes the degree of Doppler
shifting, a¡rd at a given height is proportional to the mean wind Û. Theee gravity wa.ve spectrê are computed for
equal announts up- a.nd down-shifting of frequencies [see F¡íll¿ enìI VonZoull, 1987], and plotted frequency labels
Ô ar,e normalizcd by thc inertial frequency /. The vortical modc spectrurn here is based on a Taylor-træsformed
Ic-5l3 horizontal wavc nurnber spectnrm. One should also notc that the vortical mode frequency spectrum for f7
: O is a delta function at zero frequency (since vortical modes have no intrinsic frequency).

Fig. 8. The three panels on the left, show va¡ious time variations in the gravity wave Doppler--shifting parameter
p - tn.lN. The dotted line shows the mean value þ over the time interval. The corresponding plots on the right
show the resulting nonstationar¡r gravity wave frequency spectra that these va¡iations in Doppler-hifting produce.
The aliased spectrurn has been displaced vertically by 0.3 of a decade. These spectra are also compared to the
stationary Doppler-ahifted spectrum evaluated lor p - p (dotted line), as one would usually do when cornparing
computed and model spectra. Equol up- and down-shifting of energy, a¡rd a value of Ñ = N/t - 9.18, were used
in each exannple.

Fig. 9. The th¡ee panels on the left show various time va¡iations in the badcgror¡nd wind speed Û, and the
dotted line shows the mear¡ value evaluated over the whole time interval. The solid curves on the right show

a that these variations in wind speed give rise to. The
wind speed of 2O rn s-r. Both of these spectra are

d cu¡ve for reference. Least squares determinations of the
spectral indices of the simulated Bpectra are given in each case over the whole spectrurn, a¡rd over the band O =
O.000O4{.OO2 Hz, which €xcludes the highest frequencies.

Fig. fO. As for Figure 9, but for mem wind variability between 3 a¡rd 48 m s-l r¿ther tha¡r betwcen 5 and 40

- "-1 . Thcrc arc 12E points in ùhe time series in these examples rather tha¡r 256 in the examples in Figure 9.
The bmd over which spectral indicce were fitted was f) : O.OOOO25{).OOfti5 Hz.

Fig. 11. The panels on the left ghow varior¡s time va¡iatio¡rs in the fluctuating varia.nce. The corresponding plots
on the right shãw the stat¡onåry O-5/3 spectrum (dotted curve) and the simullted nonstationary spìctrurn-(ìolid
curve). Each sinulated spectrum is an average of 20OO individual spectra from ra¡rdomly phased time series. A
least squa^res determination of the nonstationar¡r spectral index is given in each case.
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VHF radar observatlons of mesoscale moÈíons in the troposphere:
Evidence for gravicy nave Doppler shifting

R. A. VincenË and S. D. Eckerrnann

DepartmenÊ of Physics and Mathematical Physlcs, Universicy of Adelaide,
AusËralia

(Recefved June 6, 1989; rewlsed October 23, L989; accepËed November 6, 1989.)

A VHF radar at Adelaide (35"S, 138"E) has been used Ëo sÈudy
small-scale horizontal velocity fluctuaËlons ln the Ëroposphere.
The measuremenËs have been analyzed ln the frequency domain and
show thaÈ Èhe notlons are ofËen "polarfzed, " such thaË they show
a preference Co be alfgned along che directlon of the nean
background r¡ind. This azlmuÈhal anisotropy fs especially apparenc
aÈ high observed frequencies and becomes tnore pronounced as the
wind speed increases. The cause of che polarizatlon is analyzed
in terms of both the gravicy lrave and worËical mode explanations
of the mesoscale ¡¡ind fluctuaÈions. Ic ls shown that the observed
behavior ls very consisÈent with Èhe predfcÈed effects of Doppler
shifÈing on a specÈrum of aÈmospheric gravity waves by non zero
background winds. The resulËs, however, are inconsístent r¡ich the
predicËed behavior of a specËrum of vorÈical modes advected past
a ground-based obse¡:ver. IÈ is concluded ËhaE fnÈernal gravicy
srave moËions dominate the energy of Che tropospheric nesoscale
¡¡ind field in Èhese obse¡rratlons. These findÍngs have a number of
implications for sËudles whtch use ground-based techniques to
sËudy gravÍcy wave wind flucËuaËions in the frequency domain
because Doppler shifcing of rrave energy can produce significant
biases, especially if narrolr frequency bands are used. This
problem and possible solutfons are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ground-based radars have proved powerful
tools for the sËudy of mesoscale vind
moEions in the niddle aÈrnosphere and in
particular of noËions produced by
atmospheric graviËy saves. Through sËudíes
of save moÈions, radars have been used Èo
invesÈfgaËe noc only parÈicular wave
paraoeters [e.9., Heek eÊ a1.. 1985; Reid
and VincenË, 19871 but also the
staËisÈícal propertÍes of Èhe wave fíeld
in both Èhe wave nr¡mber and frequency
donalns [e.g., Balsley and CarÈer. L982;
La,rsen eË al ., L982; Vincenc, 1984;
Balsley and Garello. 1985; Fukao eË a1.,
1985; Friccs and Chou, 1987; Franke eË
al.. 19881. Spectral sÈudies using daÈa
produced by boCh radar and oÈher
technÍques have proved especially useful
as e rray of sunmarizing the awerage
propertfes of the ¡rave fie1d. An



inÈerestÍng and imporEanÈ feature is that
Èhe specÈra computed from observations
made aE wldely differing locacíons often
show great sinilarity in spectral slope
and, Èo a lesser extent, in magniCude.

There are many similarities beÈv¡een Ehe
wave number and frequency spectra of
moÈion fields observed in the ocean and
atmosphere. VanZandt [1982, 1985J adapted
Èhe oceanlc grawfty lrave specEral urodel
orlglnally developed by GarretE and Hunk
IL972l Co the acnospherlc slÈuatlon and
showed thaÈ Èhe specËra are consisÈenE
wlEh the gravfcy wave dispersLon relation.
An updaEed specEral ¡¡odel has been
proposed by Sidl et al. [1988]. While rhe
iniÈial specEral trodels were somewhat
empirlcal in naEure, recenÈ theoreEical
developnents have shown thaÈ Ehe shape of
the verÈical wave nu¡nber specÈrum Is
deternined by gravlcy wave saÈuraÈion
processes [Dewan and Good, 1986; Snich et
al., 1987J. The development of this
approach has now reached the stage where
iE is posslble Èo nake predicttons abouÈ
how Èhe specÈrum of gravlty waves ls
modifled by changes in Ehe environment,
Èhrough which the waves propagate. For
example, VanZandt and FriÈÈs [1989] have
analyzed Èhe consequences of changes ln
Èhe specÈral dlsErlbutlon of waves caused
by an encounÈer beÈween upward propagatlng
gravicy waves and a regf.on of rapf.d
increase in aÈnospheric scablllcy.

An alÈernative ¡nodel lnvoking sÈratffied
or quasi-Èr¡o-dirnenslonal Èurbulence, also
ofEen referred to as the vortical mode,
has been proposed Eo explain Èhe specEral
distribucion of horizontal wind moÈions.
Vortlcal modes, so-called because, unlike
gravity \raves, tshey possess a verÈica1
component of vorÈicicy [Múller eÈ al.,
19881, resulc in horizoncally sÈratified
eddies which ate 'frozen" in the
background flow. AE large horizonÈal
scales the turbulence ls called
geostrophic turbulence because Èhe motions
are in geostrophic and hydrosÈatic
balance. AÈ Èhese scales, greater than
abouÈ 500 - 1000 kn, Èhe turbulenÈ energy
ls choughÈ Èo follow a k-3 ensÈrophy
cascade, where k ls Èhe horizonËal wave
nt¡nber. AE scales less Ëhan abouË 500 kn
doern Èo scales about 1 - 10 kxo, the
specÈral index of che horizontal wave
nr¡mber spectrum becomes -5/3 and
turbulence in Èhis range ls referred to as
sÈratlfied curbulence [e.g., Gage, L979;



Lilly, 1983; Gage and Nastrom, 1986,
1988J. Energy is presuned to be injected
aE small scales and to reverse-cascade
Èhrough non li-near processes to larger
scales.

In che formulacion of Hüller eÈ al.
[1988] and Dong and Yeh [1988] the
vorËical mode is treated as an aÈroospheric
wave motion simllar Eo graviEy and
acoustic waves. Recently, Dong and Yeh
[1988] discussed how vorÈical nodes may
grow by nonresonant wave-wave interactions
wiÈh gravity waves. Ic was noÈ clear how
oftsen this process mighc occur because the
threshold ampll-cude for an interaction
beEween a graviÈy wave and Èwo vortical
modes appeared Èo exceed thaÈ required for
convective breakdor¿n of graviÈy waves
Ie.g. Dong and Yeh, 1988; Frltcs, 1989].
Yeh and Dong [1989] have demonsÈrated,
however, that the effect of che EarEh's
roEaËlon actss tro relax the Èhreshold
effecÈ, thus naking the lnÈeracEion more
Ilkely. Yeh and Dong [19891 propose that
the energy speccrum of vorÈical modes is
controlled via non llnear cascading co
snall scales wlch energy belng ultimately
dlssipaced by viscosicy.

The equivalence beEween stratlfied
Èurbulence and vorÈical nodes is somewhaÈ
ambiguous, yeË Èhe Ëerms are soneÈlmes
used interchangeably Ëo describe Èhe same
geophysical process [e.g., Hriller et al .,
1988; Gage and NasErom, 1988; Dunkerton,
19891. An a.mbiguity arises because of che
wave nacure of tshe vorÈical mode r¡hlch
seems lnconsistent wiÈh the lnherenÈly
nonlinear nature of turbulence.
NeverÈheless, Eany of the effecÈs of
vorËical modes, such as roÈation, appear
Eurbulentllke [e.g., Dewan, 1985]. Here we
assume ÈhaE vorÈical ¡nodes and stratified
or trwo-dimensional Ëurbulence are
equivalenE, so ÈhaE Èhe horlzontal wave
number spectrum is presurned to follow a
k-5/3 relaÈl-on [e.g., Gage, L979]. This
enables us Èo make use of the insighcs
inÈo Èhe stsructure of che vorEical mode
presenEed by Dong and Yeh [f988] and
Müller et aI. [1988] in order Èo assess
its importance tso the mesoscale energeÈics
of the lor¡er aÈmosphere.

Of parÈicular imporcance to radar
studies is the need co describe how the
frequency spectra respond to changes in
Èhe background winds in the aEmosphere. If
Èhe moÈions are prinarily due to gravicy
eraves, then the observed frequency
distribucion of the energy of atrnospheric



motions, as measured by a ground-based
radar, is not necessarily the same as the
distribuÈion of energy of the wawe fíe1d
in Ëhe atmosphere. Ic is the spectsral
dist.ributrion as a funcËion of the
intrinsic frequency, ø' (che frequency in
a reference frame moving wiEh the wind),
which is relevant, noE Èhe disEribuÈion as
a function of the frequency, co, as
observed by a radar. For a slngle wawe the
equation relaÈing che observed and
inÈrinsíc frequencies is

t¿ - ø' + kh.U - .,)' + kbu cos d (1)

where kn is the horizonEal wave ntr¡nber
vecÈor, U is Èhe mean wind vecÈor, kn and
U are their respective nagnlÈudes, and d

Ís the angle beÈween kn and U. The k.U
conÈribution to (1) may be thought of as a
Doppler-shifEing Èerm, r¡hich obvlously has
lÈs greaÈesÈ effecc if che wave ls
propagaËing either parallel or
anÈlparallel co the wind. Waves which have
horizontal phase speeds (,¿/k) small
compared wlÈh U will suffer a larger
relaÈlve Doppler shifc than waves wich
hlgh phase speeds.

Alchough liccle is yec known about Èhe
actual phase speed distribution of
atrnospheric gravity lraves, 1È is probable
Èhat nany waves have velocicies which are
comparable ln nagnicude r¡ith the
background r¡ind velocity [e.g., Gossard
and Hooke, 1975]. In this situacion,
Doppler-shifÈing effeccs can produce
sÍgnificanÈ differences beÈween obserr¡ed
and nodel inErinsic frequency specËra. The
general problen has been recognized for
some Eime, and studies by Scheffler and
Liu [1986] have shown how Doppler shiftsing
can affect radar neasurements of gravity
wave spectra. The problen has also been
addressed by FriÈts and VanZandc [19871
(hereinafter referred Èo as FV87) who used
a sinpler analytic approach Eo show Èhat
Doppler shifÈing can cause najor effects
on Èhe observed frequency spectra of both
horizonÈal and verEical moËlons. Th"y
showed how the frequency spectra are
nodified as Êhe velocity of the background
flov¡ increases.

Gage and NasÈrom [1988] have discussed
how the spectra of horizonÈa1 motions
caused by cwo-diroensional turbulence or
vorÈical modes will be nodified by changes
in the background wind speed- The vorÈical



modc has no inÈrinsic frequency specErr¡rn
buÈ, as the eddylike sEructures are
advecÈed past a ground-based observer by
the prevailing wínd, a ground-based
frequency spectruÐ r¡ill be produced, just.
as ln (1) wlch o' equal Èo zero.

The predictlons of FJ87'and Gage and
Nastrom [1988] became of direct inEeresE
Èo t¡s when we started Eo examine
observaÈions of shorÈ-perlod horizontal
wlnct moÈlons In the Èroposphere using a
ScraÈosphere-Èroposphere (ST) radar
operaÈlng aÈ VHF (54.1 Hllz) at a siEe near
Adelaide. Ihese parElcular lnvesÈigaEions
v¡ero parE of a larger study of the
mesoscale d¡mamlcs assoclated wlth the
passage of cold fronts and were directed
toward determlning Ehe degree of posslble
gravlcy lrave generacion caused by froncal
acclvicy. In the course of chese studies
we found ÈhaÈ irregular wind noÈions wiEh
perlods of a fer¿ hours or less often show
a hl.gh degree of azinuthal anisotropy such
thac Èhe moÊions exhiblc a preferential
allgnnent along the direccion of che
background wind; this effect becomes
sÈronger as the background wlnd speed
Íncreases. Although both gravity waves and
Èsro-dlnensional turbulence tnay conÈribuÈe
to the mesoscale r¿ind field, we shor¡ thaE
thls phenomenon ls beEEer explalned ln
Èerros of Doppler shlft,lng of graviÈy wave
energy as described by F\r87.

The experimental siÈuation and daEa
analysis Èechniques are described In
secÈlon 2. The mean r¡lnds and variaÈlons
fn che mesoscale moËlons are dlscussed in
secÈlons 3 and 4, respectlvely. The
results are evaluaEed in terms of the
gravlÈy r¡ave and Èurbulence models in
sectlon 5, and Èhe lnplicatlons for these
and other ground-based wind sÈudies in the
middle atmosphere are discussed ln secÈion
6.

2. DATA ANALYSIS

The data discussed in Ehis paper nere
acquired during the course of a sÈudy of
the dynamics of the troposphere during the
passage of cold fronts across souÈhern
Australia. Ihe ¡rind measuremenÈs were made
with an ST radar which is locaÈed on the
coasÈal plain sone 40 lo north of Adelaide
(35'S, 138"8). The site ls flat, and uhe
nearesÈ hills are situated about 40 to 50
km co the easÈ. The radar, l¡hich operates



at a frequency of 54.1 Hllz, is designed Eo
use elther the spaced antenna or the
Doppler beam-swinging nethods for wind
measuremenE. In Ehls study Èhe spaced
anCenna nethod r¡as used excluslvely.

DeÈails of the radar configuration and
operation are given by VÍncent et al.
[1987], but the sallent features are
briefly descrlbed here. The Èransrnitting
anÈenna ís of Èhe coaxlal-collnear t)rpe
and ls 16 I square, so thaE lt has a
theoreÈlcal half-power half-widch of 1.6".
In Èhese experimencs lÈ was phased Eo
EransmiÈ verÈically. Three smaller yagi
arrays arranged in Èhe form of an
equilateral Èrlangle wich a basic spacing
of 50 m hrere used for receptlon. A solid-
sËaÈe ÈransmlEter tras used with a pulse
repeËltlon frequency (PRF) of 8L92 Hz.
CoherenÈ inÈegraÈlon over 4096 received
pulses was used, so that the sampllng
fntenral was 0.5 s. With a pulse length of
7 ¡rs Èhe mean power lras abou! 300 W, and,
wlch thls relaÈively low poerer, echoes
were recelved fron Èhe troposphere and the
lov¡esÈ part of Èhe straÈosphere only. The
echoes were sampled every 500 m ln the
heighc range beÈween 2 and 12 k¡n.

Data r¡ere acquired for abouÈ 2 nin and
then analyzed ln real tfne before Ëhe next
measuremenÈs lrere made. Slnce the analysis
Èook a total of about 2 nin for the 20
heights sa-pled, Èhls neanE Ehat the r¡inds
ltere measured every 4 nÍn. Horizontal vind
veloclÈies were conpuÈed by the so-ca1led
full correlatfon analysls neÈhod applied
to Èhe complex echo ampllÈudes afcer
correcÈlon for nolse IBrlggs, 1984;
Vincenc et al., L987; llay, 19881. There is
excellent agreemenÈ betrween Ehe radar wind
velociÈies and winds measured by balloon-
borne radiosondes launched from nearby
Adelaide Airport [VincenÈ et al., 1987].
Vertical wind velociÈies were deduced from
Èhe Doppler shifts of Èhe echoes using the
phase of che complex autocorrelation
functions. The resulting wlnd data were
Èhen sEored on disk for subsequent off-
line analysls. The latcer commenced sith
an edlcing procedure deslgned to remove
spurlous points or outliers. Various
ediÈing techniques have been proposed
[e.g., Bemra et aI., 1986] and, after some
Èesting. we adopted a procedure which
progressively removed outllers in a series
of repeated steps aÈ each heighc of
observation, as follows: (1) The mean wind
velociCy vector was computed from data in
a time windor¡ of 2-hour duraEion. (2) The



individual wind value ln Èhats block which
showed the largest deviatlon ln vector
magnicude frorn the ¡nean was then
discarded. (3) Steps (1) and (2) were
repeated four times before uroving on co
the nexÈ 2-hour block.

This neÈhod t¡rpfcally removed about 10t
of the daÈa, and whlle lt probably renoved
some good daca points, iÈ succeeded in
removing mosÈ ouEllers. For furÈher
reliabilitsy and to reduce allasing by
high-frequency moEions, the nexc step etas
Èo form lS-min-average values for the
zonal (u), rneridional (v), and verÈlcal
(w) velocfty componencs aE each heighE.
Because of the horlzonÈal dlsplacement of
Èhe transmlÈÈlng and receivlng anEennas,
ÍÈ was necessary to correct the vertlcal
welocitles for posslble contamlnaÈion by
the horlzonÈal vinds (see VincenE et aI.
[1987] for furcher decalls). Any shorË
gaps in Èhe 15-mln averages were then
filled by lnËerpolaÈion uslng a cublc
spllne procedure. Thls vras done to ensure
Ëhat sharp translÈlons did noÈ contaminate
Èhe specÈru¡¡ during fllcerlng of the data
used Èo stsudy Ehe short-period moEions
(see below), but lnÈerpolaced values erere
nots used fn any subsequenE calculaÈLons.

3. MEAI{ WINDS

lJind observatlons were made on a
contlnuous basls for periods exEending up
co a EonÈh in duration, wlÈh passages of
cold fronts usually occurrlng every 5 co
10 days. In Ëhis study a Eotal of about 30
days data were used. Figures la, 2a, and
3a all show Èhe sequence of the mean
horizonÈal wind variaÈions which occurred
during the passage of frontal systems in
AugusÈ and Nowember 1988. The plots are ín
Èhe form of r¡ind veccors whÍch are formed
from averages Ëaken in Èhis case over 4-
hour lntervals and show the magnitude and
direction toward whlch the wind is
directed. The u and v componenCs are
posiÈive ln the easÈward and norEhward
dlrecÈions, respectively. The tine
evoluÈion of the wind field durlng the
passage of the fronts on AugusË 22, August
26, November L4, and Nowember 20/21 is
t¡rplcal of that observed during Ëhe
passage of noisÈ winÈertsime and early-
summer fronts [VincenÈ et al. 1987; May et
al. 1990]. Ahead of che front Èhe r¡inds
are strong (-2040 m s-1) and directed



Èoward the souÊheast. After the frontsal
passage they swing round to becorne
essentially northward.

Gaps in the data are evident for lengthy
periods ac heighÈs above 8 kn. There are
two reasons for these breaks in the daËa.
FirsC, Èhe temperature lap'se rates in the
heighC region imnediaEely below the
tsropopause, which was aÈ an alÈltude near
10 lan during Èhese ¡Deasurements, lrere
ofÈen very close Èo the dry adlabatlc
lapse race, parÈicularly at Èimes
immedlately prlor to Ehe frontal passage.
Even in the presence of strong turbulence
Èhere would be only small flucÈuaÈlons in
Èhe radio refractive index and hence weak
radar backscaEÈer. Second, Èhe galactlc
cencer, which is a sÈrong source of nolse
aÈ VHF, passes close Èo the zenlth for
several hours each day. The st.rong
increase in background nolse coupled wlth
weak scatrter often resulted ln poor
sf-gnal-Èo-nolse ratlos for echoes near Ehe
tropopause, and the data were usually
rej ecEed.

4. MESOSCALE WIND HOTIONS

The tenporal varlaElons of notlons
associaÈed r¡lch mesoscale phenomena were
sÈudied by numerically fllterlng tlne
series of the zonal and meridional wind
componenÈs. The Elne serles of 15-min-
average wind values erere bandpass filtered
to produce the perEurbation wind
componenÈs, u', v', and w', ln three
differenÈ bands r¡hich covered the period
ranges 8 co 24 hours, 2 Ëo 8 hours and 30
min Èo 2 hours, respecËively. HereafEer
Ëhese ranges are referred to as the "long-
, " "medi-um-, " and "shorË-"period bands.
The variances of the r¡ind componencs lrere
computed for each band. ExamlnaÈlon of the
sum of Èhe horizonÈaÌ wariances Ç, - G'a
+æ), which is proporEional ro kinecic
energy per unlt mass, indicated that che
energies var:led strongly wiÈh time. Peak
values of ui2 were found in tsine lnÈervals
exÈending over several hours, and rrere up
Co 1O-1OO tlmes stronger than Èhe normal
or background walues. The large bursts in
energy usually appeared ahead of a fronE,
and seemed Èo coincide with regions of
strong vertical velociËíes associaÈed wich
convection. The bursts appeared Èo be
associatsed wiÈh grawity waves generaÈed
either by the convective processes or by



regions of strong wind shear located near
the tropopause. IE is not our purpose here
to discuss Èhe possible ltave sources, buE
Eo consider the azimuthal or directÍonal
anisotropy which was evidenÈ in the
horizonEal noElons when such quanEiEies as
the racios of the componenc variances
çu'z¡r¡' z) were formed.

An objective way of neasuring Èhe degree
of anisoÈropy or polarlzaElon of wave
energy ln a sÈaÈlstlcal sense is Èhe use
of che so-called SÈokes parameÈers, a
meÈhod whlch has been applled to sEudies
of wave moElons ln Ehe nesosphere [Vlncenc
and FriÈts, 19871 and straEosphere
IEckermann and Vf.ncenÈ, 1989]. The neEhod
nakes use of the followlng quanÈlÈles,
calculaced for a suitable frequency band:

I - (s'2 +

D-(utz-

v2>

v'2)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

P - 2 u'v'cos6

Q - 2 u'r/sin6

I ls che sr¡¡n of che zonal and ¡nerldional
veloclty varlances, D thelr dlfference, P

and Q Èhe inphase and quadracure
covariances, and 6 is the phase dlfference
beÈween the u' and v' componenEs. For high
frequency moÈions (o )> f) che u' and v'
motions are essencially inphase (6 - 0")
and Q should be negllglble. The inertlal
frequency, f, ls 8.34x10-5 rad s-1 ac
Adelaide, which corresponds Ëo a perlod of
20.9 hours, so Q is probably small for
intrinsic wawe periods less than -2 hours,
since Èhese periods are much smaller Èhan
the inertial period, alÈhough che effects
of Doppler shifÈing of frequencies must be
born in mind.

From Èhe above parameters it ls possible
Èo calculate Ehe degree of polarization,
defined as

d-1Pz +Pz+Q')\/l (6)

which reduces to d - (Dz + ,z¡\¡t in the
high-frequency linic. This facÈor gives an
esÈimate of the ratio of the polarized to
unpolarfzed motions, so thaÈ d - I



signifles a toËally polarlzed field, and d
- 0 denotes a random nave fleld. The mean
azinuÈhal orienÈaÈion or allgnment, {, of
the polarized moËlons is glwen by

ö - 11 arctan(PÆ) (7)

Flgures lb, 2b, and 3b show plocs of the
state of polarfzaÈf.on of wlnd motlons ln
the 30-nin to 2-hour period range. Resulcs
have been averaged over the same 4-hour
lnËervals as were used for Èhe mean v¡lnd
vecÈors shown ln Figures la, 2a, and 3a.
The polarizaÈlon ls represented by a 1lne
whose lengÈh ls proporcional Èo Ehe degree
of polarfzation, d, and r¿hose roEaÈion
counterclocl¡¡rlse from easÈ denotes Èhe
allgnrnenÈ, {. These lines are, of course,
not vecEors slnce we do noÈ hawe any
infornatlon abouÈ Èhe absolute df-recÈlons
of propagaÈlon of any naves which nay
cause Èhe perÈurbatlon wlnd fleld Ëo be
polarlzed. Close lnspeccton of the wlnd
vecCor and polarlzaÈion-ploÈ pal-rs reveals
ÈhaC Èhere ls usually a strong correlaÈion
betseen Èhe allgnnenÈs and Ehe dlrecÈion
of che mean srind veccors, such thaÈ
perturbaÈlon moÈlons are allgned along the
dlrecÈlon of che mean nÍnd. Thls Ëendency
is especlally sÈrong during periods of
high wlnd speed, parclcularly when che
wind is sÈeady Ln strengEh and dlrecËlon
for several hours.

In order Èo quanÈ1fy this apparent
relaÈlon beÈween alignnent and wind we
grouped Èhe alignnenË daÈa lnto three
background wind speed ranges of 0-5 E s-l,
5-10 n s-1, and greater Èhan 10 m s-1,
corresponding to low-, medium-, and hlgh-
wind conditions, respectively. For each
wind range Ëhe angular differences beÈween
Che alignmenÈs and wind vectors r¡ere then
calculated and grouped in 10' f.ntervals in
the range 0-90". Figure 4 shows hisËograms
of the number of obserr¡aÈlons in each
inÈerval as a funcÈlon of Dean erlnd speed
for all three period bands, for all
observaÈlons. To sinpllfy the comparisons,
the data for boch the shorË- and rnedium-
period bands were averaged ln 8-hour
segmenÈs, and the long-period band data
were averaged in 24-hour segmencs.

For motsions in the short-period band ats
low wind speeds (U - 2.5 n s-1) iÈ is
evident ÈhaÈ the angular dlfferences are
reasonably ewenly spread, although there



is evidence for perturbaÈion wind motions
to be aligned r¡ithin a range of angles aÈ
45 - 90' to the mean wind, i.e.,
approximaÈely transverse to the r¡lnd. As
Èhe wind speed increases, howewer, the
histograns become more scrongly clusEered
in Èhe range O-20", so that there is a
sÈrong polarizaÈ1on parallel co the mean
wind.

Similar hisÈograns for ootions ln Èhe
mediu¡n and long bands are also shor¡n in
Figure 4. There are, of course, fewer
incervals for analysis in che long-perlod
(8-24 hour) range, as the resulEs are for
24-hour intervals only. For Ehe medlum-
period range che resulCs are slmilar Èo
the shorE-perlod range tlith Che angular
difference changing from approxlmacely 90'
aÈ low-wind speeds to 0' aC high speeds.
However, in Èhls case the change ls nore
gradual as a funcÈion of lncreaslng U Èhan
is the slÈuatlon for che short-period
moÈions. In cornplete contrasÈ, for che
long-period moÈions Èhere ls a nuch
stronger tendency for the perÈurbaÈions Eo
become aligned Èransverse (-90') co che
wind for speeds beÈween 5 and 10 ¡¡ s-r and
even f.n high-wind condltlons Èhe hf-stogram
shows ÈhaÈ the angular dlfferences are
rather evenly spread, wlth a Eendency Ëo
group ln ranges near 30', as opposed to
Èhe sÈrong clusEerlng near 0' evldenÈ for
che hlgher frequency moElons.

Care rnusE be Èaken ln attrlbutlng all
¡ootlons 1n the low-frequency range Ëo
phenonena such as rraves or Ëurbulence
because, parÈicularly durlng Ëhe passage
of froncs, the mean wlnd ltself changes
sysEemaÈ,i.cally in rnagnitude and directlon
on time scales of abouÈ a day (see Figures
la, 2a, and 3a). During the filÈerlng
process these systematic changes
Ehenselves will produce Fourier cornponencs
vhich contribuÈe to the variance aÈ long
periods.

5. INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

An analysís of the perturbaËion motsions
in the troposphere caused by mesoscale
phenomena shows thaÈ Èhe moËf.ons are often
anisotropic. The Stokes parameters
approach, which uEilizes Èhe variances of
Ehe wind components and Èheír
correlations, has been used to quantify
the degree of anisocropy or polarization
of the winds. Especially for motions r¡iÈh



periods of 8 hours or less, tshere is an
lncreasing tendency fot the moÈions tso be
aligned along the mean wind directlon as
the wind veloclÈy increases. This resulc
is particularly ¡narked in Èhe case of
shorE-period ¡notÍons. An lmmedlaEe
questLon is vhether the polarlzaEion
effect ls an artifact of the spaced
antenna wlnd measuring Èechnlque used in
Ehe observatlons.

Ihere are three reasons thaÈ suggest.
that the effect ls noE caused by the
observaÈional technlque. Flrsc, the
recelving antennas are arranged aÈ Èhe
verËÍces of an equflaÈeral trlangle
[VincenÈ et al. 1987] preclsely ln order
to reduce possible bLases fn Èhe
EeasuremenÈ of wind dfrecÈlon. Second,
estirnates of the random errors intrinsic
Eo spaced anÈenna wind measurements, based
on Èhe theory of May [1988], show ÈhaÈ Èhe
errors should be equally dlscribuced
beËseen Èhe wind components parallel and
transverse Ëo Èhe mean wlnd vector. Thlrd,
the effecÈs of random errors are also
consfderably reduced by the extensive
averaglng ÈhaÈ r¡as carrled ouÈ, firscly
into 15-nln ¡neans, and then by averaging
Èhe band-passed daÈa ln 4-, 8-, and 24-
hour Èime blocks. If Èhe fluctuacions nere
due Èo random errors, Ehe degrees of
polarizaÈion, d, r¡ould be zero afÈer such
exÈenslve averaging. IE ls clear fron
Figures lb. 2b, and 3b that typlcal walues
of d are beÈween 50 and 100t.

We conclude thaC Èhe observed
anfsoÈropies are nanifesÈations of
aÈmospherlc mesoscale phenomena r¡hich are
lnfluenced by che sÈrength of the
prevaillng wlnd. As notsed in secÈion 1,
boËh atnospheric graviÈy wave and Èlro-
dÍ,menslonal turbulence/vorËical node
models have been proposed Eo explain the
spectral distribuÈion of nesoscale motions
in the aÈnosphere. To daEe, mosË
comparisons hawe concenÈraËed on the shape
and fntenslÈy of Èhe spectra predlcted by
elther theory. S.D. Eckermann (Effects of
nonsËatlonarlQr on spectral analysis of
mesoscale moÈlons in Èhe atmosphere,
submitÈed to Journal of Geophyslcal
Research, 1989) (hereinafter referred Eo
as Eckermann, submitted manuscripË, 1989)
has argued, however, thaÈ because of Èhe
transience of mesoscale variance in the
aEmosphere, the resulÈing disËorÈion of
spectra by thls and other nonsËaEionary
effects (e.g., Doppler shifcing) has often
made ic difflculc Èo differentiaÈe beÈween



Èhe Ewo theories. Eckernann (submitced
manuscript, 1989) suggestsed EhaË the raEio
of the variances of che fluctsuating wind
componencs parallel (ç) to and
transvers" (Ç) co thã mean wind might be
a more useful measure in evaluaÈlng which
theory is applicable, because, unlike
spectral calculaÈlons, chls raclo ls noÈ
affected by variaEions ln wawe inÈensicy
due Eo source translence. Nevertheless,
the two specÈra1 theories can sElll be
tested usfng this raEio, since each
variance ln a glven frequency range can be
found by 1nÈegrating beneath the relevanE
spec Er\rm .

To explaln Èhis, leE Èhe varlance raÈlo,
R, be defined as

R-( u'2 > / ("rr) (8)
P

In order to Èesc the tsso models we need co
exar¡ine hor¡ R responds Èo changes ln Èhe
background wind speed for Èhe varlous
frequency lnÈen¡als. Figure 5 shos¡s log(R)
ploÈÈed as a funcÈlon of wlnd speed for
all available daËa. For the shorc- and
raedlun-perlod bands, each poinE rePresenÈs
an 8-hour average, while for Ehe long-
period band each point rePresenÈs a ¡Dean

over one day. The solld llne ln each ploÈ
LndicaEes a leasE squares fit of a sixÈh-
order polynomial to 1og(R); iÈ is rneanÈ Ëo

be used only as a quallcaÈive guide Ëo

trends evident 1n the data. The bars glve
Èhe sÈandard errors. These plots shor¡ nore
quanËicatively whaE ls evidenÈ fro¡¡
lnspecÈlon of Flgure 4. Except at low wind
speeds (Ú < 5 m s-1), R ls always greaEer
than unity for the shorter_period bands
and increases sceadily as U increases, Èo

values of R - 2 - 10. For the long-period
mocions, however, R is less Èhan uniÈy for
Ú less than abouc 15 n s-1 lndicating Èhat
transverse motlons predoninaEe. OnIy at
Ìarger wind speeds does ui exceed ui.

Before exanining fn deEail how gravity
waves and vortical modes respond Èo

changing background sinds ic ls helpful to
visualize the dlfferent nature of Èhe
horizontal wind moÈions assoclated with
gravicy rraves and vortical modes, and how
they dlfferently affecE radar
observations. Wind vectors for both t)rPes
of wave are ploÈËed in Èhe horizonÈal
plane in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows how the
horizontal ¡¡ind conponent of a graviÈy
wave Ís longitudinally polarized along the



horizontal wave vector, kn. The
superposition of Ëv¡o otherwise símilar
waves propagaËing at rlghc angles produces
the wind fleld illustraÈed ln Figure 6b.
The main feature is the divergenE but
irrotational naÈure of Èhe perturbation
moÈions. In conErasÈ, because the
horizoncal motlons of vorElcal modes are
Èransverse to kn (Flgure 6c), Èhe moÈions
are rotatlonal but nondivergenc as is
evldenÈ when two, otherwise slmllar, rnodes
allgned orÈhogonally Co each other are
superposed (Flgure 6d). Anocher important
difference ls thaÈ, ln che absence of a
background wind, a ground-based radar
t¡ould deEecÈ Ehe harmonlcally varylng
gravicy l¡ave rnoElons but wouì-d only
deEerrnine a consÈanÈ wlnd ln the case of
Èhe vorEical modes.

5.1. The eravlty wave nodel

The effects of Doppler shlftlng on
gravlcy wave frequency specEra are mosÈ
easlly demonsÈraced by followlng Èhe
approach of FV87. For Èhe purpose of
lllusÈraElon, they consldered Èhe case of
a Èwo-dlnenslonal speccrun of r¡aves which
propagaÈe elÈher wlth or agalnsÈ the rnean
flow direcÈion. As equacion (1) shows,
waves whlch propagate perpendicular Eo Ehe
flow r¡ill not be Doppler shlfced. Flgure
7a, which follows Figure 4a of F1/87, shows
frequency specEra of horlzontal wlnd
mot.lons for Chree values of P, vhere p ls
Èhe r¡ind speed, U, normallzed by the so-
called characËerisÈic inÈrlnsic horlzonÈal
phase speed of the wave fleld, c.. The
characÈerlscic phase speed ls, in Èurn,
more convenienÈly puÈ in Èerns of Che
characÈeristic verÈical wave numbêf¡ m; ¡

so ËhaÈ p - U/(N/n.), where N is Èhe
Brunc-VålsåIå frequency IF\/87]. The solid
Iine in Figure 7a is Èhe ¡nodel intrinsic
frequency specErun (no wind or p - 0)
v¡hich has a r,r-2 shape. The other curves,
fot p - 1 and 10, respecÈlvely, shor¡ ÈhaÈ
as Èhe wind speed increases, the spectrum
still peaks near the inertlal frequency f
buE there ls reductlon in Èhe spectral
density, Err(ø), at Èhese low frequencies,
and a corresponding increase ln Err(ar) at
higher frequencies due to the preferenEial
Doppler shifting of energy co higher
observed frequencies.



As we are interesEed in the change in
variance of che horf.zontal motions, a
better esÈimate of Che change in energy in
a given frequency band can be obEained by
replot.Ëing tshe frequency spectra in energy
content form, øEr,(ar) [VanZandÈ, 1985], as
shor¡n in Figure 8. The verÈlca1 lines
indicaEe approxinately Èhe boundaries of
the frequency fnte¡r¡als used ln Èhis
sÈudy. The variance of the horlzontal
motions in any given inËerval for a
parÈlcular value of U is dlrectly
proporÈlonal Èo the area under the
approprlaÈe curve ln Figure 8. The shlfc
of energy or varlance co hlgher
frequencies as p or U lncreases ls
especially apparenÈ ln Èhese specÈra;
indeed, for p - 5 the specÈral peak has
shifted to observed periods of abour 6-7
hours, and aC þ - 10 Che curve peaks at a
2-hour observed period.

Under high-wlnd condltlons (P - 5-10) we
estlmaÈe thaÈ for the shorE-period band
Èhe varlance due to gravLÈy yaves with a
sÈrong conponenË of noÈlon parallel to Èhe
mean flor¡ w111 be a facËor -2-3 tlmes
greaÈer than ÈhaÈ for the zero wind
sLÈuaÈlon. Slnce Èhe varlance due Èo waves
which are propagaÈing at rlghc angles to
Èhe horlzonÈal flow r¡111 be unaffected by
Doppler shifting (1.e. , þ-O), R wIlI be
significantÌy greaËer than unlcy for large
U, as is observed In Flgure 5. In Ehe 2 -
8 hour band Èhere ls a smaller increase in
Ç r"r þ-Lo.

For Ëhe long-perlod band lt is more
difficulc Èo predict hor¡ R changes as U

increases. Flgure 8 shows Èhat Èhere is a
neÈ decrease in the parallel ¡¡ind
componenÈ as p lncreases r¡hlch would
suggesÈ that R should be less than unlty,
as observed in lighc-wind condiËlons in
Figure 5. However, the horlzonEal motlons
of quasl-inerÈial oscillaclons are
elliptically polarízed, r¡hich means thaÈ
there r¡ill be a decrease Ln the
contribution Ëo ui fron parallel
propagatlng wâves. Waves propagating
transverse to U will still contribuEe Èo
ui. Another conpllcating facÈor is the
probable contami¡¿Ëion caused by
systematíc changes in the mean ¡rl,nd caused
by frontal passages contribuËing Èo the
variances.

Care musÈ be used when lnterpreting the
results shorrn in Figures 7a and 8. First,
for ease of calculation, FV87 used a
spectral model in whfch Ehe energy
densicy waried as ø-2, rather than the



usually accepted o-513. However, use of a
more realisÈíc spectral slope is unlikely
to change Èhe overall conclusions. Second,
v¡e do nots know the appropriaEe walue for
cr r Èhe characteristic horlzontal phase
speed. EsËimaEes of m* can,be made from
verEical wawe nr¡mber specÈra [e.9., Smith
eÈ al., 19871, buË we have Ínsufficient
height resoluÈion to enable us Èo do this
with Ehe present data. ObservaËions in the
norËhern hemisphere give values in che
range (n.)-1 - I - 3 kn fn the troposphere
and lower stsraÈosphere ISmich et aI.,
L987; Fritts and Chou, 1987; Frlcts eÈ
al., 1988J, which suggests that c* - N/r.
-1.5 - 5 m s-l using a value of N - 0.01
rad s-1 appropriate to the troposphere.
CharacÈerlscic phase speeds of this
magnlEude fmply ËhaE values of p greater
Èhan about 10 are quite feasible during
Èhe passage of fronts r¡hen wind speeds up
Èo and exceeding 30 m s-l can be
mainÈained for many hours (see Flgures la,
2a, and 3a). Such values of p would easily
produce Èhe observed changes in R seen in
Figure 5.

Doppler shifcing of the gravicy wave
specCra also produces a shifc of energy
for che verÈical noEions. The neE effecÈ
f.s to produce a neÈ decrease in energy at
observed frequencies less than the Brunt-
Våisålä frequency, N, and an increase for
frequencles greater than N [see FV87l. AE
Èhe frequenci-es lre are concerned wlÈh here
Ëhe predicted effect is to increase Ëhe
ratÍo of horizontal Eo verÈlcal energfes
as U lncreases [see FV87, Figure 5],
especially in the short- to nedfu¡m-period
bands. Figure 9 shows scaÈter ploÈs of
log(u'rz/v'2) against U for the three
p"iioå bands, rh.r. q - ç"'2 +74¡ is
the Ëotal variance of the horizontal
moEions. It is clear Èhat the raÈio
increases in Ehe manner predicted, wiEh
the mean ratio for the short-períod band
increasing by greater Ehan an order of
magnlÈude as Èhe wind speed increases from
near zero Eo over 30 m s-r. Inspectlon of
Figure 6 in Fr/87 suggesEs ÈhaE Èhere q¡ould
be an increase of abouE a facÈor of 10 as
p increases from 0 co 10. Considerlng the
approximaÈions inherent in their
calculations there is extremely good
agreemenÈ between our results and Eheir
predictions.



5.2. Vortical mode model

The wawe-associated flows produced by
vorEical modes in che shorÈ wavelength
limiÈ are transverse to Èhe wave normal
and conÈained ln che horizonÈal plane (see
Figure 6c). As dlscussed ln secÈion 1,
vorEical modes have zero inErlnslc
frequency (r'-0), but a wlnd of velocity U

causes a Doppler shift to give an observed
frequency of a¡ - k.U. Gage and NasÈrom
[1988] used the Taylor transformatlon to
deternine the frequency spectrum, Err(o),
of vorÈlcal modes as a known horizontal
wave nu¡nber field Ls advecEed pasÈ. The
frequency specErurn is

E,,(or) - F,(k)Æ -r,{.tn)Ñ (e)

where results fron lnscrumenEed aircrafÈ
(Global AÈrnospheric Sanpllng Program) were
used Èo give a model spatlal wave number
specËrun of F,(k) proportlonal gq þ-5/3.
Ic should be noÈed Èhac equaclon (9) Ls
probably incompleÈe in that a more
exEensive analysis shows thaÈ a beÈÈer
specÈru.E r¡ould have Èhe funcÈional form
Fr(ar/Ucos0)/(Ucos0 ) if the kn speccrum ls
lsoÈropic and dlfferenE forms agaln lf the
kn specÈrum Ls anlsotroplc (K. C. Yeh,
prlvaÈe communlcaÈion, 1989). Cercainly,
all theory Ëo daÈe has assr¡med an
l-soÈroplc kh spectrum of vortf.cal modes,
and so, wiÈhouÈ further lnformacion on the
angular disËributlon of k¡, we take (9) as
adequaÈe for our purposes.

Figure 7b illustrates Èhe Doppler
shifted speccrum predicted by Gage and
NasÈrom [1988] ploÈted for different wind
speeds. Cornparison with Figure 7a shor¡s
Èhats Èhe shape of the worEical ¡node
specÈrum is preserved as U increases,
unlike the Doppler-shifted gravity wave
specËrr¡m, and ÈhaË Èhe energy densiÈy at a
given observed frequency increases as U

increases.
An assumption which seems inplicic in

the estimates of Gage and NasÈrom [1988]
is thaÈ Èhe energy is fsotropfcally
disÈributed as a funcÈion of Èhe observed
frequency. Howewer, when Èhe geomeËry of
oscillations associated wich vortical
modes is considered, it can be shor¡n thaË
as the struccures are advecËed pasG, a
ground-based observer r¡111 detecË Ëlme-
warying motions which are essentially



transverse Ëo the mean flolr. For
simplicíEy, conslder the background vind U
directed eastnard and a slngle wortical
mode r¿lth horlzonEal wave ntrmber kn - (kr,
kr) allgned aÈ an angle 0 to the flow.
This vortical node has an.associaEed
horizontal motion, .tr - (u', v') - At(-ky,
kr), where A¡ is a complex ampliEude
[Müller eÈ al., 1988J. These motions are
orÈhogonal co k. Fron (1), fÈ is apparent
that_the ground-based frequency is o - krÚ
- ktU cosd. Hence only those modes wlth
¡¡ave numbers closely allgned with the mean
flow produce slgnlflcant ground-based
frequencies, whereas a mode r¡ith a
meridlonally dlrected wave number sill
have noE only a zero lnErlnslc frequency,
buÈ also zero observed frequency. Doppler
shlfÈlng Èherefore causes a bias ln Ehe
frequency do¡nain to modes r¡hose wave
wectors are coallgned wlth the rnean flow,
and such modes will produce nostly
Èransverse (ui) fluccuaÈions.

FurËhernore, Èhe k-5/3 nave number
specÈn¡m posÈulaÈed by Gage 1L979] also
favors the observaÈlon of vorÈlcal modes
!¡ich kh parallel to Ù. At a glwen observed
frequency o, all vorclcal modes musÈ have
tshe seme rrawe veccor componenË, (kcosd)
parallel to U, buÈ Èhelr cotrponencs
perpendicular co t 1of uagnltude ksind)
will generally be dlfferenc. Because of
che 'red" naÈure of che k-5/3 specÈrum,
those modes with ksinÎ - O musÈ have the
largesÈ varlance, since thefr ÈoÈa1 r¡ave
number ls snallest, and will hence
doninate Èhe variance ln Èhe frequency
spectrum.

On these grounds rre argue EhaÈ vortical
modes r¡ith wave veccors closely aligned
with che mean flow w111 have Èhe largesÈ
amplltude in Ehe obserr¡ed frequency
domaÍn, but iC is Ehese parÈlcular modes
which have their osclllaEions directed
Èransverse to U. Hence 1t is expecÈed ÈhaË
Ëhe varÍance Èransverse Ëo Èhe mean wlnd
(ui) sill be greacer Èhan the paralle1
componenÈ, and so R ( I ls predicted for
vorÈlcal modes, a resulc which should
become more pronounced as Èhe wlnd speed
increases. Since this conEradicts our
observations (Flgure 5), ne conclude chat
vorÈical modes do noË conÈrlbute
significanÈly Ëo tshe notion field in the
troposphere at Adelaide.



6. DISCI]SSION

We have used wind measuremenÈs made with
Èhe Adelalde VHF ST radar to show thaE
horlzontsal wind notlons associated wlth
mesoscale phenomena in the,troposphere
often appear azlnuthally anlsoÈropf-c. Ihe
anisotropy nanifests lÈself as a tendency
for Èhe motlons to becone lncreaslngly
allgned along Èhe dlrecclon of the
background wind as I-ts strength increases.
The effecÈ ls especlally evident in
motions wiÈh observed perlods in Èhe 30-
min Ëo 2-hour range.

The resulÈs have been lnEerpreced in
Èerms of the effects of Doppler shlfÈing
produced by a nonzero rnean wlnd, U, on
model specÈra of atnospherlc gravlÈy waves
and vorÈical modes. In both of these
models, Doppler shlfclng produces a neE
shifc of energy Ëo hlgher observed
frequencfes for waves whlch have a
conponenc of the horizonËal wave nunber
parallel or ancf.parallel to U.
Osclllatlons which propagate at rlghÈ
angles to U are unaffected. However, the
resulÈlng raÈio (R) of energy for moÈlons
parallel Èo and perpendlcular co Û Is
differenË for the two nodels. Ihls
dlsparicy arlses because of che differenc
polarization of the perÈurbaÈlon moÈlons
associaÈed r¡ith gravlty waves and vorclcal
modes. For both wave t¡rpes Èhe notions are
polarized orÈhogonal to the wave normal,
k, but for grawity waves Èhe horizontal
conponenEs of Èhe moÈlon are aligned along
kh, Èhe horizonÈal componenÈ of k, whereas
Èhe noEions for vorEical modes lie in Ëhe
horlzonÈal plane and are perpendlcular to
k (conpare Figures 6a and 6c).
Consequently, che gravlcy wave nodel
predicÈs an enhancement of R greater than
unity as U lncreases, as obsen¡ed in
Figure 5, whereas Èhe vortical mode model
predicts a decrease in R, witsh values less
than unlty as U lncreases.

I.Ie Cherefore conclude thaË our
observations are conslsÈenÈ wiCh the
h¡rpothesis Èhat., in the lower aÈmosphere,
graviÈy eraves are responsÍble for the bulk
of the variance in the mesoscale rrind
field and thaÈ vorÈical modes or two-
dinensional Èurbulence are not slgnlficanË
in terms of energy. The contrlbuEion that
vorcical modes mighc make Èo shear and
potential vorticlty in the aÈmosphere has
yec to be explored, alÈhough 1c appears
they nay play a significanÈ role in the
ocean [MùIler et aI., 19881. Our



conclusion is ln accord wleh thac of
Fritts and Chou [1987] and FrlEcs et aI.
[1988] who, respectLvely, spectrally
anaLyzed Mes osphere-s tra co sphere-
troposphere (MST) radar wlnds measured aÈ
Poker Flat, Alaska, and Kygto, Japan.
Additlonal supporÈ for Che grawiÈy wave
rnodel comes from our cornparlson of the
ratio of the horizontal Èo verEical
energy, which exhibtts an Íncrease as Ù
increases, in line with the predictions of
F1/87.

These findings have some lmpllcatlons
for scudies which use ground-based radar
wind measurenenÈs to lnvesÈlgate azímuthal
anisotroples of gravity wave ¡noÈlons ln
the ¡¡lddle aÈnosphere, especlally if the
observations are confined Èo a narror.t
observed frequency range. Vfncent and
Frircs [1987] and Ebel er aI. [1987], for
exarople, have reported slgnlflcanc
anisoEropies ln r¡ave moElons y¡lthin given
observed frequency bands ln Èhe mesosphere
and have Ínterpreted Èhelr results ln
terms of the directlonal fllcerlng effeccs
acÈing on a spectrum of waves propagaElng
up through the niddle atmosphere. Howewer,
Doppler shifClng, actlng on a specÈrur¡ of
lraves ¡¡hose horizonÈal phase speed
dlsCribuCion ls azlmuÈhally lsoEroplc, can
produce dlfferences ln the observed
frequency specÈra as the effects are nosE
pronounced for Èhose qraves ¡¡hich are
propagaEfng elther wlÈh or agal-nsÈ the
mean wlnd, an effecË noÈ anEicipaËed ln
these earlier sÈudles. The siÈuat.lon ls
parÈicularly acute for hlgh obsen¡ed
frequencles, and the effecË sill be nore
imporÈant if c. ls snall compared wlth Ú,
which is equivalenE Èo nll small conpared
with U/N.

Alchough values of nI1 are noÈ well
known, SmiÈh et aI. [1987] suggest values
- 5 and 20 lu in the sÈraÈosphere and
mesosphere, respectlvely. With N - 0.02
rad s-r Èhese values correspond to c. -16
m s-l in che straÈosphere and -60-70 m s-l
in the mesosphere. Doppler shifting
effects are therefore likely to be very
inporEant in the stratosphere where, at
the solstices, mean wind speeds of up Èo
100 n s-1 are possible. The htgher values
of c. in tshe mesosphere and Èhe smaller
mean winds in thaÈ region mean Èhat
Doppler shifcing effects are probably less
severe. Mean winds - 70 n s-l correspond
Èo values of P - 1 r¡hich produce only
snall changes in the spectrum of
horizontal moEions (e.g., see Figure 8),
and so the findings of Vincent and Fritts



[1987] and EbeI et al. [1987] are noc
appreciably conËaminated by Doppler
shifting. NeverÈheless, it is possible
that tshe semíannual variation in the
magniÈude of che mean zonal wlnd ln the
lower mesosphere could acçentuate the
semi-annual varlatlon of gravlty wave
amplitudes which has been observed ln this
region [e.g., VincenÈ and Fritts, 1987;
Ebel eE al., 19871. The fact, however,
that Èhe semlannual varlatlon in gravity
wave acÈivity is still apparent in the
mesosphere aE Adelalde afEer Èhe variances
have been lntegrated over the whole
frequency specÈrum [Vlncent and Frltts,
19871 shows that lt musE be a real
phenomenon aÈ Èhls locaEfon.

It is often necessary Ëo examlne Ehe
gravlÈy r¡ave moÈions fn a nunber of
frequency bands ln order, for example, to
determine the lnfluence of posslble wave
sources. The results froo chls paper
suggesÈ, however, Ëhat cauEl-on should be
exercised when varl-aÈlons of gravlcy lrave
ampllÈudes are fnvestfgated wlth ground-
based sensors so that the posslble
influence of Doppler shlfclng ls Èaken
inEo accounÈ. Our observatlons supporE Èhe
concluslons of Fritcs and VanZandc [1987J
EhaÈ parÈicular care should be taken aE
hlgh obserrred frequencies shere Doppler-
shifcing effecËs can be pronounced.
InÈegraËion of the variances ower the
whole observed frequency specÈrum should
be used wherever possible. Flnally, tt
should be noted ÈhaÈ scudles l¡hf.ch use the
verÈical spaËlal sËructure of Èhe wawe
motions to lnvesËlgate azlnuEhal
anlsotsropies Ie.g., Eckernann and Vincent,
19891 rrill noc be lnfluenced by Doppler
shlfcing because the vertical r¡ave number
is iÈself an inÈrinsic save paraneter.

7. STJHHARY AI{D CONCLUSIONS

We have presenÈed obserrraÈions of
mesoscale horizontal wind motsLons ln the
lower atmosphere over Adelaide, Australia,
and show Èhat the flucEuaÈlng moËions are
ofÈen closely allgned Eo tshe background
wind direction. This alignnent becomes
more pronounced as Èhe sErength of the
background wind speed increases,
especially at high observed frequencies.
In order to explain this phenomenon we
consider how the gravity wave and vortical



node (two-dimenslonal Ëurbulence) models
of mesoscale motlons respond to changes in
tshe background flow. BoÈh models predicc
that Doppler-shiftsing effects will cause
increasing enerry to be neasured ac hlgh
observed frequencies as Èhe rnagnlÈude of
the background wind lncreases. However,
because the horlzontal wlnd components of
gravicy waves and vorÈfcal nodes are
polarized differenEly relaÈlve Eo thelr
horlzontal vave nu¡nber vector, the
parÈition of energy beÈveen rnoÈlons
parallel and Cransverse to Ehe nean sind
dlrecclon ls dlfferenc. For gravfty waves,
Doppler shifÈfng causes the fluccuatlons
parallel to Èhe mean wind to be enhanced
relaEive Ëo the Cransverse osclllaElons,
whereas for vortical ¡nodes the oppostÈe is
Èhe case. Doppler shlfÈing of gravlty nave
energy y¡ould Èherefore resulE ln an
apparenÈ allgnrnenE of the wave fluctuaEfon
with the mean flow, as Ls observed. [Je
Èherefore conclude thaÈ our observaÈlons
are in beÈÈer accord with che predf.cclons
of Doppler shlfting of gravlÈy wave energy
and thaE gravity wave moÈlons domlnate Èhe
mesoscale energetlcs of the lower
atnosphere. The inpllcaÈf.ons of thls sEudy
for other ground-based radar measurementss
of gravity rrave parameEers are dfscussed,
and lC is poinËed out Chat Doppler
shifÈing rnay slgnlflcanÈly blas the
resulÈs unless the effeccs are properly
accounËed for.
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Fig. 1. (a) Heighc-Èime cross sectsions of
Ëhe horizontal winds observed ln the
troposphere ac Adelaide 1n Èhe perlod
AugusË 19 to 30, 1988. Ihe wind wectors
are ploÈÈed every 4 hours. (b) Hetghc-cime
cross secclons of the allgnment of
mesoscale moÈions ln the perfod AugusÈ, 19
to 30, 1988. Each llne represents the
degree of polartzation and altgnment (see
texË) of moÈlons in the perlod range 0.5 -2 hours averaged over a 4-hour interval.

Fig. 2. As for Figure 1 buÈ for rhe
perf.od November 10 to 18, 1988.

Fig. 3. As for Figure 1 bur for rhe
perfod November 18 to 25. 1988.

FlS- a. Histograms of Èhe dffference beÈween Èhe direction of Èhe mean wind(U) and Èhe alfgnnenÈ of ¡nesoscale moËf.ons plotted for ¡nean wind speeds of O-
5, 5-ro, and >10 m s-1. o' fnplles paralrer arignmenÈ, and 90' neans
transverse alLgnnenÈ. For moÈlons in Èhe 0.5 - 2 hour and 2 - 8 hour period
bands Ëhe daca are for all helghts of observaElon averaged over 8-hour
f.nÈervals. For che I - 24 hour perfod band che daÈa are averaged over 24-hour
inEervals.

Fig- 5. Plots of che log(R) versus mean wind speed, where R is the ratio of
Èhe varfances of mesoscale moËlons parallel Ëo and Èransverse Èo Èhe meanwlnd. Each poinÈ rePresenÈs an 8-hour average for che O.5-2 hour and 2-8 hourperlod bands and 24-hour averages for Èhe 8-24 hour band. The solid line is a
leasÈ squares slxÈh-order pol¡momlal ffc Eo Ëhe daËa, and the bars show Èhe
associatsed sËandard errors.

Fig- 6. Vectors rePresentfng Èhe horizontal wind oscillaÈions of (a) a single
gravity rrave of horfzonÈal nawe number k¡, (b) Èr¡o orthogonally aligned
graviEy waves, (c) a single worÈlcal mode, and (d) cvo oichogonalry aligned
wortical modes. The horizonÈal and vercical coordinates are in units of
wavelengÈh.

Fig. 7. Hodel observed frequency specÈra
(a) for horizontal graviÈ¡r qrave moËfons
[after Friccs and VanZandÈ, 19371 and (b)
for vorÈical modes [after Gage and
NasÈrom, 19881.

Fig. 8- Hodel gravity nave specËra of
horizonÈal noËfons plotted in energy-
conÈenc form, øErr(ø).



Fig. 9. ScatËerplots of togçl,2¡72) as a function of r¡ind speed. Each poinc
in the O-5-2 hour and 2-8 hour bands represents an 8-hour average, and the
poinËs in the 8-24 hour band are 24-hour averages. The solid Ilne is a least
squares sixch-order pol¡momlal fic Ëo Èhe data, and the bars show the standard.
error.
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